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Preface

Contemporary research on cognitive and psychomotor behavior influ-

enced by the three biological factors mentioned in the subtitle of this
book is producing a notable effect on the psychology of human differ-

ences. In the present work we attempt a broad survey and objective

appraisal of some of the key concepts andprinciples that have emerged

from recent investigations of the relationship between organismicfactors

and human performance.
To write on the subject of human variation in the late 1970s presents

certain difficulties not encountered by those who write on other psycho-
logical topics. Many of the phenomena of intergroup variability in the
behavior of human beings classified in terms of age, race, and sex are

beyond reasonable doubt, yet whether the provenance be mainly that of
nature or nurture, to what statistical degree it exists, and for which psy-
chological categories, is a set of issues fraught with controversy. Nor is
the controversy merely technical; it has deeply infiltrated the public
sector where periodically it erupts in the form of staged media events,
campus demonstrations, establishmentarian resolutions, special national
legislation, institutional coercion in matters of employment and promo-
tion, and the harassment of individual academicians who decline to em-

brace the null hypothesis with respect to human abilities. Certain
teachers and researchers have paid a high price for academic freedom,
even in Western nations that guarantee remarkable liberties to their
citizens.

Rather than espousing the majoritarian doctrine of biopsychological
uniformity, the contributors to this volume may besaid, as a group, to
entertain the hypothesis that heritable variations in many humanreaction
tendenciesare significantly associated with the taxa of sex, race, and age.
We assume continuities rather than typologies, quantitative inter-
gradations rather than qualitative classes. Our biopsychological orienta-

Xl1il
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tion represents a position whose origins are more evidential than attitud-
inal because most of us began ourcareers as empiricists, and we grew to
professional maturity in the context of a pervasive environmentalism. But
the dramatic advances in behavioral genetics are compelling, and
simplistic Watsonian psychology has yielded to the sophistication of
neobehaviorism. Consequently, when one finds belief conflicting with
knowledge it is unreasonable to persist—especially when intuition, emo-
tion, and conation are strongly involved at the expense of cognitive con-
siderations. Notoriously in the domain of race, but increasingly in discus-
sions of sex and age, conformity of opinion is expected in the halls of ivy
as it is in legislative and judicial chambers.

Usually such social pressures are justified in the name of humanism,
or by invoking anever-lengtheninglist of a priori “rights.’’ However, a
philosophical pragmatisminclines us to the view that humanitarian goals
are achieved most readily and completely when one’s society liberates
and optimizes the pursuit of empirical and theoretical knowledge. Here
we allude to the untrammeled acquisition of scientific information con-
cerning: (1) the manifold dimensions of human behavior, (2) the genetic,
anatomical, and physiological correlates of that behavior, (3) the physical
and social environments in which people live, and (4) their bio-
psychological interactions with those environments. For us, the question
of determiningthe relative proportions ofphenotypic variance in selected
human attributes that may be ascribed to innate, acquired, interactive,
and covariate sources undergiven conditions is entirely a matterof data
and theory—not of ideology, politics, authority, or forensics. Of course,
there may be some readers who will draw oversimplified conclusions
about complex social problems from the pages that follow, but that is a
case of inference rather than implication.
Each chapter is new and was commissionedfor this volume. Ourgen-

eral intent has been to proceed from the evidence of controlled studies to
quantitative hypotheses, then to state qualified generalizations about be-
havior, finally to test these conditional propositions by well-established
statistical techniques—and frequently to remind ourselves of the
provisional nature of scientific evidence. Fortunately, theoretical know]l-
edge is corrigible as well as fallible, so errors of fact or logic will eventu-
ally be detected and eliminated. The knowledgethat scienceaspirestois
adaptive with respect to a variety of problems, theoretical as well as

applied, because it is progressively sensitive to new data and to the
relevance of operationally defined concepts imbedded in a system of
wide generality. In such an enterprise the future is always relevant, so
the evidence forscientific knowledge must be continually growing. One
should be suspicious of knowledgethatis static or unresponsive to novel

facts and interpretations. In the field of human variation the quest for
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knowledge remains vigorous not only due to the intrinsic interest of the

subject matter but also due to its dynamic and responsive nature.

Our editorial labors have been facilitated by a numberof colleagues,

students, and employees. In particular we wish to acknowledgethe con-

tributions of Ted Jaeger, Frank Miele, Jennie Parham, Robert B. Payne,

Vickie Rabun, Wilma Sanders, Eileen Totter, and Roger Wilkerson.



Note on Taxonomy

Taxonomyis essential for precision in scientific communication, but
many technical problems are encountered in labeling the various
categories of human beings. Although age and sex are straightforward
enough,the ethnic taxa of mankind have nosettled classification. This is
because the International Code of Zoological Nomenclature does not
specify rules for subspecies (geographical races), nor for smaller taxa
(e.g., local races, micro-races).
The namesof races used in this book are consistent with the terminol-

ogy of comparative psychology, physical anthropology, and human ge-
netics. They are intended to achieve maximum clarity withoutsacrificing
parsimony. In the table below, some alternative names are provided in
addition to the Latin trinomials. All the living peoples of the world be-
long to the same genus andspecies, so ourprincipal distinctions will be
those of subspecies.

Taxonomy of the Living Geographical Races'

  

Subspecies Trinomen Alternative Names

Australoid? Homosapiens australicus Australasid, Australid
Capoid H. sapiens capitalis Khoisanid, Khoisan
Caucasoid H. sapiens caucasus Europid, Europoid
Mongoloid* H. sapiens asiaticus Mongolid, Asiatic
Negroid! H. sapiens africanus Negrid, Congoid
ee

' When necessary, hybrid taxa will be denoted as such (e.g., some
Afro-Americans, Ainus, Cape Coloreds, Caribbean islanders, Hawaiians,
Hottentots, Indo-Dravidians, Indonesians, Melanesians, Mexicans,
Polynesians).

“Includes several dwarfed local races of Negritos (e.g., parts of India,
Southeast Asia, and certain Pacific islands).

* Includes numerouslocal races of Amerinds (North, Central, and South
America), Aleuts, and Eskimos (circumpolarregions).

‘Includes dwarfed local races of Pygmies (Central Africa).

XVli



“Each individual’s behavior is caused in part by certain tendencies
which he has in common with all members of the species, in part by
tendencies peculiar to his sex, in part by tendencies peculiarto his
ancestry, in part by the stage of development or maturation which
he has reached, in part by tendencies peculiarto the ‘culture’ of his
land and time, and in part by the circumstances which characterize
his own peculiarlife-history.”

EDWARD LEE THORNDIKE

Human Nature and the Social Order (1940)
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Prologue

NATHANIEL WEYL

Boca Raton, Florida

This volume consists of original scientific essays by specialists com-
missioned for the project. It is designed for intelligent laymen and for
senior and graduate students in behavior genetics, biopsychology,
developmental psychology, humanskills, individual differences, person-
ality, and psychometrics. With few exceptions, the treatment is non-
mathematical and within the grasp of readers with only elementary to
modest backgrounds in genetics and psychology. The contributors have
sought to present the available data objectively and with minimalrefer-
ence to those political and moral controversies that have aroused so much
intense partisanship and public clamor.
The book is a pioneer contribution to the growing study of human

variation. For a people of multiple ethnic and national origins, such as the
American, the psychological aspects of racial diversity are of compelling
importance. As the interconnections among the peoples of the world
become more complex, objective information concerning such behav-
ioral differences becomes increasingly neededto facilitate international
understanding.
The study of the psychology of aging and of the changes in mental and

perceptual functioning that accompany advancing age is a growing field
of interest that assumesparticular relevance in the light of governmental
programs to integrate better the aging and agedinto society. Sexual dif-
ferences in the frequencydistribution of mental abilities and their possi-
ble genetic basis are an area of inquiry that has until very recently been
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systematically avoided. To the best of our knowledge, no other book
exists with the scope of this one.

In his chapter on fallacies in arguments concerning humandifferences,
DwightJ. Ingle analyzes examples of bad logic advanced by both propo-
nents and opponents of environmental theories of human variation. He
concludesthat, although many uncertainties remain concerningtherela-
tive importance of heredity and environmentin humanabilities, heredity
appears to be the more powerful factor in most cases.
The chapter on genetic markers, pleiotropy, andlinkage, by David C.

Rife, contains a detailed analysis of dermatoglyphics as a quantitative
gene marker. Ethnic differences in fingerprint indices (FPIs) are
stressed. Since there is no evidence of their genetic association with
survival-influencing genes, FPIs may be uniquely valuable means of
assessing ethnic relationships and the probable ancestry of migrant
stocks.
Arthur R. Jensen’s chapter on assortative mating is probably the most

systematic treatment of the subject available. It covers the Mendelian
algebra, observed ethnic andnational differences, and the relationship to
fertility, inbreeding, and hybridization of nonrandom mating. Jensen
finds that assortative mating for intelligence may accountfor four-fifths of
the American and British population with IQs above 145.
John L. Horn’s chapter is a theoretical and empirical investigation of

the quantitative and qualitative changes in humanintelligence associ-
ated with the maturation and aging processes. As distinct from child-
developmentstudies, the main focus is on the primary mentalabilities
characteristic of infancy, adolescence, and adulthood. Changes in such
factors as intellectual speed, memory, visualization, auditory functions,
and productive thinking are evaluated in the context of a hierarchical
theory of fluid and crystallized intelligence.

R. Travis Osborne’s contribution makes public for the first time a sum-
mary of the results of his in-depth heritability studies of large samples of
Caucasoid and Negroid monozygotic and dizygotic twins. Primary men-
tal abilities, as revealed by a battery of 12 separate tests, showed a wide
range in heritability, suggesting differences in their underlying genetic
and environmental causal components. The differences between the ob-
served varianceratios of Negroid and Caucasoid subjects were notstatis-
tically significant.
Robert G. Lehrke’s contribution on sex linkage explores the biological

evidence in favor of greater male variability in intelligence at both the
upper and lowerranges of the IQ frequency distribution. The investiga-
tion of this hypothesis, to which Lehrke has himself made significant
contributions, is a new field in biopsychology with which even graduate
students are often unfamiliar. The treatment is both evidential and
theoretical.
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In the most comprehensive analysis of own-race and self-esteem

studies of young Negroid and Caucasoid children ever undertaken, Au-

drey M. Shueyfinds significantly higher scores among Caucasoid sub-

jects in both areas. Neither sex nor the racial composition of the school

(when considered independently of its location) significantly affected

either. Negroid self-esteem and own-race preference weresignificantly

higher in the North than in the South, and they increased with age.

In the field of racial differences, there is an enormous literature com-

paring Negroids and Caucasoids. It covers not only IQ in general but the

comparative structure of intelligence, sensorimotor differences, and the

extent to which variations in anyor all of these factors are believed to be

genetic or environmental in origin. Quantitative data on the intelligence

of peoples other than Caucasoids, Negroids, and citizens of countries of

Anglo-Saxon overseas settlement are, however, in most cases fragmen-

tary and, in the case of the Soviet world, nonexistent. In his chapter on

ethnic differences in intelligence, Richard Lynn has used culture-fair

tests to attempt to outline the geography of humanintelligence. Among

other interesting findings, he reports that the Mongoloids of Japan are

brighter on the average than the Caucasoids of Britain or America.

After tracing the history of research and theory on psychomotor learn-
ing and performance, Clyde E. Noble summarizes the available labora-
tory studies on ethnic, national, age, and sex differences in such percep-
tual and motor tasks and processes as visual acuity, chemical tasting,
optical illusions, pitch and rhythm discrimination, musical talent, color
perception, spatial visualization, kinesthetic maturation, athletic skills,
eye—hand coordination, maze testing, and multiple-choice learning. He
concludes with a treatment of the theory of skill acquisition.

In his Epilogue to this volume, Cyril D. Darlington of Oxford Univer-
sity argues that human evolution is characterized by positive feedback
between the growth of intelligence and the environmental changes and
transformations it causes. This process has been conducive to the
development of individual responsibility and the subordination of in-
stinctual to rational responses to challenge. Natural obstaclesto this fruit-
ful transaction, particularly those caused by parasites and endemic dis-
eases, have deprived primitive peoples of the stimulus of the grain
revolution.

The chapters of this book deal with the broadest aspects of variation in
human behavioral traits. Individual and group diversity provide human
society with richness of texture and creative potential. Scientific under-
standing of the causes and nature of human variety may be a precondi-
tion of species survival for Homo sapiens.
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Fallacies in Arguments on Human

Differences

DWIGHT J. INGLE

University of Chicago

INTRODUCTION

Debates on the relative importance of heredity and environment in
determining the characteristics of individuals and of groups commonly
focus on those factors that determine success and status. The question
arouses pride and otherself-assertive tendencies. Such debatesare likely
to include misinformation and faulty reasoning, and they often become
emotionally charged. Self is identified more with heredity than with
environment. It is a threat to self-esteem to acknowledge genetic limi-
tations; it is less so if environment and society can be blamed.I find it
paradoxical that those who profess environment to be all important in
determining personality and individuality seem to cherish inherited na-
ture more.

Historically, wealth, power, and special privileges were determined
mainly by family andsocial class; this was rationalized by the assumption
that traits needed for leadership are inherited and that the lowerclasses
are inferior in those qualities. There was supporting dogma about“royal
blood” or “good blood” as opposedto “bad blood” or “‘ordinary blood.”
Such dogmawasusedto justify slave—master and lord-serf relationships.
The hypothesis that heredity is important in determining differences

between individuals and between groups is out of fashion today. The
view that people are “equal born” may have developedat different times
and places and sometimes in response to oppression. It appears in reli-
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gious, political, social, and scientific writings and teachings. It has been
used to support democracy as well as socialism and communism.It is a
fallacy to assumethat the uses to which ideas are put determine their
truth or validity. In what follows, I shall use the word “fallacy” in a broad
sense to include weak arguments as well as absolute errors in deduction
and induction.
The fallacists’ fallacy is to assume that fallacious reasoning always

leads to error. Some faulty reasoning has led to truth. Logical reasoning
sometimesresults in factual errors. Arguments vary along a continuum in
quality, consistency, and strength of inference. Truth anderrorare intrin-
sically probabilistic in the natural world, but the frequency of error can
be reduced when we recognize weak arguments and make them more
secure. Before reviewing commonfallacies, I shall list the requirements
for testing claims to empirical knowledge.

REQUIREMENTS FOR PROOF

1. Methods of identifying and measuring traits must show technical
evidence of validity and stability. In the physical sciences, exact
methods of identification and measurement are accepted. Psychometric
methods of measuring intelligence and other complex humanattributes
are less direct, and the meaning of each technique is debated. Logical
andstatistical criteria are guides to the measurement of humantraits.

2. Any explanation should account for all of the facts and show that
strong competing hypotheses are improbable. ffit fails to do this, how-
ever, its rejection is not always required; the life of a hypothesis can
sometimes be extended byrevision.

3. The evidence for a claim to knowledge must be repeatable by
others on demand.

4. A claim for discovery should be supported by favorable instance
statistics. This means that taking away or adding the putative causal
factor(s) under study should bring about statistically significant change
in results.

o. The explanation should permit prediction and control of the events
or processes under study. To achieve prediction and control of events or
processes adds powerful support to claims that we understand them and
have identified the causal factors. However, some incorrect theories and
models have correctly predicted some experimental results. Not all sci-
entific knowledge leads to the prediction and control of events under
study.

6. Agreementof different lines of evidence is a sign of probable truth.
This is a sign of truth, not proof of it. Claims are sometimes madethat a
numberof bits of evidence, each weak whentaken byitself, represents
proof when taken together. If each line of evidence is faulty, then the
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combination does not establish proof. The assumption that it does is

knownasthe fagot fallacy.

7. The more implausible the claim, the greater the need for strong

evidence. If a claim doesnotfit our experience with nature, weare likely

to doubt the explanation even when the supporting evidence seems

strong.

8. General agreement by experts. There are no rules in science that

force an individual to accept or reject an idea. The individual is free in

this regard, and belief is a personal matter. However, an idea is not

commonly regarded as established until there is general agreement

among experts that it is true. This does not mean that majority opinionis a

trustworthy guide to truth.

It may be helpful to consider the following list of fallacies in relation-
ship to the above requirements for proof. These guides to the acceptance
of evidence, taken separately or together, do not establish certainty. It is

almost impossible to comply with all of them. Proofis relative, and belief
should remain open for reexamination and possible revision.
The taxonomy of common fallacies is not internally consistent.

Categories range from absolute errors to insecure deductions and in-
ferences. Ordinary reasoning doesnot follow therules of logic and can go
awry by novel paths. I do not suggest that it is impossible to develop a
logically consistent taxonomy of commonfallacies, but no one has done
so, and I cannot.

We shall consider fallacies that are common in debates on therelative
importance of biological factors and of social environment in causing
changes associated with age, sex, and racial differences, especially those
debates on the causes of individual and group differences in mental
abilities and achievements. Only a few references are given to faulty
arguments. My object is to list fallacies to be kept in mind by anyone
examining these debates. I have tried to identify fallacies used by both
hereditarians and environmentalists, but I am not an impartial author.
I believe that heredity probably plays a more importantrole in causing
individual and group differences in mental abilities and achievements.
Somefallacies have been named. Thosethat havenot are identified by

description. I have listed five broad families of fallacies: those based on
association, those of generalization, verbal fallacies, fallacies involving
oversimplification, and those that beg the question. Many specific fal-
lacies will have close relatives in different families.

FALLACIES BASED ON ASSOCIATION

1. The fallacy of post hoc, ergo propter hoc (after this, therefore be-
cause of this). It has been argued that enslavementof the African ances-
tors of contemporary American Negroids was a cause of the Negroid-—
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Caucasoid gap in IQ and in school achievement. The argument assumes
that the gap arose after Negroids were brought to America. There is no
evidence that this was true. Such studies as have been done show a gap
in the average IQs of Caucasoids and African Negroids (Chap. 9). Ne-
groids of today have notlived as slaves, although many have experienced
socioeconomic discrimination and other environmental handicaps. Other
racial and ethnic groups in America have experienced socioeconomic
discrimination. Mongoloids and Jewsin this country have an average IQ
that is above the national average. Amerinds are lower than American
Negroids on the socioeconomic scale but have a higher average IQ
(Coleman 1966; Jensen, 1973).

It has also been argued that neglect of Negroid education in the past
has caused the present Negroid—Caucasoid gap in test performance and
school achievement. Many groups of Negroids have experienced only
good schools, but the gap has not been narrowed during several decades
of Negroid advancement in educational opportunities (Jensen, 1972).
Several extensive studies support the Coleman Report (1966) that differ-
ences in educational achievementcorrelate only slightly with those vari-
ables that schools traditionally control.

If a hypothesis cannot be tested, and if the postulated causal factor
cannot be shownto have a constantrelationship to the trait understudy,
the hypothesis cannot be accepted as proved. Some have claimed that
since sex-role training differs for girls and boys, this is the sole cause of
sex differences in interests, drives, and achievements. The hypothesis
has not been proved because it has not yet been shownthat the differ-
ences can be abolished by changesin sex-role training. The alternative
hypothesis that there are biological bases of sex roles is supported by data
from comparative studies on hormones and behavior and by the facts
about sex differences in the neurophysiology of the brain.

2. The fallacy of cum hoc, ergo propter hoc (with this, therefore be-
cause of this). Hereditarians have sometimes argued that the common
association between family and achievement confirms the role of
heredity in determining success. It does not because closely related in-

dividuals tend to have similar environments. The environmentalists’ fal-
lacy lies in looking for any environmental difference between two popu-
lations having a mean difference in IQ or in achievement and assuming
that the associated environmental difference is the cause. Each hypothe-
sis requires testing by other forms of inference.

3. The fallacy of assuming a cause-and-effect relationship between
sets of correlated values. This is a form of the cum hoc fallacy. Correla-
tions are merely descriptive. There may or may not be a causal connec-

tion. It is difficult to find a correlation between any two variables that is

precisely zero. However, correlations can provide useful clues to causal

relationships. The inference of cause and effect can be strengthened by
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statistical methods (e.g., multiple correlations and path analysis) and by

the experimental control and testing of the putative causal factors. |

There is an apparent contradiction in two arguments by environmen-

talists. First, it is claimed that the high correlation between the IQs of

identical twins reared apart is due to the similarity of environmentsfor

each pair. Second, the low correlation of IQs of unrelated children reared

together is explained as due to dissimilar environments. Each claim is

possibly correct.

4. The fallacy of the consequent. The assumption is that an effect al-

ways results from the same cause. Some hereditarians and some en-

vironmentalists have separately argued that individuality has either a

single cause or a fixed pattern of causes. Causal patterns frequently illus-

trate equifinality, that is, a general result can be reached by different

pathways. Mental retardation can be produced by several diseases and

by injuries, some of them genetic and some environmental.

The association betweenphysiological aging and a decline in creativity

is sometimes assumedto be a simple cause-effect relationship. Causality

is plausible but has not been proved. A decline in creativity and other

mental abilities can result from any one of several diseases of the brain,

from brain injury, from changes in motivation, or from distractions based

on changes in the social environment.

5. The fallacy of assuming that the cause(s) can always be found at
the time the effect is observed. Hates and fears and other attitudes can
last a lifetime beyond the original cause. The bases of some feelings of
insecurity and fears among the aged may have beenestablished in child-

hood. Some biological pathogenic factors have a latent time of years
between the times of infection and manifestation of disease. Failure to
demonstrate a postulated causal factor does not exclude it as a possible
cause.

6. The fallacy of assuming that the cause of a problem is a deficiency
of the remedy. Lack of wateris not the cause offire. Improvementof the
behavior of a child with Down’s syndromebyintensive training does not
prove that lack of training caused this form of mental retardation.

7. The fallacy of accident. Treating a nonessential associated factoras
essential for a result illustrates this fallacy. A classic example is the as-
sumption that competence is associated only with “Caucasoid”’ skins.
Another example is the assumption that high intelligence is to be found
only among “plain” women.

FALLACIES OF GENERALIZATION

Inductive reasoning allows generalization from a few cases to a group
if a representative sample has been drawn from the group.It is logical to
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generalize only about the group from which the sample was drawn,or to
groups that are identical in all relevant factors. This has to do with the
strength of the analogy: for example, some nutrition studies using ani-
mals may be validly generalized to humans, depending on the
similarities of the two species with respect to metabolic, digestive, and
natural diet factors.

1. The fallacy of secundum quid or parapro toto (overgeneralization).
Some environmentalists have failed to recognize individuality by assum-
ing that all people are equally endowedwith the genetic factors affecting
social mobility and achievements. This is the fallacy of the universal
man. Some hereditarians, especially of an earlier day, have argued that
all membersof a racial group are alike. They have also ignored individ-
uality and the extensive overlap of abilities between groups.
There are average differences in sex roles, interests, and achievements

between the sexes. This has led to the belief that women are inherently
inferior to men in certain roles. On the other hand, that some women
excel in roles that are customarily assumed by men has ledto theasser-
tion that the sexes are equal in the biological bases of all forms of mental
achievement.
There is also generalization from age norms, so that people are treated

according to age in respect to schooling, voting rights, certain restraints,
retirement, and so on rather than according to individuality.

2. The per contra fallacy. This means drawing a conclusion about an
individual on the basis of the general characteristics of the group to
which the person belongs—the converse of the secundum quid fallacy.It
fails to recognize individuality and overlap of group characteristics. In-
dividual Negroids sometimes complain that they are judgedsolely on the
basis of racial identity, not individual traits and achievements. So do
certain women with respect to their sex classification.

3. The fallacy of the faulty sample. There has been a number of
widely published reports of Negroid schoolchildren having an average
IQ higher than the national average for Caucasoids. In each case, the
children were highly selected either on a socioeconomic basis or by
admission standards. One example was the sixth-grade class of the
Windsor Hills Elementary School of Los Angeles (Jensen, 1972). The
majority of these students were from an affluent neighborhood.
The George Report (George, 1962) reviewed evidence that the average

brain weight of Negroids is. significantly less than the average brain
weight of Caucasoids. The brains of the Negroids were of cadaverorigin,
either from the slums of Baltimore or from an African village. These

brains were compared with the brains of Caucasoids that had been col-
lected in Germany several decades earlier. Some of the more important
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variables such as age, nutritional status, and cause of death were
uncontrolled.

It has been reported that when a human reaches the age of 30 or

thereabouts, the brain begins to lose functional cells. Such estimates are

based on superficial studies of cadaver brains that are not representative
of living healthy brains ofthat age. The average life expectancy of elderly

people who enter homesfor the agedis usually less than the averagefor a
control group not placed in homes. Although the groups may be judged

to be similar in respect to the incidence of disease, there is typically only
a superficial appraisal of health. It should be shownthat the two groups
are similar in respect to variables knownto be relevant.
The theory of psychosexual neutrality at birth is based partly on evi-

dence that when sex roles are assigned to sexually anomalous individ-
uals, many of them accept the gender role assigned to them even when
the chromosomal constitution is of the opposite sex. Such sexually

anomalous cases represent less than 1% of the population. Gender

assignment is made according to the extent that the infant is already
masculinized or feminized, and this corresponds to changes already

established in the brain by the presence or absence of androgens. Mas-
culinization and feminization are determined by the presence or ab-
sence of androgenic hormonesrather than by chromosomal constitution
(Hutt, 1972). Failure of a hermaphrodite to repudiate an assigned gen-
der role does not mean that normal psychosexuality has been estab-
lished or that the individualis fully satisfied with it.

4. The fallacy that within-group measurements can be extrapolated
to different groups. A few writers have used estimates of the heritability
of IQ among Caucasoids to draw conclusions about the heritability of IQ
among Negroids.It is plausible that if the heritability of individual dif-
ferences in IQ is high among Caucasoids,it is also high among Negroids,
but the extrapolation is insecure.
We have noted studies indicating that the average brain weight of

Negroids may be significantly less than the average brain weight of
Caucasoids (George, 1962). Critics have replied that the low correlation
between brain weight and IQ among Caucasoids implies that racial dif-
ferences in average brain weight are without significance. This is not a
self-validating conclusion. A possible causal relationship betweenracial
differences in brain weight and IQ would needtesting by other lines of
evidence and inference. Radiological methods could possibly be used to
measure brain size in samples of different human populations. Research
on the fine structure, the neurophysiology, and the chemistry of the brain
might lead to important discoveries about the biological basesofabilities
(see Baker, 1974, pp. 429-437).

5. The fallacy of hasty extrapolation. Extrapolation can be accurate
only when the characteristics of the process under study and its causes
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are known. Manyprocessesare so poorly understood that extrapolation of
present trends involves risk of error.

It is predicted that medical science will soon extend life expectancy by
many decades. At least two typesof errors are represented in these pre-
dictions. First, gains in life expectancy have resulted almost entirely
from public health measures of preventive medicine and from the suc-
cessful treatment of someof the great killing diseases. Medical scientists
do not yet understand how to control the aging process. The upper limit
of life span has not increased. Second, some predictions based on the
assumption thatall of the killing diseases will eventually be controlled
involve the fallacy of spurious replication. The assumption is madethat
if cancer can be cured,all cancer patients will then be disease-free until
they die of old age. The majority are likely to die of another disease. The
same would betrueif all cases of heart disease could be cured, andit
would betrue for every killing disease. Not only do patients sometimes
have morethan oneserious disease at a time, but also the cure of oneis
commonly followed by other disorders. The gain in life span predicted
from the cure of each disease and the assumption of a disease-free exis-
tence until old age would bereplicated spuriously.

6. The fallacy of equating individual values with averages. The aver-
age Negroid—Caucasoid difference in IQ is about 15 points (Jensen,
1972). Critics of the hypothesis that there is a genetic basis for this aver-
age difference point out that individuals moving from a poor to a good
environment sometimes show IQ changes of more than 15 points. (In a
minority of cases, there is a decrease in IQ or no change rather than a
gain.) A few individual cases of identical twins raised apart have larger
differences in IQ. (The higher IQ is sometimes found in the twin raised
in the poor environment.) Average changes in IQ are much smaller than
the extreme changes in individual values. Averages must be compared
with averages, not values for individuals.

It is also a fallacy to assumethat similarity in group averages proves
that there is no difference in the distribution of individual values. In
comparisons of boys and girls and of men and women,it is found that the
average IQ is approximately the same, but there is greater variability
among individual males; more are dull and more are gifted than is the
case for females. There is no complete agreementas to the reasonsfor sex
differences in intellectual variability (see Chapter 7).

7. The fallacy of ethnomorphism. The assumption is made that the
characteristics of another group are similar to or identical with one’s own.
It is illustrated by the efforts of some social reformers to solve the prob-
lems of minority groups by exhorting them to abandontheir culture and
adopt that of a majority group, commonly that to which the social re-
former belongs. The obverse of this fallacy may be seen within the ranks
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of ardent women’s liberation advocates who believe that womenarefree
only when forced to assume a malerole.

8. The fallacy of ethnocentrism. The importance of one’s group in
relation to other groups is exaggerated. Nationalities, ethnic groups, and
the sexes each tend to overemphasize their roles in history.

9. The fallacy of false analogy. Although strong inferences can be
formed on the basis of similarity between categories of things and pro-
cesses, reasoning based on superficial or incomplete resemblances is
likely to be faulty. The evidence for a heritability of individual differ-
ences in IQ of approximately +.80 has been questioned because this is
much higher than the heritability of egg production or yield of corn.
There are at least two important differences between humanintelligence
and the other two categories. First, in animal husbandry and in ag-
ronomy, there have been manygenerations of selective breeding, so that
breeds of chickens and breeds of corn are much more homogeneousin
respect to genetic endowment. The range of genetic differencesis rela-
tively small; hence, a much higher proportion of individual differencesis
due to environmentalfactors. Second, corn production and egg laying are
vegetative functions that are being compared to the marvelously wide
range of human intelligence. To assume that the ranges of individual
differences in corn yield and egg production are analogousto the range of
individual differences in IQ scores is to commit the fallacy of the vari-
able base.
Many physiological processes show periodicity. This is true of all hor-

monesthat affect sexual functions. It has been argued that because there
is periodicity in the secretion of hormones in men,this is analogousto the
menstrual cycle of women. The analogy is weak orfalse. Thereis similar-
ity in some respects, but menstruation involves the growth and sloughing
of uterine tissue, with an accompanying release of toxins and loss of
blood. The pattern of changes in the secretion of hormones in women
differs basically from the cyclic secretion of hormones in men.

10. The fallacy of assuming randomness of self-assembly andsocial
mobility. Social anthropologist Otto Klineberg (1935, 1944) argued that
regional differences in the United States caused the notorious Negroid—
Caucasoid gap in Army Alpha scores during World WarI. Pitting “best”
Negroids against “worst”? Caucasoids, he found four Northern states in
which the average (median) test scores for Negroids were higher than the
averagescores for Caucasoids in four Southern states. Klineberg assumed
that the Negroids who had moved North were representative of the
whole population of American Negroids. Yet Caucasoids still scored
significantly higher than Negroids in everystate. (Incidentally, he failed
to note that a higher percentage of Caucasoids than Negroids was capa-
ble of being tested.) It is interesting that the ““Klineberg effect’’ did not
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appearfor the nonverbal Army Beta test; only for the verbal Army Alpha
test, which correlates +.70 with years of schooling. Many Negroids could
not qualify for military training; large numbers, found to be illiterate,
were given the nonlanguage ArmyBetatest.
The principal weakness of the Klineberg argument, which Jensen

(1973) calls the Klineberg fallacy, is to assume that migration is indepen-
dent of the genetic bases of abilities and that each migrating subgroupis
representative of its parent racial population. The Negroid—Caucasoid

gap in armedforces test scores has not been narrowed by more than 50

years of Negroid advancement, and there is evidence (Jensen, 1973;

Loehlin, Lindzey, & Spuhler, 1975; Weyl, 1969) that the gap has in-

creased. Nevertheless, the fallacious Klineberg thesis is still being cited

as proof that the average Negroid—Caucasoid IQ difference is due mainly

to regional social inequalities (see also Chapter9).

Certain sociologists claim that if Caucasoids and Negroids were
matched well for cultural and socioeconomicstatus, then their average IQ

differences would disappear. It is probable that inherited abilities play a

causal role in cultural or socioeconomic success. If this is true, then a

sample selected in respect to one variable would be selected in respect

to the other; thus, matching doubtless stacks the cards against a genetic

view. The assumption that social mobility, self-assembly, and socioeco-

nomic achievements are randomlyrelated to the genetic basesof abilities

has, probably unfairly, been termed the sociologists’ fallacy. Some have

even suggested that, owing to racial discrimination, Negroids must be

more intelligent than Caucasoids to have achieved the same level of

success in society. In the majority of studies in which Negroids and

Caucasoids were actually matched for sociceconomic status, however,

the IO gap was not abolished (Jensen, 1973, pp. 235-242).

VERBAL FALLACIES

1. The fallacy of composition. This is using a word of more than one

meaning to characterize both the whole andthe part. A social organiza-

tion may be made up of strong individuals without being strong as a

social organization. A group may be madeupofintelligent individuals

and still make unintelligent decisions as a group.

2. The fallacy of division. This is the converse of the abovefallacy. It is

using a word of different significance when applied to the individual

instead of the group. To describe a neighborhood as wealthy does not

mean that every individual in the neighborhood is wealthy.

3. The synonymic fallacy. Words of significantly different meanings,

such as “intelligence” and “fitness,” are used interchangeably. The
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words “equal” and “‘identical”’ are not the same. People can be equal in

rights and freedoms without being identical in biological or psychologi-
cal terms.
The average life expectancy ofhuman femalesis greater than for males.

The greater average viability of the human female is evident from the
time of conception; more males than females die in utero. On this basis,
the human female is sometimes characterized as the “stronger” or the
“superiorsex, although neither word is a synonym for “viable.”

4. The fallacy of plurium interrogationum (the fallacy of the false
question or of many questions). The question contains a false assump-
tion, a false implication, or information not in evidence. “Whydoestrain-
ing of the hard-core unemployed make them successful workers unless
they are of good intelligence?” The question falsely implies that all
trainees become successful workers.

5. The fallacy of adjective conjugation. Some examplesare: “I have
ethnic pride.” “You are prejudiced.” “She is a bigot.” “I have pride in
the accomplishments of my sex.” “You are close minded.” “He is a
chauvinist pig.”

6. The fallacy ofassuming that each name represents an entity having
independent existence. Each race of mankind is sometimes treated as an
independententity, although each is of mixed origins. The converse of
this fallacy is to assume that races do not exist; hence, the word “‘race”’
has no meaning. These andotherfallacies appear in different forms in my
list.

7. The fallacy of using nondescriptive names. Some self-interest
groups describe themselves as “100% American,’ “democratic,” and as
having “equality” and “freedom” as goals. Names do not prove the na-
ture of things.

8. The fallacy of allegation. Statements of faiths and beliefs are some-
times accompanied by “Andthat’s the truth,” “That’s a fact,” “TI tell it
like itis,” or “That’s right.” Other examples are “Everybody knowsthat

, Surely you agree that , or It is obvious that °
9. The fallacy of ostensive definition. This is a form of incomplete

definition that points to those parts of a whole that are most in evidence.
The concept of environment does not commonly embrace those unob-
served and unmeasured nongenetic biological effects that are prenatal
and postnatal. During the development of monozygotic (MZ) twins, there
is unequal division of the fertilized ovum, and there is some degree of
asymmetry in the development of twins. There is a higher incidence of
fetal loss, birth defects, and differences in birth weight in MZ than in
dizygotic (DZ) twins. Second, the exquisitely complex activities of the
brain, conscious and unconscious, are a part of environment but are not
commonly thought of as such. Within the complexity called “‘environ-
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ment,’ there may be many unknown and unmeasured causes of human
differences. The ambiguity of words is one of the sources of the discrep-
ancy betweentruth and ordinary communication.

FALLACIES INVOLVING OVERSIMPLIFICATION

Such fallacies are among the non sequiturs becausethey base an argu-
ment or conclusion on insufficient reasons. This is characteristic of many
fallacies.

1. Fallacies of simplism. Social anthropologist Ashley Montagu (1969)
asserted that human groups do notdiffer significantly in respect to the
genetic bases of intelligence. He stated:

It appears highly probable that over the long course of man’s prehistory the selective
pressures on behavioral adaptation have in all human groups been much the
same. ... All the evidence we have indicates unequivocally that the behavioral
potentialities of different peoples are everywhere much of a muchness, and that the
differences in cultural achievementare not dueto genetic factors but to differences in
the history of cultural experience which has fallen the lot of each people [p. 88].

This is a strong statement that includes the word “unequivocally.” He
and other cultural anthropologists have argued that those groups of man-
kind that were able to survive the stresses of precivilized times, while
many races and genera disappeared, would have to represent “much of a
muchness’’ in “intelligence.” Herein is the synonymic fallacy of confus-
ing intelligence and biological fitness. The lower primates, as well as
many forms of life having no capacity for abstract reasoning, also
survived.
Because only vestiges of the past remain, becausecivilizations rise and

fall for unclear reasons, and because many causal factors of the past
cannot be identified and replicated in the present, any judgments on the
causes of past events are largely subjective and intuitive. Relating to
these simplistic judgments about the past is the hypothesis that the Ne-
groid race originated before the Caucasoid race; the opposing hypothesis
is that the former is younger than the latter (see Baker, 1974).

2. The fallacy of the faulty criterion. Many arguments about human
psychological differences and their causes focus on the worth of the
criteria used to measure complextraits that are important in humanaf-
fairs. The most heated debates concern the measurementof intelligence.
An intelligence test is said to be psychometrically “valid” when there is
strong evidence, based on extra-task correlations, that it measures those
cognitive abilities that it was designed to measure. Psychological tests
are based on several decadesofeffort to establish their reliability and to
“validate” them against outside, practical criteria. High test reliability
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meansthat a test is consistent: that is, there is a high correlation (about

+.90) between two forms of the same test, between test and retest, be-

tween scores of odd and even items, or between scoreson split halves of

the test. Intelligence tests developed by psychologists are useful in

predicting scholastic achievement and job success. They differentiate

between groups selected on the basis of independent judgments of

intelligence by educational specialists. They likewise differentiate be-

tween different grades of mental deficiency as classified independently

by experts in mental retardation. Moreover, IQ scores are responsive to

the sort of brain damagethat limits abstract reasoning. It happens that IQs

are also well correlated with judgments by laymen whorank occupations

according to the amount of intelligence required by each (Duncan,

Featherman, & Duncan, 1968).

Still, there are no arguments that compel the conclusion that IQ is a

“true” index of intelligence apart from the specified operations (e.g.,

ratio of mental age to chronological age). The items that make upthetests

are chosen by special statistical methods, and most tests requiring cogni-

tive abilities are significantly intercorrelated, even when they scarcely

resemble each other (e.g., spatial versus verbal versus numerical items).

Montagu (1969) has madethe dogmatic statement that “IQ tests do not

provide any measure whateverofintelligence (p. 89).”’ In order to prove

that IQ is not an index of “true” intelligence, it would be necessary to

measure the hypothetical trait directly, then show that empirical IQ

scores have a zero relationship to “true’’ intelligence.

There is a more moderate view that intelligence tests are useful in

assessing the abilities of middle-class Caucasoid children but are useless

for culturally disadvantaged children. Although the most widely used

intelligence tests were originally standardized on middle-class

Caucasoid children, the tests were extended to and cross-validated on

children and adults representing almost the complete range of cultural

backgrounds.
Some “culture-fair” tests have been put together ad hoc that contain

informational items only and have not been validated as tests of intelli-

gence. When groupdifferences in test performance have been reduced or

abolished by the use of faulty criteria, the results are accepted by some
critics of standardized intelligence tests. Although no test of intelligence

is completely “culture-free,” those “culture-fair” tests that have been

developed by accepted methodsof test construction and standardization

show significant average differences between Caucasoids and Negroids.

Furthermore, the statistical regression lines are remarkably alike (Stan-

ley, 1971); that means that the tests have about the same validity for

predicting the educational performances of the two races. For more evi-
dence, see Jensen (1973).

It is commonly claimed by environmentalists that if “true” intelligence
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could be measureddirectly, then the average differences in IO between
ethnic, racial, and social groups would disappear. Random errors of mea-
surement do not affect the average (mean) scores of groups.If the validity
of IQ measurement were increased, it is possible that the mean group
differences in IQ would increase rather than decrease. Thereis no logical
argument or concatenation of evidence that compels a conclusion in this
regard.

3. The fallacy of grouping dissimilars. Grouping Negroids, certain
Pacific and Mediterranean peoples, Bushmen and Hottentots, and
Indo-Dravidiansall together as “Negroids”’ or “Coloreds”’ ignores their
distinctive racial origins.

4. The fallacy of treating categories that merge as independent. A
common related error is regarding people called “Caucasoid” and
people called “Negroid” as completely independent races. Each is of
mixed origins. There are no “pure’’ races. Many mulattoes in the United
States and elsewhere have some Caucasoid ancestors but are called Ne-
groids even when they have more Caucasoid than Negroid ancestors. A
reverse error is applied to predominantly Negroid mulattoes who are
called “whites” by the “blacks” majority in Haiti. It is fallacious to
regard sex as a dichotomous concept: Physiologists and psychologists
have identified several gradations of sexuality based on anatomical, hor-
monal, and behavioral evidence.

5. The fallacy of treating categories that merge as identical. This is
the converse of the above fallacy. It is sometimes argued that because
racial groups are of mixed origins, they must be regarded as identical.
Although few biological characteristics are associated with but onerace,
there are important average differences in the gene poolsof racial groups
(Baker, 1974).

6. The fallacy of assuming that the interaction of processes must be
unidirectional. Does intelligence determine the kind of environment
that a person seeks out and helpsto shape, or does the environment mold
the level of intelligence? Thefallacious assumption that when two pro-
cesses interact, one must be solely the cause and the other solely the
effect has been used to support each view. Each affects the other and to
different extents, depending on the person and the environment. Some
forms of mental retardation can be caused by injury of environmental
origin, such as a blow to the head or a severe protein deficiency during
infancy. Regardless of the cause, the mental retardate cannot build a
good environment without aid. Inability to perform well on standardized
tests can be caused by severe social deprivation. There are other clear
examples of both genetic and environmental factors affecting IQ. It
seems probable that there is a complex interplay of many factors, some
environmental and somegenetic, and that the relative effects of each can
vary among individuals and groups.
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7. The fallacy of absolute priority. It is assumed that there mustal-

ways be the same first cause for every effect. The principle of

equifinality—different pathways to the same general result—applies to

psychological and sociological events and processesas well as to physical

and biological events and processes.

8. The fallacy of negative proof. It is concluded that a hypothesis

must be true because there is no proof that it is not true. Such argu-

ments in more subtle terms are found among both hereditarians and

environmentalists.
9. The fallacy of the excluded middle. This fallacy does not allow a

position of middle ground, of neutrality, or of indecision. I have had

Negroid students say to me, “You are either for us or against us. You
either believe that blacks are equal to whites, or you believe that blacks

are inferior.” The fallacy also excludes the possibility that a statement
maybetrue in oneset of circumstances butnot in others. It takes several

forms and is sometimescalled the fallacy of insufficient alternatives.
Arguments overthe cause of sex differences in vocational interests and

success sometimes focus on biological bases or on social pressures, each
to the exclusion of the other. The hypothesis that culture can reinforce
biologically based tendencies and abilities and that social pressures can
effect biological development—especially muscle strength and

neuromuscular skills—is excluded.

10. The fallacy of exclusive particularity. This is believing that truth
in one situation is truth in all other situations. The idea has come into
fashion that because grade schools are useful in educating average chil-
dren, they should be equally useful in educating mental retardates.
As I mentionedearlier, the high heritability of a trait within one popu-

lation is sometimes taken as evidencethat the heritability of that trait will
be high in a different population. It is plausible to expect them to be
similar, but the argumentis not secure.

11. The fallacy of confusing a proposition with its converse. It is rea-
soned that some people of African origin are Negroid, so the word
“Negroid” identifies people of African origin. Other racial groups have
dark skins but are genetically distinct (e.g., Indo-Dravidians).

12. The fallacy of argument ad novitam. It is common to assumethat
the “last word” is either correct or is more likely to be correct than is a
hypothesis that was developed earlier. Thus, M. J. Herskovits (1961)
scoffed at the century-old hypothesis that Negroid—Caucasoid differences
in average IQ have a genetic basis on the grounds that the hypothesis is
outdated and that anthropologists have become bored by the debate.

13. The fallacy of argument ad antiquitam. This, the converse of the
abovefallacy, is not now in fashion, although it is sometimes said, ““Our
ancestors knew that Negroes are less intelligent than whites.”

14. The fallacy of argument ad crumenam. Moneyand material gains
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are sometimes usedascriteria of success in life, the value of an educa-
tion, and other social programs. There are other criteria of equal valid-
ity, such as the ability to solve problemsin the first case or personal
enlightenment in the second. It is fallacious to believe that a single
criterion exists.

15. The fallacy of neglecting negative instances. The proponent of a
view on any subject may fail to examine all relevant evidence and to
neglect data that fail to support his position. This fallacy sometimes takes
the form of withholding from publication those data that fail to support a
cherished hypothesis. Somescientific journals have an editorial policy of
rejecting manuscripts that report negative results. A review of published
evidence is not necessarily a representative sample of all research
results.

FALLACIES THAT BEG THE QUESTION

(PETITIO PRINCIPILD

1. The fallacy of circulus in probando (circular reasoning). One often
finds an elementofcircularity in psychometric test development and
validation because individual test items must tend to agree with the
whole test, and also new tests are commonly validated against estab-
lished tests. The choice of a test is sometimes determined by how wellit
supports an intuitive judgment as to what the results should be. Pro-
tagonists of the view thatracism is the cause of racial differences in IQ
take data on racial differences in IQ as proof of racism. This is also a form
of post hoc reasoning.

It is often argued that education deals solely with environmental vari-
ables. Hence, when individuals and groupsdiffer in school achievement,
it is concluded that the cause and cure must each be environmental. If
the premise is wrong, and if genetic factors affect school achievement,it
follows that achievements can be optimized only by attending to indi-
vidual differences, some having a genetic basis.

2. The ad hominemfallacy. Until a few years ago, anyone who worked
for civil rights and/or equal opportunities was likely to be attacked by
some form of character assassination. The same tactics are now used in
opposing anyone whoclaimsthat heredity is important in humanaffairs.
Some of these attacks are highly organized and are linked to social and
political ideologies. Psychologists Arthur R. Jensen (1972) and RichardJ.
Herrnstein (1973) have given accounts of the pressures to keep them
from teaching, speaking, and writing on this topic. Some of the more
militant feminists make ad hominem attacks on those who believe that
there maybe biological bases of differences in sex roles, and they ridicule
other women whoprefertraditional sex roles in society.
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3. The tu quoquefallacy. This is to respondto a criticism by saying, in

effect, “You’re another.” The argumenttakes the form: (a) “Your data are

wrong;(b) “So are yours;and so on.

4, The ad populum fallacy. A belief may be accepted becauseit is

popular rather than because the supporting evidence has been examined

and foundto bestrong.
5. The ad verecundiamfallacy. A proposition is accepted becauseit is

supported by authority rather than by strong evidence. In the United

States, some organizations, even scientific societies, have issued authori-

tarian statements, and/or the results of polls and votes by members,to
the effect that the question being debated is “settled” and that certain

conclusions are not to be questioned. The claim has been madethat only

members of certain disciplines—such as social anthropology—are qual-

ified to study and make judgments on theorigin of racial differences and

that relevant data should be kept out of the hands of scientists in other

fields.
6. The fallacy of confusing the origin of an idea withits validity. This

is sometimescalled the genetic fallacy, the word “genetic” referring to
“origin” rather than to “biological heredity.” It has been argued that

environmentalists’ views are invalid because they were developed in a

communist society.

7. The poisoned-well fallacy. This is to completely discount the data
and arguments of anyone who has made one or more mistakes, or to
allege “guilt by association” with personsor fragments of ideas. One form
of the fallacy is to cry “Hitler” wheneverit is suggested that there may be
a genetic basis of some social problem. Often the women’srights move-
mentis derogated by an appeal to the apparent lack of femininity of some
of its more militant leaders.

8. The furtive fallacy. Actions and ideas are regarded as representing

a conspiracy or evil plotting. Intelligence tests are sometimesalleged to
be devices used by the Establishment to exclude Negroids from the
mainstream of America, and eugenic proposals are believed to be aimed
at achieving Negroid genocide.

9. The argumentum ad ignorantium fallacy. During an argument, one
disputant may say to the other, “The burden of proof is on you.” There
are no rules in scienceor logic that place the burden of proof on one side
rather than the other. It is true, however, that the more implausible the
claim, the greater the need for strong evidence that a debate should be
opened.

10. The fallacy of retreating behind untestable hypotheses. When one
hypothesis has been shown to be untenable, its proponent may move
from one ad hoc hypothesis to another and may show a preference for
untestable hypotheses. We should have nostrictures on speculation.
There are many fields of inquiry having no strongly supported expla-
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nations for natural phenomena.It is not unreasonable to allege that sub-
tleties and complexities are important. The fallacy is to accept an
untestable hypothesis as true, or as a favored substitute for a plausible
hypothesis that is strongly accepted.

ll. The fallacy of sophistic refutations. To pooh-pooh an idea as a
“myth,” to exaggerate what someonehas asserted, to attack a “straw-
man,and to allege what has not been denied are all common formsof
specious argumentation.

12. The fallacy of “explaining” by appealing to the unknown. Thisis
sometimescalled the passe-partout fallacy. For example, the Negroid—
Caucasoid gap in average IQsis explained awayas being dueto factors of
which we know nothing.It implies that all current explanationsarefalse.

13. The fallacy of changing arguments in response to pressure. Some
scientists are careful to avoid expressing any view on racial or sex differ-
ences that might bring social disapproval, handicap their professional
advancement, or threaten their safety.

14. The fallacy of two-valued reasoning. Different rights and
privileges for different ethnic groups have been commonin the past. In
recent times, a form of reverse racism has become evident. A classic
example of two-valued reasoning wasthat of maintaining different moral
standards for men and women.

15. The prodigious fallacy. Exciting happenings and claims are
judged to be most important. Manycrucial points at issue in debates on
racial comparisons and sex differences are commonly omitted in news
stories.

16. The fallacy of argument ad consequentiam. An argumentis ac-
cepted or rejected on the basis of expected or predicted consequences of
its acceptance. Some people urge that possible genetic bases of racial
differences not be researched because of the risk of creating mischief.

17. The fallacy of blaming the messenger for the message. Anyone
who discovers unwelcome evidence and reports it risks disapproval and
attacks on one’s aims and reputation.

18. The fallacy of obscurantism. It is argued that because noraceis
homogeneous and because the word “race” cannot be clearly defined,
the word should be dropped from our vocabulary. Therefore, problems
relating to the biology of race do not exist and should not be debated or
investigated. Those who oppose the study of biological differences
amongraces do not hesitate to study environmental causes ofracial prob-
lems, or to recommendsocial actions based on racial identity rather than
individuality. It is argued that “race” is a social concept, but evenif this
conclusion is accepted, there is no logical reason why groups defined in
social terms cannot be studied for biological correlates of social differ-

ences. Since there is some degreeoferror in assigning racial membership

to individuals, it seems possible that the role of heredity in causing racial

differences may have been underestimated. This would be true unless
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the errors of identification are selective, such as identifying dull

Caucasoidsas “Negroids” and bright Negroids as “Caucasoids.” A simi-

lar fallacy would apply to labeling awkward boys as “feminine” and

coordinated girls as “masculine.”

Some writers assert that since “‘intelligence’”’ cannot be defined to the

satisfaction of everyone, it should not be studied. It is also difficult to
adequately define “cancer,” “gravity,” “electricity,” and numerous other
concepts in scientific research.
The following question can be put to those whotry to obscure research

on the Negroid—Caucasoid IQ gap andat the same time claim that it has
been provedthat all races are equally endowed with thebiological bases
of intelligence: “If ‘true’ intelligence cannot be measured, then explain
how it has been proved that races are equally endowed with the biologi-

cal bases of intelligence?” Evidently, the proposition has been assumed,
not demonstrated empirically, by the obscurantists.

2> €¢

DISCUSSION

Most of the data and ideas that have been used in the debate over the
relative importance of heredity and environment in causing individual
and group differences are available to anyone willing to search thelitera-
ture. Little if any of the evidence is private knowledge. Some of the
relevant evidence is indirect, and many of the inferences are insecure.
Why,then, is so much emotion generated in these debates? Whyare they
not carried out in better humor? I mentioned in the introduction that
self-esteem appears to relate more to heredity than to environment. The
concept that people are equal born has great appeal. There must be
additional factors affecting attitudes toward the issue. It may have oc-
curred to others, as it has to me, that many individuals regard this as a
moral issue and are able to ameliorate guilt feelings over racial, sex, and
class discrimination by identifying with the side of the angels, regarding
their opponents as devils and seeking to exorcise them from society. The
cant seemsritualistic, commonly parroted by individuals having no con-
tact with the original literature. At other times, I am only bewildered by
the debate, which seems unreal and foreign to our cherished concepts of
the methods and freedomsof science.

Peter Urbach’s insightful paper, “Progress and Degeneration in the IQ
Debate” (1974), concludes that the quality of evidence and argument of
those who believe that there may be a genetic basis of intelligence has

improved. I agree. The design of experiments, statistical methods, and

quality of reasoning have all improved. Although the role of heredity in
the average Negroid—Caucasoid gap and in school achievement has not
been fully established, there is a remarkable concatenation of supporting
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evidence. The strongest support for biological bases of intelligence
comesfrom studies of MZ and DZ twinsreared together and apart. Is the
evidence spurious to some extent because of a genotype—environment
correlation? Do the environments of MZ twins tend to be more similar
than for DZ twins? Were the environments of separated Caucasoid twins
as far apart as those of the average Negroid and the average Caucasoid?
Do Negroids experience IQ-limiting factors not found within the range
of environments to which Caucasoids are exposed? Unidentified vari-
ables are involved in manynatural processes. It is reasonable and neces-
sary to examine this possibility. The error is to conclude that because the
above questions have not been answered, there cannot be a genetic basis
for Negroid—Caucasoid differences in IO and school achievement.
Urbach (1974) concludesthat the position of the environmentalists has

degenerated. I do not agree. The best of research and logic supporting
this position is superior to the best offered by environmentalists a few
years ago. I do not believethatthis aspect of the debate should be judged
by association with ad hominem appeals,fallacious reasoning, obscuran-
tism, or attempts to block research. However, if environmentis all impor-
tant in causing the Negroid—Caucasoid gap in IQ andin school achieve-
ment, then it should be possible to close the gap by manipulation of
environmental variables. Efforts to do so have almost alwaysfailed (Jen-
sen, 1972). The few claims of success have not yet become repeatable by
others on demand, a requirement for proof. Each of these studies has
been criticized as poorly controlled.

Manyindividuals and a numberof groupsof scientists and other mem-
bers of the academic community have demandedthat research on possi-
ble genetic bases of social problems be stopped. I am concerned by such
efforts to constrain research, but there are bright spots in recent publica-
tions. Baker (1974), Jensen (1973), and Loehlin, Lindzey, and Spuhler
(1975) have reviewedthe evidencefor and against the hypothesis that the
genetic potential for intelligence is distributed equally amongall racial
groups. Jensen has also reviewed the methodsthat can be used to study
this problem.
What can besaid in reply to Lewontin’s (1970a, b, p. 25) question, “But

suppose the difference between the black and white IO distributions
were completely genetic: What programsfor social action flow from that
fact?” I suggest the following:

1. Negroids as well as Caucasoids would be encouraged to practice
selective population control (Ingle, 1973) so that those who are more
intelligent, self-sufficient, and best qualified for parenthood would carry
the greater part of the reproductive load. Some authorities believe that
Negroids in the United States may be drifting toward genetic enslave-
ment. If this be true, it could becomethe greatest of all barriers to Ne-
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groid advancement.Is it an act of friendship to Negroids to block research

on this problem?

2. Education would be reoriented toward the abilities and interests of

individuals rather than carrying all children through the same methods of

education, frequently by unearned promotions. The Negroid—Caucasoid

gap in school achievementhas not been appreciably narrowedbyefforts

to treat all children alike without regard for abilities and interests.

3. Our society would stop telling Negroids thatall of their problems

are caused by racism, a dogmathat has fostered racial hatred, social

malignancy, and has unjustly blamed many fair-minded and competent

teachers for the ethnic achievement gap in our schools.

4. There should be a return to the ideal of treating individuals accord-

ing to abilities, interests, drives, assumption of duties, and behavioral

standards unless it can be shownthat preferential treatment of Negroids

brings greater benefits than harm.

Whatof the argument that evidence for a genetic basis of some prob-

lems of American Negroids would be used to make mischief? Up to 10

years ago, I knew of individuals who would have used such information

to support their efforts to reestablish forced segregation of schools and

housing and to deprive Negroids of equal rights and opportunities. I

suppose that somesuchstill exist, but they have becomeineffective. I do

not know of any scientists among them. Someracists prefer the false

dogmathat all Negroids are inferior to all Caucasoids rather than the

recognition of overlap and the acceptance ofthe principle that all persons

should be treated according to individuality. I agree with Jensen (1972)

that linking the nature—nurture debate with theissue of racial desegrega-

tion and discrimination is a non sequitur. It is my opinion that far more

good than harm will come from sound knowledge about the reasons that

some persons are disadvantaged.

I have given examples of specious reasoning about the causesofdiffer-

ences in interests, roles, and achievements ofmen and women.Thereis a

great deal of information on physiological and psychological differences

associated with sex. It is not difficult to design salient studies on the

relative importance of biological and social causes of these differences,

but such research is not a high-priority topic. Although I have some ideas

about the causes of individual differences relating to sex, they are neither
original nor self-certifying.

Moreserious barriers exist to the study of aging. Developmental biol-

ogy and developmental psychology have evolved sophisticated forms of
research on growth and maturation, but the study of aging has not pro-

gressed very far beyond describing the signs and effects of these pro-
cesses. There are penetrating investigations of the biochemistry and

biophysics of aging in microorganisms and some short-lived animals.
Research on man and most laboratory animals is complicated by various
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diseases that cause debilitation and death before the organism diesof old
age. Longitudinal studies of aging require keeping the subjects under
controlled conditions from birth until death. Neither scientists nor grant-
ing agenciesare willing to wait for decades to learn the outcomes of such
studies. Much of gerontology is concerned with the diseases of old age
and with palliation of the effects of senescence. There are wide individ-
ual and group differences in rates of development, maturation, and aging.
These andall other parameters of individuality are of key importance in
humanaffairs.

SUMMARY

The relative importance of heredity and environmentin causing indi-
vidual differences and average group differences in human abilities re-
mains uncertain. Measurements of psychological traits are complex:
some environmentaleffects on the phenotypes may not have been iden-
tified or cannot be measured directly. The genes involved in psychologi-
cal traits have not been mappedor otherwise identified. Only in the case
of MZ twins can the genetic endowments of any two individuals be
assumedto be identical. It is not known that the environments of any two
individuals are identical; they can be judged to be similar or to show
different degrees of dissimilarity.
As an outcome of these uncertainties, the estimates of heritability of

different traits and abilities differ over a wide range. Many views have
become strongly polarized and are emotionally charged. Most of the
conclusions are insecure because of uncertainties inherent in identifica-
tion and measurement of causal factors. Fallacies in reasoning can be
found abundantly in arguments about the causes of human differences.
Some of them are absolute errors in logic, many beg the question, and
others are weak inferences; even strong inferences having someclaim to
validity do not exclude alternative hypotheses. This chapter reviews the
kinds of fallacies that have appeared in these debates.

It is the opinion of this author that sophisticated research and argu-
ments can be found onall sides of the debates but that the strongest lines
of evidence and logic support the conclusion that heredity is of major
importance in determining individual and group differences in human
abilities.
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Genes and Melting Pots

DAVID C. RIFE

Ohio State University

INTRODUCTION

Popular beliefs concerning the results of racial mixture may appropri-
ately be termed the myth of the melting pot. According to this concept,
extensive intermarriage between membersofdifferent racial groupswill
eventually result in a uniform blend, analogous to a thorough mixing of
paints of different colors, the end product depending on the proportions
of each component.
The melting-pot concept is true only insofar as it may be applied to

environmentally conditioned traits. It does not apply to biological
traits. These are determined by genes, discrete units of heredity that
maintain their individuality from one generation to another. The relations
and effects of mixing genes from different populations may be compared
to mixing marbles of different colors. Suppose we have two bowls, one
containing 100 red and the other containing 100 blue marbles. The mar-
bles from both bowls are dropped into another bowl. This would result
in a mixture consisting of equal numbersof red and blue marbles.If they
should be thoroughly mixed, and a blindfolded person then places them
in small bags, two in each, he ends up with 100 bags. Approximately half
would contain one red and one blue, one-fourth would contain twored,
and one-fourth should contain two blue. If each were reemptied into the
bowl and the mixing and bagging process repeated, he should again
obtain an approximateratio of one-half containing one red and one blue,
one-fourth containing twored, and one-fourth containing two blue. This
process could be repeated indefinitely with the same results.

29
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The results of hybridization between human populations are compara-
ble to the mixing of marbles. Let us suppose two islands. Everyone on
one is blood type M, and everyone onthe otheris type N. People of type
M are homozygous, having received gene m from each parent. People of
type N are also homozygous, while those of type MN are heterozygous,
having received gene m from one parent and n from the other. Neither
gene is dominantto the other. Genes m and are alleles, that is to say,
they occur at the same chromosomelocus. Thus, every individual has
either two m, two n, or one of each. Every gamete carries either m orn.
Suppose several people migrate from the first island and intermarry

with inhabitants of the second. Their offspring will receive one gene
from each pairof alleles from each parent; thus, all will be of type MN.
Their offspring, however, will segregate in an approximate ratio of 1 M:2
MN: IN. This ratio will remain constant from one generation to another
as long as random intermarriage continues among the descendants of the
original migrants. One generation of random mating results in genotypic
ratios for each set of allelic genes that will remain constant from one
generation to another as long as random mating occurs. Such situation is
knownas genetic equilibrium (Hardy, 1908; Weinberg, 1908).

Racial hybridization is usually a continuous process. Such populations
arise from gradual intermixture covering many generations, among which
American Negroids and Amerinds are familiar examples. Interbreeding
of Amerinds and Caucasoids has been continuous since the discovery of
America, and between Negroids and Caucasoids since the introduction of
slavery in the sixteenth century.
Populations of hybrid origin are characterized by greater genetic vari-

ability than are those of nonhybrid origin. This is especially true of those
into which there has been a continuous flow from ancestral strains or in
which the process of hybridization is continuous. Intermixture results in
a redistribution of the variability. It tends to eliminate sharp contrasts
between parental populations andto increase individual genetic variabil-
ity. It does not result in a biologically uniform product.

Insofar as members of hybrid populations live under somewhatsimilar

conditions, variations due to environment tend to be reduced. From an

environmental standpoint, the trend is toward a uniform product, or a
true blend. In other words, populations of hybrid origin provide situa-
tions in which genetic traits are brought more sharply into focus.
Evidence that individual variations in a particular trait are hereditary

indicates that the parent populations will vary from one another with

respect to this sametrait. Individual differences are usually all or none

with respect to simply inherited traits, whereas those between popu-
lations are quantitative. For example, everyone belongs to one of the four

ABO blood groups. The great majority of populations throughout the

world possess all four groups, but in widely differing proportions. Simi-
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larity in blood group frequencies is an importantcriterion of ethnic ori-

gins and relationship. This same principle holds true for other genetic

traits.

Maximum genetic variation between populations occurs whenthelat-

ter derive from different racial groups. It is axiomatic that evidence of

individual genetic variations constitutes evidence that populationsdiffer

with respect to their incidence.

GENETIC MARKERS

Irrefutable evidence for the inheritance of normal traits in human
adaptability, behavior, and intelligence is usually very difficult to obtain.
There are several reasons whythis is so. It is not feasible to make exper-
imental matings in man, unlike the situation with other organisms, in
order to evaluate the roles of heredity. Studies must be madeoffamilies
and populations as they exist by means of gene frequency analysis and
other specialized techniques. Although environmental factors obviously
do play important roles in the synthesis of such traits, the possible
roles of heredity are frequently masked by environmental factors, a prob-
lem not so likely to be encountered in other organisms. As a conse-
quence, standard tests sometimes lack high validity, especially when
employed for comparisons between populations having widely different
backgrounds. In cases of rare and striking abnormalities, it is sometimes
possible to identify genetic factors because of their association with
chromosomal abnormalities. But here we are concerned with normal
variations in the general population and among different populations.
Hence, chromosomal aberrations cannot be expected to be of great
assistance.

The conventional method of attacking the problem of inheritance of
complex normal traits is through twin research. This consists of com-
parisons of degrees of intrapair similarity between identical and frat-
ernal twins. The terms monozygotic (one-egg) and dizygotic (two-egg)
are employed to categorize the two types of twins, as they accurately
describe their modes of origin. Monozygotic twins have identical
genotypes (with the exception of mutations that may have occurred in
one member subsequent to embryonic separation), whereas dizygotic
twins have the same degreesofgenetic similarity as do ordinary siblings.

Intrapair differences in monozygotic twins must be due to environ-
ment, whereasthose in dizygotic twins can be attributed to both heredity
and environment. Greater intrapair differences in dizygotic than in
monozygotic twins may logically be attributed to heredity. Estimates of
the effects of environment can be made by comparisonsof intrapair dif-
ferences among monozygotic twins reared together with those reared
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apart. Greater differences amongpairs reared apart maybe attributed to
environment.

The twin method of research has been employed in investigations of
the heritabilities of numeroustraits. The pioneer studies of Newman,
Freeman, and Holzinger (1937) on the heritability of intelligence (as
measured by Binet IQ) are well known. Comparisons of 50 pairs of
monozygotic twins reared together, 50 pairs of dizygotics reared to-
gether, and 19 pairs of monozygotics reared apart indicated that both
heredity and environmentare important in bringing about variations in
IQ. Subsequentstudies, analyzed by modern biometric techniques, have
amplified these findings (Jinks & Fulker, 1970).
Comparisons of IQ differences between parents and natural children,

as contrasted with those between parents and foster children, give higher
correlations between parents and natural children, thus adding support
to the evidence obtained from twin studies that heredity is of consider-
able importance in bringing about variations in IQ (Munsinger, 1975).
Numerous comparisons betweenracial groups with respect to IQ and

other abilities show significant differences, thus adding another link to
the convincing chain of evidence that heredity is of outstanding im-
portance in the determination of mental capacity. Beyond these broad
generalizations, we know little concerning genetic componentsofintelli-
gence, and as yet nothing concerning number and kinds of genes in-
volved. Recent work has established a relationship between dermato-
glyphic patterns and various chromosomal and metabolic abnormalities
that also have behavioral consequences (Schaumann & Alter, 1976).
A gene responsible for a simply inherited variation, and that segregates

independently from other simply inherited variations, is sometimes re-
ferred to as a genetic marker. Here the term genetic marker includes not
only specific marker genes but also highly heritable quantitative varia-
tions. Genetic markers are employedintests for associations with normal
variations of unknownetiology.

Scores of simply inherited qualitative variations are known in man.
These include over two dozenseries ofblood groupsas well as numerous
hemoglobin, biochemical, and morphological traits. Tests for associa-
tions between qualitative genetic markers and traits whose etiologies
are not understood can usually be made without greatdifficulty. But in
cases in which quantitative variations are being tested with simply inher-
ited genetic markers, negative results are likely because, if only one of
the markers is associated with the quantitative variation, the association
may be too small to be ofstatistical significance. The obvious way out of
this difficulty is to include quantitative genetic markers in the test
battery.
Anthropometric variations are among those available for consideration

as quantitative genetic markers. These include among others skeletal
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dimensions, stature, cephalic index, somatotype, pigmentation, features,

ear shape, body hair, hair form, and dentition. Ideal genetic markers

should have high heritabilities and be of minimal importance from the

standpoint of selective mating. Dermatoglyphicsfulfill the requirements

for quantitative genetic markers. They have high heritabilities and are of

no importance from the standpoint of selective mating. Postnatal factors

do not alter their configurations. Although scars, calluses, and warts show

on prints, the types of configurations and numbersof ridges remain con-

stant. This wasfirst demonstrated by Sir Francis Galton (1892). He com-

pared twosets of prints from each of 15 persons, many years intervening.

Later prints of one individual were comparedafter a 70-year interval.

Dermal ridges on palms are homologous with those on fingers, which

are so useful as identification criteria. These configurationsare fully es-

tablished during the first half of fetal development andare not altered
thereafter except in size during growth (Cummins & Midlo, 1943). Thus,

dermatoglyphics offer several unique advantages as quantitative genetic

markers.
All fingerprints fall into three categories: arches, loops, and whorls.

Ridges in arches bow towardfinger tips and usually go clear across the

finger. Loops are patterns in which someofthe ridges recurve, emerging
on the sameside on which they enter. There is always a point in loops

from which ridges go in three directions. This is termed a triradius.

Whorls are patterns in which someof the ridges form circular or spiral
configurations. These always have two andoccasionally three triradii.

There are several subclasses of arches, loops, and whorls (Figure 3.1).

  
Figure 3.1 From left to right: whorl, loop, and arch. Loop showsline from triradius to
core, for ridge counting.

The total numberoftriradii on the 10 fingers is termed thefingerprint
index, or FPI. If a person has archeson all fingers, his FPI is 0; if he has
10 loops, it is 10; and if he has 10 whorls, it is at least 20.
Ridge counts are made by counting the numberofridges transversing

a straight line drawn from thetriradiusto the core or innermost portion of
the pattern. Whorl ridge counts customarily include only the one on the
side having the largest number. Arches havenotriradii; thus, their ridge
countis always zero. Ridge counts are a measure of pattern size. Whorls
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usually have higher counts than loops, whereas arches are patternless
configurations. Ridge counts are positively correlated with FPI.
Whorls, loops, and arches do not occur at random. Whorls occur most

frequently on ring fingers and thumbs. Theyalso occur more frequently
on right than on left fingers, and more frequently in males than in
females. Arches occur most frequently on middle and index fingers, and
more frequently in females than in males.
Loops and whorls may occur on five different areas of the palm. A

triradius is usually present below each of the four fingers. Lines drawn
tracing ridges from the triradii to the palmar margin are useful as indi-
cators of transversenessof ridges, which vary from transverse to oblique.
Loops or whorls may occur between any twoofthetriradii in the distal
palmar areas. They mayalso occur below the thumb andonthe side of
the palm opposite the thumb. Bilateral asymmetry is more pronounced
on palms than on fingers. Palmar ridges are usually more transverse on
right than on left palms (Figure 3.2).
Although no two hand prints are identical (Newman, 1930), those of

monozygotic twins are remarkably similar. In fact, prints of the two right
handsor of the two left hands of a pair are usually more alike than those
of the two hands of each member(MacArthur, 1938). Hand prints were
important criteria in determining that the Dionne quintuplets arose

 
Figure 3.2 Print of a left palm, outlining triradius and loop on thenar/first interdigital area,

triradii below each of the four fingers, and direction of palmar ridges. Accessory triradii

sometimes occur in interdigital areas in the distal palmar region.
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from a single embryo. Total ridge counts for each memberof the set
ranged from 99 to 102, whereas their three other siblings ranged from 78
to 139. Yet the differences betweenright andleft fingers of each member
of the set ranged between 14 and 1, an average of 7 ridges (MacArthur &
Ford, 1937).

Newman,Freeman, and Holzinger, (1937) compared the ridge counts
among 50 pairs of monozygotic twins with those of 50 pairs of dizygotic
twins. Intrapair correlations were approximately .50 among dizygotics
and .95 among monozygotics, indicating that 90% of intrapair variation
in dizygotic twins is due to heredity. Sarah Holt (1957) obtained a similar
estimate of heritability from the prints of 80 pairs of monozygotic and
92 pairs of like-sexed dizygotic twins. This is the highest heritability
recorded in man for normal quantitative traits. Like other quantitative
variables, the number of genes involved is unknown. Types of pattems
and transverseness of palmar ridges are also heritable but to lesser de-
grees than ridge counts (Van Valen, 1963).

Fingerprint indices vary greatly from one part of the world to another,
depending on racial origins (Rife, 1953, 1954c). North American
Caucasoids have approximately 27% whorls, 68% loops, and 5% arches
on fingers, an FPI of 12.2. This is similar to the indices of European
Caucasoids. American and African Negroids have somewhat similar indi-
ces, ranging between 11.5 and 12.5. But Amerinds usually have higher
indices, those reported for seven tribes ranging from 14 to 15.5. North
Carolina Cherokeesdiffer from these in having an indexof 12.6. It should
be noted that these Cherokees have approximately 40% Caucasoid an-
cestry, largely from the British Isles (Rife, 1971la, 1972).
The FPIs of American Jewsare similar to those of Middle Easterners,

averaging around 13.5. Sachs and Bat-Miriam (1957) analyzedthe finger-
prints of immigrants to Israel from 10 countries, which included North
African, Yemenite, Sephardic, and Ashkenazi Jews. FPI averages for the
10 countries ranged between 13.3 and 13.9, an insignificant difference.
Asiatic populations have higher indices than Europeans, ranging from
approximately 13.5 among Middle Easterners to approximately 15 among
Chinese and Japanese.
Australoids in eastern Arnhem Land have the highest indices on

record, averaging 17.5 (Cummins & Stetzler, 1951). They have whorls on
over 70% and archesonless than 1% of fingers. At the other extreme, Efe
Pygmies have an average index of 9.7 and South African Bushmen an
average almost as low, 9.9%. These are the only populations on record
among which arches occur more frequently than whorls (Cummins,
1955). Although both Efe Pygmies and South African Bushmen are short,
their low indices cannot be regardedasreliable criteria ofstature. Negritos
in New Guinea have an average FPIof 15.7, a relatively high one (Geipel,
1958).
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Although Jewish immigrants to Israel have strikingly similar FPIs,

significant differences have been found in their blood group distri-

butions. Blood groups are simply inherited and, like other simply inher-

ited variations, genetic drift (random fluctuations in distributions) can

occur in small populations over several generations. This is not so likely

in quantitative variations, such as fingerprint configurations. A shift in

frequencies of particular genes in one direction may be counterbalanced

by a shift in the opposite direction by other genesaffecting the sametrait.

In other words, quantitative variations tend to be morestable than simply

inherited ones within small populations over long periodsof time.

The validity of estimates of genetic relationship between different

populations dependsto a large extent on the numberof genetic markers

employed. Handprints include variations due to several genes, some of

which appear to act independently. The information conveyed on a good

set of prints is equivalent to that obtained from several blood groups or

other simply inherited genetic markers. This is not intended to imply that

simply inherited markers are not highly important, but that information

from all types of genetic markers is mutually supplementary. For exam-

ple, FPI and palmarconfigurations of Amerinds are more similar to those

of Mongoloids than to those of either Caucasoids or Negroids. This sup-

ports evidence that the ancestors of Amerinds migrated from Asia to

America when a land bridge existed over Bering Strait. Yet the ABO

blood group distributions of Amerinds are quite different from those of

Mongoloids. The ancestors of the Amerinds presumably came to America

in small groups andsettled in widely separated areas. Genetic drift was

likely an important factor in bringing about differences between

present-day Amerinds and East Asian Mongoloids.

Thestory is the samewith the criteria used to investigate relationships

between Jewish migrants from all parts of the world to Israel. In neither

situation did blood group data suggest similar origins, whereas in both

situations similar origins were indicated on the basis of dermatoglyphics.

Evidence based solely on fingerprints suggests that Negroids and

Caucasoids are more closely related to each other than they are to

Amerinds and Mongoloids. But evidence from palm prints suggests

Caucasoids and Negroids are more distantly related to each other than

either to Mongoloids. Combined evidence from both fingers and palms

indicates no close relationship between any of these racial groups.

PLEIOTROPY

The effects of a particular gene on two or moretraits is known as

pleiotropy. It results in an important type of association in which the
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traits in question are associated with a genetic marker, both in families
and populations.

Biochemical

Phenylketonuria is a disease that is inherited as a simple recessive.
Affected individuals excrete large amounts of phenylpyruvic acid in their
urine, which in turn becomesbluish-green in colorif a ferric chloride is
added. Affected individuals have severe mental retardation. The phenyl-
ketonuric gene is pleiotropic in that it affects a chemical excretion and
results in mental retardation (Lerner, 1968).
A sex-linked recessive gene results in a deficiency of the enzyme

glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase, commonly referred to as G-6-pd.
Affected individuals are sensitive to pollen of the broad bean, which
brings on an anemia known as favism. They are also sensitive to the
antimalarial drug primaquine and to ingestion of sulfanilamide and
napthaline (Price & Clark, 1961).

Goutis an arthritic disease and was formerly consideredto result from
eating excessive amounts ofrich food. It is now knownto be caused by a
dominant gene, with 80% penetrancein males and only 12% in females.
The primaryeffect of this gene is to produce hyperuricemia, owing to an
elevation of uric acid levels in the plasma. This, in turn, often causes
renal lesions resulting in high blood pressure (Stern, 1973). There is
some evidenceto the effect that there is a positive association between
hyperuricemia andintelligence, although more data are needed.

Morphological

There are several genetic syndromes that do not appear to be associ-
ated with chromosomal aberrations but result from pleiotropic effects of
particular genes. Marfan’s syndromeresults in exceptionally long fingers
(spider fingeredness), frequently accompanied by an abnormal position
of the eye lens and by heart defects (McKusick, 1960). The Laurence-
Moon-Bied] syndrome produces mental deficiency, obesity, polydac-
tyly, and subnormal genitalia (Stern, 1973). Persons affected with the
nail—patella syndrome have abnormalfingernails and toenails and defec-
tive kneecaps. Still another syndrome, van der Hoeve’s, results in fragile
bones, otosclerosis (type of deafness), and a thin, bluish sclera (outer
wall) of the eye (Bell, 1928). Wardenburg’s syndromeis characterized by
deafness associated with anomalies in pigmentation of the eye. These
syndromes are of particular interest to the medical profession, as they
comprise constellations of abnormalities. Although associations are
characteristic of each syndrome, they are not always complete. In other
words, somepleiotropic effects are variable in expressivity.
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Behavioral

There are over 20 million left-handed people in the United States. Yet,

in spite of this, most standard equipment is made for right-handers.

Chairs for left-handers are seldom found in school and college class-

rooms. Clothing zippers, strings and pistons on musical instruments,

and design of many tools are common examples of conventional confor-

mity to right-handed standards. Although standardization may be more
economical, it is also a type of discrimination against the left-handed

minority.

If handednessis solely the result of environment andtraining, it would

seem reasonable to train all children to become right-handed. Butif

handedness is wholly or partially inherited, it is undemocratic to expect

left-handers to conform to right-handed standards. Evidence from vari-

ous sources indicate that handedness is determined by interactions of

heredity and environment.
Manyleft-handed children are taught to write and to perform other

unimanual operations with the right hand. But these transfers are much

more difficult for some children than for others. Approximately 20% of

monozygotic twins are mirror images in handedness; that is to say, one

memberofthe pair is right-handed, and the otheris left-handed. These

observations provide positive evidence for environmental influence on

handedness but do not rule out the possibility that heredity may also be

important.

Data taken by Rife (1944, 1959) at Ohio State University over a period

of 15 years revealed that approximately 10% of Caucasoid Protestant

students were left-handed, whereas the frequency rose to almost 16%

among Jewish students. These differences were consistent from year to

year and wereofhighstatistical significance. They included 1710 Protes-

tant and 535 Jewish students, all Caucasoids.

There is a positive correlation between handedness of parents and

offspring. When both parentsare left-handed, abouthalf of their children

are left-handed; when only one parentis left-handed, about one child in

six is left-handed; and when both parents are right-handed, approxi-

mately 1 child in 16 is left-handed. These findings definitely indicate a

genetic basis for handedness.
Monozygotic twins possess identical genes, and intrapair differences

must be the result of nongenetic factors. It has been found that

monozygotic twins showing intrapair differences in handednessor pairs

in which both are left-handed have four times as many left-handed rela-

tives among parents and siblings as do those pairs in which both mem-

bers are right-handed. This indicates that some people are strongly pre-

disposed toward right- or left-handedness by genotype, whereas others

are genetically ambidextrous, and their functional handedness depends
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largely on environmental influences. According to this hypothesis, intra-
pair differences occur only in those monozygotic twins who are not

strongly predisposed toward right- or left-handedness by genotype. In
other words, the effectiveness of training and environment on handed-
ness varies from one individual to another, depending on genotype(Rife,
1940, 1950).

Irrefutable evidence of a biological basis for handedness has been ob-
tained from finger and palmar dermatoglyphics. The association between
handedness and dermatoglyphics is of a subtle nature and is apparent
only when prints of large numbers of right- and left-handers are com-
pared. Patterns occur in different frequencies among right- and left-
handers. This holds true for various palmar areas and,to a lesser extent,
for fingers (Cummins, 1940).
A pattern area located near the base of the thumb, knownas thenar/first

interdigital, is especially suitable for comparisonsofpattern frequencies.
Comparisons of prints of 3916 right-handers with those of 1556 left-
handers have revealed higher pattern frequencies in this area among
left-handers than among right-handers. The results were consistent
throughout, the odds being 199,999 to 1 in favor of the differences being
real rather than chance. These studies were conducted independently by
various investigators (Bettmen, 1932; Cromwell & Rife, 1942; Leche,
1933; Newman, 1934; Rife, 1955).
Further analysis of the distribution of these pattern increases on right

and left palms was made by Rife (1951, 1955). Approximately 15% of
unselected American Caucasoids have patterns on the thenar/first inter-
digital area of one or both palms. Amongthose having patterns on only
one palm, they occurred on left palms in approximately 8.5% and on
right palms in approximately 1% of right-handers. But among left-
handers they occurredonly on left palms in about 10% andonly onrights
in 3.5% of cases. The ratio of those having patterns only on lefts to those
having them only on rights was 8.5: 1 among right-handers, but was only
2.8: 1 among left-handers. Differences between pattern frequencies on
only right and on only left palms were reduced approximately 67%
among left-handers. There wasalso slightly over 1% higher frequency of
people having patterns on both palms amongleft-handers.
Similar comparisons were made on other palmar areas and fingers.

Trends were the same, averaging 30% less difference in bilateral pattern
frequencies amongleft- than among right-handers. Left-handers also
manifested less bilateral difference in direction of palmar ridges than did
right-handers.

In respect to sex and handedness, left-handed females manifest the
least and right-handed males the mostbilateral asymmetry, right-handed
females and left-handed males being intermediate. Although there are
individual exceptionsto this rule, it holds true in varying degrees for the
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populations investigated. The association between handedness and de-
gree of bilateral asymmetry in dermatoglyphics is another example of
pleiotropy.

LINKAGE

Linked genes are those located on the same chromosome. Linkage
results in two types of association between traits. One of these occurs
within families and provides the basis for modern techniques employed
in the mapping of human chromosomes. The other type of association
occurs only within populations of hybrid origin and has unusual merit as

a meansfor the detection of heritabilities heretofore unknown.

Chromosome Mapping

Within stable populations, linkage results in associations between ge-
netic variations within families but in no such associations within the
population as a whole. Thus, it can readily be distinguished from pleio-
tropy, which results in associations in entire populations as well as within
families. Linkage results in opposite types of associations from one fam-
ily to another, canceling associations within the population as a whole.
Pleiotropy brings about the same types of association from one family to
another and from one population to another.
The classic test for linkage is the conventional backcross. When two

sets of alleles are under consideration, offspring should occur in a

1:1:1:1 ratio if they are not linked. If linked, two typesof offspring will
occur more frequently than the other two. Those occurring in more than
50% of offspring are termed noncrossovers and those occurring in less
than 50% of offspring as crossovers. Crossover percentages range from 0

to almost 50, depending on how closely the gene loci are linked. The
crossover percentages between any three linked loci enable the inves-

tigator to determinetheir order on the chromosome. Thus,if loci A and B

have 15% crossovers, B and C have 25% crossovers, and A and C have

10% crossovers, we know that their order on the chromosomeis BAC.

Simple backcross tests for linkage are relatively easy to perform in

laboratory plants and animals. Matings may be made accordingto plan,
intervals between generations are frequently periods ofweeks or months,

and numbers of offspring range from half a dozen or more in mice to
hundreds in Drosophila. The situation is quite different in man. The

interval between generations is usually not less, and frequently much
more, than 20 years. Matings are not made for the purpose of studying

linkage, so the investigator must test families as they exist. The most

efficient test material is found in families in which one parent is
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heterozygous and the other homozygousfor the traits under consideration
and in which there are several children. But among individuals who are
phenotypically dominantfor twopairs of alleles, there are four different
genotypes, only one of which is doubly heterozygous. The other three
phenotypes include those homozygous for both and those homozygous
for one pair and heterozygous for the other. Unless the investigator has
prior knowledge of the parents or offspring of the parent with the domi-
nant phenotype, he has no way of knowing whether they are of the de-
sired genotype. For these and other reasons, progress in the mapping of
human chromosomeshas been slow as compared with that in many ex-
perimental organisms.
During the past 40 years, several mathematical techniques have

evolvedfor testing humanlinkage, some of which enable the investigator
to use data from a single generation. Chromosome mapping requires
precise knowledge of the inheritance of the traits under consideration
prior to testing for linkage. Aside from theoretical interest, linkage maps
may prove to be a valuable asset to physicians and marriage counselors.
Ifa particular abnormality or disease susceptibility is known to be linked
with a simply inherited normal trait, and if the onset of the deficiency
or disease does not occur until the subject is several years of age, predic-
tion may be madeonthe basis of knowledge of the parents’ phenotypes
of the likelihood that a child will be affected. Steps can then be taken to
prevent or ameliorate the condition.

Detection of Linkage in Racial Melting Pots

This is the type of linkage testing with which weare here particularly
concerned. Theassociations between linked genes within populations of
recent hybrid origin, or proverbial “melting pots,” are of different types
from those occurring within long-established populations in which mat-
ing occurs at random. These associations occur throughout the entire
hybrid population and are of the same kind. They are found only within
those hybrid populations in which certain requirements are met.

Hybridization between populations alters the frequencies of those
genes in whichthe ancestral populations significantly differ. The number
of generations required to regain genetic equilibrium in populations of
mixed origin dependson the positional relationships of the genes under
consideration. These are as follows: (1) allelic, (2) linked, and (3) located
on different chromosomes (Robbins, 1918; Li, 1948).

In the nonallelic case, the rate of equilibration depends solely on the
percentageofcrossovers. If not linked, the deviation from equilibrium is
reduced by half each successive generation;if linked, by the percentage
of crossovers. The initial degree of deviation from equilibrium depends
on the relative sizes of ancestral populations and the frequencies of the
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genes under consideration. Nonlinked genes attain approximate equilib-

rium after 8 generations, whereas over 100 generations would be re-

quired for genes with less than 1% crossovers. The foregoingcalculations

are based on the hypothetical assumption thatall hybridization occurred

during the same generation (Rife, 1954a).

If a statistically significant association is found between a genetic

marker and another trait within a population of hybrid origin, whereas

no association is found with other genetic markers, linkage is strongly

indicated, provided certain conditions are met. These are as follows:

Ancestral populations differ significantly in frequencies of genes and

traits involved; one of the marker genes or traits showing the associa-

tion is unimportant in selective mating; the association occurs only

within populationsofhybrid origin. It is difficult to conceive of any cause

other than linkage that satisfies these conditions. This, in turn, indicates a

genetic basis for the trait in question.

Populations of hybrid origin, as discussed here, do not conform to the

usual concept of hybrids in plants and animals. The hybridization occurs

over periods of many generations and even centuries; in other words,

there has been a constant gene flow from ancestral populations. The net

effect is to retard hypothetical rates of equilibration. In view of the fact

that over 100 generations of random mating may be required to attain

equilibrium with respect to very closely linked genes, a few centuriesis

not a long time period. Populations of hybrid origin are racial melting

pots.

The objective of research of this type is to test for statistically

significant associations between genetic markers andothertraits of un-

known heritability. If the traits showing the association are of no im-

portance from the standpoint of selective mating or survival, and if no

associations are found between these and other genetic markers, linkage

is indicated. This, in turn, presents very strong evidencefor inheritance.

It would be impossible to explain on cultural or environmental grounds.

I conducted a research project of the type under discussion (1954a, b)

on American Negroid and northern Sudanese populations. Variousesti-

mates agree in finding that American Negroids have 20-30% Caucasoid

ancestry (Baker, 1974). Northern Sudanese comprise a hybrid population

whose ancestors were southern Sudanese Negroids and Arab slave

traders. Thus, both American Negroids and northern Sudaneseare de-

rived from mixtures of Negroids and Caucasoids, both of relatively re-

cent origin. There has been a continuous flow of genes from the parent

populations since hybridization began.

Two samples of American Negroids and one of northern Sudanese

Negroids were tested. The first sample consisted of 35 Negroid students

at Ohio State University. Data were collected on ABO, MN, and Rh

blood groups; PTC taste reaction; hand prints; handedness; skin color;
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anthropometric traits, and photographs. Analysis revealed highly sig-
nificant associations between shade of skin color and occurrence of an
accessory triradius in a distal area of the palm. Noothersignificantassoci-
ations were found betweentraits. Accessory triradii in distal regions of
the palm occur more frequently among African Negroids than among
Caucasoids. They are of no concern in choosing one’s mate.
The second sample consisted of 100 northern Sudanese who werecol-

lege students in Khartoum. Here again, highly significant associations
were found between shade of skin color and an accessory triradius in a
distal palmar area. No other significant associations were discovered.
The third sample consisted of 167 students at Central State College,

Wilberforce, Ohio. This was a Negroid institution. Here, for the third
time, significant associations were found between shadeof skin color and
accessory triradii, whereas no othersignificant trait associations were ob-
served. Data on associations between shade of skin color and accessory
triradii are summarized in Table 3.1.

TABLE 3.1

Summary of Tests for Associations between Presence of Accessory Triradii on Distal Areas
of Palms and Shade of Skin Color

 

Accessory Triradii

 

Dark shades Light shades

Present Absent Present Absent

Sudanese 11 29 4 56
American Negroids 25 86 8 83

Totals 36 (23.84%) 115 12 (7.94%) 139

 

Accessory triradii occurred three times as frequently amongthose with
dark as among those with lighter shades of pigmentation. The oddsare
less than 1 in 1000 that these are chanceassociations. These differences
continued to be highly significant when males and females were com-
pared separately and when darkest and lightest shades (a total of 61
persons) were excluded from the comparisons. Linkage between genes
responsible for variations in skin color and accessory triradii in distal
palmarareasis strongly indicated.

Subsequentstudies of a family of mixed origin gave information that
supports the suggestion of linkage between genes affecting skin color
and the occurrence of accessory triradii in distal palmar areas. The father
is ofmixed Negroid and Caucasoid descent, and the motheris a Caucasoid.
The father and four children have accessory triradii in distal palmarareas
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and also have dark skin, hair, and eyes. The mother lacks accessory

triradii in distal palmar areas. She has fair skin and auburn hair. Two
children resemble the mother in lacking triradii in distal palmar areas

and havingfair skin and red hair. One child hastriradii in distal palmar
areas and fair skin. Thus, four children resemble the father both in shade

of skin color and triradii in distal palmar areas. Two children resemble
the mother in both traits, and only one out of seven children resemble

the father in one trait and the mother in another. The mother is homo-
zygous for both traits and the father is doubly heterozygous. Thus, this
family represents a typical backcross, yielding six noncrossovers and one
crossover. Although it would be hazardous to draw sweeping conclusions
on the basis of only one family, the data definitely support evidence for
linkage based on that obtained from populations of hybrid origin (Rife,
1971a, b).

I have also tested three African populations for associations between

genetic markers and behavioral variations (Rife, 1956). Three population

samples were tested as follows: 51 pupils in a Goan school in Kampala,
Uganda; 80 prison inmates in Zanzibar; and 135 Capoids in Cape Town,

South Africa (Rife, 1956). Although the Goans claimed to be of mixed

Indian—Portuguese descent, their appearance and the genetic data ob-
tained from them indicated only a minor portion of Portugese ancestry.

The prisoners in Zanzibar were of three types: Indo-Dravidians, Bantu

Negroids, and Arabs. Thetwolatter groups were in the majority and were

the only ones in Zanzibar of mixed origin. The Capoids were definitely of

mixed origin but were derived from various populations, including

Caucasoids, Bantu, Malay, Hottentots, and Bushmen. Thelast two consti-

tuted a large proportion of their ancestry, hence predominantly Capoid.

The following data were obtained: ABO blood groups, cell sickling,

hand prints, anthropometric variations, performance tests, and photo-

graphs. Performance tests included weightdiscrimination, the test being

modeledafter one in the Binet series. Three small boxes of identical size,

weighing 5, 6, and 8 grams, were employed. The subjects were asked to

arrange the boxes in order of weight from light to heavy.

TABLE 3.2

Results of Tests for Associations between Performance of Weight Dis-

crimination Test and Ridge Counts on Fingers among Capoids

Performance on Numberof Mean numberof Differences

weighttest individuals ridges per person in mean values

Correct 64 159.09 + 6.08

27.75 + 10.956
Incorrect 52 131.34 + 9.12
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Highly significant associations were found in the Capoid sample be-
tween ability to discriminate between small weights and ridge counts on
fingers. Ridge counts are highly heritable, and South African Bushmen
have amongthe lowest on record, considerably less than other ancestral
populations of the Capoids. Actual data are shown in Table 3.2.

THE MELTING POT AS GENETIC SOURCE MATERIAL

The research on African populations was not conducted underideal
circumstances. The Goans showedslight evidence of hybridization; in
Zanzibar only the Arabs were of hybrid origin, and the Capoids were
mixtures of more than twoancestral groups. All population samples were
smaller than desired. Nevertheless, the association observed between
weight discrimination and ridge counts is highly significant among the
Capoids and is absent in other populations tested. This type of associa-
tion is exactly what would be expected between linked genes.

It should be kept in mind that this methodology is to be used essen-
tially for detection of associations characteristic of linkage. When such
associations are found, they should be followed by standard methodsof
analysis. Evidence of heritability obtained through detection of associ-
ations characteristic of linkage should be immune to charges that the
tests lacked validity.

It may be argued that many genetic variations are quantitative, and
therefore the effects of linkage with a particular gene would be so minor
as to be unnoticeable. But where more genes are involved, the prob-
abilities of linkage are also increased; in other words, multiple associ-
ations also increase the time required to approach equilibrium. It is
especially important that quantitative markers be included in testing
quantitative variations. Constellations of quantitative variations could
have numerousinterlinkages that would result in persistent and signifi-
cant degrees of association for many generations.
The size of sample required for detection of linkage dependson close-

ness of linkage, difference between ancestral populations in gene fre-
quencies, and proportional contributions of ancestral populations. Since
percentages of crossovers are unknownbeforehand, and precise data are
usually unavailable on other items involved, a minimum size sample of
900 is suggested.

Sources of samples should obviously be from populations of hybrid
origin, principally descended from two ancestral populations, between
which hybridization began at least a hundred years ago. Such popula-
tions are found among Amerinds and American Negroids.
Cherokee Indians in the Cherokee, North Carolina, area constitute a

population meeting the foregoing requirements. The tribal council has
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maintained recordsof ancestry over a period of seven generations. Pupils

in the Cherokee school are of mixed Amerind—Caucasoid descent, in a

ratio of approximately 3:2. Their Caucasoid ancestors were predomi-

nantly of English and Scottish-Irish origin (Rife, 1971a).

Mohawk Indiansin the area of Fort Covington, New York, are of mixed

Amerind—Caucasoid descent, their Caucasoid ancestors having been

predominantly French and Irish. No ancestral records are available for

ascertaining actual proportions of Amerind and Caucasoid ancestry(Rife,

1972). Mohawksare famousfortheir skill in working on high structures

and are always in demandassteeplejacks. It is not known whethertheir

lack of fear of high placesis of genetic origin or the result of conditioning

and training. Assumingavailability of valid tests, Mohawk school pupils

could provide samples for a project designed to search for evidence of

linkage between genetic markers and ability to work efficiently in high

places.

Notall Amerind tribes provide usable samples of populations ofhybrid

origin. Although there is evidence of mixed ancestry among contempo-

rary Seminole schoolchildren,it is seldom observed amongtheir parents.

Moreover, degrees of racial intermixture vary considerably amongdiffer-

ent tribes.
As stated previously, American Negroids have significant proportions

of Caucasoid ancestry. This is a broad generalization, actual percentages

varying considerably from one portion of the country to another. Ne-

groids in Southern rural areas appear to have comparatively little

Caucasoid ancestry, whereas percentages are relatively higher in Mid-

western cities. Carib Amerinds in the Caribbean area have high pro-

portions of Negroid ancestry.

In order to be most effective, this type of research should be interdis-

ciplinary, involving geneticists, psychologists, physical anthropologists,

physiologists, and biometricians. Both qualitative and quantitative

markers should be included, the more the better. The techniqueis essen-

tially one of testing racial melting pots for associations between genetic

markers and traits of unknown etiology. High school and college stu-

dents are ideal subjects. Family pedigrees, adoptions, and illegitimacies

need be of no concern here. Such investigations should be an effective

tool for the detection of heritabilities held in dispute or unsuspected.

Importance of and interest in human variability is rapidly increasing,

especially in regard to adaptability, behavior, intelligence, and special

abilities. Climatic adaptability, adaptability to high and low altitudes,

minimal nutritive requirements, differential fertility, disease suscep-

tibilities, alcoholism, pain threshold, components of intelligence, and

general adaptability are familiar examples of quantitative traits in

which possible roles of heredity are yet largely undetermined.

Racial melting pots offer unique reservoirs of virtually untapped re-
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source material for the detection of heritabilities of complex traits,
which would establish beyond reasonable doubt a genetic basis and
which could not be explained away on groundsof environmentalfactors
and low validity oftests. Investigations ofthis type may provide definite
answers to some questions that have long been debated.

SUMMARY

Genetic traits occur in widely different frequencies from one popula-
tion to another. Interbreeding of different populations does not bring
about greater uniformity but results in scattering of the variability. Pop-
ulations of mixed origins tend toward genetic equilibrium, where genetic
traits are distributed randomly and remain constant from generation to
generation. In the absence of selection, genes located on different
chromosomes reach approximate equilibrium in eight generations,
Linked genes, those located on the same chromosome, approach equi-
librium more slowly and require as much as 100 generations if closely
linked.

Statistically significant associations between two nonselective heredi-
tary traits within populations of mixed origins, and lack of such associa-
tions with other hereditary traits, indicates linkage. It follows that signifi-
cant association between a knownhereditarytrait and a trait of unknown
etiology, and the lack of such association between the latter and other
known genetic traits within populations of hybrid origin, is indicative
of linkage. This presents positive evidence for inheritance. Such associa-
tions cannotbe attributed to environmentor lack of test validity. Num-
erous simply inherited traits of no importance from the standpoint of
selective matings are available for such tests. Hand prints and hair form
are useful in testing for associations with quantitative traits of unknown
etiology. American Negroids and varioustribes ofAmerinds are examples
of populations of mixedorigins.
The techniquefor linkage tests in populations consists of searchingfor

significant associations between genetic traits and those of unknown
etiology. The latter include adaptabilities to climatic variations and high
altitudes, alcoholism, susceptibilities to physical and mental diseases,
pain thresholds, behavioral traits, and cognitive abilities.
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Genetic and Behavioral Effects of
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INTRODUCTION

Individual differences among personsin a large numberofcharacteris-
tics, physical and mental, are obvious to everyone. Probably there are
many more differences that are less obvious and are revealed only by
specialized techniques of observation and measurement. By now,itis a
truism that most such differences are a joint result of genetic and en-
vironmental factors. But it would be a mistake to view the environment,
particularly the cultural environment, as somehow more superficial than
the genetic factors or as something that is merely added,like a kind of
trimming, after the genes have already laid down the main outlines.
True, as far as the individual is concerned, once conception has occurred,
his genotype for any characteristic is set once and for all, and the envi-
ronmentwill not alter it. Environmental factors may greatly influence its
phenotypic expression, however, dependingontheparticulartrait. If it is
eye color or blood type, environment will have little or no effect on
individual differences; these will reflect genotypic differences only. If it
is a personality trait, experiential factors may account for much ofthe
variation amongpersons. Findingthe roles of genetic and environmental
factors as they affect the phenotypic expression of individual differences
is essentially the problem of heritability analysis. Instead, we shall be
concemed here with some of the ways in which cultural-environmental
factors can affect the genotypes themselves, by influencing the genetic
structure of the population.
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One of the principal mechanisms by which culture affects the genetic

structure of human populations is the mating system,that is, the cultural

and societal determinants of who mates with whom. (Other important

factors affecting the genetic structure of populations are migration, con-

traceptive customs, differential fertility associated with cultural, reli-

gious, and socioeconomic differences, and selective mortality resulting

from war, famine, and disease.) The strictly genetic effects of different

mating systems are great, and their consequences are profound.Yet, in

human populations, the determinants of mate selection itself are almost

entirely a cultural affair. In the temporal sequenceof causality, it may be

more accurate to say that culture affects genetics rather than the other

way around.In fact, since most external, noncultural selection pressures

on populations, such as large-scale famines and disease epidemics, have

been virtually eliminated in the industrialized world in the last century,

the genetic structure of the population is mainly influenced by systems of

mating, and whatevercultural forces, customs, and values influence mate

selection in a given population will thereby, indirectly, have definite

genetic effects, which may have profound cultural and social conse-

quences, which in turn may affect mating patterns that feed back into the

genetical system, and so on (see Eckland, 1972a). Thus, the relationship

between genetics and culture is not to be thought of as a unidirectional

causal system but as a feedback loop.

The variations in mating patterns and their genetic consequences may

all be described in terms of departures from panmixia or random mating.

Completely random matingis a theoretical abstraction in population ge-

netics, but it can be created under laboratory conditions in experimental

genetics with plants and infrahuman animals. Random mating,like assor-

tative mating, is character specific; in a given population, mating can be

random for some genes and assortative for others. In limited human

populations, for example, there is close to random mating for many

characters, such as ability to taste phenylthiocarbamide (PTC), blood

groups, and serum proteins. Random mating means that among those

who reach breeding age (i.e., are eligible to become parents), which

male mates with which femaleis a matter of chance. (Thoughit is not part

of the definition of random mating, in working out simple models based

on the assumption of random mating, we usually assumethat no individ-

uals are left out in the mating system and that equal numbersof offspring

result from each mating.) Few things could be more obviousthan the fact

that in human populations mating is anything but random for manytraits.

The main types of departures from random mating, each with different

genetic consequences, are assortative mating (which may be positive or

negative), inbreeding, and outbreeding.' They are not mutually exclu-

1 Polygamy is another departure from random mating that, in small populations, has

important genetic consequencesrelated to selection and inbreeding.
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traits. In practical importance, however, they differ greatly.
Assortative mating is mate selection based on resemblance in one or

more characteristics. Assortative mating can be based on phenotypic simi-
larity, or on genotypic similarity owing to common ancestry. In the latter
case, it is called consanguinity, or inbreeding. But phenotypic assortative
mating is character specific, while inbreeding is not. (Inbreeding is a
special case of assortative mating; the term is used in animal breeding as
well as in human population genetics: consanguinity refers specifically
to humans whoare quite closely related through a commonancestor.)
The term assortative mating throughout the present chapterrefers strictly
to mating on the basis of phenotypic resemblance. The term inbreeding
here is reserved for resemblance between mates due to common
ancestry.

In theory, assortative mating can be either positive (i.e., greater than
chance similarity of mates) or negative(i.e., greater than chance dissimi-
larity), although, in fact, no one has yet demonstrated statistically
significant negative assortative mating for any humantrait in any large
population.
The psychological, social, and cultural reasons for positive assortative

mating, though interesting and important topics in their own right, are
not our main concern in this chapter, which deals with the genetic and
psychological effects of assortative mating rather than withits psycholog-
ical and cultural origins. Suffice it to note that in modern industrial
societies, at least, there is assortative mating as to race, ethnic origin,
social class, age, religion, education, intelligence, various personality
traits, physical characteristics (height, weight, complexion), values, inter-
ests, residential propinquity, and a host of other variables. Tharp (1963)
has comprehensively reviewed theliterature on the social—psychological
determinants of assortative mating. Of the dozens of humantraits that
have been investigated, those showing the highest degree of assortative
mating in European and North American Caucasoid populationsare age,
amountof formal education, and IQ.
The important thing about assortative mating, from our standpoint,is

its effects on heritable traits in the population. Since assortative mating
increasesthe variance ofa trait in the population, for example,it has been
estimated that the present level of assortative mating for intelligence in
England and the United States, assuming that this level of assortative
mating has existed for several generations, may accountfor over half the
frequency of persons with IQs above 130 and four out of five of those
with IQs over 145, and there are approximately 20 timesas many persons
above an IQ of 160 as we would find if there were no assortative mating
for intelligence (Jensen, 1973a, p. 108). Such effects may greatly affect
the character of a population in terms of its intellectual resources. If our
society were suddenly to engage in randommating with respect to intel-
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ligence, the intellectually most able of the next generation would not be

as bright as the same upper x%of the previous generation.” The percent-

age of the mentally retarded would also be reduced, though perhaps not

as much since about one-fifth to one-fourth of mental retardation is at-

tributable to rare genetic abnormalities and nongenetic causes such as

brain injury and disease. However, the positive or beneficial effects to

society of persons with very high abilities may well be much greater than

are the negative effects of an equal numberofpersons whose abilities are

just as far below the average. The great cultures of the past are distin-

guished largely by the numberof their creative geniuses, not by their

rates of mental deficiency. A population with little intellectual variance

but homogeneously centered around an average level of ability, say, with

90% of persons having IQs between 90 and 110 (the range that now

contains the middle 50% in the United States Caucasoid population),if

left to itself, would probably advance very slowly, if at all, beyond a

Stone Age or simple agrarian culture. Asa factor in cultural evolution, the

amountof variability of talents in a population could be more important

than its overall mean.

Positive assortative mating per se does not affect the mean of the popu-

lation on the trait in question (unless there is directional dominance of

the genes involved), but it always increases the variability. (Negative

assortative mating decreasesthe total variance.) Unlike selective mating,

assortative mating does not changethe frequencyof the genes for a given

trait in the population’s gene pool. But it does change the frequency of

genotypes, that is, combinations of genes. Positive assortative mating in-

creases the frequency of genotypes that make for more extreme

phenotypic valuesin the trait and decreases the frequency of genotypes

that make for the more average phenotypes.

As Gordon Allen (1970, p. 186) has pointed out, assortative mating is

probably circular andself-reinforcing in its operation, it acts as a positive

feedback loop. Since assortative matingfor a particular trait increases the

population variance, that is, the range of individual differences in the

trait, it makes the trait an even moresalientbasis for assortative mating in

the next generation. It has been estimated that in England some 20% of

the variance in IQ is attributable to assortative mating (Burt, 1958).

For sometraits, assortative mating can lead indirectly to a change in

gene frequencies and consequently a change in the population mean by

increasing the effects of selection. A trait like intelligence, which is sub-

ject to a high degree of assortative mating in many societies, may also be

subject to some degree of selection. In the population as a whole, the

2 A single generation of random mating would not completely remove the effects of past

assortative mating. The association of genes with similar effects (so-called “linkage disequi-

librium”) decreases at 50% per generation for unlinked genes and at a correspondingly

slower rate for linked genes.
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degreeof selective matingfor IQ is slight as compared with the degree of
assortative mating, but near the lower endof the IQ distribution there is
moreorless a selection threshold below which personseither cannotfind
mates or are discouraged from mating by parents, social workers, and the
like. It is known that, at least in the Caucasoid population of the United
States, persons with IQs below about 75 are muchless likely to marry.
The average numberof offspring born to all persons with IQs below 75 is
less than for the general population mainly because most intellectually
retarded persons never marry (Bajema, 1963; Higgins, Reed, & Reed,
1962). A high degree of assortative mating for intelligence, which in-
creases the IQ variance in the population, results in the birth of a larger
proportion of persons whofall below the mating threshold, so that their
genes for low intelligence are less likely to be passed on to the next
generation, with the result that the population gene pool for intelligence
is slightly improved. There is evidence that a eugenic effect of this nature
has been taking place in the Caucasoid population of the United States
(Gottesman, 1968, pp. 42-46).
Inbreeding is the mating of individuals related by commonancestry.

Unlike assortative mating, inbreedingis nottrait specific. The genotypes
of inbred mates are correlated not only for specific genes for particular
traits, as in assortative mating, but for all gene loci. The degree ofcorrela-
tion, of course, depends on the closeness ofrelation, quantified by the
coefficient of inbreeding, whichis taken upin

a

later section. The effects
of inbreeding are only faintly like those of assortative mating. For quan-
titative traits, inbreeding in human populations is less important than
assortative matinginits net effect on the genetic structure of populations
because inbreeding is so much less frequent than assortative mating; the
average degree of genetic correlation between mates resulting from in-
breeding in the population is but a minute fraction of the correlation
attributable to assortative mating. However, inbreeding affects all seg-
regating gene loci, while assortative mating affects only those related to
the trait involved. Inbreeding,like assortative mating, has no direct effect
on gene frequencies but changes the frequencies of genotypes, making
for more extreme types (homozygotes) and fewer intermediate types
(heterozygotes). Inbreeding, therefore, increases the total population
variance. However, mates whoare related by a commonancestorare less
apt to be alike genetically for a given trait than unrelated individuals who
are phenotypically matched on thetrait, assuming the phenotype has
high heritability and is therefore a good indication of the individual’s
genotype.

Inbreeding has its most conspicuouseffect on the frequency of appear-
ance of rare recessive characteristics, which most often are of an undesir-
able nature. When there is some degree of positive dominance for a
polygenictrait, inbreeding will depress thetrait among inbredoffspring,
a phenomenon knownas inbreeding depression.
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Outbreeding, also called crossbreeding, is the mating of individuals

from different breeding populations. In humans,it usually refers to inter-

racial matings. It implies no commonancestry between mates,at least for

many generations back. But outbreedingis really a relative concept and

can arbitrarily be defined as matings among individuals for which the

inbreeding coefficient is lower than the average inbreeding coefficient

within either of the parent populations from which the individuals come.

The effects of outbreeding in humansare notat all certain or clear-cut;

they are reviewedin a later section on empirical findings.

Another importantfactor affecting the genetic structure of a population

but technically not regarded as a mating system is selection. Selection

meansthat sometraits or patternsoftraits are more generally soughtafter

by prospective mates than are others, for whatever reason. Persons pos-

sessing suchtraits will be more apt to be sought as a mate and will mate

soonerin life or are more likely to produce a larger numberofoffspring,

other things being equal. Conversely, persons lacking suchtraits or pos-

sessing their oppositesare less likely to find mates, may take longer to do

so, or may beleft out altogether, with the result that they produce fewer

offspring. There is also negative selection for many undesirable charac-

teristics and lowerfertility, as, for example, among the mentally retarded

and schizophrenics.

Assumingthat the trait in question does not have negligible heritabil-

ity, the net effect of selection genetically is that in each generation the

total frequency of the alleles involved in the particular trait will be

changed in the population. The numberofalleles for the desirable traits

will increase, while the alleles for the undesirable traits will decrease.

The rate of change in allele frequencies, of course, will depend on the

degree of selection and on the heritability of thetrait (i.e., the extent to

which the observed phenotype reflects the underlying genotype). Since

selection changes allele frequencies, it alters the mean andvariance of

the trait in the population. Animal breeders knowthis well and have

capitalized on it to create breedsthat better fulfill certain purposes, as in

various specialized breeds of dogs and in animals bredfor their agricul-

tural products, such as the egg-laying capacity of chickens, the milk yield

of cows, and the lardiness of pigs.

In humans, physical attractiveness as well as various mental and per-

sonality characteristics are the basis for selection. But there is far from

universal agreement, from one culture to another, as to which characteris-

tics are deemed most desirable. Culturally determined standards of

physical beauty and of the behavioral characteristics consideredthe most

valuable or attractive may differ considerably from one population to

another and amongvarious subpopulations. And what is viewed as desir-

able in the one sex maynot be sought in the other. Thus, selection does

not necessarily imply like mating with like for a particulartrait, whichis

positive assortative mating. If all men like beautiful women,and beauti-
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ful women seek “brainy”? men (perhaps because they can make more
money), both “beauty” and “brains” will be selected. The ugliest
women andthe stupidest men will be the least likely to mate and leave
offspring, and the population’s gene pool will be enhanced for beauty
and brains, which, of course, will be passed on to both sexes in sub-
sequent generations. Because the population seems so very heteroge-
neous in manytraits, it suggests that selection pressures for such traits
are only ratherslight or that there are a multitude ofdifferent values that
affect selection in various groupsin the population. Moreover, any strong
directionality of genetic change may be precluded by short-term cultural
changes in the general standards, values, and ideals that affect mate
selection. Some degree of directional selection must constantly take
place, however,to offset the constant degenerative effects of mutation. A
relaxation of selection results in degeneration. But the amount of selec-
tion needed to overcome mutation pressure for IQ or other behaviortraits
is unknownat present; it depends on the numberof genes involved in
the trait and on the mutation rate.

GENETIC CONSEQUENCES OF SELECTION AND

The best way to understand how and whyassortative matingaffects the
genetic structure of a population is in terms of whatis called “Mendelian
algebra.”* By working out particular genetic models in the simple terms
of Mendelian algebra, one can gain a direct insight into such general
conclusionsas, for example,that assortative mating (a) increases popula-
tion variance in thetrait in question, (b) increases sibling resemblances
as measured by the correlation between siblings, (c) increases only
slightly the amount of homozygosity in the population, (d) leaves the
mean unchangedunless there is dominance, and (e) creates correlations
between traits that would be totally uncorrelated in a random-mating
population.
The Mendelian algebra can be applied both to single-locus characters

and to polygenic traits.4 Characters controlled by a single locus show

° For a more extensive and systematic introduction to quantitative genetics, see Crow
(1950) and Li (1955). More advancedtreatmentare Falconer (1960) and Crow and Kimura
(1970).

* The term polygenic has a loose anda strict meaning in genetic theory. Loosely speak-
ing, polygenic traits are those in which (1) variation is attributable to segregation at a num-
ber of loci (and not mostly at one or two loci) and (2) which show fairly continuousvariation,
without pronounced peaks andratios. In thestrict sense, a polygenictrait is one in which (1)
variation is attributable to a large numberofgenes each having minoreffects, (2) the effects
are additive, and (3) the genes are interchangeable,i.e., plus (or minus) genesat any locus
could be substituted for plus (or minus) genes at other loci.
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large and discrete differences among individuals in the population, often

the differences are regarded as qualitative rather than quantitative. Most

polygenic traits are graded or continuous, and individual differences are

quantitative rather than qualitative. Some polygenic traits, however, are

expressed in more or less an all-or-none fashion because they are

“threshold” traits, that is to say, their phenotypic expression depends on

whether some relevant environmental variable is above or below a par-

ticular threshold value (Falconer, 1960, Chap. 18). When a single gene

accounts for a large part of the population variance in a given trait,it is

called a major gene effect. When the population varianceis attributable,

in whole or in part, to the cumulative effects of a numberof genes, each

one alone having a small effect relative to the total trait variation in the

population, the trait is called polygenic. At the molecular, biochemical

level, however, there are not two different types of genes, major genes

and polygenes. Rather, there are sometraits the variance in whichis the

result of segregation of alleles at a single gene locus, and there are other

traits the variance in which is the result of the additive and interactive

(i.e., combinations other than additive) effects of alleles of a number of

gene loci. Behavioral genetics is more concerned with the latter. Indi-

vidual differences in most of the characteristics of interest and im-

portance, such as mental abilities and personality traits, are continuously

graded. In somecases, variance in a particular trait may be analyzable

into both major gene and polygenic effects. A possible consequence of

this would be a modaldistribution of the trait, the modesof the distribu-

tion determined by the major gene and the variation about each mode

attributable to the polygenes. A good example is normal variation in

height, which is polygenic, and dwarfism, which is a major gene effect

superimposed on the polygenic determinants of height. The single gene

for dwarfism makesits recipient extremely short, but there is still varia-

tion in height among dwarfs, resulting from variation in the normal

polygenic determinants of height. The genetic analogue to dwarfism is

seen in the psychological realm in certain types of mental deficiency, in

which a single gene almost completely overrides the polygenic determi-

nants of the individual’s intelligence.

Genes have definite positions, called loci, on the chromosomes, which

are the carriers of the genes. Humans have 23 pairs of chromosomes,or

46 in all. Each chromosome is like a long thread banded by a large

number (estimated between about 400 and 4000 [see Stern, 1973, pp.

39-41]) of gene loci. One memberin each pair of chromosomesis inher-

ited from the mother, and the other memberof each pair from the father.

Thus, half of the genetic material determining an individual’s develop-

ment comes from the mother and half from the father. In mating, the

individual passes on just a sample half of his genetic material to his

offspring. Which half of the genes is passed on to the offspring is pure
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chance. Thus, a parent does not pass on his genotype as a unitto his or her

offspring but only a random selection of one from each pair of his or her

chromosomes.
The gene loci can be represented by the letters of the alphabet—A,B,

C, etc. In order for a gene to produce any differences among individuals

in the population, it must have two or more forms, each of which has

different effects on the trait controlled by the gene. These two or more

forms of the gene are called allelomorphs, or simply alleles. The alleles

that have different effects (or values) at a given locus can be designated

by capital and lowercase letters, while the letter itself designates the

locus. Thus, A and a are twoalleles at locus A. (There may be more than

two forms of the gene in the population, but no individual can possess

more than two alleles at a given gene locus since each individual pos-

sesses only two homologous chromosomeswith corresponding geneloci,

each of which can harbor one or another form of the gene. There are 23

such pairs of chromosomes in humans, but a given gene locus, say, A,

occurs only on a single homologous pair. Gene locus B may occuron the

same chromosomepair as locus A or on a different chromosomepair.)

Now,considerthe effects at a single locus. There are two alleles, A and

a. The effect of A is to enhance the trait; the effect of a is to diminish the

trait. We assume the effects of A and a to be additive, that is,

AA — Aa = Aa aa. In order to quantify the effects, we can assign the

arbitrary values A= +z and a= —3. Since every individual has two

homologous chromosomes with the A locus, any given individual can

possess any one of the following possible combinations: AA, Aa, aA,

aa. Thus, individual differences in this trait would have only three

possible genotypes and, assuming no environmental influences, only

three possible values, +1, 0, and —1, thus:

AA=2+3=+41
Aa=3z-z= 0

aA=-z+2= 0
aa=-3-7=-]

If we assume that the A and alleles exist in equal frequencies in the

population, the frequencies and proportions of these values would be:

Genotype Value Frequency Proportion

AA +1 1 25

Aa and aA 0 2 50

aa —] ] 25

Now,let us assume every possible mating combination in this popula-

tion, occurring with equal frequency, and assume they produce equal

numbers of offspring and that each possible resulting genotype occurs

with the average frequency expected by chance. Recall that each off-
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TABLE 4.1

Genotypes and Values Produced in a Random Mating Population

  

Mothers

Fathers AA Aa aA aa

AA = +1 AA = +1 AA = +1 Aa= 0

AA = +] = +1] AA = +1 Aa= 0
AA AA= 41 Aa= 0 Aa= 0 Aa= 0

AA = +1 Aa= 0O Aa= QO Aa= 0

AA = +1 = +] AA = +] Aa= 0

AA = +1 Aa= 0 Aa= 0 Aa= 0

Aa aA= 0 aA= 0 aA= 0 aa = —1
aA= 0O aa = —] aa= —] aa= -l

AA = +] AA = +1 AA = +1 Aa= 0O

AA = +] Aa= 0O Aa= QO Aa= 0

aA aA= QO aA= QO aA= 0O aa= —-l1

aA= 0 aa = —] aa = -l aa=-1

aA= 0 aA= O aa=—-l aa=-l

aA= QO aA= O aa= -1l1 aa=-l1

aa aA= 0 aa = —] aA= 0 aa = —1
aA= 0O aa = —] aA= QO aa=-1

 

spring receives, at random, one-half of the parent’s genes. Table 4.1
showsall the genotypesandtheir values produced by the various combi-
nations of the parental alleles.* The frequencies and proportions of the
various genotypesofall the offspring in this hypothetical population are
as follows:

Genotype Value Frequency Proportion

AA +1 16 25
Aa and aA 0 32 00

aa —] 16 25

This is a simpleillustration of the Hardy-Weinberg principle, which is
fundamental in quantitative genetics. This law states, essentially, that in
the absence of mutation, migration, or selection, and with random mat-
ing, the gene frequencies in the population remain the same from one
generation to the next, and the proportions of the different possible
genotypesalso remain the same.This “‘steadystate” in the genetic struc-
ture of the population is called Hardy—Weinberg equilibrium.

° In the notation for genotypes, it is conventional that the first letter in each pair repre-
sents the allele received from thefather.
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In Table 4.1, notice the frequencies of the parental generation (Fathers

and Mothers). AA, Aa (or aA), aa are in the ratios of 1, 2, 1. The ratios of

the three genotypes are exactly the same in their offspring.

Also, notice that each of the 16 mating combinations® occurs with equal

frequency (i.e., random mating), and each produces the same number

(i.e., 4) of offspring, so there was no selection or favoring of any one mat-

ing combination over another. Further, notice that no “new” or mutated

alleles (such as A’ or a’) appearin any of the offspring—a necessary con-

dition of the Hardy-Weinberg principle. It is obvious that this is a prob-

ability statement, the precision of which depends on the size of the

population.It is the basis for predicting the quantitative consequencesof

factors that can act on a population to changeits genetic structure—such

factors as migration, selection, differential fertility (which is a special

case of selection), and various types of nonrandom mating.

The Hardy-Weinberg principle can be generalized beyond the one

locus example illustrated above, so that it will apply to any numberof

geneloci and to any proportions of the A and alleles in the population,

assuming the same proportion (i.e., p and q) at all loci. The general

formulation is:

(pA + qa)",

where p is the proportion of A alleles in the population; qg is 1 — p or the

proportion of a alleles in the population, and p + q = 1; and n is the

number of gene loci involved (with 2 alleles at each locus, thus 2n).

The expansion of this binomial yields the proportions ofall the possi-

ble genotypes that exist or could exist and are maintained in such a

population from generation to generation under the conditions of the

Hardy-Weinbergprinciple. In the example given above, the proportions

of A and a alleles are .5 and .5, and there is only one locus, so we have

(5A + .5a)?

which, when expanded,is:

Q5AA + .50Aa + -25aa.

Thus, in general, the probabilities of genotypes AA, Aa, and aaare p’*,

2nq, and q?, respectively. The possible genotype mating combinations

are therefore given by the expansion of

(p?AA + 2pqAa + q’aa)’.

° Often in the genetic literature the sexes(i.e., fathers and mothers) are pooled and the
Aa and aA genotypesare pooled,so that there are then only six mating combinations,thatis,
AA x AA, AA Xx Aa, AA X aa, Aa X Aa, Aa X aa, aa X aa, with relative frequenciesof1, 4, 2,
4, 4, 1, respectively.
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The greater the numberofloci (n) contributingto a trait, the largeris
the numberof grades or genotypic values assumedbythetrait. Assuming
that the genetic values of the alleles at all loci are equivalent(i.e., A = B,
and a = b), the numberof grades is 2n + 1, and as noted above,their
proportions are given by the binomial distribution (p + q)?”. The mean
genetic value of the distribution will be (pA + qa), when A and a are
assigned values of +2 and —3, respectively, representing their separate
effects on the trait. The variance of the distribution is 2pqn, and the
standard deviation is (2pqn)'”
When p = q, the distribution of genotype values will be symmetrical,

and as n becomesvery large, the values become graded more and more
finely, and the distribution approaches the so-called normal, bell-shaped,
or Gaussian curve. When p #q, the distribution of values will be
skewed, the amount of skewness depending on the difference between p
and q and on the numberofloci, n. The larger the n, the less skewedwill
the distribution be for any given valuesof p and q.
The effect of genetic selection is to change p and q,thatis, the pro-

portions of the twoalleles in the population, and this consequently affects
the population mean and variance ofthe trait. In our simple example of
(.SA + .5a)*, the mean and variance are 0 and .50. (This assumes the

TABLE 4.2

Genotypes and Values Resulting from Random Mating for Two Gene Loci
eee

Female gametes (eggs)
Male gametes

 

(sperms) AB Ab aB ab
ee

AB AABB = +2 AABb = +] AaBB = +1 AaBb= 0
Ab AAbB = +1 AAbb= QO aAbB= 0 Aabb = -]1
aB aABB = +] aABb= 0 aaBB= QO aaBb = —-1
ab aAbB= 0 aAbb = —] aabB = -] aabb = —2

Frequency distribution”

 

Values Frequencies Proportions

—2 ] .0625
—] 4 .2500
0 6 3750

+] 4 .2500
+2 1 0625

Total 16 1.000

—_e—e—eeeeeee

eee

“The mean of the distribution is 0 and the varianceis 1.
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values A = +3, a = —2.) Now,say that some selective pressure acts on the
population to decrease the frequency of aa genotypes; for example, aa

individuals might be less resistant in an epidemic and die off in large
numbers, thereby depleting the population gene pool of the a typeal-
leles. Then the proportions might be, say, .8A + .2a. So the population
mean now would be +.30 (instead of 0), and the variance would be .32
(instead of .50). If the selection to eliminate a alleles continues genera-
tion after generation, the mean will increase, and the variance will de-
crease until eventually the a allele disappears completely and all mem-
bers of the population are homozygous for thetrait, that is, everyoneis
AA. Then the mean would be +1 and the variance 0. ,
To go from the single gene case to the polygenic case is a straightfor-

ward matter. One simply represents the two or more loci by different
letters, for example A and B, and worksit out in the same manner as the
single-locus example. The simplest possible polygenic case involves two
loci. In such a population, it is simpler if we representall the possible
parental gametes(sex cells) that can unite to form individuals rather than
all the possible parental genotypes. (It should be recalled that the ga-
metes contain only a random half of the genes comprising the parental
genotype.) Shown in Table 4.2 are all the resulting genotypes and their
values, on the assumption A = B = +.5anda=b = —.5.

Deminance

Wehavethus far considered only additive gene effects; that is to say,
the alleles at a given locus do not have any influence on one another, and
their separate effects are simply additive in determining the net value of
the genotype. Under this condition, the value of the heterozygotes, Aa or
aA, are exactly intermediate between the values of the homozygotes AA
and aa. When there is interaction between the alleles A and a, their
combined effect is not the sum of their separate values but is some
nonadditive function of the two. This type of interaction betweenalleles
at the samelocusis called dominance.Ifthe allele that enhancesthetrait
is dominant, there is positive dominance;if the allele that diminishes (or
does not enhance)thetrait is dominant, it is called negative dominance.
The nondominant allele is called recessive. Dominance is complete
when the value of the heterozygote equals the value of one of the
homozygotes (e.g., Aa or aA = AA). There is overdominance when the
value of the heterozygote is more extreme than the value of either of the
homozygotes. These conditions are illustrated in Figure 4.1.
Dominanceaffects the distribution of phenotypes in the population, as

can be seen, for example, if we assume complete positive dominance
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Over- dominance ~\
\

Complete
+] dominance \ /

3 oa
g Partial
o dominance8 WY
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(breeding value) 

aa Aa AA
Frequency

q@ 2pq p?

Figure 4.1 Graphic representation of additive genetic effects (no dominance) and various
degrees of dominance deviation.

(i.e., Aa = AA and Bb = BB) andassign phenotypic values to the various
genotypes shownin Table 4.2. The distribution would be as follows:

Values Frequencies Proportions

—2 1 .0625

—] 0 0
0 6 .3750
+] 0 0
+2 9 9625

Total 16 1.000

The mean is now 1, and the variance is 1.5. Thus, dominance, in this
example,has left the variance unchangedbut has raised the mean by one
standard deviation (co), from 0 to 1. Dominance neednotoccuratall loci.
If, in the above example, dominance occurred only for A but notfor B, the
resulting frequencies would be:

Values Frequencies Proportions

—2 1 .0625
—] 2 .1250
0 4 .2500

+] 6 .3750
+2 3 .1875

Total 16 1.000
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The meanis now .5, and the variance is 1.25; note that these values are
simply the average of the values (for either the mean or the variance)
under complete additivity and complete dominance. (Thus, the total
variance V; can be partitioned into additive and dominance components,
Va and Vp, respectively: In the first example, with complete additivity
[lower part of Table 4.2], V, = 1, Vp = 0, and V; = 1; in the second
example, with complete dominance, V, = 1, Vp = .5, and V7 = 1.50; and
in the third example, with partial dominance[i.e., additivity at locus A
and dominanceat locus B], V4 = 1, Vp = .25, and V> = 1.25. Notethat in
all cases the additive variance, V,, remains the same value [= 1 in this
example]). Notice, too, that dominance skews the shape of the
distribution.
Dominancealso affects the resemblance between parents and children

and among siblings. Degree of resemblance for a given trait may be
indexed by the correlation coefficient.’ Let us tabulate all possible
genotypes based on single locus A, resulting from all possible mating
combinations in the population, and then compute the parent-child and
sibling correlations based on the phenotypic values whenthereis (a) no
dominance, and (b) dominance of A. (A similar example could be given
for two or more loci, but the tabular presentation of the results would be
extremely cumbersome, involving 16’ possible mating combinations
producing 16° offspring.) The essential results, however, would be
exactly the same as the much simpler single gene example shown in
Table 4.3.

‘Whenthe Pearson r is used to determine the correlation between relatives, a double-
entry procedure is used. If it is entirely arbitrary which memberofany kinship pairis
assigned to X or Y in the formula for correlations, each pair is entered twice, each member
being entered first as X or as Y and then the reverse. The intraclass correlation is better
suited to obtaining kinship correlations, and is essential for sibling correlations when there
are more than twosiblings per family. For a reasonably large N the intraclass r approximates
Pearson r when the means andvariancesof the X and arrays are the same, whichis, of
course, insured by the double-entry method for computing Pearson r. Both the Pearson r
and the intraclass correlation are estimates of the samecorrelation p in the population. The
Pearson r, however, has the larger samplingerror. (Cf. Fisher, 1950, Chap. 7.) When the
intraclass correlation p is computed from population valuesor theoretical values, the for-
mula is

OR”

p= Co," + Cy"

where 0,” and oy” are the variances between and within classes (e.g. families), respectively.
Whenestimates of these population values, s,” and sy’, are obtained from samplesof the
population, the formula for the intraclass correlation is

2 2
SB” — Sw

Ti =
SR + (i _— 1) sy?

where fi is the arithmetic mean of the number of members in eachclass (e.g., siblings in
each family). Whenever the numberofcases differs considerably from oneclass to another
the harmonic meanrather than the arithmetic meanis used for obtaining the value ofn (See
Blalock, 1960, pp. 266-269.)
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TABLE 4.3

Genotypesof All Possible Offspring in a Random Mating Population and Genotypic Values

with and without Dominance“

Mother's genotypes

Father's

genotypes

AA = +1 (41)

Aa= O(+41)

aA= O(+41)

aa = —1(-1) 
“Values not in parentheses = no dominance. Values in parentheses = complete domi-

nance ofA (i.e., value of Aa = AA). Separate values ofA anda are + .5 and —.5, respectively.
The mating combinationsfor perfect assortative mating with no dominance are enclosed by
the broken line. Assortative mating combinations with dominanceare enclosed by a solid
line; the frequencyof the aa x aa combination, however, must be increased threefold so
that the numberof offspring from each genotype in the population will be the same. (See
text for explanation.)

Table 4.4 presents the statistics on this hypothetical population when
there is no dominance and whenthere is complete dominanceof A.
The statistics in Table 4.4 for random mating are based on all the 64

genotypes (in 16 “‘families’’) shown in Table 4.3. The 16 genotypesre-
sulting from assortative mating with no dominance are the four “fami-
lies” in the principal diagonal going from the upperleft to the lower
right in Table 4.3 (enclosed by a broken line). Note that in order for the

statistics calculated on the results of assortative mating to be directly

comparable to the statistics for random mating, every parental genotype
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TABLE 4.4

Statistics Derived from Genetic Model for Random Mating and Perfect Assortative Mating
with and without Complete Dominance
a

Random mating Assortative mating“

No With No With
Statistic dominance dominance dominance dominance
eee

Meanof population 0 50 0 333
Total variance (o}) 50 .75 75 .889
Standard deviation (c) .707 .866 866 943
Variance between families (a3) 25 313 50 .639
Correlations
Mother andchild 50 333 816 516
Father and child 00 333 816 816
Midparent and child? .707 £726 816 816
Midparent and midchild‘ 1.000 .730 1.000 .963
Mother andfather® 0 0 1.000 1.000
Siblings® 50 A17 .667 .719

—_—_—_—eoOoOoereee

—

“These are the results after only one generation of assortative mating, that is,
random mating prevailed in all generations previous to the parental generation that
produced the offspring on whom thesestatistics are based.

’ Midparent is the arithmetic average of both parents. Midchild is the average of
all children born to the samepair of parents.

“The correlations given here are the theoretically expected values based on the
assumption that all the parents have had equal numbers of children representing
every possible genotype that the parental gametes are capable of producing. Under
these conditions, the correlation between midparent and midchild is equal to the
narrow heritability hi of the trait, that is, the proportion of total variance attributable
to additive genetic effects. In actual samples, however, the midparent—midchild correla-
tion 755 underestimates hi} and will be smaller than the theoretical values given in
Table 4.4. The theoretically expected midparent-midchild correlation when each family
produces a random sample of size N of all the possible genotypes that could result
from the union of the parental gametesis

Tpo = hk, 3N/[1 + ToolN —_ 1)],

where hx is the narrow heritability; N is the number of offspring in each family;
To is the correlation among offspring. It can be seen that as N increases, Y55 More
closely approacheshi.

“This is the coefficient of assortative mating, which in the first two columns is 0
since mating is assumed to be random.
“Note that the sibling intraclass correlation is equal to o3/c3, that is, the ratio of

the variance between families to the total variance. In working out a theoretical
model such as this, we are dealing with errorless population values, not sample
estimates that contain sampling error. Thus, the formula for the intraclass correlation
is different when based on population values than on sample values. (See Footnote
7, p. 65.)
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must have equal fertility, that is to say, must enter into an equal number

of matings producing equal numbers of children. (For this reason, only
the four “families” in the principal diagonal are used in the analysis of
assortative mating with no dominance.)

Assortative mating with dominance necessarily involves more mating
combinations since assortative mating is based on phenotypes; with
complete dominance of A, the genotype Aa is phenotypically equivalent
to the genotype AA. The “families” resulting from assortative mating
with dominance are enclosed within the solid line in Table 4.3. How-
ever, in order to have equal fertility of all the genotypes, we have to
increase the aa X aa combination(in the lower right diagonal) threefold.
Note that with dominance and assortative mating each genotype enters
into matings with three other genotypes and producesa total of 12 off-

spring (4 in each family). So we have to add two more families to the
aa X aa mating combination in order that our calculations will be directly

comparable to all the other examples, in which all of the genotypes have
equal numbers of matings and offspring.

Most of the major effects of assortative mating can be seen in Table 4.4
by comparing the statistics based on the random and assortative mating
populations. Note that assortative mating has slightly different effects
when there is dominance.

It should be rememberedthat this example, for the sake of simplicity,
is based on perfect assortative mating, that is, a mother-father correlation

of 1, which, of course, is much greater than the degree of assortative

mating known for any humantrait (except the assortative mating coefh-
cient for sex, which is, of course, —1!). The correlations between mates
for phenotypicintelligence (e.g., IQs) are found to fall mostly between .3
and .6. Furthermore, the hypothetical trait in this example has a broad
heritability of 1, that is to say, nongenetic factors are assumed to contri-
bute absolutely nothing to the total variance, which therefore consists
entirely of genetic variance. Finally, the generality of this example is
further limited by the particular frequencies of the genotypes when the
gene pool contains equal proportions of A and a. Thus, the example is
intended only for the didactic purpose of showing the reader how domi-
nance andassortative mating affect means, variances, and kinship corre-
lations, and, while the exact numerical values in Table 4 do not hold for

all possible polygenic systems, all the quantitative relationships that can

be expressed in terms of “‘greater than” or “less than” do hold with
respect to the indicated effects of dominance andassortative mating.
Note that assortative mating increases the variance, the parent-child

correlation, and the correlation amongsiblings. It is apparent that both
the parent-child and sibling correlations are simultaneously increased
by assortative mating and decreased by dominance. Thus, any empiri-
cally obtained value of such correlations cannot be takenat face value as
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agreeing or disagreeing with a genetic model without taking into consid-
eration other types of evidence that provide information concerning as-
sortative mating and dominance as well as the possible environmental
contribution to the correlation.
The effects of assortative mating on the population variance and the

degree of correlation betweenrelatives, as illustrated by the simple two-
allele example summarized in Table 4.4, can be generalized to polygenic
systems with any numberof gene loci and any proportions of the A and a
alleles in the population. One need not work out the results from scratch,
so to speak, as we have donefor didactic purposes in the above example.
Obviously, when a numberof gene loci are involved, it would be pro-
hibitively tedious to work out every mating combination andtheir prog-
eny, as was done in Table 4.3. Fortunately, a bit of quite simple
“Mendelian algebra” permits calculation of the theoretical values. It is
this type of algebraic formulation, which is directly derived from the kind
of Mendelian model we haveillustrated, that is most useful in dealing
with the analysis of polygenic traits. Since polygenictraits assume a large
number of values that for all practical purposes may be regarded as
continuous variables that have some kindof distribution in the popula-
tion, the genetic analysis of such traits is in terms of the analysis of
variance. Therefore, the Mendelian model is handled in such a wayas to
yield variances, the components of which are attributable to various ge-
netic effects: those due to the additive genetic effects (called additive
genetic variance or genic variance), those due to dominance, and those
due to assortative mating. (Epistasis, i.e., variance attributable to interac-
tion or nonadditive interaction effects between genesatdifferentloci, is
generally a small source of variance and can be disregardedin the pres-
ent discussion.) How theoretical means, variances, and kinship correla-
tions are derived from polygenic models by means of Mendelian algebra
is explicated in the Appendix.

ASSORTATIVE MATING FOR HUMANTRAITS: EMPIRICAL

FINDINGS

Assortative mating involves many human characteristics, physical,
psychological, and social. The variable showing probably the highest
degree of similarity between spouses is age. In 1965, the average age
difference between spouses was 2.7 years (Rele, 1965), and two studies
separated by 45 years both reported a correlation between spouses’ ages
of +.76 (Hollingshead, 1950; Lutz, 1905). Assortative mating for religion
is almost equally high (Hollingshead, 1950), and there is also substantial
assortative mating for ethnic background and previous marital status.

Spuhler (1968) has presented a thorough review of the world literature
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on assortative mating for no fewer than 105 physical characteristics, list-

ing the location, sample,size, and marital correlation for each characteris-

tic. The correlations are generally quite low, nearly all are positive, and

there is considerable sampling variation. Spuhler’s (1968) summary:

Correlation coefficients in the range +0.1 to 0.2 are most frequently observed

for measurements of body size in Europeans and Americans of European descent,

although coefficients smaller than 0.1 and in the range +0.2 to 0.3 are commonly

found. Assortative mating coefficients above 0.5 are rare, at least in European

peoples. The degree of assortative mating with respect to physical characteristics

varies by economic and social class within European national and ethnic

groups... . The degree of assortative mating experienced in contemporary

European peoples probably has a small influence on the population distribution

of inherited physical characteristics. Assortative mating leads to increased vari-

ability in the population as a whole. [p. 139]

Studies of assortative mating for personality traits also have been sum-
marized by Spuhler(1967, p. 262) and by Vandenberg (1972). The marital
correlations for traits such as neuroticism, extroversion—introversion,

dominance, andself-sufficiency are all positive but tend to be quite low,
ranging from +.02 to +.29, with a mean of about +.15. Similar marital

correlations were found on Cattell’s 16 Personality Factor Scores; when
marriages were grouped as ‘‘stable”’ and “unstable,” significant disassor-
tative mating was foundfor several traits in the “unstable” group,thatis,
outgoingness (—.50), enthusiasm (—.40), self-sufficiency (—.32), and sus-
picious, self-opinionated (—.33) (Cattell & Nesselroade, 1967). Studies
also have shownsignificant assortative matingfor “social maturity’ (Doll,
1937) and for proneness to psychiatric disorders (Gregory, 1959; Kreit-
man, Collins & Nelson, 1970; Nielsen, 1964; Penrose, 1944).

Assortative mating tor mental abilities, especially intelligence, is much
higher than for personality traits, as can be seen in Table 4.5, which
summarizesall the assortative mating coefficients for mental ability the
writer has been able to find in the literature. The median correlation is
+.44. The unweighted meancorrelation (based on Fisher’s Z transforma-
tion) is +.45, and the weighted (by N) meanis +.42.
The substantial degree of assortative mating for intelligence is not only

a result of men’s and women’s perspicacity in judging one another’s
intelligence but of their propinquity in social class and formal education.
The sources from which potential mates are derived are generally of
similar neighborhood, social class, and occupational background, and
there is greater than chance likelihood that persons of the same back-
ground will be of similar intelligence. The educational system todayis
probably the most instrumental in assortative mating. Schools and col-
leges tend to sort out persons largely according to their intellectual abili-
ties, and the greatest selection takes place in college admissions. It has
been said that in America there is a college for almost every level of
aptitude. Single persons of marriageable age, mostly between 18 and 22,
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TABLE 4.5

Assortative Mating Coefficients (Correlations between Parents) for Various Mental Testseee

Number  Cor-

of rela-
Test variable Author Location pairs tion
eee

Army Alpha Jones (1928) Rural New England 105. +.598
Army Alpha Conrad and Jones “ 134 +4+.52

(1940)
Army Alpha Outhit (1933) United States and 51

=

+.74
Canada

Army Alpha: numberseries Willoughby Palo Alto, California 141 +.20¢
completion

Army Beta: symbolseries
completion

Army Beta: geometric forms
Army Beta: symboldigit
National Intelligence Test:

opposites

National Intelligence Test:
arithmetic reasoning

National Intelligence Test:
analogies

National Intelligence Test:
checking similarities

Stanford Achievement: sentence
meaning

Stanford Achievement: science—
nature information

Stanford Achievement: history—
literature information

Sum offive verbaltests
Sum of six nonverbal tests
Vocabulary

Arithmetic
Scholastic Achievement Test
Stanford-Binet IQ (foster parents)
Stanford-Binet IQ (parents

raising own children)
Stanford-Binet Vocabulary

(adoptive parents)
Stanford-Binet Vocabulary

(parents raising own children)
Otis IQ

Otis IQ (adoptive parents)
Otis IQ (parents raising own

children)

Group Intelligence Test

Group Intelligence Test

(1928)
ce

ee

“sé

ee

“se

ee

“ce

ee

“<

“<<

“ce

Carter (1932)

Carter (1932)

Burt (1972)

Burks (1928)
Burks (1928)

Leahy (1935)

Leahy (1935)

Freemanet al.

(1928)

Leahy (1935)
Leahy (1935)

Burt and Howard

(1956)

Burt (1972)

“e

“eé

«“<

“e

“ee

«eé

ce

6eé

ee

ee

““

ee

Califormia

California

England

California

Califormia

Minnesota

“ee

Illinois

Minnesota
“e

England

England

“e

ee

“ec

«sé

“¢

“ce

“e

ee

«“e

“ce

“ce

“ce

108
108
95
174
100

174

164

150

177
173

95

+ .55¢

+ .33¢

+654

+ 37"

+ 47°

+ .30¢

+.45¢

+.48¢

+ 46%

+ 584

+44

+ .44¢

+2]

+.03

+.678

+42

+.55

+.61

+.43

+.49

+.57

+.41

+ .453

+,379
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TABLE 4.5 (Continued)

Test variable

IQs (various tests) of husbands and

wives obtainedas schoolchildren

Raven's Standard Progressive

Matrices

Raven’s Standard Progressive

Matrices

Raven’s Standard Progressive

Matrices

Primary mental abilities (verbal

meaning), total numbercorrect

Primary mental abilities (verbal

meaning), proportion of correct

answers on items attempted

Wechsler Adult Intelligence

Scale—factor score: verbal

comprehension

Wechsler Adult Intelligence

Scale—factor score: perceptual

organization

Wechsler Adult Intelligence

Scale—factor score: freedom

from distractibility

Wechsler Adult Intelligence

Scale—factor score: memory

Wechsler Adult Intelligence

Scale—factor score: g (general

factor)

Terman Concept Mastery Test

(parents of gifted children)

Various tests

Various tests

“Mental Grade”

Cattell Culture-Free Test of g.

In “stable” marriages.

Author

Reed and Reed

(1965, p. 57)
Halprin (1946)

Spuhler (1962)

Guttman (1974)

Spuhler (1962)

Williams (1973)

“<

ee

“¢

“ee

Stanley (1972)

Smith (1941)

Higginset al.

(1962)

Penrose (1933)

Cattell and

Nesselroade

(1967)

Location

Minnesota

Michigan

Israel

Michigan

ce

Canada

“e

ee

“<¢

«e

Baltimore,

Maryland

Minnesota

England

Illinois

Arthur R. Jensen

Number

of

pairs

1866

324

180

100

15]

151

57

57

ov

57

O7

22

433

1016

100

102

Cor-

rela-

tion

+.326

+.76

+.399

+26

+ .305

+,732

+ .65

+.16

+.20

+.31

+.69

+.15

+.19

+ .33

+.44

+.31

 

“ Corrected for attenuation.

are thus brought together in terms of aptitudes and interests and also the

family background factors that enter into the choice of a college. High

school and college dropouts tend to marry other dropouts of comparable

education, and graduates marry other graduates. Thereis a higher degree

of assortative mating for sheer numberof years of formal schooling than

for any other humancharacteristic yet investigated, with the exception of
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age, which is of negligible consequence genetically. The correlation be-
tween mates in amount of education undoubtedly underestimates the
true correlation in educational aptitude and attainments since the re-
ported correlations based on amount (meaning years) of education do not
take into account the academic standardsofthe high schools and colleges
involved.
The most extensive data on assortative marriage for amount of educa-

tion were collected in 1962 by the U.S. Bureau of the Census (Warren,
1966). More than 33,000 households were sampled in such a waythat the
results could be generalized to the noninstitutional population of the
United States in the 1960 Census with regard to age, color, and sex. The
husband-wife correlations for education, socioeconomic origin status,
and numberof siblings are shown in Table 4.6. Note that the correlations
for education are about the same for Caucasoids and non-Caucasoids.
When education is partialed out of the husband—wife correlations for
socioeconomic status, the latter correlations are reduced by approxi-
mately one-half. The low butsignificant correlations for numberof sib-
lings showsthat there is also assortative mating for family size.
The educational, socioeconomic, and ability factors involved in assorta-

tive mating are highly interrelated, as shown in Table 4.7, from a recent
study by Williams (1973). Each variable is based on a numberofassess-

TABLE 4.6

Correlations for Education, Socioeconomic Origin Status, and Number of Siblings of
Married Couples by Age of Wife and Color
eee

Color and Edu- Socioeconomic Numberof
wife’s age N“ cation origin status siblings
eee

White

22-26 3726 63 ol 21
27-31 A077 61 27 17
32-36 4685 59 29 19
37-41 4907 OO ol 17
42-46 4311 62 .30 .20
A7T—~5] 3785 .60 29 .16
52-56 2810 .60 32 15
57-61 1846 63 OT 18
Nonwhite

22-26 393 52 .30 —02
27-31 417 62 21 .O7
32-36 473 .70 37 20
37-4] 458 09 16 13
42-61 984 62 wll Ol

C—-</?

_?_—_—asxX$K—=~<SOaxXKw———e—

Source: From Warren, 1966.
“ Estimated population in thousands.
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TABLE 4.7

Intercorrelations” among Family Variables
TO

Variable 2 3 4 5 6 7

a

Father’s intelligence’ 61 64 15 74 48 AT

Mother’s intelligence’ 56 59 .60 30 39

Father’s occupational prestige 82 .68 61 Al

Father’s education 71 OO 42

Mother’s education 58 40

Family income 2)

Child’s intelligence®
NN

Source: From Williams; 1973.

“ Correlations based on numberof families varying from 55 to 100.

> Full Scale IQ on the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale.

¢ Full Scale IQ on the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children.

ments. The intelligence measure is the Full Scale IQ based on the 11

subtests of the Wechsler Intelligence Scales.

Sometraits are subject to assortative mating only through their associa-

tion with other traits that are more directly related to the variables in-

volved in mate selection. An interesting example is provided by Guttman

(1970) in a study of the judgmentof visual number. Subjects were shown

sets of objects in transparentplastic bags for 3-4 seconds and asked to

judge the numberof objects. The subject’s score was simply the number

of objects he judged there to be in each offive bags containing different

objects. The correlations between the scores of 595 sets of mothers and

fathers and between parents and offspring are shownin Table 4.8. The

heritability is estimated by the formula h? = 2r,./(1 + rpp). (This formula

for h? ignores a possible environmental correlation between parent and

child.) Note that there is assortative mating for only two of the tasks and

that only three of the tasks show anyheritability. It is likely that the first

two tasks involve some factor in common with general intelligence, for

which there is substantial assortative mating. Mates surely are not at-

tracted to each other in any direct way on the basis of their ability to

estimate the numberof Ping-Pongballs and marbles. One may wonderin

how many other behavioral characteristics mates show unsuspected

resemblance.

Since the factors most instrumental in assortative mating for mental

abilities—educational and occupational selection—are probably more

highly differentiating in the upper and lower extremes than in the mid-

dle part of the normal distribution of abilities, we can suspect that there

may be a higher degree of assortative mating for intelligence at both the

higher and lowerlevels than at the average level of intelligence. How-

ever, there is presently little evidence in the literature that bears directly
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TABLE 4.8

Mother-Father, Parent-Child, and Sibling Correlations on Five Measures of Number Estimationen

First

sibling-
Father-— Parent-— Mother- Mother-— Father- Father-— secondObjects estimated mother offspring daughter son daughter son sibling h2T
T

© Ping-Pongballs .62 A6 AQ Al A5 52 42 OT6 large marbles 46 48 46 OO oO 46 36 .6634 small marbles 03 2) 16 .19 33 10 29 4215 large marbles 04 04 —.01 —.13 14 Ol —.14 0015 small marbles 14 —.01 —.07 02 04 —.01 25 00$e
Source: From Guttman, 1970, pp. 60-61.
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on this hypothesis. (See Eckland, 1972b.) But there are two predictable

genetic consequences of a higher degree of assortative mating in the

upperthan in the lowerhalf of the IQ distribution, and evidence for both

of these has been reportedin the literature: (a) a larger proportion of very

high IQs (over 130) than would be expected in a normal or Gaussian

distribution (Burt, 1943) and (b) a higher sibling correlation for scholastic

achievement in the upper than in the lower half of the IQ distribution

(Burt, 1943, p. 91). For scholastic achievement, Burt found a correlation

of .61 between sibs with IQs over 100 and of .47 between sibs with IQs

below 100. Both of these findings are consistent with the hypothesis of a

higher degree of assortative mating among the more intelligent parents,

but they are also consistent with another hypothesis, namely, a greater

degree of covariance between genetic endowment and environmental

influences on IQ and scholastic performance among intellectually

superior children. On the other hand, there are factors that may work

against higher assortative mating at the upper end of the IQ distribution:

(a) females, on the average, achieve less than males; hence, high-IQ

females are not as easy to identify as high-IQ males; (b) due to the lower

probability density of very high IQs in the population, assortative mating

for high IQs would be more difficult, that is, the probability of a very

high-IQ person’s meeting a person of similar IQ is relatively small. The

spouses of Terman’s gifted group (whose mean IQ was 152) averaged

some 25 points lower than their gifted mates (Terman & Oden, 1959).

Relationship of Assortative Mating to Fertility

If fertility is related to assortative mating, then assortative mating might

alter gene frequencies as well as genotype frequenciesin the population,

and this can have long-term evolutionary consequences for those traits

involvedin assortative mating. Therefore,it is of interest to geneticists to

find out if and how the degree of resemblance between matesfor various

traits is related to their fertility, that is, their total number of progeny.

Spuhler (1962) reported the correlations, based on 183 married couples

in Michigan, between an index of mate similarity in 25 anthropometric

variables and the couple’s fertility. Only 1 of the 25,rs was significant at

the .05 level, and it was only +.18; more significant rs would be expected

by chance alone.All the other correlations were nonsignificant and negli-

gible. In reviewing this study elsewhere, Spuhler (1968) concluded with

respect to physical measurementsthat “while assortative mating acts to

change the distribution of genotypes concerned with body size, this

selective mating is not an important modeof evolutionary changein this

population because there is little or no differential association between

fertility and assortative mating in the population (p. 138).”
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The same maynotholdtrue for behavioraltraits, although the available
evidence is too scant for any strong conclusions on this point. Thereis,
however, quite good but not completely definitive evidence for a rela-
tionship between fertility and mate resemblance in educational level.
Based on extensive data from the 1960 U.S. Census, Kiser (1968) found
the following relationships: (a) Assortative mating is strongest at the ex-
tremes of educational level; those with the most or the least education are
most apt to marry someoneofhighly similar educational level. (b) Thisis
a stronger tendency for Caucasoid wives than for Caucasoid husbandsor
non-Caucasoid wives. (c) At the college level, mate similarity in educa-
tion was greater for non-Caucasoid husbands than for either Caucasoid
wives or Caucasoid husbands (who showedtheleast assortative mating).
(d) For persons with less than an eighth-grade education,assortative mat-
ing wasstrongest for Caucasoid husbands and non-Caucasoid wives and
weakest for non-Caucasoid husbands. (e) The degree of mate re-
semblance in educational level is positively related to fertility in
Caucasoid and negatively related in non-Caucasoids except that (f) for
both Caucasoids and non-Caucasoids, assortative mating increased the
fertility of those of lowest educational attainment, that is, when both
mates had very little education, they produced more children than
couples of which one mate had more education. (g) The overall effect of
assortative mating for education, taking into account the different pro-
portions of the populationat different educational levels, is an increase in
fertility of about 10% above the general average for Caucasoids and a
negligible amount for non-Caucasoids (1-2%). Kiser (1968) states: “Al-
though assortative mating appears to have a depressing effect on the
fertility of nonwhites at all educational levels except the lowest, the
proportion of nonwhites in the lowest educationallevels apparently was
sufficient to yield a small positive impact of assortative mating on the
fertility of the total nonwhite groups considered”(p. 112).
Whatall this may mean,of course, is that a larger proportion of the next

generation comes from parents who are more alike in educationalattain-
ment(and probably also in intelligence) than from parents whoare less
alike. This magnifies all the effects of assortative mating in the popula-
tion, such as increasing the genetic part of the variance in the traits
involved in educational level, especially increasing the between-
families portion ofthe total variance. At the genetic level, the educational
haves and have-nots, so to speak, are pulled even farther apart by assorta-
tive mating as a result of the fact that the greater the degree of mate
resemblance in education,the greaterthe fertility. The net effect—a 10%
increase in fertility over what would exist under random mating—is not
negligible, at least in the Caucasoid population. It may also help to ac-
countfor the greater variance in IO in the Caucasoid than in the Negroid
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population of the United States. (See Jensen, 1973b, pp. 211-216.) That

assortative mating for education by non-Caucasoids (of which,in the 1960

U.S. Census, Negroids comprised about 98%) depressesfertility at every

educational level except the lowest (less than eighth grade) suggests a

dysgenic trend for Negroidsfortraits related to educability. That is to

say, a disproportionate numberof the next generation of Negroids will

come from the least educated. To the extent that educational level re-

flects genetically conditioned ability factors, this could mean a genetic

downgrading of the Negroid population in absolute terms and especially

relative to the Caucasoid population. In the Caucasoid population,assor-

tative mating for educational level has the opposite effect, that is, it en-

hances fertility. These differential trends revealed in Kiser’s analysis of

the 1960 Censusdata surely are of sufficient social import to merit much

further investigation.

EFFECTS OF INBREEDING

The effects of inbreeding on trait afford one of the most compelling

lines of evidence that genetic factors are involved and particularly that

there are genes evincing directional dominance. Therefore, evidence of

inbreeding effects predictable from genetic theory is of major signifi-

cance to students of the inheritance of mental ability.

Inbreeding is mating between persons who share genes derived from a

common ancestor. The degree of inbreeding is a function of the number

of commonancestors and the number of generations they are removed.

Brother-sister and parent-offspring matings are the highest degree of

inbreeding found in humans. In sibling matings, the ancestry of both

mates is shared in common.In parent-offspring matings, the parent and

offspring have only half their ancestors in common, but they share as

many genes through commondescentas a brother andsister.* Since, in

any finite population, if one could trace pedigrees enough generations

back it would be found that nearly everyone has ancestors in common,

there is naturally some very low average base rate of inbreeding in any

existing population. In theoretical discussions, this average amount of

inbreeding in the population is arbitrarily regarded as zero, and matings

8 Another distinction between brother-sister matings and parent—offspring matings is

that a brother andsister share half their genes only on the average, in a probabilistic sense,

while parent and offspring share half their genes in an absolute, causal sense. Though

exceedingly improbable, theoretically two siblings could have no genes in common,while

an individual must have receivedhalf of his genes from each of his parents. Becauseofthis

difference, sociologist Robert A. Gordon (personal communication) has suggested the

hypothesis that the offspring of incestuous unions that escape severe effects of inbreeding

should be more often of brother-sister matings than of parent-child.
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that are positive deviations from this baseline are considered instances of
inbreeding.
The quantification of inbreeding becomes a highly involved and tech-

nical subject that can only be touched on here. It is one of the major
topics in population genetics and is treated in detail in textbooks in this
field (e.g., Bodmer & Cavalli-Sforza, 1971, Chap. 7; Crow & Kimura,
1970, Chap. 3; Wright, 1969). The method for determining the coeffi-
cient of inbreeding from pedigrees was originally proposed by Sewall
Wright (1922). Wright signified the inbreeding coefficient as f (some-
times given as F’) because of the tendency of inbreeding to fix homo-
zygotes, that is, to produce and maintain gene combinations such as AA
and aa at the expense of the heterozygote Aa. All the effects of inbreed-
ing follow from its tendency to increase homozygosity at all geneloci.
A few simple examples will serve to illustrate how the value of the

inbreeding coefficient, f, is determined from pedigrees. (The working
out of much more complicated pedigrees is well explicated by Crow &
Kimura, 1970, Chap. 3.) A father-daughter mating can be represented
as follows:

 

Squares stand for males, circles for females, and diamondsfor either
sex. Father, mother, and daughter are indicated by their initials, and I
stands for the inbred individual resulting from inbreeding, in this case
between father and daughter. Each generation is indicated by the num-
bers on the left. Now, the coefficient of inbreeding, f, is the probability>

that for any given gene locus, I will receive the sameallele, say A, on
both homologous chromosomes from the commonancestor,in this case,
the father. Notice the lines in the diagram. They connect only individuals
between whomgenesare directly transmitted, and the arrows indicate
the direction of transmission. The probability that allele A or a will be
passed from F to D, of course, is 1; the probability that the same allele
will be passed from D to I is 3; and the probability that the sameallele
will be passed from F to I is also 3. The joint probability that I will
receive two of the samealleles from the father, therefore, is 1 x $ x 4 = 4,
which is f, the coefficient of inbreeding for this case. There is a simple
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rubric for getting f: count the number(n) of individuals through whom

the arrowspass in completing the loop (I)-D-F-(I) from I back to I (but not

counting I). The inbreeding coefficient, then, is simply 2 raised to the

power n, that is, f = (s)”. If one or more of the common ancestors is

himself an inbred individual, the formula becomes f = (3)” (1 + fa),

where f, is the inbreeding coefficient for the inbred ancestor. This for-

mula is more generally written

f = 2@)"(1 + fa)

because in more complicated pedigrees there is more than one loop from

I back to I and the joint probabilities of each of the loops must be

summed.

A brother-sister mating is the simplest exampleofthis:

Here there are two commonancestors ofI; that is, F and M, and two loops

to be traversed: (I)-S-M-B-(I) and (1)-B-F-S-(I). The number of individ-

uals through whomthe arrowspass (not including I) is 3 in each case. So

f = &) + 3)3 =4, which is the same coefficient of inbreeding that re-

sulted from the father—daughter mating.

For a slightly more complex pedigree, there is the mating of first

cousins:

1 Parents

2 Siblings

3 Cousins

Inbred Offspring 
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The loops are: (I)-C,-S y-F-S5-C2-(1) and (I)-Cx-So-M-S,-C,-(1). (Note that

only two complete loops are neededto traverse all the paths; one never
completes more loops than are needed to traverse all the paths and to
pass through each of the remotest common ancestors [in this case, F and
M] no more than once.) So here f = (3)° + (4)° = 4.
An uncle—niece mating:

Parents

Brother (Uncle)
2 and Sibling

3 Niece

4 Inbred Offspring 
The loopsare: (I)-U-F-S-N-(I) and (I)-N-S-M-U-(1), andf = (4)! + (4)! = 3.

In the same manner, one can work out the inbreeding coefficients for
many other pedigrees. Table 4.9 gives some examples of the values off
for various types of mating.

TABLE 4.9

Inbreeding Coefficientf for Various
Matings

 

H
yRelationship of parents

 

Self-mating
Parent-offspring
Full siblings

Half siblings

Grandparent-grandchild
Uncle-niece (or aunt-nephew)
Double first cousins
First cousins

Double half cousins
First cousins once removed
Second cousins
Second cousins once removed
Third cousins 256
Random mating
eee
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©
a

“ Arbitrarily set at zero, though it ac-
tually has some verysmall value, varying
from one population to another.
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The value off in every caseis just half the genetic correlation between

the mates, assuming that the mates themselves are not inbred. Self-

mating does not occur in humans, but in species in which it may (as in

corm and wheat), the f value of the inbred offspringis 3.
The inbreeding coefficient f has two other meanings besides the one

already mentioned, namely, the probability that the offspring will re-

ceive two of the samealleles from the same ancestor.

The second meaning of f is this: f is the proportion by which

heterozygosity is decreased, that is, the reduction in frequency of Aa

combinationsrelative to all possible combinations (AA, Aa, and aa). Note

that inbreeding perse, like assortative mating, does not change gene

frequencies in the population but only genotype frequencies. It converts

heterozygosity to homozygosity at all gene loci at a rate directly pro-

portional to the average inbreeding coefficient.

The third meaning off is expressed as a correlation coefficient: If the

different alleles carried at each locus by each parent were numbered

(e.g., A = 1, a= 0), the coefficient of correlation r between the arrays of

numbers from each of the parental gametes uniting to form the offspring

is equal to the inbreeding coefficientf.

From a practical standpoint, inbreeding is especially importantfor two

main reasons:

First, it greatly increases the probability of producing homozygous

recessives, and since most deleterious characteristics are recessive, in-

breeding increases the risk of genetic defects in the progeny; this is

especially marked in the case of single-gene characteristics such as al-

binism, alkaptonuria, limb—girdle muscular dystrophy, congenital deaf-

ness, and causes of severe mental defect such as phenylketonuria, galac-

tosemia, microcephaly, and Tay Sachs disease. The latter, for example,

occurs with a frequency of about 1 in 40,000 births in the general popula-

tion, but something between 11 and 40% of these cases result from first-

cousin matings, varying in different populations (Penrose & Haldane,

1969, p. 163).
Second, for polygenic traits, inbreeding alters the mean of the inbred

progeny, depending on the degree and direction of dominance variance

in the trait in question. This effect is wholly dependent on the existence
of some directional dominance. Since genes themselves are a product of
the evolution of the species, the more advantageous genes tend to be
dominant, and generations of selection pressures acting in one direction
increase the number of dominant genes (and the proportion of domi-

nance variance). Genes for deleterious or nonadaptive characteristics are

gradually eliminated from the population to the point that their fre-
quency approximates the rate of spontaneous mutations in the popula-

tion. Many harmful genes, almost always recessive, are maintained at
some low and moreorless constant frequency in the population by muta-
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tions not induced by man. In some cases, however, the heterozygous
condition confers some benefit to the individual that maintains the re-
cessives at a high frequencyin the population even thoughthe recessive
homozygous condition mayoften be lethal. A good example is the reces-
sive gene for the sickling trait, which, in the homozygote, produces se-
vere, often fatal anemia, while the heterozygous condition confers a high
resistance to malaria. This obvious benefit maintains the sickling gene at
a fairly high frequency in tropical areas in which malaria is common.
Anotheradvantage of heterozygosity is related to what Lerner (1954) has
termed genetic homeostasis, which consists, in part, of the fact that for
many characteristics the heterozygous individuals are more buffered
against harmful environmental influences.
The effect of inbreeding on the mean can be expressed as follows. As

shown in the Appendix, the mean (X) of the population for a giventrait
under random matingis

Xo = Xa(p — q) + 23pqd,

where

Xo = the mean under random mating;
a =the difference between the values of the homozygotes (e.g.,

AA — aa):
p =the proportion of the trait-enhancing allele (e.g., A) in the

population;
q = 1-p, that is, the proportion of the otherallele (a) in the population;
d = the dominance deviation, which is equal to the difference between

the value of the heterozygote and the average value of the two
homozygotes, that is, Aa — (AA + aa)/2.

The summation sign & indicates that for a polygenic trait these values are
summed overall contributing loci. The effect of inbreeding is to depress
the mean by an amountdirectly related to the inbreeding coefficient, that
is, 2f2pqd, so that the mean undera given degree of inbreeding (X) is

Xp = Xo - 2fXpqd

This effect is known as inbreeding depression. From this formulation,it
can be seen that without directional dominance deviation (i.e., when
Xd = 0), inbreeding has no effect on the mean.

Like assortative mating, inbreeding increases the genetic variance, but
not so quickly and not so much,especially at the low levels of inbreed-
ing, whichare all that occur in humans.Ifthere is no dominance,the total
genetic variance, Vg, is increased to (1 + f)Vg, the variance between in-
bred families (or lines) is increased to 2fVcpg, and the variance within
inbred families is decreased to (1 — f{)Vgw. Whenthereis dominance,the
effect of inbreeding on these variance components involves a much more
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complicated formulation, for which readers are referred elsewhere (Crow

& Kimura, 1970, pp. 343-344). Suffice it to say here that the total ge-

netic variance, Vc, and the genetic variance between families are

monotonically increasing functions off, but the genetic variance within

families has a curvilinear (quadratic) relationship to f, increasing up to

f =43 and decreasing thereafter. Obviously, this is relevant only to very

highly inbred lines, which do not occur in human populations.

Inbreeding in Human Populations

Before taking up the subject of the specific effects of inbreeding on

humancharacteristics, we should gain some impression of the “baseline”

or average amountof inbreeding in modern human populations. Doubt-

less, the average amount of inbreeding has decreased markedly in

modern times. There was a much higher average degree of inbreeding

during the first 99% of human evolutionary history. From ethnographic

data, Spuhler (1967, p. 251) claims that in primitive populations human

bands did not exceed a total of 200-300 personsof all ages, or 50-75

breeding pairs, throughout the history of the humanspecies before ag-

riculture. This is still true today for food-gathering peoples without ag-

riculture or domestic animals other than the dog. Some inbreeding oc-

curs in any small society that remains isolated for a few generations

simply due to

a

restriction of the breeding population. With the advent of

agriculture, there began a markedincrease in the size of human com-

munities. This provided a wider range of mate selection and con-

sequently decreased the amount of inbreeding. The increased mobility

of modern man has worked in the samedirection.

The average inbreeding coefficients estimated in various modern

populations are very low by comparison with small and isolated primi-

tive societies. Spuhler (1967, p. 251) and Morton (1961, p. 264) reported

some representative figures for the mean f of various populations, as

shown in Table 4.10. The percentage of cousin marriages in these popu-

lations varies from close to zero to more than 10, and these percentages

are highly related to the meanf of the population. Spuhler (1967, p. 251)

notes that in various smaller subpopulations such as someof the rural

populations of Europe, North America, and black Africa, numbering

some 1500 to 4000 persons, with about 80% endogamy,most of the mem-

bers are related to one another as third cousins, with f = .0039. The

highest inbreeding reported for any human group occurs among the

Samaritans, with f = .043 (Bonne, 1963).

While the overall effects of inbreeding in any given generation are

deleterious because of inbreeding depression and the increased fre-

quency of homozygosity of recessive genes with major harmful effects, in

a long-term evolutionary sense, inbreeding has a beneficial effect on the
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TABLE 4.10

Mean Coefficient of Inbreeding in Various
Modern Populations

  

Population Meanf

France (1926-1945) .00066
England and Wales (1924-1929) .00028
England(hospitals) .0004
Japan (three cities) 0035
Brazil (Sao Paulo) .0005
Germany (Munster) .0002
India (Marathas) .0064
United States (rural) .0006

 

population by exposing deleterious genes so that they can be eliminated
from the gene poolby selection. As the degree of inbreeding is reduced,
however, more and more undesirable recessives remain hidden, carried
and transmitted by heterozygous individuals. Animal breeders at times
strongly inbreed their lines in order to rid them of undesirable charac-
teristics, which are systematically culled, and then the lines are out-
crossed again to counteract inbreeding depression.

Effects of Inbreeding: Empirical Evidence

Inbreeding depression is manifested in many quantitative human
characteristics: birth weight, height, head circumference, chest girth,
muscular strength, fetal and infant viability, resistance to infectious dis-
ease and dental caries, rate of physical maturation, and age of walking,to
name a few that are well documented in the genetics literature. Mental
ability is similarly subject to inbreeding depression to as great or even a
greater degree than mostof the physical features mentioned above.
A demonstration of inbreeding depression in human populations de-

pends on comparing an inbred group with an outbred or control group.
The choice of a proper control group can be especially problematic in the
study of inbreeding depression in behavioral traits, such as mental abili-
ties, since these traits themselves maybe correlated with inbreeding. In
Japan, for example, in which thereis a relatively high percentage (about
9%) of cousin marriages, it has been found that in urban communities
inbreeding is negatively correlated with socioeconomic status, while in
rural communities there is a positive correlation (Schull & Neel, 1972).
Therefore, a control group must be carefully matched with the inbred
groups on relevant characteristics other than the trait under study.
The moststriking feature of inbreeding is the greater risk it incurs for

the appearance of rare defects due to single recessive genes in the
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homozygous condition. Morton (1961, p. 277) has pointed out, for exam-

ple, that a lowering ofthe inbreeding coefficient from .006 to .0006 should

result in 50% reduction in the frequency of rare recessive defects. Thus,

such genetic risks are amplified considerably by consanguineous matings

such as first cousins, where f = is, to say nothing of incestuous matings

(sibs and parent-child), withf = +. The average risk of genetic defectsis

approximately doubled in the offspring of first-cousin matings as com-

pared with the offspring of unrelated mates (Bodmer & Covalli-Sforza,

1971, p. 369), and since the risk is a linear function of f, it would be

increased threefold in uncle—niece matings, and eightfold for incestuous

matings (parent-child and brother-sister). For individuals born with

quite rare genetic defects, particularly various forms of severe mental

deficiency, the percentage of their parents whoare first cousins is some

20-40 times as great as the percentage of first-cousin matings in the

general population (Bodmer & Cavalli-Sforza, 1971, Table 7.14, p. 370).

Inbreeding Effects on Mental Abilities

Someof the most impressive evidencefor the polygenic inheritance of

mental abilities is afforded by studies of the effect of inbreeding on

measured intelligence and scholastic performance. That these charac-

teristics generally show somewhat greater inbreeding depression than

most quantitative physical characteristics studied suggests that they in-

volve more genetic dominance for genes that enhance mental ability. It

also suggests but does not prove the inference, in accord with genetic

principles, that mental ability has evolved in humans under somewhat

greater selection pressure than has been the case for most anthropometric

traits.

Cohen, Block, Flum, Kadar, and Goldschmidt (1963) compared 38 off-

spring of cousin marriages in Israel with 48 offspring of unrelated

couples who were matched with the cousin parentages in ethnicity and

other variables related to intelligence. The offspring of the cousin mar-

riages averaged about .2-.3 standard deviation below the noninbredoff-

spring on every one of the seven subtests of the Wechsler Intelligence

Scale used in this study.
A much larger and methodologically more sophisticated study was

conducted in Japan by Schull and Neel (1965). Approximately half of the

subjects were the offspring of various degrees of cousin marriage, and

half of them (the “controls”) were the offspring of unrelated parents. The

mean f of the inbred children was about 0.05, or slightly less than the

degree of inbreeding resulting from first-cousin parentage with

f = .0625. The two parental groups were,in effect, statistically equated

by multiple regression analysis for a number of relevant background

factors: age, education, and occupational level (all on both parents),
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number of persons in the household, and various indices of socioeco-
nomic status. The inbred and control offspring themselves werestatisti-
cally equated for birth rank, age at examination, and month of exami-
nation. A multitude of physical and behavioral measurements were
obtained on all the children, including the Japanese version of the
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC). The amount of in-
breeding depression on the 11 subscales of the WISC can be expressed in
various ways, based on the elaborate statistical analyses of Schull and
Neel. The mostreadily interpretable indices are those suggested by Van-
denberg (1971, pp. 201-202) in termsof(a) the amountof depression of
inbred children’s scores expressed as a percentage of the noninbred
mean, (b) the expected decrease in score for offspring of incestuous(i.e.,
parent-child or brother-sister) matings, as estimated from the observed
effects of cousin matings, and (c) the amountof lowering in subjects’ age
that would decrease the test score by an amount equivalent to the in-
breeding depression resulting from first-cousin matings. These figures,
based on approximately 1850 children given the WISC in Hiroshima,are
presented in Table 4.11.

In school marksfor various subjects, the amount of inbreeding depres-
sion was only slightly less than for the WISC subscales, as can be seen in
Table 4.12, based on approximately 4650 children.
The catastrophic inbreeding effects resulting from incestuous mating,

it has been convincingly argued, is the basis for the strong universal
taboo found in all known societies, including primitive peoples
(Lindzey, 1967). Three studies illustrate the severity of these effects. The
offspring of seven brother-sister and six father—daughter unions were
investigated at 4-6 years of age by Carter (1967). Only 5 of the 13 were in
the normal range of IQ; 1 child was too severely retarded to be tested,
and 4 wereretarded, with IQs between 59 and 76; 3 had died ofrecessive
genetic diseases that are extremely rare in the general population.
A similar study of 18 incestuous matings (12 brother-—sister and 6

father-daughter) included a noninbred control group of children in
which each mother wascarefully matched with another of an inbred
child for age, height, race, socioeconomic status, and intelligence (Adams
& Neel, 1967; Adams, Davidson, & Cornell, 1967). The authenticity of
consanguinity was checked by extensive blood-group testing. The IQs of
the 18 mother-matched pairs are shown in Table 4.13. Some ofthe in-
cestuous parents were from middle-class families and included college
graduates. Note that several of the inbred progeny havefairly high IQs,
which would be expected to result from the great increase in homozygos-
ity whenf = 4 and whenthereis partial dominance,that is, the dominant
homozygote is superior to the heterozygote. Recall that although in-
breeding lowers the mean,that is, inbreeding depression, it also in-
creases the variance.
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TABLE 4.11

Effects of Inbreeding on Subtest Scores of the Wechsler Intelligence
Scale for Children (WISC)

 

Lowering of age

producing a

score decrease

equivalent to

inbreeding

Expected depression

depression from first-

(in o units?)

of offspring of

Depression as

percentage of
cousin mating‘

WISC Subtest noninbred mean“ incestuous matings years months

Information 8.1— 8.5 97 1 2

Comprehension 6.0— 6.1 61 1 5

Arithmetic 5.0- 5.1 00 11

Similarities 9.7-10.2 .96 1 9

Vocabulary 11.2-11.7 1.00 1 3
Picture completion 5.6- 6.2 4 2 6

Picture arrangement 9.3- 9.5 .90 2 ]

Block design 5.3- 5.4 A8 1 4

Object assembly 5.8- 6.3 2 10 11°

Coding 4.3- 4.6 A4 1 1

Mazes 5.3- 5.4 4 4 3

Verbal score 8.0-— 8.0 .96 1 3
Performance score 5.1- 5.1 78 1 0

Total IQ 7.0- 7.1 1.01 1 4

Source: After Schull and Neel, 1965.

“These figures merely give the range defined by the means of the sexes and do
not compare male versus female, in that order. The values given are merely the
range values ordered bysize.

’ o based on Japanese norms for the WISC (Kodama & Shinagawa, 1953).

“ Mean age of the children in the Schull and Neel study was 8 years 7 months.
“The scores of this subtest have such a low correlation with age that it requires

a very large lowering of age to be equivalent to first-cousin inbreeding depression.

The largest study of children of incestuous matings involved 161 such

births, but in this study the controls were the inbred children’s half

siblings, that is, they were born to the same mothers when impregnated

by mennotgenetically related to the mother (Seemanova, 1971). Among

the inbred offspring, there were 40 cases of moderate and severe mental

retardation; there were noretardates in the control group. As in previous

studies, the inbred children also showed muchhigher rates of mortality

and physical malformations.

The results of these studies of the effects of inbreeding on mental

ability are virtually impossible to explain in environmental terms, yet
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TABLE 4.12

Inbreeding Depression in Offspring of Cousin Matings for Marks

in Various School Subjects

Depression as percentage of noninbred mean“

Subject Hiroshima Nagasaki

Language 5.0-5.3 5.0-5.2

Social studies 4,4-4.5 4,.3-4.3

Mathematics 6.4-6.5 6.3-6.3

Science 6.6-6.8 6.4-6.7

Music 6.1-6.9 6.1-6.6

Fine arts 4.75.2 4,7-4.9

Physical education 6.2-6.3 6.1-6.3

Source: From Schull & Neel, 1965, p. 308.

“ These figures merely give the range defined by the means of the
sexes and do not compare male versus female, in that order. The values
given are merely the range values ordered bysize.

TABLE 4.13

IQs of Offspring of Incestuous Matings and of Unrelated

Parents (Controls) with Mothers Matched for IQ and SES

IQ

Case number Incest group Control group

1 Died at 2 months 101

2 Died after 15 hours 100

3 Died after 6 hours 104

4 Untestable: severely retarded 107
5 Untestable: severely retarded 93

6 64 100
7 64 133

8 64 109
9 85 103
10 68 81
11 92 108
12 98 108

13 110 9]
14 112 105

15 113 Ql
16 114 85

17 118 121

18 119 95

Source: From Adamset al., 1967.

89
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they are predictable from genetic principles. Such studies indicate that
genetic factors, including directional dominance, are involved in indi-
vidual differences in human mentalabilities.

OUTBREEDING AND INTERRACIAL CROSSES

Outbreeding, or exogamy, is the mating of persons from different, ge-
netically isolated populations. Interracial crosses are an example of out-
breeding. The degree of genetic isolation is a relative matter. In modern
times, with improvements of transportation and with the breaking down
of manysocial, religious, and economic barriers, the degree of genetic
isolation of population groups has greatly diminished, with a consequent
decrease in the average inbreeding coefficient in all populations, with
small and rare exceptions. Outbreeding involves matings with a mark-
edly lower inbreeding coefficient than exists for the average of the parent
populations. Since virtually all human groupsare already hybrids, tech-
nically speaking, the outcrossing of purebred lines, as seen in some plant
and animal breeding, has no true counterpart in human genetics.
Unfortunately, from the standpoint of this review, the effects of out-

breeding have been muchless adequately investigated, especially with
respect to behavioral traits, than the other topics discussed in this chap-
ter. In terms of genetic theory, the effects of outbreeding should be the
opposite of inbreeding, for just as inbreeding increases homozygosity,
outbreeding increases heterozygosity. And just as inbreeding depresses

traits that involve genetic dominance, so outbreeding enhances the same
traits, an effect known as hybrid vigor or heterosis. In the outbred or
hybrid generation, and particularly in the secondfilial generation (F;),
the total genetic variance of polygenic traits is redistributed; genetic
variance between population means is converted to genetic variance
among individuals. Skin color of racial hybrids is a good example. The
pigmentation of African Negroids and of North Europeans, for example,
are each homogeneous, but the mean differenceis great. The first genera-
tion of offspring from interracial matings will be uniformly café au lait in
color, but subsequent crosses amongthe hybrids will yield offspring with
great variance in skin color, as the mean difference is distributed among
individuals. (The observable variation of skin color among Negroid-
Caucasoid hybrids can be explained on the basis of three or four loci with
alleles of equal effect at the different loci and no dominance; Stern, 1970.)
One of the main difficulties of investigating empirically the outbreed-

ing effects expected from genetic considerations is that, unlike inbreed-
ing, extreme deviations from the meanin the population do not occur in
the outbreeding direction. If the opposite effects of inbreeding and out-
breeding were perfectly symmetrical, even interracial crosses would not
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approach the extreme deviations from the average f in the population as
represented by closely consanguineous and incestuous matings. Any ob-
served effects of outbreedingorracial crossing in existing human popula-
tions, therefore, are found to be relatively small and hard to detect except
for traits that show an extreme mean difference between the parent popu-
lations, such as skin color and hair form in African Negroids, say, as con-
trasted with European Caucasoids. Moreover, there is little chance of
detecting heterosis in traits with large nonadditive genetic variance. The
marked heterosis seen in agricultural plants and animals, such as hybrid
corn, is made possible by a severe degree of selection to produce highly
inbred lines emphasizing specific characteristics. It has no parallel in
human populations.
The closest examples in the research literature consist of small, iso-

lated communities that, because of their geographical separation and
their small breeding population, have a markedly higher average degree
of inbreeding,by at least an order of magnitude, than larger, nonisolated
human groups. When individuals from two such isolate populations
mate, their offspring seem to manifest some of the genetically expected
effects of outbreeding, such as heterosis for sometraits. Hulse (1957), for
example, found an increase of 2 centimeters in the adult height of the
offspring of parents who came from different, relatively isolated vil-
lages in Switzerland as compared with offspring whose parents were
born in the samevillage. This effect has been noted as a partial explana-
tion for the general increase in body size in Europe and America during
the past century, with the increased mobility of people increasing
heterozygosity. Some geneticists examining this evidence, however,
have expressed doubts along highly technical lines as toits genetic in-
terpretation and suggest other factors of an environmental nature that
might explain the observed phenomena(e.g., Morton, 1961; see also
Chung & Morton, 1966, which presents a concise review of the research
on the genetics of interracial crosses). In the absence of sufficient evi-
dence, there has been considerable and varied speculation (e.g., Kuttner,
1967, see Index on “hybridization, human,” p. ix) about the possible and
probable consequencesofinterracial crossing, based on theoretical ge-
netic considerations. But such discussion is at best only a source of yet
untested hypotheses, often of doubtful testability, considering the
methodological limitations of human genetic research. Provine (1973)
provides an interesting historical account of the shifting opinions and
attitudes in the study of the genetic effects of race crossing.
The most adequate study of interracial crosses, in terms of genetic

methodology, is that of Morton, Chung, and Mi (1967) in Hawaii. The
study involved 180,000 births between 1948 and 1958 in Hawaii, in
which one-third of the matings were interracial, among native
Hawaiians, Chinese, Japanese, Puerto Ricans, Koreans, Filipinos, and
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Caucasoids. Unfortunately from our standpoint, no behavioral measures

were included. Only physical characteristics and morbidity rates were

studied, and these showed fewif any consistent outbreedingeffects. It

was concludedthat the total effect of outbreeding relative to the opposite

effects of inbreeding is less than that due to an inbreeding coefficient of

.003 and might even bezero. In other words, most of the measuredeffects

are simply additive, that is, the characteristics of the progeny are an

arithmetic average of the parent populations. In the authors’ words, ““We

find no evidence of heterosis or recombination effects in man. It may be

that a sample much larger than our 180,000 observations would reveal

such effects, but the burden of proof is clearly on him who wouldclaim to

detect such effects in human populations (Chung & Morton, 1966, p.

679).” (Recombination effects are characteristics of the hybrids that are

not found in either parent population but result from new combinations

of genes producing novel genotypes. Many of these maybe less adaptive

in the existing environment because they have not been subjected to the

sieve of selection that produced the parent populations.) One characteris-

tic that displayed significant heterosis in these interracial crosses was the

frequency of dizygotic (DZ) twins born to hybrid mothers. The frequency

of DZ twins in Mongoloids is less that half that in Caucasoids, but the

racial hybrid mothers showed only a slightly higher frequency than the

Mongoloids, which suggests that DZ twinning in these human popula-

tions maybeattributable to a recessive gene. This is consistent with other

findings. African Negroids, whose DZ twinningrate is almost double that

of Caucasoids, when crossed with Caucasoids produce fewer DZ twins

than the average of the twin rates in the two races (Bulmer, 1960). (A

detailed account of the genetics of twinning is presented by Bulmer,

1970, Chap. 6).

Probablythe first important study of racial hybrids in which behavioral

measures were included is that of Davenport and Steggerda (1929) on

race crossing in Jamaica. Though Davenport wasa noted geneticist of his

day, the methodology of population genetics was too little developedat

that time for anyone to appreciate the technical requirements such a

study must meet if any valid conclusions of a genetic nature are to be

drawn. For these reasons, the Jamaican study is quite inadequate. The

racial hybrids were various unknown mixtures of the original African

Negroid slave stock and Caucasoids. The Jamaican population consisted

mainly of Caucasoids, Negroids, and “colored,” who were the racial hy-

brids from over many generations. Without knowledge of pedigrees, of

specific degrees of interracial crossing, or of the numberoffilial genera-

tions represented by the hybrid progeny understudy, the investigation

really amounts to no more than a comparison of Caucasoids, hybrids, and

Negroids (100 in each group) on 63 physical measurements and a number

of psychological tests. Except that the numberof different measurements
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is much more extensive than in other studies, therefore, the study is not
unique. There have been numerous other studies comparing theintelli-
gence and other characteristics of groups of Negroids differing in skin
color and presumed amount of Caucasoid ancestry. (For a review and
main references, see Jensen, 1973b, Chap.9.)
For the numerous physical measurements, Davenport and Steggerda

generally found, consistent with genetic expectation, that on thosetraits
in which Negroids and Caucasoids genetically differ the most, the
brownstended to be considerably more variable than either the Negroids
or Caucasoids. The authors claim there was no evidence of heterosis in
the browns, which is consistent with the results of the much moresatis-
factory study of racial crosses in Hawaii.
Davenport and Steggerda used 12 psychological tests covering a wide

variety of abilities: The Seashore Musical Aptitude Test (pitch, intensity,
time, harmony, rhythm,and auditory memory), tests of spatial visualiza-
tion ability (visual form discrimination, figure copying, form board, fold-
ing and cutting paper[from the Binettest]), verbal and numerical reason-
ing (criticism of absurd sentences, Army Alpha), and short-term memory
(memory span for digits, imitation of tapping blocks). The authors pre-
sented the results in terms of the tests on which the browns performed
better or worse than the Negroids and Caucasoids. Browns scored below
the other two groupsin four ofthe Army Alpha subtests, two ofthe spatial
visualization tests, and the harmonydiscrimination test of the Seashore.
Browns scored above the other groups in rhythm discrimination, visual
form discrimination, digit span memory, criticizing absurd sentences,
and one of the Army Alpha subtests (“common sense’). These results are
exceedingly difficult to interpret, if they are interpretable at all. Two
points seem consistent with many subsequent studies (reviewed by
Shuey, 1965), namely, the largest racial differences (Negroids and
browns versus Caucasoids) are observed in tests involving reasoning or
complex mental manipulation, as in some of the spatial visualization
tests, and the smallest racial differences are observed in the tests involv-
ing short-term memory andbasic auditory abilities such as involved in
the Seashore tests. Also, the study included Gesell’s tests of motor
development on 25 Negroid infants, 12-13 monthsof age, whose perfor-
mance was, if anything, slightly more advanced than the norms for New
Haven Caucasoid children at this age. This accords with the findings of
subsequent large-scale studies (e.g., Bayley, 1965). Davenport and
Steggerda concluded their 477-page monograph with the following:
“While, on the average, the Browns are intermediate in proportions of
mental capacities between Whites and Blacks, and although someof the
Browns are equal to the best of the Blacks in one or more traits, still
among the Browns, there appear to be an excessive percent over random
expectation who seem notto be able to utilize their native endowment (p.
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477). Evaluation of such statements is well nigh impossible with the
insufficient information about the relative social and environmental con-
ditions of the three groups.
But going from 1929 to the most recently published studies of the

mental abilities of the offspring of Caucasoid—Negroid matings unfortu-
nately shows but little advance in methodology. A study by Willerman,

Naylor, and Myrianthopoulos (1970) found that the interracial (Ne-

groid X Caucasoid) offspring of Caucasoid mothers had higher Stanford-

Binet IQs at age 4 than the interracial offspring of Negroid mothers, and
they interpreted this effect as attributable to nongenetic factors. But since
there were no data on the parental intelligence, the results are quite
uninterpretable and cannot reduce uncertainty with respect to any

hypothesis of interest. (For more extensive discussion of this and related
studies, see Jensen, 1973b, pp. 228-230.)

Although skin color is correlated with the amount of Caucasoid admix-

ture in the hybridized Negroid population, the low positive correlation

(.12-.30 in various studies) between lightness of pigmentation and IQ is,

by itself, not crucially informative concerning racial genetic differences

in intelligence. The correlation could be attributable to either one of two

main possible causes or to some combination of these. It could result

from the lighter colored Negroids also having inherited more

intelligence-enhancing genes along with the other genetic characteristics

received from their Caucasoid ancestry, which assumesthat the two par-

ent populations differ in mean genetic potential for the developmentof

intelligence; or the correlation could be attributable to selection in which

both intelligence and lightness of skin color are socially favored, so that

the genes underlying both characteristics are segregated together. The

causal interpretation of such correlations depends on much other infor-

mation and the development of more powerful analytic methods, as I

have indicated elsewhere (Jensen, 1973b, Chap. 9). At present, there

exists no evidence that would support any scientifically worthy conclu-

sions concerning the effects of outbreeding or interracial crossing on

mental abilities or other human behavior.

SUMMARY

The aim of this chapter was to give the reader some understanding of

how and whythe culturally determined mating practices of a society can

have profoundeffects on the genetic structure of the population. Much of

the character of any society is importantly conditioned by the genetic

structure of its population in a host of polygenic traits having obvious

physical and behavioral consequences. The meansand variances and the

forms of the distribution of many traits in the population, as well as the
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degree of resemblance amongrelatives and the frequency of appearance
of severe physical and mental defects due to single mutated and reces-
sive genes, are all affected, for goodorill, by various types of departure
from completely random mating.
Assortative mating, as we have seen, has a numberof genetic effects

that can cause a characteristic to become a more salient feature in a
population, thereby exposingit to possibly greater chances for selection.
Assortative mating, which exists for many humantraits, perhaps most
importantly for intelligence, does not byitself affect the population mean
unless there is dominance,butit directly increases the genetic variance
(hence the phenotypic variance as well) of the trait and increases the
genetic correlation among relatives, at the same time increasing differ-
ences between families. If there is a selection threshold for a trait below
which mating does not occur or occurs with much lower probability (e.g.,
mental retardation), then the increase in variance dueto assortative mat-
ing results in a larger proportion of the population falling below the
threshold and consequently a more rapid elimination of the relevant
genes from the population’s gene pool. The consequencesof assortative
mating are magnified when assortative mating for a particular trait is
correlated with fertility.

Assortative mating mayalso affect the structure of abilities in a popula-
tion by bringing aboutgenetic correlations among two or moreabilities or
othertraits that have independent genetic determinants and would there-
fore be uncorrelated in a random mating population.
Inbreeding, a special case of assortative mating, has somesimilar ef-

fects but also important differences. Unlike assortative mating, which is
character specific, inbreeding affects all gene loci and increases genetic
variance in all characteristics simultaneously.It is a less important factor
than assortative mating in the genetic structure of most present-day
human populations because it occurs at such a low frequency. Inbreed-
ing has its most conspicuous consequences in increasing the relative
frequency of appearance of physical and mental defects dueto rare re-
cessive genes, an effect that is extremely accentuated in consanguineous,
and especially in incestuous, matings. Whena partofthetrait varianceis
attributable to genetic dominance, polygenic traits show some degree of
inbreeding depression in the offspring of consanguineous matings, with a
greater diminution of the trait value the closer the relatedness of the
mates. Such inbreeding depression has been demonstrated for IQ (and
many othertraits) in the offspring of cousin marriages. Inbreeding de-
pression is seen in a much more exaggerated form in the offspring of
incestuous(i.e., father-daughter and brother-sister) matings.
Outbreeding, or the mating of individuals from different breeding

populations, apparently has only slight or indiscernible genetic effects in
humans. Interracial crosses with few exceptions seem to result only in
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additive effects in the progeny,that is, the quantitative characteristics of
the progeny are merely the arithmetic average of the parental characteris-
tics. Research so far has revealed no other effects of outbreeding on

important polygenic traits in humans.
Finally, an important subject for study, barely touched in the present

chapter, is how cultural and social forces influence the mating patterns,

selection, and fertility, which, in turn, shape the genetic determinants of

humanvariation. Besides leading to a better understanding of mankind's

present situation, such a study would seem to be most worthwhile from
the standpoint of potential benefit to future generations.

APPENDIX: MENDELIAN ALGEBRA

Mendelian algebra is a method for obtaining theoretical values of
means, variances, and kinship correlations and regressions from genetic
models. For polygenic systems, the procedure would be too cumbersome

if these parameters had to be worked out in the simple and direct manner
as wasillustrated in the text in connection with Table 4.3. A more eco-

nomic method of Mendelian algebra is used in quantitative genetics,
which can be most easily explained in terms of a single-locus character

but which can be generalized to any numberofloci since in polygenic
models the variances at each locus are assumedto be additive.

To obtain the mean andtotal variance, we proceedas follows.First, the

values a, d, and —a are assigned to the genotypes:

Genotypes AA Aa or aA aa

Values a d —a

a = half the difference between the two homozygotes. Note that this

value will be different for different numbers ofloci if all A alleles are

arbitrarily given a value of +.5 and all aalleles are given a value of —0.5.

(Do not confuse the value a with the allele a.) In our one locus example,

a = 1, that is, 3(AA — aa) or3[+1 — (—1)] = 1. If there weretwoloci, then

the homozygotes would be AABB = 2 and aabb = —2 andthevalue of a

would be 3[+2 — (—2)] = 2.

d = the value of the heterozygote, Aa, which is positive if A is domi-

nant and negative if a is dominant. If there is no dominance, d = 0. That

is, the independent effects of A and a in the heterozygote Aa (or aA)

combine additively, so that (+0.5) + (—0.5) = 0. If there is complete

dominance, Aa = AA = 1, andd = 1. If there is partial dominance, then

O<d<l.
Given these values, the mean of the population will be:

m =(p — q)a + 2pqd.
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(Recall that p and q are the proportions ofA and a alleles in the popula-
tion, andp +q = 1.)
From this formula for the mean, we can clearly see the effect of genetic

selection on the population mean.If the proportions ofA and a alleles are

equal, that is, p = gq = .5, and there is no dominance, then the mean = 0.

With complete dominance, the mean would equal .50. If the genotype

AA were reproductively favored over aa, the proportion ofA alleles in the
population would increase, and the mean would be correspondingly
raised. For example, if the proportions of A and a were .8 and .2, re-
spectively, the population mean (without dominance) would become.6,

and with complete dominance, .92.
The total genetic variance, Vc, is comprised of two parts, the variance

due to additive gene effects, V4, and the variance due to dominance, Vp.

Thus, V = Va + Vp. In terms of the above values, the additive genetic

variance (also called genic variance) is

Va = 22pqla + d(q — p)!?

The dominance varianceis:

Vo = X(2pqd)

The summation sign (%) in each case indicates that the values are
summed over all loci, that is, the total variance is the sum ofall the
variances produced by each gene locus. Notice that the variance is a
linear function of the numberof loci involved. Also note that the domi-
nance variance is maximal when p = q, andif there is no dominance, the

additive variance is maximal when p = q.
These formulas may be checked against the example shownin Tables

4.3 and 4.4 for random mating. All the formulas presented so far give the
meansand variances obtained with random mating. Theyare a necessary

step for getting to the values obtained underassortative mating.
Assortative mating, among other effects, increases the additive genetic

variance, V,. After one generation of completely assortative mating(i.e.,
assuming previous generations have mated at random), the additive vari-
anceis:

Via = Vall + re/2)

where

Va = the additive genetic variance of the progeny after one generation
of assortive mating;

Va = the variance of the randomly mating parent population;
rg = the additive genetic correlation between mates, that is, the cor-

relation between mates’ breedingvalues. (The breeding value of
a genotype is the sum of the independentadditive genetic values
of each of the alleles.)

3<0463
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The variance attributable to assortative mating, then, is simply V4, —
Va = Va, that is, the additional additive genetic variance due to assorta-
tive mating.

When dominanceis involved, the formulation for the effect of assorta-
tive mating is more complicated. (The formulas for the effects of assorta-
tive mating with dominancein the single locus [two-allele] case have
been derived by Reeve [1961]). If the numberofloci is large, geneticists
usually make the simplifying assumption that the dominancevarianceis
unaffected by assortative mating and that the total variance is simply
Va + Vam + Vp (as these have been defined above). This makesforlittle

error unless Vp is large, the degree of assortative mating is great, and
there are few loci. For this reason, the precise values in Table 4.4 under

assortative mating with dominanceare discrepant from those that would
be obtained with the formula based on the simplifying assumption that
assortative mating doesnot affect the dominance variance. Usually, assor-
tative mating decreases Vp. (The exceptionsto this are when thereis only

one or a veryfew loci involvedin thetrait variation and particularly when

inbreeding [a special case of assortative mating] is involved.)
With each generation of assortative mating, the additive varianceis

further increased, up to a limit. If there is perfect assortative mating, and
all genetic variance is additive, the frequency of heterozygotes will di-
minish over generations until eventually they are completely eliminated

from the population. (With 10 loci, heterozygosis would be decreased
about one-third in 15 generations; with dominance, heterozygosis would
decrease more slowly.) The variance would then have reached the max-
imal limit. When assortative mating is less than perfect, as is always the

case in nature, the variance is increased at a negatively accelerated rate
from generation to generation and finally becomesstabilized at a level

called its equilibrium value. Most humantraits that have been subject to

assortative mating for several generations, like height and intelligence,
are probably close to equilibrium. The equilibrium value will, of course,
be raised if there is an increase in the degree of assortative mating.
The additive variance at equilibrium, assuming a constant degree of

assortative mating, is:

Va
1 —rgll — (2n)"]

where n is the numberof loci, and the other symbols are as previously

defined. The total genetic variance at equilibrium will be simply Vg =

Va + Vp.
In actual practice, all we can generally determine directly is the

phenotypic correlation between mates, rp». Assuming the correlation be-

tween marriage partners is entirely a consequence of their phenotypes,

then the genetic correlation, r,, between mates is estimated by

Ty = hitpp

where hz, is the narrow heritability,

Va=
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Va2 — HAA

hy= VV, 4 Vy

where V; is environmental variance. (The rationale of this formulation of

ry is given by Crow and Kimura, 1970, pp. 156-158. (Also see Footnote9,

pp. 100-101.)

We can now proceed to consider the effects of assortative mating on the
correlations between relatives.

The theoretical genetic correlations between various kinships can be
derived directly from our simple Mendelian model. The procedure can
be generalized as follows: The values of the genotypes to be correlated
are expressed in terms of a and d, and their proportions in the population
(for the case of random mating) in terms of the expansion of (p + q)?”.
From this information, one can calculate the covariance between any two
sets of relatives in the Mendelian population. For example, let us com-
pute the covariance between single parents (i.e., either fathers or
mothers) and their offspring (taken singly). First, what are the population
frequencies of the various possible pairs of parent and offspring
genotypes; second, what are the values of the genotypes? These are
listed in Table A.1. The total covariance of parent and offspring is ob-
tained in the usual way, simply by obtaining the cross-products of par-
ent X offspring genotypic values, multiplying each cross-product by the
frequency, summing over all the cross-products and frequencies, and
dividing by the total numberof parent-offspring pairs. This is the famil-
iar formula for the covariance: cow(xy) = Xxy/N, where x and y represent
the individual parent and offspring values, measured as deviations from
the population mean, and is the total numberof pairs. Then, the corre-
lation, which is simply the standardized covariance,is

rey = cov(xy)/(Vz X Vy)!”.

If one wishes to go through the rather tedious algebraic exercise of
working out the covariance, using the algebraic expressions for the geno-
typic values as given in Table A.1, the covariance turns out to be
pqla + d(q — p)]*, and the square root of the productof the variances of
parents andoffspring is 2 pq [a + d(q — p)}? + [2 pqd E, so the correlation
between parent and offspringis

2r= pq la +d(q —p)]
“ 2nq la+d(q —p)) + [2 pqd?

(With complete dominance, the parent-offspring genetic correlation is
simply q/(1 + q), where q is the frequency of the recessive gene.)

Ifa = 1, and there is no dominance(i.e.,d = 0), thenr,, = .25/.50 = .50
or 2. If there is complete dominance, d= 1, and p=q =.5, then
1po = .29/.75 = .333 or 3. If p #q, and there is dominance, then the
parent-child correlation depends on the relative frequencies of the dom-
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TABLE A.1

Genotypic Frequencies and Genetic Values (Measured as Deviations from the Population

Mean) of Parents and Offspring in a Randomly Mated Mendelian Population

 

Genotypes" Genotypic values Frequency of

parent-offspring
Parent Offspring Parent Offspring combinations

AA AA 2q(a — pd) 2q(a — pd) p*
AA Aa ” a(q — p) + d(1 — 2pq) 2p°q
Aa AA a(q — p) + d(1 — 2pq) 2q(a — pd) 2p°q
Aa Aa °? a(q — p) + d(1 — 2pq) 4p*q*
Aa aa »» —2p(a — qd) 2pq’

aa Aa —2p(a + qd) (q — p)a + d(1 — 2pq) 2pq°
aa aa »» —2pn(a + qd) q'

Note: Population mean: M = a(p — q) + 2dpq.

“The parent-offspring combinations AA-aa and aa-AA cannot occur and are therefore

omitted in this table.

inant and recessive alleles, p and q, respectively. Note that the parent-—

child covariance turns out to be + Va, that is, one-half of the additive

genetic variance. The grandparent-grandchild covariance is + V4. The

covariance for more distant direct-line ancestors is (3)"V,4, where n is the

number of generations apart of ancestors and progeny.

All other kinship covariances and correlations may be worked out in

the same fashion. The correlations for various degrees of kinship can be

expressed most conveniently in terms of the variance components that

are commonto the twosets of kins, thatis,

= Variance components in common

Total variance

Thus, the parent-offspring correlation can be represented as

1 1

3V 3VA or A

"rp V+ Vp Ve?
 

where V, is the total variance of the population. We can simplify our

expression of kinship correlations by expressing the fraction V,4/V7 as the

narrow heritability, H (sometimes labeled h? or just h?), and the fraction

V)/V~ as the proportion of dominance variance, D. Then the correlations

between various kinships under random mating and underassortative

mating® at equilibrium are as shown in Table A.2.

° It is assumed that the assortative mating is based on mate selection for the phenotypic

trait itself and not on propinquity. An exampleof assortative mating for IQ due to propin-

quity would be that of marriage amongcollege students even if there were no correlation
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TABLE A.2

Correlations between Relatives under Random Matingand at Equilibrium

under Assortative Mating Where r is the Phenotypic Correlation
between Mates“

 

Correlations

Relatives Random mating Assortative mating”

Identical twins H H
Parent—offspring 2 $H(1 +1)
Grandparent-offspring 4 4H(1 + r)(1 + rH)
Greatgrandparent-offspring 4% #H(1+r)\(1+rHy
Full Siblings 4H +4 4H(1+rH) +4
Half Siblings i tH(1+r)(1 +r)
Double first cousins 4H + 76 1H(1 + 3rH) + &D
Uncle-niece 4 +H(1 +rH) + 4DrH
First cousins z 4H (1 +rH + asDrH

 

Source: After Crow and Felsenstein, 1968.
“ A simplifying assumptionis that the numberofeffective loci is large.

’ The caret (A) indicates the value at equilibrium.

between mates’ IQs, but all were above the population average because they came from
families belonging to social classes having a genetic potential for IO above the meanofthe
whole population. The genetic correlation rg between mates on a giventrait is equal to rH
(i.e., the phenotypic correlation between mates x the heritability ofthe trait) only if assorta-
tive matingis based on the phenotypeitself. If propinquity as well plays a part in assortative
mating and propinquity is based in part on genetic factors, the genetic correlation between
mates could be higher than rH.

The genetic correlation r, between mates can perhapsbest be understoodin termsofthe
following expressions:

1. If we match individuals only on their genotypes, and environments are random,
then r, = r,,/H, where r,» is the phenotypic correlation between mates and H is the
heritability.

2. If we match individuals only on phenotypes, and genotypes and environments are
random,then ry = rp»H.

3. If we match individuals only on their environments, and phenotypes and genotypes
are random within environments, then ry = [rp» —re(1 —H)]/H, where r,. is the
correlation between mates’ environments.

Mating by propinquity involves some weighted average of Expressions 1 and 3, thatis,
mates may resemble one anothergenetically because of their origins and they may resem-
ble one another in environmental background. But mate selection in terms of the phenotype
itself, and not just propinquity,is usually involvedin assortative mating, andso in reality r,
should be thought of as some weighted average of the values defined by expressions1, 2,
and 3.
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The principal purpose of this chapter is to describe behavior that is
believed to be indicative of important processesand capacities of human
intelligence. The behavior to be describedis primarily that displayed in
responseto tasks(tests) that can be given under standardized conditions.
Our principal systematized scientific understanding ofintellectual abili-
ties has comefrom efforts to construct problems, puzzles, questions—that
is, tasks in general—that can be administered in much the same wayto a
numberof people in orderto elicit behavior that can be systematically
analyzed, studied, and interpreted.
In accordance with the dominant theme of this book (humanvariation),

the emphasis in this chapter is on individual differences. The study of
individual differencesin abilities is one, but not the only, reasonable way
to gain insight into the nature of intellectual functioning. The informa-
tion derived in this way does not exclude knowledge derived from other
forms of study, but the reader should be careful not to try to interpret
individual-difference results in ways that eliminate individual differ-
ences. He should see clearly that most ofthe results of this chapter derive

The work on this chapter was supported by grants from the Army ResearchInstitute,
Grant No. DAHC19-74-G-0012, and the National Science Foundation, Grant Number GB-
41452. A somewhat more detailed, earlier draft of this chapter is available from the author
on request.
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from efforts to maximize human differences and to describe qualities in
respect to which humansdiffer, not qualities in respect to which most
humansare highly similar.

OVERVIEW OF THEORETICAL ORIENTATIONS

There is a tremendousvariety of behavior that is said to be indicative
of important aspects of human abilities. To help explain this behavior,
many theories, concepts, hypotheses, and measurement procedures have
been advanced. Only a few of the major theories and concepts can be
mentionedhere.

Theories of Intelligence: General Features

The most widely studied and generally accepted theories about human
abilities involve a conceptof intelligence. But there are manytheories of
intelligence. No one of them has yet earned acceptance by a majority of
the scientists who have studied in this area. There are widely usedtests
of intelligence, and there is evidence of considerable convergence in
measurement from different tests; thus, in this sense, there is some

agreement in measurement definitions of intelligence. Yet exactly the
same measurement definition will be treated quite differently in one as
compared to another theory. Also, rather different measurement defini-
tions will be treated similarly in different accounts of the nature ofintel-
ligence. It is in these senses that there is no single agreed-upon concept
of intelligence.
Most commonly (but by no means always) the concept of intelligence

is used to designate (ex hypothesi) an innately determined quality, a
potential that will become manifest as a function of normal maturation.
One implication of this concept is that intelligence should be measured
so that individual differences in the measures will reflect primarily dif-
ferences in genetic determiners. The exceptions should beattributable to
postconception loss or injury of structures and processes essential to in-

tellectual functioning, to environmental circumstances that exceed those
for which the species is adapted, and to errors of measurement.
The most widely used measures of intelligence—tests such as the

Stanford-Binet, Wechsler, Lorge—Thorndike, Otis, and so on—are usu-

ally interpreted in accordance with this concept of intelligence. Thatis,

the IQ score derived from thesetests is frequently regarded as a reason-

ably accurate indicant of one’s innate potential. There are problems with

this interpretation, however.
For one thing, the items in the most widely used tests measure

achievements that would seem to be influenced mainly by differences in
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child-rearing environments (homes, neighborhoods, and so on) and dif-

ferences in schooling circumstances. There is evidence (Humphreys,

1972) that the different intelligence tests intercorrelate among them-

selves about to the same extent that they correlate with scholastic

achievementtests. Thus, it can be argued that because achievementtests

measure achievementanddifferent intelligence tests correlate as much

with these other tests as they correlate with each other, the proper in-

ference is that intelligence tests measure primarily achievementrather

than intelligence. This, however, overlooks the possibility that scholastic

achievement differences in an open society, such as that of the United

States, may be largely a consequence of genetic variations; it ignores the

fact that differences in child-rearing and schooling environments are not

independent of genetic factors and may not be large enough to account

fully for obtained results.
In considering controversies about the inheritance of intelligence,it is

important to recognize that the fundamental issues do not pertain to

whetheror not it is reasonable to expect that there are inherited individ-

ual differences in the biological substrate—the physiological structures

and process capacities—upon which development of humanabilities is

based. Even casual study of genetics and pedigrees leads the objective

investigator inexorably to the conclusion that there are inherited individ-

ual differences in structure that are likely to relate to important individ-

ual differences in the ease with which various skills are acquired and the

quality of abilities ultimately attained. It is hard to doubt that if human

breeding were controlled in the manner of mouse breedingin the labora-

tory, or even as is done by dog fanciers and cattle raisers, then almost

certainly one could demonstrate the equivalent of “maze bright” and

“maze dull’ humans.In this sense,thereis little doubt that the capacities

of intelligence are inherited. This is not the issue. Rather, the issues

pertain to whether or not inherited differences in the most important

capacities of intelligence are properly, or even at all, represented in the

measures of intelligence used by researchers.

As soon as the issues are framed in this way, onesees that the questions

about the inheritance of intelligence depend fundamentally on adequate

answers to questions about the nature of intelligence. There must be a

well worked out, empirically supported scientific theory indicating the

essential processes of intelligence—what it is not as well as what it

is—and how these processesare affected and not affected by the myriad

of influences that appear to be important. In its major features, such

theory would have the endorsement of most scientists in this domain of

study, just as most chemists endorse the major ideas of the ion theory of

reactivity. As noted before, such a scientific theory ofhuman intelligence

has not yet been worked out (although some believe we maybeatthe

brink of such a development, cf. Horn, 1976a). It is precisely because
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there is no such theory that there can be so much controversy among
scientists about such issues as the inheritance of intelligence.
The different tasks with which oneis asked to copein intelligencetests

are intendedto tap different capacities and indicate different basic pro-
cesses. Different tests involve rather different collections of tasks and
thus seemingly measure rather different things. This is true not only of
tests having differenttitles but also of the sametests used at different age
levels. Research into the nature of intellectual functions has not pro-
duced definitive indications of the capacities and processes that are both
necessary and sufficient to describe what can be agreed uponasthe sine
qua nonofintelligence. Thus, we do not know quite what to measure or
how to combine the measurements of relevant functions we do know
how to measure. The domain of behaviorthat is believed to be indicative
of intelligence includes (among manyotherthings) short-term memories
of several kinds, recall from the distant past, different kinds of reasoning,
ability to learn andretain, ability to specify the reverse of a course of
events (decentration), a variety of ways of coping with novelsituations,
capacity for detaching oneself from concrete situations (abstraction),
ability to recognize common and unique characteristics and form con-
cepts on this basis, verbal production, and a great variety of other such
abilities, capacities, and styles of thinking.

It is almost certain that manifest individual differences in some of the
qualities of intelligence reflect primarily innate differences. But it is
certain, too, that observed individual differences in some of the qualities
largely reflect experiential differences. There are tremendousdifficulties
in controlling for potentially distorting influences in demonstrating that
a quality is or is not innately determined. Individual differences in
information-processing capacity might be thought to be innately deter-
mined, for example, but substantial individual differences in sensory
detection of information can influence results. And this is but one
example.

It is extremely difficult to specify behavioral functions that correspond
to innately determined capacities for intellectual development. Thereis
no compelling evidence to indicate precisely what these functionsare.
No test, or combination of tests, provides thoroughly valid and com-
prehensive measurement of the necessary and sufficient functions of in-
nate intelligence.

Oneshould notinterpret this as revealing chaos. In any scientific field,
there is imprecision about its most important concepts. One can see this
historically in the development of the energy concept in physics and
chemistry. There is still controversy and confusion in these disciplines
about the nature of the elementary particles of matter.
At a broad level, many scientists accept a definition of intelligence

similar to that stated by Humphreys(1972), that intelligence is the entire
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repertoire of acquired skills, knowledges, learningsets, and generaliza-

tion tendencies consideredto be intellectual and available to an individ-

ual at a given time. Thus, the concept represents a broad domain of

abilities that people accept as indicating intelligence, and the task of

measuring intelligence is one of properly sampling from this universe of

abilities. Many investigators agree that tests labeled “intelligence tests”

provide at least rough samplings (not fully representative) of important

abilities of intelligence. Research is converging toward increasingly

clearer understandings of these abilities.

Multiability Theories

While historically theories about intelligence (usually containing the

innateness feature) have predominated in the study of humanabilities,

there have always been multiple-concept theories, encompassing both

genetically determined andother influences. It has been recognized for

some time that widely used tests of intelligence measure a mélange of

abilities that relate in different waysto life achievements,to the course of

development in childhood and adulthood, andto other variables. There

have been efforts either to replace the concept of intelligence with a

concept of multiple abilities or to differentiate the concept into multiple

components.

Onekindofeffort in this regard has been to identify a particular ability

and define it as a form of intelligence, an aspect of intelligence, or a

quality quite separate from intelligence. For example, it has been

observed:

1. There are reliable individual differences in paired-associates learn-

ing and memory.

2. These differences are not highly correlated with individual differ-

ences in vocabulary, verbal problem solving, spatial reasoning, and

other highly regarded subtest measuresof intelligence.

On the basis of these two sets of observations, investigators have postu-

lated two forms of intelligence. For example, Jensen (1971) has sug-

gested that the first ofthese sets of abilities represents an “intelligence I”

in which there arelittle or no social-class and ethnic-group differences,

and the second setof abilities represents an “intelligence II” in which

there are notable social-class and ethnic-group differences. Other inves-

tigators have noted that the verbal production of connotations of a word,

of uses for a common object, or of possible ways of construing a given

event all correlate relatively lowly with the indicants of intelligence

mentioned previously, and have suggested that the former kinds of be-

haviors represent a form of creativity that is quite distinct from intelli-
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gence (Cropley, 1972; Kogan, 1971; Torrance, 1972; Wallach & Kogan,
1965).

Primary Mental Abilities

These and similar efforts to develop multiple concepts to describe the
phenomenathat are referred to under the heading of intelligence have
generated confusion as to the nature of intelligence, but they have also
helped to make investigators aware of the diversity of behaviors that can
be accepted as indicative of intelligence. This has led to efforts to iden-
tify the essential features of the diversity in intellectual behavior. Many
of these efforts have involved use of factor analyses of batteries of tests
designed to measure different fundamental abilities.
Over 100 factor analytic studies of human abilities have been con-

ducted. The results provide a wealth of information, more than can be
summarized within the scope of this chapter. The flavorof this informa-
tion can best be savored by considering the descriptive listings of the
abilities that have been identified through factor analytic research. These
are readily available in such sources as French (1951), French, Ekstrom,
and Price (1963), Guilford (1967), Guilford and Hoepfner (1971), Horn
(1972, 1976b), and Pawlik (1966).

Facet Theories

L. L. Thurstone identified nine primary mental abilities in the pioneer-
ing studies in this area. In the years following Thurstone’s early efforts,
the paradigm he introduced was applied repeatedly. Particularly with
the advent of the modern computer(making possible the analyses of very
large batteries of tests), a welter of ability factors emerged. In accordance
with Thurstone’s labeling, these are often referred to as primary mental
abilities.
Approximately 50 primaryabilities have been identified at this time.

The thought of replacing a theory of a single attribute of intelligence with
theories about this numberof primary abilities is, if not overwhelming,
then at least inhibiting. Hence,those interested in developing multiabil-
ity theories have been pushed back, as it were, toward simplifying the
system of primaries or finding some integrative principle that will make
the system more easily comprehended. Perhaps the best known and most
influential effort of this kind is the structure of intellect (SI) model,
developed by Guilford and his co-workers.
The SI theory is one of several facet theories of human abilities (Car-

rol], 1975; El Koussy, 1955; Guttman, 1965, 1970; Harris & Harris, 1971;
Humphreys, 1962; and reviewed in Horn, 1972, 1976b). There are two
fundamentally different ideas about a facet in such theories. One idea is
that ability tasks can be cross-classified in terms of distinct functions,
capacities, abilities, or processes involved in the task performances. The
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other notion is that it is useful to cross-classify in terms of the features to

which test constructors can attend when they construct tests. These two

different conceptions of the facets of ability tests have quite different

implications, of course; yet it is by no means always clear which concep-

tion is stressed in a particular facet theory. This is true of SI theory, for

example.

SI theory suggests thatit is useful to organize thinking aboutintellec-

tual tasks and abilities in terms of five kinds of Operations (Evaluation,

Convergent Production, Divergent Production, Memory, Cognition), four

kinds of Contents (Semantic, Symbolic, Figural, Behavioral), and six

kinds of Products (Units, Classes, Relations, Systems, Transformations,

Implications). But are these categories supposed to indicate different

human functions (in respect to which there are individual differences),

are they intended to serve merely as a guide for test construction, or are

both interpretations intended? For example, is production of semantic

units an ability reliably different from production of semantic classes, or

doesthis distinction merely represent the fact that one can constructtests

that require one responseor a class of responses? SI theory is not very

explicit in respect to these kinds of questions.

In much of the work advanced in support of SI theory, however, the

analyses have implied that the facets representreliably distinct abilities.

To support a claim of this kind, it is necessary that the factors be

psychometrically independent. This means that the set of component

variables (items, subtests, tests) that define a given factor (representing

an ability, function, process) must have internal-consistency reliability in

excess of the correlation of the factor with a linear combination of compo-

nent variables with respect to which the factor is expected to be inde-

pendent. In the present context of an ability factor defined by several

tests, internal-consistency reliability is the correlation of a factor with

itself, that is, the pooled correlations for the tests, combined linearly, of

which that factor is comprised. This internal-consistency estimate (rz,

the fallible factor correlation [squared] with its own true part) should

indicate a better estimate of the factor than is produced by a similar

linear combination oftests (of other factors) that are, by hypothesis, inde-

pendent of the factor (1.12..m, the fallible factor correlation [squared]

with all that it has in common with otherfactors).

Independencein this sense has not been demonstrated in mostof the

research designed to indicate support for SI theory. The theory, there-

fore, cannot be regarded as well supported (see Carroll, 1972, 1975,

Eysenck, 1973; Hammond, 1976; Horn, 1970b; Horn & Knapp, 1973,

1974; Humphreys, 1968; Knapp & Horn, 1977; Matarazzo, 1972; Un-

dheim & Horn, 1977, for evaluations of this evidence). Nevertheless, the

theory has a numberof interesting implications and continues to be

influential.
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Hierarchical Theories: Outgrowths of
General Intelligence Theories

The earliest efforts by Spearman and Binet(in the 1890s and early
1900s) to develop a theory of intelligence involved recognition that di-
verse kinds of abilities are involved and an assumption that all are man-
ifestations of a single underlying function. The basic idea is that the
single function may be manifested in different ways in consequence of
different environmental influences but that one and only one basic ca-
pacity of intelligence produces the diversity of observed abilities.
Giving support to this view is the now well-established finding that

almost all ability measures are positively correlated. Even abilities for
which there is little claim that they are of the essence of intelligence
(simple reaction time, for example) correlate positively with abilities for
which thereis strong claim that they represent important aspects ofintel-
ligence. (A possible exception to this generalization is the existence of
zero or low negative correlations between very simple abilities measured
under highly speededconditions andabilities involving high degrees of
carefulness and persistence.) If almost all the abilities accepted as indi-
cating intellectual processesare positively correlated, there is suggestion
that they are all manifestations of a single function. This kind of evi-
dence, and commonbelief, provide perhaps the most compelling argu-
ment for a unitary concept of intelligence.
Those whostate unitary intelligence theories suggest that the separate

abilities are subfunctions or different manifestations of intelligence.
When subfunctions are proposed, there must be indications of how they
are linked together. The facet theory of Guttman (1970) and the
developmental theory of Piaget(e.g., 1946) illustrate ways in which sub-
functionsare said to be interrelated in theories involving a singular con-
cept of intelligence. In Piaget’s theory, for example, intelligence is de-
fined as a mixture of awarenesses and understandings, referred to as
schemata. These are realized through development in which the person
strives to obtain equilibrium between comprehensions of the environ-
ment in accordance with the wayit is portrayed by sensory—perceptual
processes (assimilation) and his predilections to impose structure on the
environmentin accordance with conceptions already developed.
But perhaps the most influential theories about subfunctionsofintelli-

gence are those in whichit is proposed that the subfunctions are organ-
ized in the form of a hierarchy (of which there are several possibilities;
see Cattell, 1965; Horn, 1972). One of the earliest and most important of
these theories is that of Burt (e.g., 1949). Burt suggested that the mindis
organized in terms of a subdivided hierarchy. Processes of the lowest
level consist of simple sensations or simple movements, such as can be
measured with tests of sensory threshold and reaction time. The next
level includes the more complex processes of perception and coordi-
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nated movement, as demonstrated in experiments on the apprehension of

form and pattern. The third level involves associative memory and habit

formation. The fourth, and highest, level involves the perception ofrela-

tions and the eduction of correlates, as specified in Spearman’s work

(e.g., Spearman, 1927). Intelligence is defined as the “integrative ca-

pacity of the mind.” It is manifested at every level, but these manifesta-

tions differ in degree and quality. Although individual differences appear

and are noteworthy at every level in the hierarchy, those that mainly

represent intelligence are at the fourth level. Progressively less of the

variance at each successively lower level is attributable to intelligence
(i.e., more of the varianceis attributable to other factors, such as sensory

acuity or motivation).

Several currently influential hierarchical theories are extensions and

refinements of Burt’s conception of intelligence. One such theoryis that

of fluid (Gf) and crystallized (Gc) intelligence, here referred to simply as

Gf-Gc theory, largely developed by Cattell (one of Burt’s students) and

Horn (one of Cattell’s students; see Cattell, 1957, 1971; Horn, 1967,

1968, 1970b, 1972, 1976a). This theory can be usedtoillustrate the gen-
eral nature of hierarchical theories and to indicate some ofthe findings
that support this kind of view of the organization of humanintellectual
processes.
Gf-Gctheory derives in large measure from factor analytic evidence of

structure among primary mental abilities. It specifies that at a level just
below a general integrative function of the mind, there are two broad
functions, Gf and Gc, comprised of primary abilities. The primary abili-
ties that define the two broad functions represent much of whatis typi-
cally referred to as being indicative of intelligence. Becausethis is true of
both Gf and Ge, each can bereferred to as a kind of intelligence. Yet the
two are operationally independent(i.e., different operations—tests—are
used to measure each) and psychometrically independent in the sense
described previously. (I.e., the internal consistency of each exceeds the
multiple estimation of one from the componentsof the other.) Moreover,
the two appear to be independent also in terms of their development
throughoutthe life span, in terms of predictions of life achievements, in

terms of their relationships to pathology, and in a numberof other ways.

In particular, the theory can be viewed as a broad-gauge effort to
provide an integrative framework for comprehending major findings per-
taining to:

1. the structural interrelationships in performances believed to be in-
dicative of important aspects of intelligence (factor analytic evi-
dence, as indicated above, but other evidence as well):

2. the effects of brain damage on abilities (early in life and in matur-

ity);
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3. the relations between test performances and opportunities to ac-
quire the abilities most valued, or most tutored, in a culture;

4, the feasibility of constructing intellectual tests that are little af-
fected by cultural and subcultural differences;

5. the life-span developmentofabilities.

The findings in all of these areas are at least mildly supportive of the
view that, indeed, at a broad level there are two distinct and important
forms of intelligence, each influenced by rather different developmental
factors and each,therefore, having a different course of development over
the life span.
Gf and Gc represent fundamental processesofperceiving relationships

among stimulus patterns, inferring meanings for these relationships,
stepping up and downthe abstraction ladder in interpreting relation-
ships, forming concepts, bringing learned concepts to bear in interpreta-
tions and problem solving. These processes are commonly referred to as
essential in reasoning, abstracting, language formation, and cognitive
functioning generally. The quality of functioning of these processes is
commonly thought to be characteristic of the intellectual behavior that
mostclearly distinguishes the mature human from other animals and the
young human.It is in this sense that Gf and Gc best represent the con-
cept of intelligence as this term has been usedtraditionally. It is in this
sense that both are referred to as forms of intelligence.
But other broad functions are indicated in factor analytic study of the

structure among primary abilities. Two such prominentfunctions are Gv,
Broad Visualization, and Ga, Broad Audition. Gv and Ga are exemplars of
perceptual-sensory functions that provide organized input for the Gf-Ge
processes outlined above. Similar functions must be associated with
touch, kinesthesis, smell, and the other senses, but these have not been
isolated in structural analyses of performances on intellectual tasks.
Broad Speediness (Gs), Short-term Acquisition and Retrieval (SAR),

and Verbal Productive Thinking (VPT) also contribute noteworthy vari-
ance in performances on intellectual tasks. These functions can be seen
to condition the processes of Gf and Gc in somewhat the same manneras
Gv and Ga condition,or give different qualitative character to, manifesta-
tions of intelligence. SAR and VPT,particularly, indicate the quantities
of information that can be available at a given instant for the processing
of Gf and Gc.In this sense,they limit intellectual functioning (as through
Gf and Gc) because ultimately this function can be only as good as the
information that is processed. Processes that moderate the expression of
intelligence are referred to as anlage functions in Gf-—Gc theory (Horn,
1967, 1968, 1970b).

The SAR dimension appears to be composedoftwo elementary aniage
functions that have been described rather fully in the general exper-
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imental literature on short-term memory andretrieval. These subfunc-

tions are referred to as primary memory (PM) and secondary memory

(SM).

Primary memory represents retention over periods of less than

roughly) 30 seconds in which such organization as exists among the

retrieved elements is peripheral, as in relation to the sensory organ at

which the stimulus is received (Broadbent, 1954). Organization in terms

of logical categories is minimal for this kind of immediaterecall.
The amount that a person remembersfor longer than about 30 seconds

is a function of the organization he imposes on the material. If one can
organize elements into meaningful categories—as, for example, odd
numbers and even numbers—then if one can recall the category, he can

recall most of the elements in the category (up to a limit of about four
elements). Memory over seconds and minutes of this kind is the secon-
dary memory subfunction of SAR. It seems that this subfunction is prom-
inently implicated in expressions of Gf and Ge (Horn, 1976b, c; Hundall
& Horm, 1977).

PM and SM together make up the memory span primary ability (Ms).
The mean for this span is about six or seven; the sigma is about two.
These statistics define what Miller (1956) has referred to as the magical
numberseven, plus or minus two. This represents a kind of limit in the
information-processing capacity of the human.

The breakdown of Ms into PM and SM suggests that the information-

processing capacity of the human involves a subfunction for keeping
near-meaningless information in awareness and a subfunction for retain-
ing information that is organized meaningfully. Unpublished work of the
present writer (Horn, 1976b, c) indicates that individual differences in
these PM and SM subfunctions can be reliably (r,,; > .70) and indepen-
dently (r;, < .40) measured. The mean for PM appears to be about 3 + 1
and that for SM about 4 + 1. Thus, the magical number seven, plus or
minus two, appears to be composedof two magical numbers, three and
four, each having a plus and minus sigma range of about one.
One implication of this evidence of noteworthy individual differences

in PM and SMisthat persons mayfail in intellectual tasks either because
of failure in retention of unorganized elements (PM) or becauseoffail-
ure in the organizational processes of SM. These possibilities need to be
considered carefully in evaluations of evidence pertaining to relation-
ships between aging in adulthood andintellectual functioning. Some of
this evidence will be considered later.
There is suggestive evidence from a numberof sources that the ca-

pacities of memory reach asymptote at relatively early stages of
phylogenetic and ontogenetic development. That is, at least primary
memory, and perhaps secondary memory as well, seems to be about the
same for 8-year-old children as for young adults. Similarly, certain apes
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(chimpanzees, gibbons) and dolphins may have primary memory spans
comparable to those of humans. The ability to retain low association
material in immediate awareness is necessary in solving manyintellec-
tual problems. Yet this awareness is not a sufficient condition for solution.
It is in this sense that PM moderates the expression of intelligence butis
not indicative of intelligence, as such. SM also may be such an anlage
function,for this capacity, too, appears to reach maximum relatively early
in phylogenetic and ontogenetic development. Thus,it mayalso repre-
sent a function that is a necessary but not sufficient condition for defining
adult human intelligence that is distinct from the emerging forms of
intelligence observed in children and the great apes (Horn, 1976b,
1976c).

The verbal productive thinking (VPT) function represents facility in
retrieving verbally tagged elements (concepts, ideas, and so on) from
what can be referred to as quasi-permanent storage (OPS)—“‘quasi” be-
cause the probability of retrieval of all information acquired by an indi-
vidual appears to decrease with the time elapsed betweeninitial acquisi-
tion (or rehearsal) and retrieval (Riegel, 1973). Terms such as tertiary
memory (TM) or semantic memory are used to identify retrieval from
QPS. The behavior evinced in this retrieval can be seen to reflect:

1. the size of store of QPS, for example, the numberof relevant con-
cepts available, and or

2. facility (rate, flexibility, ease) in accessing that whichis available in
OPS.

There is some evidence that these two possible subfunctions can be
separated. Work now under way is designed to indicate the extent to
which each of the two subfunctionsis involved in changesthat may occur
in intellectual functioning in adulthood aging (Horn, 1976b, c). Some of
the ideas guiding this work will be outlined in subsequent sections deal-
ing with the developmentofintelligence.

DEVELOPMENT: INFANCY

For the behavioral scientist interested in measuring intellectual ca-
pacities, there is not much to observe and measure in the very young
human. Until recently, efforts to measure infant intelligence have been
dominated by what mightbe called a medical modelor a modelof physi-
cal education. That is, the measures have focused on whetheror not the
child is healthy and whetheror not its motor and sensory capabilities are
intact. Knowing (as we do) that athletic ability has only a very low (but
positive) relationshipto intellectual ability and that good health certainly
is not a sufficient condition—and may not even be a necessary
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condition—for advanced intellectual development, it should not be sur-
prising to learn that infant tests measuring sensorimotor alertness do not
provide very good measuresof intelligence (Hofstaetter, 1954; Lewis &
McGurk, 1972; McCall, Hogarty, & Hurlburt, 1972; Pease, Walins, &
Stockdale, 1973). Indeed, there are now several bits of evidence to
suggest that precocity in the sensorimotor development of infancyis
negatively related to intellectual developmentin childhood andthereaf-
ter (Kagan & Klein, 1973; McCall et al., 1972; Werner & Bayley, 1966). In
any case, measures of the age (in days or weeks) at which a child rolls
from back to stomach, smiles in recognition of the mother, grasps a block,
follows a moving object with his eyes, or evinces a variety of other such
awarenessesandskills are at best only very lowly predictive ofbehaviors
that are accepted as indicative of intelligence in, say, 5-year-olds. This
failure of infant tests to predict intellectual developmentat later ages
cannot be attributed to unreliability of the measures. The infant scales
have sufficient internal consistency and short-period (over weeks and
months) test-retest reliability to indicate that they measure something.
They do not predict measures of intelligence because, quite simply,
health and sensorimotoralertness are not of the essence of intelligence.
But the concerned citizen may plead: Are there not somereliable indi-

cants of intelligence to be observedin the first weeks and monthsoflife?
Is it not very important to diagnose intelligence early in life so that plans
to ameliorate undesirable conditions and to maximize the potential of
desirable conditions can be formulated early, before it is too late? In-
deed, has not the governmentof the United States recently ordainedthat
such diagnosis shall take place (Hobbs, 1974)? While the answer to these
last two questions may well be yes, the answerto the first one must be
that at presentvery little ofwhat is known about individual differences in
infancy is at all predictive of intellectual status in childhood and adult-
hood. There are some very low predictive correlations, however.
As noted before, the essence ofhumanintelligence is seen in responses

to problemsrequiring the perception of complex relationships, the impo-
sition of order on these relationships, and the drawing of inferences based
on these awarenesses. These processes depend in part on elementary
anlage functions such as primary and secondary memory. Although an-
lage functions are not the most characteristically human aspects ofintel-
ligence, they seem to be easier to measure in infancy than functionsthat
are of the essenceofintelligence. Someprediction of level of intelligence
can be obtained from careful measures of anlage functions in infancy.
Recent work of researchers such as Bayley, Piaget, Hunt, Elkind,

McCall, Campos, and Kagan holds promise of improving the measure-
mentof intelligence as this can be manifested in infancy. Kagan’s (1972)
work, for example, suggests that by distinguishing between passive re-
sponsiveness and involved responsivenessto stimuli, one might be able
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to identify “mental work” of the kind that indicates concept awareness
(see also Kagan & Klein, 1973). From birth onward, the proportion of
passive to involved responsivenessto stimuli appears to decrease. This is
suggested by such things as duration offixation in contemplating stimuli
and heart rate changeto stimuli. For example,at the earliest ages, cardiac
deceleration is the most usual response to stimuli that later excite cardiac
acceleration (Campos, 1975). Similarly, there is a decrease through the
first year of life in duration of a kind of bland fixation in contemplating
objects. Duration of fixation reaches a nadir near the endofthefirst year
and then increases in the monthsof the second year; in this case, how-
ever, the fixation appears to representa kind of alert involvementwith the
stimulus. Thus, it is possible that measures of the age (in days or weeks)
of onset of cardiac acceleration and “alert fixation’’ will be indicative of
the kind of thinking that is predictive of later (in childhood) manifesta-
tions of intelligence.

It has been suggested that awareness of certain kinds of concepts ap-
pears universally in normal humans at roughly the same age, plus or
minus the months that indicate the normal range of human variation.
That is, perhaps children ofall cultures inevitably learn conservation, as
indicated by awareness of the idea that squeezing a ball of mud into a
patty need not change the amountof mud, and that one can recreate the
ball from the patty by appropriate squeezing. To the extent that there are
such universals, to the extent that infant tests measure precocity versus
retardation in this development, and to the extent that such development
is a sine qua non of intelligence, such tests can predict intellectual
developmentin childhood and beyond. Research along these lines prom-
ises yet another possibility for measuring importantintellectual abilities
in infant development.
These are examples only of the many approaches now beingtaken in

efforts to describe the first indications of intelligence in infants. Thereis
much work of this kind. As yet, however, it represents only promises.
To briefly characterize infant intelligence in terms of what is now

known with some assurance wecansay only:

1. There is prominent development of a sensorimotor alertness that
relates primarily only to health and physical skill and is not at all, or only
very weakly, possibly even negatively, related to development of the
basic functions of intelligence within the normal range; severe retarda-
tion of sensorimotor alertness tends to be associated with injuries and
birth anomalies that are also indicative of mental retardation, but these
represent abnormal development.

2. There is developmentofanlage functions (classical conditionability
as well as PM and SM)that are essential for intellectual functioning but
represent only a small part of this functioning and, moreover, are not the
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functions that are most characteristic of mature human expressions of

intelligence (Watson, 1975).

DEVELOPMENT: CHILDHOOD

Asthe infant passes into the preschool stage of development, more and
more of his behavior evinces awareness of concepts. The processes of
intelligence are largely directed at producing such awareness. Thus, to
measure awareness of concepts is to measure important aspects of intel-
ligence. Although concept awareness is indicated in behavior other than
language behavior, it is most readily seen in the child’s use of the lan-
guage of his culture. Intelligence, as measured in childhood, is defined
largely in terms of ability to comprehend and express language(e.g., as in
the item “Show methe doggie’).
But intelligence is manifested also in the child’s facility in using gen-

eralized problem solution techniques, called aids. Algebra is an example
of an aid. Knowing algebra enables one to solve more complex problems
than otherwise would be the case. This is an example of a conventional
aid, the development of which is linked closely to the acculturational
process. Other aids are somewhat idiosyncratic, just as awareness of a
concept neednotbe linked to any particular cultural (semantic) represen-
tation. But it is easier to understand and measure a child’s use of con-
ventional aids than to comprehend and measure his development of
idiosyncratic aids. For this reason, to the extent that intelligencetests
measure facility in use of aids (and this seemingly is less involved than
measuring awareness of concepts), they measure mainly only the child’s
use of conventional aids.

If there is high correlation between the development of awareness of
conventional concepts and ability to use conventional aids on the one
hand, and similar development in respect to idiosyncratic concepts and
aids, then tests that measure the former should be highly indicative of
intelligence as such. In some conditions, as when all children develop
under very similar conditions, obtained measures in which there is em-
phasis on conventional aids and concepts can be highly indicative of the
general intellective capacity also manifested in development of idiosyn-
cratic aids and concepts. However, it seems that the conditions for intel-
lectual developmentvary rather considerably from one person to another,
beginning perhaps even in infancy and surely in childhood. Indeed,
systematic variation in these conditions over the course of childhood
development appears to produce the distinction between fluid andcrys-
tallized intelligence. What are some ofthe features of this development?
The developmentof intelligence is fundamentally linked to learning.

But it is important to recognize that not all learning is indicative of
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intelligence. Classical conditioning, for example, can be inducedreadily
in organismsas simple as the paramecium,andit occurs almost as readily
in persons of low IQ as in those of high IQ. The kind of learning thatis
most indicative of intelligence can be referred to as meaningful learn-
ing, in which multiple associations are comprehendedand held in mind
(mediated) as one considers consequences(i.e., the perception of rela-
tions and eduction of correlates). In this respect, childhood develop-
ment is characterized by change from use of only one association for a
given stimulus to use of multiple associations. It is characterized also
by transition from learning that is mainly reactive to learning thatis
guided by inquiry and hypothesis testing. These general principles of
developmentinteract with a variety of other important influences, some
of which maybe briefly listed as follows.

Acculturational Influences

Education, even in the most formal sense of this term, accounts for
much development and differentiation of intellectual abilities, particu-
larly in childhood. But education does not encompassall of the shaping
of intellectual abilities that occurs through the influence of the dominant
culture. For example, a family that is supportive of the achievement
values of a culture will produce a different environment for absorption
of education than a family in which there is rejection of the society’s
achievement values. Some of the means for bringing about major accul-
turational effects are described briefly in the following sections.

Positive Transfer

In general, learning one concept or aid makesit easier to learn related
concepts and aids (although there are a numberofqualifiers to this asser-
tion). Learning Spanish makesit easier to learn Italian. In concept learn-
ing, one also learnsaidsthat facilitate other concept learning even when
the concepts, as such, are not very similar. The “learning sets” of Har-
low’s well-known experiments, for example, represent aids in paired
associates learning that may be appliedto the learning of quite different
sets of associations.
As Ferguson (1954, 1956) insightfully pointed out in pioneering work

on this theme, the effect of positive transfer over the long course of
developmentof abilities in childhood (and thereafter) must be to group
together expressions of similar abilities in individual differences. The
child who learns one ability of a group of similar abilities finds it rela-
tively easy to, and thus tends to, learn the other abilities of the group,
while the opposite is also true. Such positive transfer must account in
part for the emergencein childhood ofat least someofthe primaryability
factors.
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Selection and Deselection

Some individuals are exposed to rather extended acculturation of a

particular kind (e.g., that associated with a form of religion that is differ-

ent in major respects from the major religions of a society), while other

individuals encounter virtually none of this kind of acculturation. The
abilities that are formed underthis kind of influence constitute a similar-

ity group that may look as if it resulted from positive transfer but is due
instead to the fact that those who learn one ability of the group tend to
learn the others, while those who do notreceive this form of learning do
not acquire any of the abilities of the group. This kind of development
produces part of a sentiment (Cattell, 1957, 1971; Hom, 1966).

Labeling

When one is selected for some programs of acculturation, he also is

labeled, and such labeling can be an influence in further development. A

child placed in the program for “exceptionals,’ for example, may take on

a concept of self associated with the label and subsequently learn in

conformance with, or in opposition to, this characterization. Others with

whom heis in frequent contact may react to his label and thus tend to

“call out” particular forms of behavior from him. (See Finn, 1971, on the

so-called Pygmalion effect.) These factors can notably influence

achievement, perhaps across a wide spectrum of abilities (Clark, 1955).

Avoidance Learning

In one sense,this is the other side of positive transfer. More generally,
however, it represents a rather broad category of influences associated not
only with learning to avoid circumstances in which certain kinds of
learning can occur but also learning not to learn even when placed in
those circumstances. Girls in our culture may tend to learn not to learn
mathematics, for example. Whencertain areas are avoided, and others are
not, the result over the course of development is to produce similarity
groupings of abilities.

Interpersonal Configurations

Zajonc (1976) has brought together evidence from several sources to
suggest that a child’s ability development, particularly in respect to pri-
mary abilities such as verbal comprehension, is systematically influenced
by the numberof, and intellectual maturity of, the persons with whom
the child has principal contact during formative years. Zajonc used this
idea to help explain data showing: (1) decrease in children’s ability
scores with increase in birth order andsize of family; (2) lower scores for
twins than nontwins; (3) higher scores for children in homesettings in
which adults in addition to the parents (e.g., the grandparents) also re-
side; (4) change in standardized high school and college achievement
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scores (SAT, ACT) associated with changein birth rates. With an increase
in the birth rate between 1946 and 1950, there was a decrease in SAT
scores obtained in the 1964-1968 period, for example. In general, the
notion is that ability groupings reflect (in part) the amount and kind of
interaction a child has with exemplars of the culture during the early
(e.g., first 10) years oflife.

Values of Significant Others

A general expression of a theory of interpersonal influences on the
developmentof abilities should contain referencesto configurations rep-
resenting the dominantkind of learning the child encounters in interac-
tions with parents, with peers, in neighborhoods, in schools, and so on.
For example, Lesser, Fifer, and Clark (1965) have presented evidence
indicating that children raised in Jewish homes tend to score high on
verbal comprehension relative to spatial abilities but that children
brought up in Chinese-American homesscore high in spatial abilities
relative to verbal comprehension. One suggestion is that in the homes of
one subcultural group one kindof learning is emphasized, perhapsat the
expense of underemphasis on another type of learning. (See also Hill,
1967; Horn, 1970a; Levinson, 1961; Werts, 1967 for more of this kind of
evidence for home and subcultural influences on the formation ofprimary
abilities.)

Incidental Learning Influences

Not all the learning that becomes manifest in the abilities of intelli-
gence is indicative of individual differences in acculturation. Accultura-
tion represents only that learning that is sponsored, as it were, by the
culture. But the child can learn much that is not so sponsored, some
children learn more in this way than others, and such learning canaffect
performance on tasks that are accepted as indicating intelligence. For
example, parents and teachers typically do not conduct much tutoring
aimed at teaching a child thestreet lore of his neighborhood(e.g., how to
use the alleys and lots and yards, as well as the streets, to get around
quickly in a neighborhood), and some children learn this much better
than others. This is referred to as incidental learning, to contrast it with
acculturational learning. Although most tests constructed to assess as-
pects of intelligence are not explicitly designed to measure outcomes of
this kind of learning, nevertheless, that which is learned in this manner
can facilitate performance on tests, and on sometests more than others.
For example, one whoacquires exceptionalability in getting through the
mazes of a city or a forest can find this ability of use in working with
paperand pencil tests involving spatial concepts. In some respects, crea-
tive expressions of intelligence are encouraged more by incidental learn-
ing than by acculturation.
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Physiological Influences

Physiological, particularly neurological, structures can be seento affect

intellectual development and to be affected by it. How well one can

comprehend, learn, and so on is determined by the adequacyoffunction-

ing of the physiological substratum. But how well one learns then deter-

mines (in part) how well one maintains the physiological substratum.

There is thus a dynamic interaction between physiological and acquisi-

tion processes in the developmentof intelligence. Such interactive influ-

ences determine, in part, the development realized through accultura-

tion, but there are manyfactors in the latter that are not preordained by

the former, and vice versa. A brain injury can occur largely indepen-

dently of the influences associated with prior acculturation, for example.

Thus, over the course of development, the intellectual outcomesofphys-

iological influences can be quite distinct from the outcomes produced
mainly by acculturation.

It seems likely, too, that some important genetic influences have the

quality of time capsules and for this reason produce effects through the

physiological processesthat are relatively independentof acculturational

influences. A genetically determined capacity or limitation need not be

displayed in early stages of development but can emergerelatively late

(perhaps, but not necessarily, as a consequenceof catalytic environmen-

tal events). There are several examples of physical ailments that havethis
quality (e.g., Huntington’s chorea), although little is known about such
influences on intellectual development. Even less is known about “time

capsule” influences that enhance developmentof intelligence, although

it seems that the concept of the “late bloomer’ may representan action of

this kind.
No doubt a substantial proportion of the direct influences associated

with the effective physiological base (EPB) for intellectual development

derives from genetically determined structure. Some of these genetic

factors are directly related to acculturation but not all. The genetic differ-
ence between children conceived by the same parents can be quite

notable—a purely genetic theory predicts about an 11 IQ point difference
on the average, for example (Loehlin, Lindzey & Spuhler, 1975)—yet
such children can be exposed to many highly similar acculturational
influences, influences that differ notably from those to which children of
other families are exposed.

Emergence of Major Dimensions of Intelligence

The influences outlined in previous sections operate in complex in-
teraction over extended periods of time to produce the primary mental
abilities and the organization among these, Gf, Gc, Gv, SAR, VPT, and

Gs. Genetic, physiological, and incidental learning influences are more
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prominent in the development of some abilities than in others, and the
same is true for acculturational influences as well. Some of the primary
abilities are most closely linked to genetic indicants. (See Loehlin et al.,
1975, and Vandenberg, 1962, for example.) Similarly some of the pri-
maries relative to others are more immediately, and less reversibly,
aftected by injuries to the central nervous system (e.g., Payne, 1961;
Sterne, 1969). At a broader level, these kinds of distinctions are mani-
fested in the separation of Gf from Ge.

In the earliest years of childhood, the distinction between Gf and Gcis
not clearly drawn. This appearsto be true partly because good measures
of idiosyncratic concept awareness and aid development have not yet
been constructed to provide indications of Gf independently of Ge. It
seemsto be true, also, because not much acculturation can occurin the
early few years, and what doesoccuris not grossly dissimilar for different
children of a given culture. Throughout development, too, there are
many factors that produce systematic, positive correlation between the
abilities of Gf and Ge. But a host of acculturational influences operate
largely independently of genetic-physiological and incidental learning
influences. Consider, for example, the child’s area of residence, mother’s
interests, father’s encouragement, numberandagesofsiblings, surround-
ing morale, philosophy of school, characteristics of particular teachers,
attitudes and actions of peers and playmates. As these determiners
impinge over the course of childhood development, the correlations
between earlier and later measures of aspects ofintelligence decrease.
Eachstep in acculturation is a kind of prerequisite for further steps. The
child who makes these steps finds the whole universe of the collective
intelligence of the culture gradually opening up for inspection and use,
while the child who missessteps tends to be shut away from this view. In
this way, acculturation builds on acculturation to produce Gc. Butif one
so shut away is fortunate in having good genetic potential, favorable
conditions for growth and maintenance of neural structures, and an envi-
ronment that is conducive to incidental learning and idiosyncratic (crea-
tive) development of concepts and aids, then there can be notable
development of Gf even in the absence of many favorable features of
acculturation. Thus, in individual differences, expressions of Gf can be
largely independentof(although positively correlated with) expressions
of Ge.

DEVELOPMENT: ADULTHOOD

Over the last 40 years, there has been considerable debate as to
whetheror not intelligence declines in adulthood. (There has been less
concern with questions about if and how intelligence improves in this
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period of development.) In the 1930s, the debate was premised on an
implicit assumption that the really important issues pertained to a single

dimension of intelligence. The controversy then revolved around two
principal kinds of questions: (1) Does speediness in either the expression
or measurement of intelligence produce what appears to be aging de-
cline but really is not? (2) Do results from cross-sectional sampling of
subjects indicate what appears to be decline but really is not? More
recently, beginning with the seminal work of Cattell and Hebb in the
1940s, investigators have more frequently questioned the assumption that

the major issues pertain to a single dimension of intelligence. The focus
has shifted toward questions about which (if any) important intellectual
abilities decline. Still, in the 1970s, the debate continues to pertain to
subject-sampling issues and concerns about the nature of speediness ef-
fects (e.g., Baltes & Schaie, 1974, 1976; Cunningham, 1976; Horn &

Donaldson, 1976; Schaie & Gribbin, 1975).

Subject Sampling Issues

In cross-sectional gathering of a sample, individuals of different ages
are measured and compared on oneparticular occasion. If the means for
performances of older cohorts (i.e., groupings of older individuals) are
found to be systematically lower than the means for younger cohorts,
then the results may be interpreted as indicating aging decline. There
have been manystudies to suggest this conclusion for measures of gen-
eral intelligence. However, since older individuals have gone through
their most formative years of intellectual development at different
periods of history than younger persons, the differences between the
meansfor the cohorts may mainly reflect historical-cultural change. To
deal with this problem, it was reasoned that samples should be gathered
longitudinally. Individuals tested on afirst occasion should be followed
up andtested again (and,if possible, again and again). Someresults from
single follow-up sampling of this kind suggested little or no noteworthy
decline in intelligence. These results were often assumed to be more
trustworthy than those derived from cross-sectional studies. However,
longitudinal sampling also presents noteworthy problems for inference
because there can be bias in resampling and bias in repeated
measurements.

To provide a better data base, a few investigators (notably Schaie) first
gathered a cross-sectional sample, then obtained retest measurements on
the part of this sample that could be found at later times, and also ob-
tained new cross-sectional samples on each occasion of retesting. Data
gathered in this way were treated by analysis of variance (ANOVA), and

the results were presented as indicating separate age, cohort, and time of
measurementeffects. For a given age, there could be as many cohorts as
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there were times of measurement; similarly, for a given cohort, there
could be several age groupings. From analyses of such data Schaie and
his co-workers argued that most of the intellectual differences between
adults of different ages reflect generational differences associated with
cohort, not processes inherent in aging, as such.
This conclusion was questioned on groundsthat the analyses on which

it was based were inappropriate and misinterpreted (Botwinick & Aren-
berg, 1976; Horn, 1976a; Horn & Donaldson, 1976). Age, cohort, and
time of measurementare thoroughly confounded in such analyses. There
is much arbitrariness in decisions to regard results as indicating mainly
cohort or mainly age differences. The very results that were interpreted
by Schaie and Baltes as indicating little aging decline in intelligence
were interpreted by Hom and Donaldson as indicating noteworthy
decline.

Variable Sampling Issues

Review of longitudinal and cross-sectional studies suggested that the
results were not as contradictory as sometimes seemedto be assumedif
one considered the ages at which measurements were obtained, and that
the studies differed not only in terms of sampling of subjects but also in
terms of sampling of variables to represent intelligence (Horn, 1968,
1970a). In the cross-sectional studies, the variables that best represented
crystallized intelligence were often found to indicate little or no aging
decline, perhaps even aging increments. The variables that best repre-
sented fluid intelligence, on the other hand, usually indicated aging de-
cline. In the longitudinal studies that had indicated little decline, it was
found that the measuresof intelligence tended to be dominated bytests
representing Gc. Whena distinction could be made between Gf and Ge
tests, the decline indicated by Gf tests could be seen to be canceled in
the overall measurements by the increments indicated by Getests. Also,
in some of these studies, the first measurements were taken in adoles-
cence before the peak in intellectual development would have been
obtained, and the follow-up measurements were obtained in midadult-
hood, before notable aging decline would be expected.

Mostof the longitudinal and cross-sectional studies seem to betelling
much the same story, namely:

1. Some of the importantabilities of intelligence, principally those of
Ge but also those of VPT, decline very little or not at all, perhaps even
improve with increasing age in adulthood, up to about 60. Beyond 60,
there may be average decline in Ge abilities, although this decline would
appearto be less than for Gf abilities.
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2. Other importantabilities of intelligence, notably Gf and SAR, show
declines beginning perhaps as early as young adulthood (the twenties)

but almost certainly in evidence by age 40. The declineis gradual until
about 60 but becomes pronounced(in the averages) in the years follow-
ing this age (Cattell, 1971; Hooper, Fitzgerald & Papalia, 1971; Hom,
1970b, 1972, 1975, 1976a; Matarazzo, 1972; Nesselroade, Schaie, &
Baltes, 1972).

It is important in evaluating the results from both longitudinal and
cross-sectional studies to rememberthat the findings pertain to averages
for groups of individuals, not to any particular individual. A relatively
few individuals who score exceptionally low or high can very materially
affect such results.

Speediness Issues

Many studies show that in a wide variety of tasks older adults tend to
work more slowly than younger adults. The kinds of variables for which
there is evidence of speediness-decline with age include a number of
perceptual comparison measures, in which the subject must find a par-
ticular symbol or check to see if one symbol is the same as another, a
number of reaction time measures, in which a person must respond as
quickly as possible to a point stimulus or pattern of stimuli (auditory and
tactile as well as visual), and a numberofmeasures of motor speed,as in
performing a small muscle or large muscle task. There is considerable
evidence that older individuals hear less well and see less well than
younger individuals, and there are suggestions that slowness in percep-
tual and motor tasks may relate mainly to defects in hearing and/or see-
ing. Since manyintellectual tasks are speeded, some of the aging dec-
rements in performance on these tasks are due to decreases in
perceptual-motor speediness brought on by creeping defects in periph-
eral sensory processes. Existing evidence suggests, however,that at least
some of the aging decrement in intellectual functions is due to central
intellective functions, that not all of it reflects only sensory defect,
changes in attitude toward intellectual tasks, or similar nonintellective
factors.
Three kinds of evidence have cast doubt on assertions that aging de-

crement in intellectual abilities is due only to peripheral sensorimotor
speediness (SPS) and/or simple reaction time (SRT) functions. Oneset of
evidence derives from studies in which decrement is found for tests
given under unspeededconditions. For example, Horn and Cattell (1966)
found that when Matrices and Letter Series measures of fluid intelli-
gence were administered under conditions in which all subjects at-
tempted all items, the aging decrements recorded with these measures
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were virtually the same as for other Gf tests administered with time
limits.
A secondkind of evidence derives from studies in which both speedi-

ness and accuracy are measuredseparately in intellectual tasks and the
two separate measuresare related to aging. Welford (1958) has brought
together a wealth of evidence of this kind, and more recent reviews have
been provided by Botwinick (1976), Arenberg (1973), Hom (1970a, 1975,
1976a), and others. While speediness often declines with age, so, too, do
other nonspeededaspects of performance.In particular, as the difficulty
of problemsincreases, there is increase in working time andincrease in
the numberoferrors of older as compared to younger subjects.

In the third kind of study, measures designed to indicate SPS and SRT
are obtained from separate sets of operations, and analysesare directed at
determining if the differences measured in this way will accountfor the
age-related differences indicated for Gf or other abilities. When the ef-
fects associated with SRT and SPSare controlled in this manner by
partial correlational or covariance analyses, there is some reductionin the
intellectual decline indicated for Gf and SAR, but the decrementsare not
eliminated. The reliably measured individual differences in SRT and
SPS do not account for the measured age differences in abilities of the
kind represented in Gf and SAR (Hom, 1976b,c).
Complex reaction time (CRT) seems to account for some of the aging

decrementin ability tests. A CRT task is one in which a subject must
anticipate several contingencies and/or do oneof several different things.
As task complexity increases, age decrements become more pronounced.
These decrements are related to those recorded in Gf tasks. Several find-
ings suggest that the decrement in this regard is shown mainly in the
processes of initiating a response—that is, digesting, as it were, the
stimulus in relation to the contingencies and utilizing this food for
thought to energize a response (Horn, 1976a; see also Chapter 10).
A second kind of speedinesstest that seems to accountfor at least some

of the aging decrementseen in Gftests is that which requires the subject ©
to maintain close attention to distinct elements among manyirrelevant
elements. This is the perceptual speed factor mentioned previously. The
age decrements found here are not notably reduced by controlling for
writing speed or for the broad visualization factor, Gv.

Memory Functions

The tasks that define the verbal productive thinking (VPT) dimension

are measuresof recall from quasi-permanent storage (QPS) and thus are
indicants of tertiary memory (TM). Existing evidence suggests that there
is little or no aging decline in TM.It seemsthat the size ofQPS increases
with age, and this does not occasion slower access rate. Hence, if any-
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thing, older persons tend to have better tertiary memory than younger

persons.
But span memory (Ms) and its two more elementary components, pri-

mary memory (PM) and secondary memory (SM), do appear to decline

with age in adulthood (Horn, 1976b, c). It is not clear just how this

change should be interpreted, but it seems that it may be a part of the

same process of maintaining close awareness that accounts for some (but

not all) of the decline in Gf. Both PM and SM accountfor part of the age
decrements of Gf, and they do so somewhat independently. That is,

partialling PM alone in a Gf-age relationship reducesthe correlation, but

partialling SM further reducesit. Both also account for someof the aging
decrement in perceptual speediness measures, and vice versa. Thus, it

seems that the facility involved in maintaining keen awareness of the
elements of a problem are indicated also in PM and SM measures.
Some recent findings of Botwinick and Storandt (1974) show that the

ability to write slowly declines markedly with age in adulthood andis
notably related to measures of SAR. The slow writing task can be seen to
require an ability to sustain close attention.

SUMMARY

1. There is a great variety of ideas about just what intelligence is and
how it is manifested. The definitions of psychology point to behaviors
that are indicative of distinct and essential processes, or functions, or
abilities of intelligence.

2. In the best-knowntheories about intelligence, individual differ-
encesin the attribute are specified as mainly due to inherited predisposi-
tions. It is dificult to accumulate evidence in support of, or opposition to,
this theory partly because the aspects of intelligence that are due mainly
to genetic factors have not been identified, even in theory, and partly
becauseit is so difficult to control for possible confounding influences in
assessing the effect of genetic factors.

3. There have been movements away from theories about intelligence
toward theories about multiple abilities (multiple intelligences). The
principal outcome of these efforts has been operational definitions of
manyabilities that have at least some claim to representing important
aspects of intelligence or distinct intelligences.

4. The empirical data reduction methods of factor analysis have indi-
cated that the many, manyreliable tests that have been invented to
provide operational definitions of intellectual abilities can be largely
explained in terms of some 50 or so primary mentalabilities (PMAs).

5. Several different kinds of efforts have been directed at providing
valid simplification of the system of 50 PMAs. Someofthese efforts have
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focused on classification in terms of facets of either test construction or
function. The best known ofthese theories is the structure of intellect
model. This has been found to be deficient largely because sufficient
attention has not been given to establishing independence among the
abilities that are specified as indicating support for the theory.

6. In hierarchical theories, there is effort to describe accurately the
interrelationships among PMAsin terms of a system ofabilities in which
very broad abilities encompass and are defined by narrower abilities.
Existing hierarchical theories specify intelligence as the broadest func-
tion subdivided into several second-order functions, which in turn are
subdivided into the PMAs. Oneofthe better knownhierarchical theories
can be representedas follows:

   
    SA Ga Gv Gt Ge VPT Gs

Primary mental abilities

in which G stands for general intelligence; Gf, fluid intelligence; Ge,
crystallized intelligence; Gv, broad visualization; Ga, broad auditory
function; Gs, broad speediness; SAR, short-term acquisition andretrieval
function; VPT, verbal productive thinking.

7. Dimensionsofbroad visualization and broad auditory ability appear
to represent importantinfluences of sensory—perceptual functions on the
development and expressionsof intelligence. Short-term acquisition and
verbal productive thinking dimensions appear to represent the indepen-
dent influences of short-term and long-term memory in intelligence.
Broad speediness may represent motor or perhaps central intellective
quickness, most likely the former. These functions, while essential as-
pects of general intelligence, do not well represent the relation-
perceiving and correlate-educing functions that are the sine qua non of
adult human intelligence, as seen in Gf and Ge.

8. Observations and measurements of infancy do not provide a basis
for estimating intelligence, as this is measured at later stages of
development. The essence of intelligence is indicated by awareness of
concepts and formation of aids, little of which is manifested in easily
measuredform in thefirst 2 years of life. New techniquesfor assessing a
child’s activation and display of possibly universal modes of thinking
hold promise for yielding valid measures of intelligence in infancy.

9. Acculturational influences accumulate over the course of childhood
development to produce primary mentalabilities and the broad collec-
tion of these abilities that has been identified as crystallized intelligence,
Gc. As measured and as a concept, this is very close to vernacular concep-
tions of intelligence.
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10. Physiological and incidental learning influences operate some-

what independently of acculturational influences to produce PMAsthat

tend to coalesce in a broad collection of abilities indicating fluid intelli-
gence, Gf.

11. The abilities of intelligence improve throughout most of child-

hood, up through adolescence into young adulthood. Exceptionsto this

may be the most elementary aspects of memory and perception,

development of which may reach asymptote in midchildhood. Although

neurological damage all along in infant and child development can be

expected to occur and to set limits on further intellectual development,

such effects are masked in childhood by the rapid growth of physiologi-

cal structures supportive of intelligence and the rapid expansion of the

learning that produces the intelligence that is measured.
12. In adulthood, the growth and learning that sustain intelligence are

considerably slowed, with the result that decline in some of the impor-

tant functioning of intelligence can begin to be manifested. Of these
declines, the most general and noteworthyis that of fluid intelligence,
although the decline in SAR no doubtis also important. This decline in

Gf and SAR doesnot seem to be dueto loss of sensorimotor function, at

least as it affects speediness of performance. In part, the decline seems

to be due to loss of capacity for maintaining close awarenessof different
aspects of a problem and thus sustaining the capacity for perceiving
complex relationships.

13. Some important abilities of intelligence decline very little, or not

at all, or else improve with age in adulthood. Gc and VPT well represent
these abilities. Since Gc and VPT derive from the functions represented
in Gf and SAR as well as from functions inherent to Gc and VPT,as such,

there can be eventual decline in theselatter if the processes of Gf and
SAR are gradually eroded. The majorportion of Ge that is available to an
individual at a given time consists of material that was learned or re-
hearsed in the immediate,in contrast to the remote, past. Thus, if there is

slowing of the build-up of Ge dueto decline in the basic functions repre-
sented by Gf and SAR, then Gc, too, will ultimately decline. There is
some suggestion that, in the averages, some such decline for Gc may
begin to appear around age 60.
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Race and Sex Differences in Heritability

of Mental Test Performance: A Study of

Negroid and Caucasoid Twins

R. T. OSBORNE

University of Georgia, Athens

PREVIOUS STUDIES OF NEGROID AND

CAUCASOID TWINS

The paucity of comparative heritability studies of Negroid and
Caucasoid twins would tend to support those who claim that the
academic community is averse to encouraging research on the racial as-
pects of humanheritability. In addition to the information comparative
heritability studies might yield on the nature of the differences between
the two groups, comparisons would beof interest for other reasons. For
example, heritability estimates might not be stable for both groups over
the entire age range; thatis, heritability estimates of mental test factors
might fluctuate by age, race, and sex as do height and weight. Compara-
tive heritability studies might also reveal that broad heritability varies
with IQ range or socioeconomic status, as some investigators have
claimed.
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Despite the fact that the rate of twinning among Negroidsis greater
than among Caucasoids, only four Negroid—Caucasoid comparative twin
studies have been located. Of these, two were designed especially to
compareheritability estimates of Negroid and Caucasoid subjects. The
two other studies, part of the Cooperative Twin Studies by Vandenberg
and Osborne, were plannednot to make racial comparisonsofheritability
but to investigate heritability of a wide range of mental test factors, in-
cluding personality, social awareness, school achievement, andthepri-
mary mentaltest factors, space, verbal, and number.

In the independent papers based on the Cooperative Twin Studies
data, Vandenberg (1970) and Osborne and Gregor (1967) arrived at
diametrically opposite conclusions. In a paper presented to the Instituto
Internacional de Sociologia, XXII Congreso, Madrid, October 1967, Os-
borne and Gregor concluded, ““On the basis of data presented in Table 1,
the hypothesis of the differential rate of genetic or biological contri-
butions for whites and Negroes on spatial test performance must be re-
jected. That is, environment does not play a more significant role in the
mental developmentof spatial ability of the disadvantaged (Negro) than
of the culturally advantaged.” In a later paper (1968), the same writers
reported, “The h? differences are not remarkable but on seven of the
eight spatial tests h? was higher for Negroes than for whites suggesting
more rather than less genetic or biological contributions for Negro chil-
dren than for white children on spatial test performance (p. 738).”’
Using the Cooperative Twin Studies data, Osborne and Miele (1969)

examined the racial differences in heritability estimates for numerical
ability and found:

The agreement amongthe fourheritability ratios suggests that numerical ability is

independently inherited, with as much as 59% of the within-family variance ac-

counted for by hereditary factors. Heredity and environment produce greaterdiffer-

ences in DZ twins than environmental influences alone produce in MZ twins. The

findings cannot support the hypothesis of differential heritability ratios for white and

Negro children on tests of numerical ability. The heritability estimates are not

significantly higher for white than for Negro children [p. 538].

Vandenberg (1970) analyzed all (20) tests used in the Cooperative

Twin Studies and concluded, “It is clear from this tabulation that there is

good evidence for the thesis that the ratio between hereditary potential

and realized ability was generally lower for Negroes than for whites (p.

283).”
Discrepancies between the Vandenberg and Osbornepapersdid not go

unnoticed by Jensen, who faults both writers for the same very good

reason. He writes,

Vandenberg’s data, therefore, provide nostatistically reliable support for his conclu-

sion that “‘there is good evidence for the thesis that the ratio between hereditary

potential and realized ability was generally lower for Negroes than for Whites. . .

[Vandenberg, 1970, p. 283].” Clearly, the trouble with this study is the small number
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(N = 14) of DZ twinpairs in the Negro group. With so few cases, the sampling error of

the variance estimates is simply too large to permit anystatistically reliable inferences

[Jensen, 1973, p. 181].

The Osborne and Gregor paper (1968) gets the same treatment.

Thefact that statistically significant genetic componentofvariance showsup on only

two of nine tests for Negroes and onall of the tests for whites certainly provides no

support for the authors’ conclusion that “environment doesnot play a more significant

role in the developmentofspatial ability of Negro children than of white children.”

But neither does this study provide any support for the opposite conclusion. Because

of the very few cases in the Negro sample, the study throws no light whatever on

Negro-white differences in the heritability of mental abilities [Jensen, 1973, p. 182].

In addition, Vandenberg and Osborne used different scoring formulas

for several tests. The corrections for guessing were not applied consis-

tently to the multiple-choice tests.
Of the other two comparative studies of Negroid and Caucasoid twins,

only that of Scarr-Salapatek (1971) tested a large enough sample to keep
away from the wide confidence limits of the Vandenberg and Osborne
studies. This investigation, which involved 506 pairs of Negroid and 282
Caucasoid twins from the Philadelphia area, was, however, faulted on

other counts. Although the sample size of the Philadelphia study is quite
impressive, the author's technique of dividing the twin pairs into same

and opposite sex groups could as well have been donefrom table of ran-
dom numbers. In their review of her study, Eaves and Jinks (1972) say,

“There is certainly no evidence in Scarr-Salapatek’s study thatthe pro-
portion of genetical variations in either verbal or nonverbal IQ depends
on race or social class. In the absence of genotype—-environmentalinterac-
tions for IQ there is little justification for detailed consideration of the
particular models suggested by Dr. Scarr-Salapatek (p. 88).”
The dissertation of P. L. Nichols (1970) began as a twin study using

data from the N.I.M.H. Collaborative Study (Myrianthopoulos, 1970b), a
longitudinal investigation containing a base group of nearly 500 twin
pairs. “Unfortunately,” Nichols says, “the large confidence intervals
found for the twin pair correlations show the difficulty of trying to esti-
mate heritabilities from such a small sample oftwins (p. 106).”’ Results of
61 pairs of Caucasoid and 89 Negroid twinsat age 4 years were reported.
Later, Nichols (1970) says, ““Since the sample of twins who have com-
pleted the 7-year exams is too small (much too small) to be useful for
estimating subtest heritabilities, an estimate was made from the intra-
class correlations of 583 full sib pairs (p. 119).”

The twin aspect of the study was apparently abandonedin favorof a
study of the effects of heredity and environment on intelligence test

performance in 4- and 7-year-old Caucasoid and Negroidsiblingpairs. In
the combinedanalysis, the author used the small sample of twins and test
results from a base group of approximately 2000 sibling pairs.
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Heritability estimates were made in two ways: (a) by computing intra-
class correlations of 583 full sibling pairs and (b) by determining the g
loadings of the tests. Correlation between the two estimates of
heritability is reported to be .85. Although Nichols’ methods are not
exactly comparable to those of the three twin studies reviewed, some of
his conclusions, which are undeniably pertinent to a study of race differ-
ences in heritability of mental test performance, are summarized below:

1. The large within-Negroid family differences suggest that the pat-
tern may result largely from environmental rather than genetic dif-
ferences between the races.

2. Although the estimates of heritability are indirect, it appears that
those subtests with the highest heritability do tend to have the
largest Negroid—Caucasoid differences in performance.

3. The data not only suggest that parents’ social class differences are
responsible for the Negroid—Caucasoid differences in IQ test per-
formance butalso offer a fourth line of evidence that IO differences
in children associated with parents’ social class differences are
largely environmental.

PURPOSE AND SAMPLING PROCEDURES

The design of the Georgia Twin Studyis basically a replication of the
Cooperative Twin Studies of Vandenberg (1967) and Osborne and
Gregor (1967), using a larger sample of twins and onlytests of cognitive
abilities. Several personality tests of doubtful reliability, such as the
Whiteman Test of Social Perception, were used in the Cooperative
Studies but were not included in the Georgia Twin Study.
The number of Negroid twins, especially DZs, in the Cooperative

Studies was too small to make reliable subgroup comparisons (Jensen,
1973; Loehlin, Lindzey, & Spuhler, 1975). By increasing the sample of
all twin pairs from 284 to 427 and byraising the numberof Negroid twin
sets from 43 to 123, it was hoped that meaningful subgroup comparisons
could be made.

In a later section of this chapter, the statistical techniques used in the
analysis of the Georgia Twin Study will be described in detail. Suffice it
to say here, heritability coefficients will be computed to enable compari-
sons to be made by age, race, and sex subgroups. The analysis will be
given in two parts: (a) in which three heritability coefficients will be
computed and discussed; (b) in which a factor analytic method of com-
paring subgroups proposed by Arthur Jensen will be utilized. The two
parts of the analysis will be reported separately, although in both parts
the same pool of subjects and sametest battery were used.

Subjects for the Cooperative Twin Study were drawn from the public
and private schools in Louisville, Kentucky; Jefferson County, Kentucky;
Atlanta, Georgia, city schools; Clarke County, Georgia, public schools; a
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TABLE 6.1

Georgia Twin Study Distribution of Like-Sex Twins by Race, Sex, and Zygosity

a

  

MZ DZ

Race Males Females Total Race Males Females Total

ee

Negroid 26 50 76 Negroid 14 33 47

Caucasoid 84 87 171 Caucasoid 51 82 133

Total 110 137 QAT7T Total 65 115 180
ED

small number of schools in Indiana. Two hundred eighty-four sets of

like-sexed twins were examined in the Cooperative Study. The results

have been reported variously by Vandenberg (1967), by Osborne and

Gregor (1967), and by Osborne and Suddick (1971).

Twins of the extended sample were drawn from the public schools of

Cobb, Fulton, Chatham, Clarke, Walton, and Madison counties in Geor-

gia. There were 190 pairs of twins. Eighty like-sexed pairs were Negroid;

63 like-sexed Caucasoid; 25 boy—girl sets were Negroid, and 22 sets were

Caucasoid.
Table 6.1 shows distribution of the 427 pairs of the same-sex twins

comprising the Georgia Twin Study. In the combined sample, there are
123 pairs of Negroid twins and 304 pairs of Caucasoid twins. The 47 pairs

of unlike-sexed twins were not shownin thetable since they will not be

used in the analysis. Table 6.2 shows the distribution of twins by age,

race, and sex.

Table 6.2

Georgia Twin Study Distribution of Twins by Age, Race, and Sex

Caucasoid Negroid Total Twin pairs

Num- Per-

Age Boy Girl Total Boy Girl Total Boy Girl Total ber centage

12 2 2 2 2 4 4 2 4

13 30 46 76 14 30 44 44 76 120 60 14.1

14 46 52 98 24 36 60 70 88 158 79 18.5

15 54 76 130 18 34 52 72 110 182 Q1 21.3

16 54 74 128 16 32 48 70 106 176 ~=88 20.6

17 56 52 108 6 24 30 62 76 138 69 16.2

18 22, 34 56 2 8 10 24 42 66 33 7.7

19 6 2 8 6 2 8 4 9

20 2 2 2 2 1 2

Means 15.59 15.41 15.49 14.78 15.01 14.93 15.41 15.28 15.33

SDs 1.61 1.56 1.58 1,29 1.50 1.44 1.58 1.55 1.56

Number

twin

pairs 135 169 =304 40 83 123 175 252 427 427
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Physical Observations, Biometric Measurements, and
Questionnaires Used in Zygosity Diagnosis

In orderto diagnose twins in the extended sample, classical methods of
Verschuer (1925) andstatistical techniques developed by Nichols (1965)
and Nichols and Bilbro (1966) for use in the National Merit Twin Study
were combined with results of personal observations and photographs.
Using the procedure described by Montagu(1945), five standard an-

thropometric measures were made:

1. Nose length (distance in centimeters between the nasion and the
subnasal) was measured with a sliding compass.

2. Face length (distance in centimeters from trichion to gnathion) was
measured with a sliding compass.

3. Maximum head length (the distance between the glabella and the
farthest point on the midline on the back of the head) was measured
with a sliding caliper.

4. Maximum head breadth (the greatest transverse distance of the
head usually found overeach parietal bone) was measured with the
spreading caliper.

5. Head circumference (the distance from the area between the eye-
brows around the maximumprojection of the occiput) was mea-
sured with steel tape.

In addition to the above, the following data were obtained:

. Standing height in stocking feet was measured in inches.

. Weight in pounds in street clothes without shoes was determined.
Handedness was determined by asking the subject his preferred
hand for writing and throwing.

4. Dvorine Pseudo-Isochromatic Plates (Peters, 1954) were adminis-
tered individually to all twins to determine degree of color blind-
ness.

5. Individual profile and front-view photographs were made of each
subject.

6. Project Talent Twin Questionnaire (Schoenfeldt, 1966) was ad-
ministered to all twins.

W
N

Biometric measures were madethree times by two trained examiners.
The average wasusedfor zygosity diagnosis. The measurementofheight
wasverified by a scale on the color photographs.
Table 6.3 showsthe twin physical similarity variables and the derived

indexes used in zygosity determination.

Zygosity Determination

Since the publication of a paper by Smith and Penrose (1955), inves-
tigators using human twins have relied almost exclusively on serological
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TABLE 6.3

Twin Physical Similarity Variables Used for Zygosity Diagnosis

  

Variable Coding

Face length in millimeters Percentage difference

Head length in millimeters Percentage difference

Head breadth in millimeters Percentage difference

Head circumference in millimeters Percentage difference

Height in inches Percentage difference

Weight in pounds Percentage difference

Cephalic Index Percentage difference

Kaup’s Index“ Absolute difference

Rohrer’s Index’ Absolute difference

Color of eyes 1 = no difference; 2 = difference in shade

only; 3 = different color

Color of hair 1 = no difference; 2 = difference in shade

only; 3 = different color

Other characteristics of hair 1 = no difference in rate of hair growth, hair-

line or pattern of growth, thickness of tex-

ture ofhair, curliness ofhair, or any otherdif-

ference, including distribution of bodyhair;

2 = difference in at least one of the “other

characteristics.”

Nose length in millimeters Percentage difference

Color blindness I—both normal? 1 = yes; 2 = no (3 or moreerrors outof a possi-

ble 15 diagnosed as color blind)

Color blindness [I—both color blind? 1 = yes; 2 = no(3 or moreerrors out of a possi-

ble 15 diagnosed ascolor blind)

Handedness 1 = both right-handed or both left-handed;

2 = one or both ambidextrous; 3 = one

right-handed and one left-handed.

Mistaken by parents when young? 1 = both twins responded frequently; 2 = one

frequently, one occasionally; 3 = both oc-

casionally or one frequentlyand onerarely or

never; 4 = one occasionally and onerarely

or never; 5 = both rarely or never.

“ Body weight in grams/height in centimeters’

” Body weight in grams x 100/height in centimeters?

tests to determine zygosity. Claims of 97% accuracy for MZ diagnosis

and 100% accuracy for discordant DZs seemed to have eliminated the

need for the standard biometric measurements used in earlier twin re-

search. However, a paper published by the writer (Osborne & Gregor,

1967) that used only blood types for determining zygosity was criticized

by readers because reported MZ-—DZproportions did not satisfy Wein-

berg’s rule (1901). (For the theoretical justification of Weinberg’s rule, see

Cannings, 1969.) It was suggested that there wasa significant bias in the

like-sexed twin sample against DZ twins or that some DZ pairs were
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misdiagnosed andclassified as MIZs. Sample bias was ruled out by the
design, which included all like-sexed twins in the participating schools
except mentally retarded children and children in special education
classes. Weinberg’s rule states simply that in an unselected population
the numberof like-sexed DZ twins is equal to the number of unlike-
sexed DZ twins. Accordingly, the proportion of MZ twins is 100 less
twice the percentage of opposite-sexed pairs. The rule holds even though
the numberof male births is slightly higher than that of female births.
Using Weinberg’s methodin their study of over 31 million multiple and
single births, Standskov and Edelen (1946) found the MZ percentage of
Caucasoid twins to be 34.17 and the MZ percentage of Negroid twins to
be 28.89.

In our study of like-sexed twins referred to above, we reported 172
(60.6%)MZ and 112 (39.4%)DZ twins. This is out of line with classical
twin studies and with the recent study of Myrianthopoulos (1970a) that
used blood type, gross and microscopic placental examination, and fin-
gerprints and palm prints for zygosity determination.

Several other investigators have also relied only on serological tests for
the same purpose. The Vandenberg twin studies, published between
1961 and 1965, involved 1140 sets of twins: 277 were diagnosed like-
sexed DZs, 478 diagnosed MZs, and 385 boy-girl pairs. Zygosity was
determined “exclusively on the results of an extensive battery of serolog-
ical tests (Vandenberg, 1968, p. 154).” Since Vandenberg used only blood
type to determine zygosity and also included boy-girl twinsin his study,
his data can be used to compare the number of MZ—DZ twins obtained
by blood type with the number expected by Weinberg. In Vandenberg’s
studies, there were 478 (41.9%) pairs of twins concordant for all blood
types and thus were automatically called MZs as against an expectation
of only 32.5% by the Weinberg rule. Although the rule ignores the prob-
lem of differential prenatal and postnatal survival of twins of various
types, this alone could not explain the deviation of the percentage from
theoretical expectation.
At least two other investigations have relied only on serological tests

for zygosity determination. The National Merit Twin Study (Nichols,
1965) involved 1169 sets of twins; Project Talent Twin Study (Schoen-
feldt, 1966) involved 493 sets of like-sexed twins. The studies of Nichols
and of Schoenfeldt used a computer program to classify twins into mutu-
ally exclusive subgroups that were similar with regard to blood diag-
nosed zygosity. While all twins were not actually blood typed, the effect
was the samesince the zygosity of the criterion groups was determined
by blood typing. For Project Talent, 30% of the blood-diagnosedcriterion
group wasidentified as fraternal, 70% identical. For the National Merit
Twin Study, the corresponding percentages were 33 and 67.If the per-
centage of DZ twins was underestimated,that is, if tue DZ twins were
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called MZs, the resulting intraclass rs and heritability estimates would

be attenuated.

Perhaps the most comprehensive analysis of twin data published since

1955 is that of Myrianthopoulos (1970b). With the cooperation of 14 in-

stitutions throughout the United States and the National Institute of

Health, Myrianthopoulos studied 615 pairs of twins from among 56,249

pregnancies of known outcome. Hedid notrely solely on blood types for

zygosity determination but also used sex and gross and microscopic ex-

amination of the placenta. Fingerprints and palm prints were collected

on 113 pairs of like-sexed twins, but they were only used with other sup-

porting evidence for zygosity diagnosis. Due to death and other causes,

zygosity was determined for only 498 pairs of twins, of which 316, or

63%, were diagnosed as DZ and 182, or 37%, were called MZ. The

expected MZ-DZ percentage in the Myrianthopoulos study, using the

Weinberg difference method, were 32.6% MZ and 67.4% DZ.

It is clear from this brief review of four large twin studies that there is

no single perfectly reliable method for establishing zygosity for all twin

pairs. Even gross and microscopic information about the placenta is not

infallible. All monochorionic twins are thought to be MZs. However, not

all MZ twins are monochorionic (Corney, Robson, & Strong, 1968). A

similar situation holds for serological tests. Twins discordant for any

blood type are DZs, but not all pairs concordantfor all blood types are

necessarily MZs.

Since the level of confidence of MZ—DZ twin diagnosis determines the

credibility that can be given to heritability estimates and otherstatistics

comparing twins, in this study, efforts were madeto use every practical

method for zygosity determination to avoid misclassification of a twin

pair. Classical methods of twin diagnosis of Verschuer (1925, 1932) were

combined with those of the Automatic Interaction Detector developed at

the Survey Research Center at the University of Michigan (Sonquist &

Morgan, 1964), two-group discriminant analysis described by Schoen-

feldt (1966), and ratings ofjudges made onthebasis of photographs and

questionnaire responses to determine zygosity. The techniques were

used independently in steps to arrive at our final diagnosis of zygosity.

The present study is a follow-up of the Cooperative Twin Study of

Vandenberg (1967) and Osbome and Gregor (1967). The purpose of the

follow-up was to enlarge the sample size of the Cooperative Twin Study

to enable comparisons to be madeby sex and by subpopulation. Zygosity

for all of the twins in the Cooperative Study was determinedbyserologi-

cal tests made by the Minneapolis War Memorial Blood Bank. The fol-

lowing factors were tested: A, B, O, M, N, S, s, Pi, Pz, Rho, rh’, rh”,

Miltenberger, Vermeyst, Lewis, Lutheran, Duffy, Kidd, Sutter, Martin,

Kell, Cellano, and occasionally some others. The decision to classify a

twin pair of the Cooperative Study as MZ or DZ wasbased only on the
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results of serological tests (Osborne & Gregor, 1967). Throughout this
paper, the “Cooperative Twin Study” is used when referring to the
studies of Vandenberg (1967) and Osborne and Gregor (1967). The Ex-
tended Sample refers to the 190 sets of twins tested in 1972 to enlarge
subsamples of the Cooperative Study. The Georgia Twin Study refers to
the pooled data of the Cooperative Twin Study (N = 284) and the Ex-
tended Sample (N = 143 like-sexed pairs and 47 unlike-sexed pairs).
Blood samples were taken for all subjects in the Cooperative Twin

Study. Anthropometric measurements were also made for the twins of
the Cooperative Study tested in Georgia. While anthropometric data
were not used in the original studyfor zygosity determination, the mea-
surements were coded and stored on master cards. The use of the an-
thropometric measurementstoassist in the zygosity determination for the
Extended Twin Sample will be discussed later in this section.

For the present study, 190 additional sets of twins were located and
examined with the same battery of cognitive tests that was used in the
Cooperative Twin Study, bringing the total numberof twin sets for the
Georgia Twin Study to 474 pairs. Forty-seven twin sets of the Extended
Sample were boy-girl pairs. For the remaining 143 sets of like-sexed
twins, it was not practical to take blood samples. Zygosity for this group
was determined by combiningthe classical methods of Verschuer(1932)
with the modern multivariate techniques used by Nichols (1965) and
Schoenfeldt (1966).

Thefirst step in determining zygosity for the new sample of like-sexed
twins was to reexamine the Georgia twins of the Cooperative Twin Study
in terms of concordance for blood type, similarity in anthropometric mea-
surements, and derived indexes. The six biometric measures taken at the
original testing were: (1) face length, (2) head length, (3) head breadth,
(4) head circumference,(5) height, and (6) weight. Three other measures
were computed: Cephalic Index, Kaup’s Index! and Rohrer’s Index.”
These six biometric measures andthe three derived indexes madea total
of nine separate, but not necessarily independent, criteria for determin-
ing twin similarity. On this basis, the 44 sets of like-sexed twins (one twin
of the Georgia sample did not take biometric tests) originally diagnosed
only by blood type were now reclassified as Similar (MZ), Dissimilar
(DZ), or Questionable. (From the tables of intrapair differences of
Verschuer (1932) and Dahlberg (1926), the confidence levels of correct
classification were obtained.) This set-by-set examination of biometric
measures of twins revealed discrepancies when compared with zygosity
determined by blood tests alone. For example, a pair of 14-year-old
Negroid boys (No. 021) was concordantfor all blood tests but differed in

'Kaup’s Index: body weight in grams/height in centimeters?

? Rohrer’s Index of Body Structure: body weight in grams x 100/height in centimeters?
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height by 4 inches and in weight by 59 pounds. Onall anthropometric

measures, they resembled DZ twins more than MZs.

A pair of 14-year-old Caucasoid twins (No. 043) differed by 5% in

height and 12% in weight. Both figures are beyond the .01 level for MZ

twins from the Verschuer tables. Other biometric measures, including

face length, nose length, and head length, support a DZ diagnosis for set

No. 043. All other pairs of Georgia twins were examinedcarefully on the

basis of the six biometric measures, three derived indexes, handedness,

color blindness, and color photographs. It was the consensus of three

judges that seven twin sets, originally classified as MZs, were actually

DZs. Thus, 44 twin sets of the Cooperative Twin Study werereclassified

as 25 MZs and 19 DZs.(A forty-fifth twin pair (No. 33) did not take

biometric tests and had to beclassified on the basis of blood tests alone.)

The remaining 239 sets of twins were classified MZ or DZ solely on the

basis of blood group data.
For the 143 sets of twins in the Extended Sample, we had the same

biometric measures and three derived indexes as for the 44 twin sets of

known zygosity. Because group membership or zygosity was known for

the 44 pairs, it was appropriate to use the two-group discriminant

analysis program described by Schoenfeldt in the Project Talent Twin

Study (1966) to maximize the separation of MZ and DZ twins. Discri-

minant analysis program BMDO 7M (Dixon, 1970) transforms the nine

similarity scores of each twin pair of the a priori group into a single

discriminant score. This score is the position of a twin pair along the line

that best separates the two groups. Based on the mix of the groupsatthat

point on the line, it is possible to classify the twin set as MZ or DZ. The

twin pair is allocated to whichever group has the greatest proportion of

members at the point in question. By then comparing classification re-

sults with known zygosity, the accuracy of predictions based on the dis-

criminant scores can be determined. The classifications made by the

discriminant analysis program were set aside to be compared with the

classifications made independently by the Automatic Interaction De-

tector (AID) program (Sonquist & Morgan, 1964).

The next step in zygosity determination wasto apply to the 143 pairs of

twins of the Extended Sample the criteria of twin physical similarity

developed and modified for Project Talent and for the National Merit

Scholarship Twin Questionnaire. It will be recalled that the Project Ta-

lent Questionnaire was administered as part of the Extended Sampletest

battery.
The procedure used in developing the AID classification system is

explained in detail by Schoenfeldt (1966). The physical feature of height

will provide an illustration of how the program operates. On the ques-

tionnaire, each twin of each pair was asked his own height as well as the
difference in inches between his height and that of his twin. The height
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in inches for both, plus each twin’s estimate of the difference, are the four
pieces of data read in by the program. Assuming an individual will have
as good orbetter knowledge of his own heightas of the height of another
person, even his twin, the mostreliable estimate of the difference would
be found by simply subtracting the two values, that is, those provided by
each twin. This is precisely the first step the computeris programmedto
pertorm. Subsequent steps will check to make sure the computeddiffer-
ence is not substantially deviant from that estimated by each twin. If the
differences taken from the questionnaire are within 1 inch of that calcu-
lated by the program,the latter becomes the output value. If one or both
estimates differ from the computed value by 2 inches, the output will be
the average of the three differences in height, that is, those provided by
the twins and the computed value.
From theclassification chart shown in Figure 6.1, one can easily follow

eachclassification step. Using the AID Program, twins of the Extended
Sample wereclassified as either MZ or DZ.
The next step was to compare the two independent classifications, the

one made by discriminant analysis and the one made by the AID Pro-
gram. There is some overlap in the variables used in the two systems.
However,it should be pointedout that the biometric measurements used
in discriminantanalysis were actual physical measurements madeat the
same time the psychological tests were administered, while the input for
the AID Program wasa self-report questionnaire completed by the sub-
jects subsequentto the psychological testing.
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Figure 6.1 Classification structure produced by using AID with twins of known zygosity.
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Of the 143 twin pairs, 96 pairs (61 MZs and 35 DZs) wereclassified the
same by both the AID Program and 9 variable discriminant analysis.
Those twins identified the same way by both programs wereclassified
accordingly for this study.
To classify the remaining 47pairs of like-sexed twins, a second discrim-

inant analysis was run with the 96 twin sets on which agreement could
be reached in the a priori group and the 47 unclassified sets in the test
group. For the second discriminant analysis, 17 variables were used. To
the 9 variables from thefirst discriminant analysis program were added:
(1) nose length, (2) eye color, (3) hair color, (4) other hair differences, (5)
color blindness (two variables), (6) mistaken identity variables from the
Project Talent Questionnaire, and (7) handedness (Table 6.3). The clas-
sifications made bythe second discriminant analysis were again set aside
to be compared with those made by independentjudges.
Three judgesclassified the 47 pairs of twins as MZ or DZ, using front

and profile photographs, statements of likenesses and differences made
by the twins, and the twins’ self-report of zygosity. Classifications made
by the 17 variable discriminant analysis program and by judges were
concordant for 16 DZ pairs and 20 MZ pairs. The two systems were
discordant on 11 sets. The 36 pairs of twins, diagnosed the same by the
second discriminant analysis program and bythe judges, were identified
accordingly for this study.
Of the 143 pairs of like-sexed twins in the Extended Sample, 11 pairs

remained in the doubtful classification. To reach a decision on zygosity of
these 11 doubtful pairs, the complete files, except psychological test
results, were examined for classification by the principal investigator
with the following results:

Twin Pair No. 233: These 16-year-old Caucasoid girls were called MZ
by the discriminant analysis program and DZ by AID. The girls were
exactly the same height butdifferent by 14.5% in weight. Differences in
head length and breadth were also significant. One sister was right-
handed, the other ambidextrous. The twins reported they were rarely
misidentified. They believe they are DZ. Twin A says, “There is no
resemblance. Everything is unlike.” Final classification, DZ.
Twin Pair No. 277: In terms of biometric measurements, these 14-

year-old Negroid girls appear to be identical. They are the same height.
Head length and head breadth are also the same. There are only slight
differences in the other physical measurements. However, Twin A is
right-handed; Twin

B

is not. Thetest for color blindness probably con-
vinced the investigator. Final classification, DZ.
Twin Pair No. 282: These 14-year-old Negroid boys wereclassified MZ

by AID and DZ bythe discriminantanalysis program. Weight difference
was 6%; face length difference, 8%. Twin A wascolor blind; Twin B was
not. A is left-handed; B is right-handed. Final classification, DZ.
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Twin Pair No. 284: These 15-year-old Negroid girls were notclassified

the same way by the computer programs. Examination of theirfiles con-

vinced the investigator they were DZ. The twinssay they are fraternal. A

is left-handed; B is right. Both say they do not look alike. Both twins say

that Twin A is darker skinned and heavier; but also both say that their

noses, mouths, and eyeslook alike. Teachers, parents, and friends some-

times mistake one for the other. Differences in head length and breadth

both are significantat the .01 level from Verschuertables. Final classifica-

tion, DZ.

Twin Pair No. 309: This pair of 17-year-old Caucasoid girls was clas-

sified DZ by AID and MZbydiscriminant analysis. The girls differ by

8% in height and 27% in weight. Twin A is right-handed; B is left-

handed. The attending physician said they were DZ, and the girls be-

lieve they are fraternal. Final classification, DZ.

Twin Pair No. 317: These are 14-year-old Caucasoid girls. A says she

knows she is an MZ twin; B is just as confident she is DZ because the

attending physician said they were DZ.In the questionnaire, B said their

noses were not alike. This, in fact, is the case since their noses differ in

lenght by 9%. Height difference is 5%; weight, 13%.A is right-handed; B

is left-handed. Final classification, DZ.

Twin Pair No. 347: This pair of 14-vear-old Caucasoid girls says their

attending physician said they are identical. However, Twin B says, ““We

look nothing alike.” A’s hair is brown; B’s is auburn. They never, or only

rarely, are mistaken by teachers and parents. Differences in nose length,

face length, head length, and height all support final diagnosis of DZ.

Twin Pair No. 362: These 13-year-old Negroid boys “know weare

identical,” but Twin A says that B’s hair grows faster than his. They are

only occasionally mistaken by teachers, friends, and parents. Differences

in five biometric measurements, height, weight, head breadth, nose

length, and face length, convinced the investigator of the final DZ

classification.

Twin Pair No. 373: These 13-year-old Negroid girls know they are

fraternal. A is right-handed;B is left-handed. Theyare rarely mistaken by

friends, teachers, or parents. A’s hair is lighter and thinner than B’s. Both

twins report their faces, legs, and headsto be different. The AID Program

called them DZ;the discriminant analysis, MZ. Finalclassification, DZ.

Twin Pair No. 375: These 17-year-old Caucasoid girls say they are

identical but rarely misidentified. They indicate their noses, fingers,

hands, stomachs, and busts to be similar. The discriminant analysis pro-

gram classifies the girls as DZ; the AID Program as MZ. Rohrer’s Index

of Body Structure and Kaup’s Index both support the diagnosis of DZ.

Differences in nose length and face length confirm the final DZ

classification.
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Twin Pair No. 379: These 16-year-old Negroid boys say they look alike

and knowtheyare identical because their attending physician said they

were. They are seldom misidentified. Face-length difference is the only

biometric measure that supports a DZ diagnosis. Other measurements

are within MZ limits. Final classification, MZ.

The addition of the twins in the Extended Sample to those of the

Cooperative Twin Study brings the total numberof like-sexed twin pairs

in the Georgia Twin Study to 427. The age range was from 12 to 20.

There were 175 twin boys, 272 twin girls. Negroids made up 29% ofthe

sample, Caucasoids accounted for 71%. (Table 6.2 gives the distribution

by age, race, sex, and zygosity of the 427 pairs of twins of the Georgia

Twin Study.)

Psychological Tests

The psychological tests used in the Georgia Twin Study wereselected

to represent, insofar as possible, the unique primary mental abilities

identified independently by Thurstone (1938), Cattell (1957), and Guil-

ford (1967). Global IQ tests, which may include specific learned

achievements and tests of short-term memory, which Jensencalls “Level

I” and which are found in the Stanford-Binet and Wechsler scales, were

not considered in this study. The primary abilities tested are called

“Level II’ abilities by Jensen (1973) and “ge” by Cattell (1971).

Jensen says Level II abilities include mental manipulation and

transformation of information in order to arrive at a satisfactory output.

Level II is much the same as what Spearman termed g (Jensen, 1973).

Cattell’s crystallized general mental ability “gc” shows itself heavily

in such primary mentalabilities as verbal factor, numerical ability, rea-

soning, mechanical information, and experimental judgment (Cattell,

1971).
In this section, the 12 tests used in the new study are described in

detail and identified by author or publisher. Sample items are given and

the method of scoring is explained.

On the Calendar Test, developed by Remondino (1962), the examinee

is asked to mark the exactness of 50 sentences pertainingto the relation-

ship of the days of the weektrue orfalse. In a factor analysis, Remondino

found that this test loaded on the Number factor. The CalendarTest,

scored numberright minus number wrong, yields a single test score.

Following are examples of the types of questions asked:

If today is Sunday, then tomorrow will be Monday. T F

If yesterday was Wednesday,then todayis Saturday. T F
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The Cube Comparisons Test was developed from Thurstone’s Cubes.
Each item presents two drawings of a cube. Assuming no cube can have
two faces alike, the subject has to decide whether the two drawings can
represent the same cube or must represent different cubes. The instruc-
tions indicate that the task can be performed (1) by mentally turning one
of the cubesso thatits face is oriented in the same wayas thelike face of
the second cube and then comparingthe sides one by one or(2) by noting
whethertwofaces that are side by side have the sameletters or numbers
in the sameposition relative to one another. The process of obtaining the
answers by the second method consists largely of verbal reasoning, al-
though it does require a “static” awareness of three-dimensional rela-
tions as opposed to a more “dynamic”? moving around of the blocks in
space. Cube Comparisons, scored numberright minus number wrong,
vields two-part scores and

a

total score (French, Ekstrom, & Price, 1963).
The Simple Arithmetic Test, taken from an unpublished study by

Mukherjee (1963), contains seven parts, each consisting of a number of
simple arithmetical problems. Part 1 contains 15 problems; Part 2, 20
problems; and parts 3-7 each contains 25 problems. Speed is an impor-
tant factor since the examineeis allowed only 2 minutes pertest. This is a
multiple-choice test with five alternatives for each problem. Complexity
of problems decreases from Part 1 to Part 7. There are five choices for
each item on the Arithmetic Test, scored numberright minus one-fourth
number wrong. The seven subtests are scored to obtain the total score.
Examples contained in each part are given below:

Part 1: 4(77+39-—4)//7=60 68 74 64 84
Part 2: 5(69+ 18 — 3)=420 400 410 415 425
Part 3: 69+25-9=85 95 90 89 80
Part 4: 640+5=120 128 88 136 126
Part 5: 8x 91=738 728 732 739 737
Part6: 19-7=12 13 14 15 16
Part 7: 83+17=90 110 100 109 101

The Wide Range Vocabulary Test, which was adapted from a Coopera-
tive Vocabulary Test (French et al., 1963) is a five-choice synonym test
with items ranging from very easy to very difficult. Scoring is by the
formula: number right minus one-fourth number wrong. There are no
part scores. Samples of the items follow:

JOVIAL: l. refreshing 2. scare 3. thickset 4. wise 5. jolly
DULLARD: 1. peon 2. duck 3. braggart 4. thief 5. dunce

The Surface DevelopmentTest is adapted from Thurstone.In thistest,
the subject has to imagineor visualize how a piece of paper can be folded
to form some kind of object. Each item consists of a drawing of a piece of
paper that can be folded on the dotted lines to form the object drawn at
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the right. The subjectis to imagine the folding,to figure out which of the

lettered edges on the object are the same as the numbered edgeson the

piece of paperat theleft, and to identify the letters of the answers in the

numberspacesat the far right. He is told that the side of the flat piece

marked with the X will always be the sameasthe side of the object so

marked. This task apparently requires mental movementof the parts of

the pattern and probably cannot be performed by verbal reasoning only.

The test, scored numberright, yields two-part scores and a total score

(French et al., 1963).

Each item of the Form Board Test (French et al., 1963) presents five

shaded drawings of pieces, some or all of which can be put together to

form a figure presented in outline form. The task is to indicate which of

the pieces, whenfitted together, will form the outline. The test is scored

as numberright. The two parts are addedto yield the total score.

The Self-Judging Vocabulary Test, developed by Heim (1965), con-

tains two parts. The first part contains 128 words, each of which is to be

marked with an A,B, or C. (A = I know this word and could explain it to

someone unfamiliar with it, B =I am doubtful as to what this word

means, C = I have never seen this word before and have no idea whatit

means.) The second part of the test consists of the first 80 words of the

128-word list presented as a multiple-choice test with six choices. The

second part of the test combines the advantages of the multiple-choice

and creative-answer techniques by allowing the examinee, who thinks

he knows the word but dislikes the six choices offered, to write his an-

swer in his own words below the six choices. The test is scored number

right minus one-fifth numberwrong.In this study, only the second part of

the test is used. Examples of test items are given below:

AUTHENTIC: 1. writer 2.to allow 3.respectful 4. a bargain 5. antique

6. genuine

VERSATILE: 1. of varied activities 2. pouring out 3. form of poetry 4. having

masculine vigor 5.intense 6. kind of tumstile

The PaperFolding Test was suggested by Thurstone’s Punched Holes.

For each item, successive drawingsillustrate two or three folds made in a

square sheet of paper. A drawing of the folded paper shows where a hole

is punchedin it. The subject selects one offive drawings to show howthe

sheet would appear completely unfolded. While it is probable that the

problems can be solved more quickly by imagining the folding and un-

folding, they can also be solved by verbal reasoning. The latter, however,

is more likely to lead to incorrect answers. The items are scored number

right minus one-fourth number wrong. The two subtests are summedto

obtain the total score (French et al., 1963).

In the Object Aperture Test, a test of spatial visualization developed by
Philip H. DuBois and Goldine C. Gleser (1948), a three-dimensional
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object is shown at the left, followed by outlines of five apertures or
openings. The subject is to imagine how the object looks from all di-
rections, then to select from the five apertures outlined the opening
through which the solid object would pass directly if the proper side
were insertedfirst. This usually requires the subject to turn mentally the
object into other positions. The test is scored number right minus one-
fourth numberwrong.It yields two-part scores that are added for the total
score.
The Identical Pictures Test was adapted from Thurstone. For each

item, the subject is asked to check which offive geometrical figures or
pictures in a row is identical to the given figure at the left end of the row.
The test is scored number right minus one-fourth number wrong. Two
subtests are summedfor the total score (French etal., 1963).
The Newcastle Spatial Test, developed by I. McFarlane Smith and

J. S. Lawes (1959) for the National Foundation for Educational Research
in England and Wales, consists of six different subtests ranging in diffi-
culty from simple recognition of selections of regular solids to the more
complex problems of surface development.
Subtest 1 consists of 10 sets of drawings in which the end views and

middle section of a solid object (in the order end, middle, end) are
shown. The subject is to determine which one of 12 solid objects on the
opposite page fits each set of drawings. It appears that this test requires
some idea of perspective drawing but not strongly developed spatial
ability.
Subtest 2 requires the subject to indicate which of four choices is a

view from aboveofthe solid model shownatthe left of the row. This test
also seemsto call for only a modest amountofspatial visualization.

In each item for Subtest 3, the subject is given three sides of acube ina
flat pattern and a drawingof a solid cube, part of which is shaded. The
subject is to draw lines on the pattern to indicate where he would cut to
remove the parts shown shadedon the solid model. One would probably
use spatial visualization to solve this problem,although it seems possible
to perform the task by verbal reasoning.

In Subtest 4, each item shows a block of wood. The subject is to
imagine a cut made where shown by the dotted lines and to indicate
which of the three drawings on the right shows the shape ofthe cutface.
It appears that for this task no highly developed ability to visualize
three-dimensional objects is needed.
In each item on Subtest 5, there is a drawing of a solid object, called

Shape, and a place to copy it, called Framework. The subject is to put
circles around the crosses in the Frameworkthat could be joined to make
the Shape.It is not necessary to visualize the shape in three dimensions
to copyit. In fact, the task maybe easier if one regards the Shape asa flat
pattern and merely counts units of distance.
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Each item in Subtest 6 shows a model built from the shapes shown

next to it. The subject is required to indicate the numberof times each

Shape was used to make the model. Although one could rely largely on

verbal reasoning to solve these problems, visualization would probably

contribute to speed of solution. For each subtest, the score is the number

of correct answers. The total score is the sum of the six subtest scores.
The Spelling Achievement Test was taken from the Metropolitan

AchievementTest (Allen, Bixler, Connor, and Graham, 1946). In thistest,

each word was pronouncedby the examiner, used in a sentence, and then

pronounced again. The student was then instructed to write the word.

The test, consisting of 60 words, was administered to small groups of

subjects by trained examiners in accordance with standard procedures.

There are no parts scores. The total score is the number of words spelled

correctly. Examples are given below:

garage I keep my car in a garage. garage

instructor One whoteachesis an instructor. instructor

tuberculosis Tuberculosis is a serious lung disease. tuberculosis

The 12-test battery produced 29 individual scores that will be factor

analyzed after a method suggested by Jensen (personal communication,

1974) before heritability ratios are computed. In a separate analysis, for-

mulas used in the earlier studies of Vandenberg (1970) and Osborne,

Gregor, and Miele (1968) will be used for computing heritability ratios

for the 12 individual tests and for various combinations of the tests that

yield verbal, spatial, perceptual speed, and full-scale IQs. The formulas

used in the analyses will be described in the next section.

INHERITANCE OF GENERAL AND SPECIFIC

MENTAL ABILITIES

The primary aim of this chapter was to replicate the Cooperative Twin
Studies of Vandenberg (1970) and Osborne et al. (1968) with a larger
sample of twins, especially black DZs. The same classical methods of
genetic analysis of human twin data were used. It was expected that the
larger sample of twins would permit morereliable heritability compari-
sons to be made by age, race, and sex than in the previous studies.

Since the Cooperative Studies were published, behavioral geneticists
have foundthe heritability formulas of Holzinger, Nichols, and Vanden-
berg less powerful indexes of heritability than some newer multivariate
techniques. One serious criticism of Holzinger’s H and Nichols’ HR is
that one is not a monotonic function of the other, and neither is a
monotonic function of h? (Jensen, 1972). Jensen found Vandenberg’s F
ratio faulty as an index of heritability because F is a linear function of H.
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Since the variance ratio F is an essential step in computing h2, h? cannot
be presumedto differ significantly from zero if F is not significant (Jen-
sen, 1972).

Other behavioral geneticists have developed more comprehensive and
sophisticated approaches to the genetic analysis of human twin data.
Cattell’s Multiple Abstract Variance Analysis (MAVA) assesses the im-
portance of correlation between genetic and environmental influences
within the family as well as within the culture (Cattell, 1971). The
biometric genetic approach of Jinks and Faulker (1970) attempts to go
beyond the other methods to an assessment of the kinds of gene action
and mating systems operating in the population.
Only the three classical heritability formulas used in the Cooperative

Twin Studies will be applied in the first part of this section. The second
part involvesa factor analytic approach before applying the heritability
formulas (Jensen, personal communication, 1974). It is hoped that the
biometric genetic methodsof Jinks and Faulker (1970) can be applied to
the present data.

Holzinger’s H index (Holzinger, 1929) is the ratio of half the
heritability variance to the variance within sets of fraternal twins.

rMZ — rDZ

1—rDZ

Nichols (1965) developed the HR coefficient for analysis of the National
Merit Twin Study data. It is the ratio of hereditary variance to variance
due to heredity and environment commonto both twins ofa set.

2 (rMZ — rDZ)

rMZ

H=

HR =

Vandenberg’s (1965) F ratio compares within pair variance of DZ twins
with that of MZs, and significance is tested by Fisher’s F test.

Fe o*wDZ

o*w MZ,

Heritability Coefficients for Negroid and Caucasoid Twins:
Classical Methods of Analysis

After standardizing test raw scores for age and race, the Holzinger,
Nichols, and Vandenberg heritability ratios were computed for the 12
separate tests described in the previous section. The F tests shown in the
tables refer to the DZ within pair variance/MZ within pair variance. To
test the significance of the difference between two Fs, the Fs are
transformedto a unit normalvariate after the method described by Paul-
son (1942). Paulson’s U statistic is entered in a Z table to determineits
probability level.
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Table 6.4 gives the three heritability ratios, intraclass rs, within pair

variances for MZ and DZ twins andthe statistic for determining the

significance of difference between F's. The striking thing aboutthe re-

sults shown in Table 6.4 is the wide rangeof heritability ratios for both

groups, suggesting that mental abilities represented by the 12 tests are

not uniform in their genetic and environmental characteristics. For

example, the tasks required in the Simple Arithmetic Test turned out to
be highly heritable for both races. Not only are the F tests significant for
Negroids and Caucasoids, but the intraclass rs are all high; the correla-
tions for Negroids are slightly greater than for Caucasoids. For

Caucasoids, 8 of the 12 F ratios are significant at the .05 level or better; for

Negroids, four are significant. On the other hand, there is one test, Form
Board, which yields a negative H value; that is, the intraclass correlation

for DZ black twinsis greater than for MZs. In all other cases,rMZ — rDZ
is in the expected direction, that is, rMZ > rDZ.
Three other tests deserve mention. The Spelling Test, the Newcastle

Spatial Test, and Identical Pictures yield significant F ratios for the
Caucasoidsat the .01 level and at the .05 level for Negroids even though
the numberof Negroid DZ twinsis only 47. As a rule of thumb, Loehlin
et al. (1975) say with typical values of IQ correlations and 50 pairs in
each group, a standard error of the index of broad heritability is approxi-
mately .23. For 500 pairs in each group,it is .07. I would add this is about
the likelihood of an investigator locating 500 twin pairs for each of eight
subgroups.
The next question to be asked of Table 6.4 is, Are any of the between

race variance ratios significant? The answeris yes. Four of the 12 indi-
vidual tests yield U values significant at the .01 level. This meansthat the
heritability ratios for two verbal tests, Spelling and Heim Vocabulary,
and two spatial tests, Cube Comparison and Surface Development, are
different for Negroid and Caucasoid twins. All other individual tests
show insignificant variance ratio differences.
The 12 tests, standardized for age and race (mean 100; standard devia-

tion 15), were averaged to get a composite score that would give equal
weight to the individual tests. Heritability ratios for the composite or
total scores are shownin the last two rowsofTable 6.4. Whenall 12 tests
are combinedinto a general mental test score, F ratios for both Negroids
and Caucasoidsare significant at the .01 level, but there is no difference
in the U statistic; that is, when the 12 tests are equally weighted and
combined into a general mental ability score, there is no difference in
variance ratios between the tworaces.

Since, by design, tests in the battery represented the broad spectrum of
specific primary mental abilities (number, space, verbal, and perceptual
speed), it would have been remarkable if all tests had reflected the same
degree of within pair variance for both races. On the other hand, group-
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TABLE 6.4

Heritability Coefficients on 12 Mental Tests for Negroid and Caucasoid Twins:
Classical Methods of Analysis
eee

Within-pair
MZ DZ variance

Variable r N r N T(Cor) dH HR MZ DZ F Us
eee

Calendar

Caucasoid .48 170 40 130 91 14 36 119.09 125.78 1.06
Negroid 04 =§=676 A2 46 .78 .20 43 112.74 103.40 92 65

Cube Comparison
Caucasoid .43 168 29 129 1.34 19 65 117.54 176.04 1.50¢
Negroid 28 76 10 47 95 19 1.26 190.22 137.36 .72 3.68

Surface Development
Caucasoid .72 171 36 133 4.65 OT 102 6244 138.94 2.23?
Negroid A8 76 25 A7 1.40 ol .95 110.72 167.98 1.52 3.29°

Wide Range Vocabulary
Caucasoid .52 171 23 133 2,95 38 1.12 106.98 165.88 1.55?
Negroid A3 76 22, 47 1.25 27 98 128.17 161.81 1.26 1.80

Form Board

Caucasoid .59 168 44 133 1.77 27 52 98.86 112.01 1.13
Negroid 21 75 33 A7 -.68  —-.18 -1.18 183.05 135.02 .74 1.86

Arithmetic

Caucasoid .80 168 03 133 4.29 oT 68 44.26 109.97 2.49”
Negroid 84 76 65 47 2.37 OD 46 3191 8891 2.79° 1.57

Heim Vocabulary
Caucasoid .85 169 57 132 5.24 .66 66 33.81 89.13 2.64?
Negroid 76 75 OT 47 1.86 A5 Ol 5741 £82.78 1.44 4.49°

Paper Folding

Caucasoid .55 169 45 133 1.07 17 34 101.27 118.08 1.17
Negroid 45 76 -.02 47 2.59 A5 2.07 135.04 173.27 1.28 00

Object Aperture

Caucasoid .49 168 39 132 1.05 16 4) 114.04 134.95 1.18
Negroid 39 76 17 47 1.24 26 1.13 141.67 154.88 1.09 .67

Identical Pictures

Caucasoid .76 164 oo 128 3.20 AT 06 56.73 90.57 1.60?
Negroid ol 72 32 47 1.20 28 75 99.57 162.63 1.63¢  .96

Spelling .
Caucasoid .85 169 4 132 5.57 .68 73 32.67 99.66 3.05?
Negroid 79 76 08 47 2.14 00 3 49.22 82.91 1.69% 4.70?

Newcastle Spatial

Caucasoid .78 158 60 125 2.91 A5 AT 46.02 95.45 2.07°

 

Negroid 85 75 44 AT 4.13 .74 .96 39.97 74.06 1.85¢ 1.92
Subtest mean

Caucasoid .85 171 62 133 £4.58 61 54 14.09 35.71 2.53?
Negroid 88 76 Ol 47 4.18 15 85 10.64 31.34 2.95° 1.48

“p< .05.

°p< Ol.

© difference in Us
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ing tests of similar factor structure or combining several short tests into

one composite score or general factor score should produce a morereli-

able measure of mental ability than a specific test alone if for no other

reason than that the composite test represents a larger sample of mental

test performance than the specific test.

Factor analysis of the 12 individual tests produced three distinctly

separate factors: (1) verbal factor, made up of Calendar, Wide Range

Vocabulary, Heim Vocabulary, Spelling, and Arithmetic tests; (2) spatial

factor, made up of Cube Comparison, Surface Development, Form

Board, Paper Folding, Object Aperture, and Newcastle Spatial tests; and

(3) perceptual speed factor, represented by only one test, Identical Pic-

tures. Since the 12 individual tests were standardized for age and race

with a mean of 100 and a standard deviation of 15, the derived factor

scores were called IQs. F ratios for each of the factor IQs and the full-

scale IO, which represents the average of the three factors, are shown in

Table 6.5. With the exception of the spatial IQ, all variance ratios are

significant for both races. For Caucasoids, all F ratios are significant at the

01 level. Full-scale IQ variance ratios are significant at the .01 level for

Negroids, but verbal IQ and perceptual speed reach only the .05 level.

The varianceratios for verbal and spatial IQsare significantly larger for

Caucasoids than for Negroids. It should be remembered that the four

TABLE 6.5

Heritability Coefficients for Factor IQ Tests for Negroid and Caucasoid Twins:

Classical Methods of Analysis

Within-pair

MZ DZ variance

Variable r N r N (Cor) H HR MZ DZ F Us

Verbal IQ

Caucasoid 82 171 659 133 421 #57 57 24.29 52.54 2.16°

Negroid 83 76 64 47 219 52 A5 22.44 43.28 1.93% 2.17%

Spatial IQ

Caucasoid 81 171 567 133 3.98  .55 9 24.25 53.98  2.23°

Negroid 77 76 .45 47 2.80  .58 84 28.01 39.82 1.42 3.55?

Perceptual Speed IQ

Caucasoid 76 164 .55 128 3.20 .47 .56 56.73 90.57 1.60?

Negroid ol 72  =.32 AT 1.20 .28 75 99.57 162.63 1.63° .96

Full Scale IQ
Caucasoid 85 171 .60 1383 4.68  .62 08 15.49 36.57 2.36?

Negroid 80 76 34 47 3.90 .70 1.15 14.84 47.79 3.22” 73

“p< .05.

’p<.01.

¢ difference in Us
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individual tests with significant Negroid—Caucasoid F differences are
included in these factor IQs. The perceptual speed factor shows no
significant difference in F ratios between races; neither does the full-
scale IQ in which all three factor IQs are weighted equally and
combined.

In Table 6.6, the races are combined, and heritability comparisons are
made bysex. For the most part, there are no big surprises since the same
subjects are represented as in Table 6.4. Within-pair variances are
significant at the .01 level for both boys and girls on the Arithmetic,
Spelling, Surface Development, and Heim Vocabulary tests. There are
four tests on which variance ratios were different for boys and girls. On
the Cube Comparison, Identical Pictures, and Object Aperture tests, F
ratios were significant for boys only. The Wide Range Vocabulary F ratio
was significant only for girls. Heritability ratios for the means of the 12
subtests are significant at the .01 level for both sexes.
Only three of the 12 boy~girl F ratios are significantly different. The

boys’ within-pair variance was significantly greater on two spatial tests.
The girls’ was greater on one. Forall other tests, including Arithmetic,
Spelling, and Vocabulary, in which heritability differences might be ex-
pected to be different, the U statistic shows no significant difference.

In Table 6.7, the races are combined, and heritability comparisons are
made by sex for the three factor IQs and the full-scale IQ. All variance
ratios for factor IQsare significant at the .01 level except the single-test
factor, perceptual speed. The full-scale factor IQ variance ratio is
significant at the .01 level for both boys andgirls.
The differences in F ratios for the verbal and spatial IQs are in-

significant for male and female comparisons. On the one-test factor, per-
ceptual speed, sex difference in the F ratio is significant. Full-scale factor
IQs show highly significant F's for both boys and girls, but the within-
pair variance difference between the sexes is insignificant.

A Factor Analytic Method of Comparing Negroid and
Caucasoid Twins

In this section, twin study data are factor analyzed before heritability
coefficients are computed. Thefirst step was to eliminate from the base
group those individuals who did not have scores on all 29 subtests.
Seventy-seven subjects were dropped, leaving 540 Caucasoids and 237
Negroids.
For the initial factor analysis, the Negroid and Caucasoid groups were

combined, and the first principal component was obtained for the total
group. The groups were then separated by race, and the first principal
component was computedfor each race.
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TABLE 6.6

Heritability Coefficients on 12 Mental Tests by Sex: Classical Methods of Analysis
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MZ

Variable r N

Calendar

Male 52 110

Female .48 136

Cube Comparison

Male 45 108

Female .29 136

Surface Development

Male 73 110

Female .56 137

Wide Range Vocabulary

Male 52 110

Female .48 137

Form Board

Male 60 108

Female .30 135

Arithmetic

Male 80 109

Female .82 135

Heim Vocabulary

Male 85 108

Female .80 136

Paper Folding

Male 49 109

Female 54 136

Object Aperture

Male 48 109

Female .37 135

Identical Pictures

Male .70 105

Female .68 131

Spelling

Male 86 108

Female .79 137

Newcastle Spatial

Male .79 99

Female .81 134

Subtest mean

Male 87 110

Female .84 137

“p< .05.

2p <.0l.
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45
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.68
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1.02

34
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A

.69
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Within-pair

variance

MZ

125.38

110.45

123.51

153.41

76.30

78.09

96.68

127.01

114.22

133.35

40.88

40.04

41.44

40.77

130.65
96.59

128.83

117.64

63.78
74.63

35.00

40.01

55.17

35.87

13.41
12.73

DZ

117.01

121.56

185.44

154.44

157.23

140.47

132.40

183.14

97.38
129.68

124.80

92.98

116.55

71.27

162.19
115.70

198.66

107.64

149.97

87.40

119.13

81.98

92.43

88.05

38.56
32.32

93

1.10

1.50¢

1.01

2.06°

1.80°

1.37

1.44°

85
97

3.05?

2.32?

2.81

1.75°

1.24
1.20

1.54"

92

2.35"

1.17

3.40
2.05”

1.68°

2.46?

2.88°
2.54"

Us

—.84

1.80

06

—.59

~.54

A8

1.61

—.03

2.44"

3.01°

1.59

—2.64°
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TABLE 6.7

Heritability Coefficients for Factor IQ Tests by Sex: Classical Methods of Analysis
eee

Within-pair

  

MZ DZ variance

Variable r N r N T(Cor) H HR MZ DZ F Ue

Verbal IQ

Male 85 110 .53 65 4.06  .67 .74 22.76 58.21 2.56"
Female 80 137 63 115 281 #46 42 24.49 45.55 1.86" 88

Spatial IQ

Male 83 110 .63 65 2.87  .55 00 24.99 53.80 2.15"
Female 74 137 45 115 3.59 52 .79 25.74 48.30 =1.88" Ol

Perceptual Speed IQ
Male 70 105  .34 63 3.12 654 102 £63.78 149.97 2.35«
Female 68 131 .57 112 4148 £27 34 74.63 87.40 1.17 3.01"

Full Scale IQ

Male 85 110 .55 65 3.92 .66 70 15.18 49.01 3.23"
Female 63 137 54 115 441 #62 69 15.38 34.12 2,22 97

“p<.0l.

’ difference in Us

Using weights determined by the factor analyses, three factor scores
were assigned to each subject: (a) one based on weights from thetotal
group, (b) one based on weights from the Caucasoid group, and (c) one
based on weights from the Negroid group. Own-race determined factor
scores were then intercorrelated with opposite-race determined scores
and total group scores. The idea here was to get a good general factor
score for the entire test battery.
To determineif the first principal component factor scores are measur-

ing the same mentalfactor in the two races, own-race determined factor
scores were intercorrelated with cross-race and total group factor scores.
All rs were .99+, suggesting that whatever mental factor is measured in
the Caucasoid group is the same as that measured in the Negroid group
and in the total sample.
To get an estimate of the “reliability” of this method of cross-racial

comparisons, the two racial groups weresplit in half at random. Twins of
a pair were always assigned to the same group to avoid spuriously high
correlations. The first principal component was then obtained for each of
the four new subgroups.
Three factor scores based on the factor analysis were assigned to each

subject in the four subgroups. Factor scores obtained for own-within race

subgroup, opposite-within race subgroup, and total racial group were
intercorrelated. The idea here was to test the method of comparing the
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same group, opposite group, and total group factor scores without intro-

ducing the variable of race. Similar factor weights across groups and high

intercorrelations would suggestthatthe first principal componentofthis

complex battery of mental tests is measuring the same general factor in

both subgroups of each race. This is exactly what we found. Correlations

for own subgroup, opposite subgroup,andtotal racial group factor scores

were .99+ for Negroids and for Caucasoids.

Table 6.8 gives the factor loadings for all 29 subtests for each of the

seven groups: total group, Negroid and Caucasoid groups separately, and

TABLE6.8

Loadings of the General Factor on 29 Subtests by Various Subgroups

  

Caucasoid group Negroid group

Combined Random Random Random Random

total Subgroup Subgroup Subgroup Subgroup

Subtest" group A B Total A B Total

1 63 .64 65 64 OT .60 08

2 A8 A5 53 AQ 58 4 46

3 00 04 OT 06 7 29 33

4 63 63 74 68 48 AT 48

5 .67 69 71 71 .60 4 7

6 AT 46 OO ol 23 50 OT

7 .60 .63 .68 .66 AQ 35 AQ

8 DA 6 59 08 57 29 3

9 53 54 DO 54 7 58 48

10 DO 58 AQ 4 AT .68 58

1] 72 73 .70 72 .70 .79 74

12 71 71 .69 .70 71 717 74

13 62 65 58 61 58 .70 64

14 .66 .66 62 64 17 74 75

15 65 65 61 63 69 .76 72

16 70 67 71 69 73 72 72

17 62 .66 67 .66 65 9 2

18 7 OO 61 58 08 AQ 03

19 36 40 42 Al 23 24 24

20 A2 46 DO 00 32 Al 21

21 9 4 Ol A3 26 27 27

22 46 Al 59 ol 40 26 32

23 9 .60 51 DO 72 69 .70

24 .60 57 67 62 62 AT 04

25 3 52 5 3 50 52 51

26 65 08 .70 65 68 62 65

27 62 .o9 73 .66 OO 46 500

28 .68 .69 71 .70 .68 oT 62

29 60 OT OT 06 .70 .68 69

 

“ See text for identification oftest.
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the four randomly selected subgroups. Similarity of the seven groups
with respect to the factor loadings is remarkable. Arithmetic tests (9-15)
yield especially high loadings across all groups. Spelling (23) and the
two vocabulary tests (6 and 16) also load heavily on the first principal
component.

As an independent check of the validity of the first principal compo-
nent factor scores, the three scores obtained from the analyses were cor-
related with results from a standard IQ test, Primary Mental Abilities
(PMA; Science Research Associates, 1962). It will be recalled that the
PMA wasincludedin thetest battery for the Extended Twin Sample. For
Caucasoids, the PMA correlates .85 with both ownrace and opposite race
factor scores; for Negroids, .82 with own race and .81 with opposite race
factor scores. These rs are significant and approach thetest-retestrelia-
bility coefficients for the PMA.
From the abovecross-race correlations, it is clear that the same general

factor is being measured in each group separately and in the composite
group when the two races are combined. When the races are split at
random and factor analyzed, the high intercorrelations of the resulting
factor scores indicate the significant reliability of the first principal com-

TABLE 6.9

Heritability Ratios for Factor Scores Based on First Principal Component Analysis of Own Race,
Opposite Race, and Total Group

 

Within-pair
MZ DZ variance

Score cor WN cor N T(Cor) H HR MZ DZ F U"

 

Factor weights from ownracial group

Caucasoid 85 141 63 115 389 58 50 3517.4 9335.4 2.654
Negroid 91 70.58 46 445 .79 .73 1619.3 6398.3  3.95¢ 1
Total 91 211 .71 161 5.78 67 .43 2887.7 8496.3 2.94"

Factor weights from opposite racial group

Caucasoid 85 141 64 115 3.83 58 .50 2839.1 7696.9 2.71¢
Negroid 91 70 .56 46 446 .79 .77 1955.7 7340.8 3.754 62
Total 90 211 .71 161 548 65 .42 2546.0 7595.1 2.984

Factor weights from total group

 

Caucasoid 65 141 63 2115 3.88 .58 .50 3302.0 8822.3 2.672
Negroid 91 70.56 46 448 .79 .76 1838.9 7049.7 3.83° AZT
Total 86 211 62 161 561 65 #.57 28166 8315.9 2.95

“p< .0l.

» difference in Us
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ponent as a basis for the “cross-racial”’ correlations. The first principal

componentyields a general mental ability factor that is indistinguishable

between races. Total group principal component factor scores correlate

highly with an independent measure of IQ—.85 for Caucasoids and .82

for Negroids.
Satisfied that the mental test factors generated by the first principal

componentanalysis were stable and represented the samefactor in each

race, the groups were reassembled as twins for the final step in the

analysis. Classical heritability ratios were applied to the nine factor

scores derived from own race, opposite race, and total group factor

analyses.
Heritability ratios for total, Caucasoid, and Negroid groups are shown

in Table 6.9. In the top third of the table, factor scores of the subjects’

ownracial group were used to compute the heritability ratios. The results

are clear, and the F ratios for all comparisons are significant at the .01
level. In the center of the table, opposite race factor scores were used.

There is no apparent change in heritability ratios from the same race

factor scores. Whenthetotal group factor weights were used (lower third

of Table 6.9), the results were indistinguishable from those obtained
from own and opposite race analyses.
When a general mental factor, not unlike Spearman's g, is used to

compute heritability ratios, not only are the F ratios highly significant for

own race, other race, and total group factor scores, but there is no
significant difference between the heritability ratios of the two races.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

While granting heritability of 40-80% for IQ in Caucusoid samples,

environmentalists Mercer and Brown (1973) and Lewontin (1975) say we

do not knowif similar heritability coefficients would occur in Negroid or
Mexican-American groups. There are no data.
Even with no data available, Feldman and Lewontin (1975) tell us that

no valid statistical method exists for separating variation that is the result

of environmental fluctuation from variation that is the result of genetic

segregation. Estimates of heritability in the broad sense are nearly

equivalent to no information at all for any serious problem of human

genetics.

The present study was begun well before the futility of the use of the
variance analysis in human genetics was discovered by Feldman and

Lewontin (1975). In fact, the Georgia Twin Study is a replication of
earlier comparative studies, using a larger sample of Negroid and

Caucasoid twins. The primary purpose of this investigation was to com-
pare heritability estimates and variance ratios of Negroid and Caucasoid
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twins on a comprehensive battery of tests with several tests or subtests
representing each of the primary mental abilities.

Classical methods of Holzinger, Nichols, and Vandenberg were
applied to 427 sets of like-sexed twins ranging in age from 12 to 20; 304
pairs were Caucasoid, 123 Negroid. Obviously, the ideal of 500 subjects
in each subgroup wasnotattained,noris it likely to be in the foreseeable
future with the ever-increasing numberof federal and professional re-
strictions on the use of human subjects in research involving psychologi-
cal tests. Acknowledging the small sample limitations and some other
less than ideal experimental conditions for the study, I shall report the
most consistent trends that emerge from the comparative study of Ne-
groid and Caucasoid twinsusingclassical heritability methods.
Primary mental abilities represented by the 12 separate tests compris-

ing the battery show a wide range ofheritability, suggesting that mental
abilities represented by the tests are not uniform in their genetic and
environmental characteristics. Some mental tasks yield no significant
heritability ratios for either Caucasoids or Negroids. For arithmetic, spell-
ing, and some spatial tests, the variance ratios are significant for both
races. On twospatial and two vocabularytests, F ratios are significant for
Caucasoids only. On notest is the variance ratio significant for Negroids
only.
On the basis of Lyon’s (1961) work and later research, Maccoby and

Jacklin (1974) have predicted sex differences in MZ twins since female
identical twins can be somewhat more unlike than male identical twins
with respect to any characteristic carried on the X chromosomebut not so
unlike as fraternals. To the extent that the X chromosomeis implicated in
a wide range of psychological attributes, then female MZs should show
less congruence than male MZs. Maccoby and Jacklin’s (1974) prediction
is supported by ourdata. On 9 of the 12 individualtests, on all factor IQs,
and on the total subtest score, male MZ intraclass rs were greater than
female MZ rs.
The classical heritability ratios show a consistent trend for mental

characteristics to be more heritable for boys than girls. This is especially
true for the spatial abilities. The trend holds for individual tests and
verbal, spatial, and perceptual speed IQs based on combinations of the
individualtests.
When examined individually, the 12 tests, or 29 subtests, produce a

wide range of both intraclass correlations and heritability estimates re-
sulting from what Spearman might have called the seemingly unscien-
tific course of throwing very miscellaneous tests into a common hotchpot
(Jenkins & Patterson, 1961, p. 263).

Pooling the tests, as we have, in various combinations does not neces-

sarily yield an average of the person’s ability. “What the pooling doesis
to make the influences ofthe many specific factors more or less neutralize
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each other so that the eventual result would become the approximate

measure of g alone (Jenkins & Patterson, 1961, p. 263). This is exactly

what we found. In whatever way all individual tests or subtests were

pooled, by simply averaging the 12 standard scores, combiningthe factor

IQs to get a full-scale IQ, or by using weighted scores determined from

the first principal componentfactor analysis of either race singly or both

races combined, the results were the same. Heritability variance ratios

for both Negroids and Caucasoids weresignificant at the .01 level. In no

case was the difference between variance ratios of the races significant.

Mental characteristics measured by the pooled scores of our com-

prehensive test battery correlate significantly with a standard IQ score

and show congruent heritability patterns for Negroids and Caucasoids.
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Sex Linkage: A Biological Basis for

Greater Male Variability in Intelligence

ROBERT G. LEHRKE

Brainerd State Hospital, Brainerd, Minnesota

INTRODUCTION

An examination of modern textbooks on individual differences dis-
closes no major attempt during the past half century to demonstrate a sex
difference in average intelligence. In fact, should such an attempt have
been made using standard intelligence tests, its efforts probably would
have been doomedto failure since the tests most frequently used have
been designed to eliminate (or at least minimize) such differences. Ter-
man (1925), in his revision of the Binettest, simply deleted test items that
were “relatively less fair to one sex than the other,” and this practice has
apparently continuedin the design of intelligence tests up to the present.
For a discussion of this topic, see Masland, Sarason, and Gladwin (1958,
pp. 260-264). More recent data are summarized in Chapter 3 of Maccoby
and Jacklin’s (1974) book, The Psychology of Sex Differences.
The practice is understandable since it has been a goal of such tests to

tap basic, essentially genetic, individual differences. The genesrelating
to intellectual functioning being the same for the two sexes, it would
probably be illogical to design a test of general intelligence in which
there were consistent sex differences.
However, the hypothesis of greater male variability in biological traits

(including mental functioning) is still widely accepted. Barton Childs
(1965, p. 803) said, “ . .. the femaleis less frequently represented at
the extremes of a distribution of measurements of quantitative ex-
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pressions than is the male.”” Lionel Penrose (1963, p. 186) referred this
greater male variability specifically to intelligence. “The larger range of
variation in males than in females for general intelligence is an outstand-
ing phenomenon.”
This certainly is not a new concept. Havelock Ellis (1904, p. 425)

discussed it early in this century. ““We have, therefore, to recognize that
in men, as in males generally, thereis an organic variational tendencyto
diverge from the average, in women, as in females generally, an organic
tendency, notwithstandingall their facility for minor oscillations, to sta-
bility and conservatism, involving a diminished individualism and varia-
bility.” He also refers this greater variability to mental processes (Ellis,
1904, p. 426). “It is undeniablytrue that the greater variational tendency
of the male is a psychic as well as a physical fact... ”
On the other hand, the authors of two outstanding texts on individual

differences play down the hypothesis of greater male variability. Anne
Anastasi (1958, p. 629) says, “There is, however, no evidence in these
surveys for a greater male variability [in intelligence], nor for a greater
frequency of boys at the upperIQ levels.”
Leona Tyler (1965, p. 251) essentially agrees. “The hypothesis of the

greater variability of the male will probably persist as long as no really
decisive evidence showsup to disprove it. However, it does not rate as
an importanttheoretical concept in current research on sex differences.”
The persons taking pro and con positions on the question seem to use

different interpretations of essentially similar data in arriving at their
conclusions. As pointed out in an earlier paper (Lehrke, 1972b, p. 626),
“It would take only a little change in emphasis and a closer examination
of certain studies to turn Dr. Anastasi’s discussion in her outstanding
textbook to a strong argumentfor the idea of greater male variability.”
The samethingis true for the comparable materials in Dr. Tyler’s book.
Determinants of which viewpoint a person accepts are undoubtedly

highly complex, but a single, very simple one is obvious. In the small
sample cited, all those accepting the hypothesis of greater male variabil-
ity have been males,all those rejecting it, females.

Is it that the empirical evidence is so incomplete or so inconclusive that
the sex of the interpreter swings the balance? Probably not. What is
lacking is not so much a preponderanceofempirical evidence as logical
(or biological) reason that males should be expected to be more
variable—orless stable, to use Ellis’s term, if that is more pleasing to the
ladies. Lacking such logical basis for the phenomenon,it is not hard for
those so inclined to decide that the demonstrated differences are due to
cultural rather than intrinsic factors.
However, a biological basis for such greater male variability in several

major aspects of intelligence seems to have been stumbled uponin the
course of a study of several families that displayed- obviously sex-linked
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mental retardation with no known physiological correlates. Essentially

what happened wasthat a theory of sex linkage (or X-linkage) of major

intellectual characteristics arose as the virtually obligatory outcome of

analysis of the data presented in these earlier studies (Lehrke, 1968,

1974). Greater male variabilityis, in essence, what would be expectedif

there are major genesfor intelligence on the X-chromosomesof humans.

The families described were mainly from the United States. More

recently, researchers in Australia have described many more such fam-

ilies (Turner, Engisch, Lindsay, & Turner, 1972; Turner & Turner,

1974; Turner, Turner, & Collins, 1970, 1971). They gave the condition the

eponym, Renpenning’s Syndrome, after the Canadian physician who par-

ticipated in the reporting of two such families (Renpenning, Gerrard,

Zaleski, & Tabata, 1962; Dunn, Renpenning, Gerrard, Miller, Tabata, &

Federoff, 1963). Opitz (Kaveggia, Opitz, & Pallister, 1972, for example)

prefers the eponym Martin-Bell Syndrome, which probably should have

priority since it refers to an English kinship described in 1943. Obvi-

ously, the phenomenon of nonspecific sex-linked mental retardation is

geographically widespread.

An understanding of why X-linkage should result in greater male vari-

ability requires only very elementary genetics. Sexual differentiation in

higher animals depends on the sex chromosome complement—two

X-chromosomesfor females, an X and a Y for males. The X-chromosome

in man is of medium size, containing about 5 or 6% of the genetic mate-

rial in a haploid set of human chromosomes. Onthe basis of recognized

traits, it seems to carry about that sameproportion of genetic information,

including known genes affecting every major body system. The

Y-chromosome, on the other hand, is one of the smallest chromosomes

and,as far as is known,carries only the genetic instructions for maleness.

The autosomes (non-sex chromosomes) operate in pairs. That is,

homologous portions of the two sets generally summate in some fashion

to determine the genotype. However, since males have only one

X-chromosome, and since the Y-chromosome is homologousforlittle, if

any, of the genetic material on the X-chromosome, some methodof dos-

age compensation is necessary if the non-sex genes on the X-chromosome

are to be expressed at comparable levels in the two sexes.

The currently accepted explanation of how this occurs is that proposed

by Mary Lyon (1962). According to the Lyon Hypothesis, shortly after

fertilization, one of the two X-chromosomesin each cell of female con-

ceptions is inactivated, and that same X-chromosome(maternalor pater-

nal) remains relatively inert in descendants of that particular cell. Obvi-

ously, then, a chromosomally normal female is a mosaic of cells in which

either the maternal or paternal X-chromosomeis active. Such mosaicism

has been repeatedly demonstrated for a variety of X-linked traits. See

Davidson (1964) and Thompson (1965) for examples.
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Oneresult of this mosaicism is that extreme manifestation of any gene
on the X-chromosomeisless likely to appear in females since the effect of
a particularly deviant allele would probably be moderated by that of the
homologous gene remaining active in another line of cells. A female
would show an abnormal sex-linked recessivetraitat full strength only in
the case that she received the same mutant allele from both parents.
On the other hand, males, lacking a second X-chromosome, would

have a particular gene activein all cells and would show an X-linkedtrait
at full force, whether deleterious, beneficial, or neutral. In a case in
whichthere are just two alleles ata locus, one normal with a frequencyin
the population of .6 and one a recessive variant with a frequencyof.4,
40% of the males would show thevarianttrait. However, a female would
receive the variant from both parents only .4 x .4, or 16% of the time.
For rarer traits, such as deleterious ones are likely to be, the discrep-

ancy between males and females would be even more marked. For
example, if a recessive gene on the X-chromosome had a population
frequency of .05, the corresponding trait would show up in 5% of males
but only in about a quarterof 1% of females. This is what is noted (among
Caucasoids) for the sex-linked trait of red-green color blindness.
Such a simple modelis appropriate for such nonlethal conditions as

color blindness. The two-allele model does show that there are more
males who are deviant from the normal pattern when a recessive
X-linked gene is involved. The same thing can be shownto betrue fora
continuously variable trait like intelligence as long as X-linked genesare
involved, but it will be necessary to go to a more complex (thoughstill
greatly simplified) model to demonstrateit.
Let us assume a gene on the X-chromosomethathassix alleles, thatis,

six variations, each resulting in a different extent of neuronal develop-
mentrelating to some aspectofintelligence. Such multiplicityof alleles
is fairly common amonggenetic traits. We will assumethat allele No. 1
leads to defective functioningfor this trait, and No. 6 to the highestlevel,
with other alleles intermediate in proportion to their numerical position.

Further, let us assumethat these alleles occur in the population with a
frequency distribution similar to the expansion of the binomial, in pro-
portions 1:5:10:10:5:1, with the intermediate values being the most
frequent. This is not unrealistic, although it is undoubtedly over-
simplified. Severely retarded individuals would not often reproduce,
thus keeping the frequency of allele No. 1 low.It is also unfortunately
true in our society that individuals with high intelligence tend to marry
later in life and to have small families, both of which would tend to
reduce the frequencyofallele No.6.

For this gene on the X-chromosome,the numberof malesat each level
of functioning would be in the same proportion as the gene frequency.
The distribution for 1024 males is shownin Figure 7.1.
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Figure 7.1 Hypothetical distribution of phenotypes among 1024 males for an X-linked

recessive gene withsix alleles.

For females, the level of functioning would depend onthe average of

two alleles, according to the Lyon Hypothesis. Thus, for a female to

function at the lowest level (i.e., 1), it would be necessary that she had

inherited allele No. 1 from both parents. Since that allele has a frequency

of ss, females would have two such alleles only (gz)? of the time, or one

in 1024, if there is no selective mating.

At the same time, average values would be more commonfor females

since a low value on one X-chromosome would probably be offset by a

higher value on the other. The same effect, basically regression to the

mean, would be expected for unusually high values. The expected dis-

tribution for 1024 females, on the same baseline as that for males, is

shown in Figure 7.2.
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Figure 7.2 Hypothetical distribution of phenotypes among 1024 females for an X-linked

recessive gene withsix alleles.
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Whenthe two distributions are compared, it can be seen that there are
more males at the extremes, more females in the middle. This result,
shown as superimposed curves, is apparent in Figure 7.3, with a greater
variance (though not necessarily a greater range) for males than for
females.

It should be noted that Figure 7.3 is probably a reasonably valid repre-
sentation at the high end ofthe scale. However,the single events (chromo-
somal aberrations, genetic and otherdiseases, trauma, etc.) that cause the
more severe levels of retardation are seldom sex-linked. Thus, the
greatest sex differences would be apparent in the moderate, mild, and
borderline levels (Heber, 1961) of retardation; and, in fact, Turner, Col-
lins, and Turner (1971) have shown a very distinct group of males who
are moderately retarded without apparent physiological basis.
Consequently, a comparative distribution like that of Figure 7.4 is

probably a more accurate representation. (Differences between the
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Figure 7.4 Probable distributions of IQ in the population, by sex, with differences exagg-
erated for clarity.
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curves have been exaggerated for graphic purposes.) When the male and

female distributions are lumped together, the result is very similar to the

combined distribution of intelligence test scores as shown, for example,

in Jensen (Fig. 2; 1969a and 1969b, p. 25), suggesting that the hypotheti-

cal modelfits closely with the actual distribution of intelligence in the

community.

COMPARATIVE RATES OF RETARDATION

Institutional data (Table 7.1) over recent years have consistently shown

the excess of male retardates that would be expected underthe hypothe-

sis of greater male variability in intelligence. There have been some

objections to the use of such figures as evidence of an actual greater

prevalence of male retardation since, as Anastasi (1972, p. 620), Nance

and Engel (1972, p. 623), and many others have pointed out, there could

be a sex difference in the proportions of male and female retardates

admitted to institutions.

However, as Penrose once said in relation to the Colchester study

(Penrose, 1938), such an admission orselection bias can operate in either

direction. It is the author’s own opinion (Lehrke, 1972a, p. 612; 1972b,p.

627), based on years of experience in state institutions, that the bias has

TABLE 7.1

Residents and Charges at End of Year of U.S. Public Institutions for the Retarded, by Sex

Number Number Percentage

Institutions of of Male- eXCess

Year reporting males females female males“

1950 95 of 96 64,116 58,041 6,075 10

1951 94 of 95 65,458 59,050 6,408 ll

1952 95 of 96 61,886 56,025 5,861 10

1953 97 of 98 64,534 58,079 6,455 11

1954 97 of 97 68,257 60,930 7,327 12

1955 98 of 99 76,308 67,073 9,235 14

1956 99 of 100 80,012 69,113 10,899 16

1957 96 of 99 82,523 70,829 11,694 17

1958 98 of 102 84,220 73,587 10,633 14

1959 102 of 106 87,337 75,665 11,672 15

1960 105 of 108 96,672 82,852 13,820 17

1961 110 of 1138 98,255 84,406 13,849 16

1962 118 of 124 101,496 85,483 16,013 19

1963 126 of 128 107,795 90,617 17,178 19

1964 126 of 135 100,995 84,462 16,533 20

1965 135 of 143 107,709 88,937 18,772 21

Source: From National Institute of Mental Health publications listed in references.

“ Calculated (M — F)/F.
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TABLE 7.2

Residents and Charges of U.S. Public Institutions for the Retarded, by Sex and Degree of
Retardation, 1950-1962
rc

 

Degree Number Number Percentage
of of of Male- of male

Year retardation males females female" excess”

1950—63 of 96 Idiot 5,407 5,104 303 6
institutions Imbecile 11,097 10,385 712 7

Moron 6,921 7,030 —109 —2

Unclassified 1,662 1,411 251 18
1951—57 of 95 Idiot 6,550 6,052 498 8

institutions Imbecile 12,610 11,849 761 6
Moron 7,240 7,880 —640 —8
Unclassified 1,081 807 274 35

1952—64 of 96 Idiot 8,055 7,228 827 11
institutions Imbecile 14,534 13,360 1,174 9

Moron 7,993 8,464 —47] —6
Unclassified 1,781 1,291 490 38

1953—69 of 98 Idiot 9,201 8,272 929 11
institutions Imbecile 15,753 14,457 1,296 9

Moron 8,563 8,764 —20] —2
Unclassified 1,735 1,331 404 30

1954—73 of 97 Idiot 10,780 9,587 1,193 12
institutions Imbecile 17,705 16,298 1,407 9

Moron 9,343 9,259 84 1
Unclassified 3,052 2,412 640 27

1955—77 of 99 Idiot 12,378 11,004 1,374 12
institutions Imbecile 20,590 18,672 1,918 10

Moron 11,236 10,449 787 8
Unclassified 3,601 2,729 872 32

1956—86 of 100 Idiot 14,381 12,228 2,153 18
institutions Imbecile 26,757 23,377 3,380 14

Moron 14,920 13,219 1,701 13
Unclassified 4,775 3,977 798 20)

1957—79 of 99 Idiot 14,942 12,831 2,111 16
institutions Imbecile 27,651 23,963 3,688 15

Moron 15,172 13,334 1,838 14
Unclassified 2592 2,213 379 17

1958—87 of 102 Idiot 17,123 14,813 2,310 16
institutions Imbecile 29,792 25,521 4,271 17

Moron 16,139 13,876 3,263 24
Unclassified 2,846 2,398 448 19

1959—86 of 106 Idiot 17,275 14,687 2,588 18
institutions Imbecile 29,721 25,014 4,707 19

Moron 15,967 13,384 2,583 19
Unclassified 2,493 2,115 378 18

1960—78 of 108 Idiot 17,123 14,769 2,354 16

institutions Imbecile 31,186 25,987 5,199 20

Moron 15,793 13,430 2,363 18
Unclassified 2,257 1,991 266 13
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TABLE 7.2 (Continued)

 

Degree Number Number Percentage

of of of Male- of male

Year retardation males females female excess”

1961—81 of 113 Idiot 17,555 15,136 2,419 16

institutions Imbecile 31,478 26,297 5,181 19

Moron 15,650 12,908 2,742 21

Unclassified 2,458 2,176 282 13

1962—91 of 124 Idiot 18,426 15,948 2,478 16

institutions Imbecile 32,682 26,831 5,851 22,

Moron 16,131 13,112 3,019 23

Unclassified 2,902 2,514 388 15

 

Source: Data from National Institute of Mental Health publications listed in references.

“ Minus (—) sign means excess of females.

» Calculated (M — F)/F Minus (—) sign indicates excess of females.

generally been in the opposite direction. That is, retarded females have
been institutionalized more frequently in proportion to their numbers in

the community as a means of controlling their fertility. Heber (1970, p.
24), for instance, shows a greater number of female admissions to state

institutions in the early part of the century, and this tendency seems to
have continued, though only for the higher levels of retardation, until the

early 1950s. In Table 7.2, for instance, the only noted excesses of females
in institutions were at the moron level, during the years 1950-1953.

Community studies, however, have consistently shown a greater inci-

dence of male retardation, going back to the 1890 U.S. Census (Johnson,
1897, p. 26). A few such studies are summarized in Table 7.3. Others are

given in Abramowicz and Richardson (1975).
As shownin the table, these community surveys of the prevalence of

retardation in many parts of the world have tended to report a greater
excess of males than even the most recent institutional figures. In addi-
tion to the studies in Table 7.3, there are scores of others that have

reached the author's attention. Amongthese, there are only two groups

(actually, subgroups) that have shownan excess of females. One is the

age 0-10 group in Akesson’s Western Sweden study, reported by Ab-
ramowicz and Richardson (1975), in which there was reported a 9% ex-

cess of girls. This was more than offset by the male excess at the higher
age levels. For instance, in the age 10-20 group, there were 53% more
males. The other such situation is in the 0-49 IQ group from Imre’s
(1968) report of the “Rose County” study. Here there was a 55% greater
frequency of females. However, whenthe entire retarded population was
included, that is, IOs below 69, there was about a 7% excess of males.

Furthermore, among the adults, in which ascertainment was excellent,
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TABLE 7.3

Male—Female Ratios from Some Community Studies of the Prevalence of Mental Retardation

 

Reference

Berg (1966)

British Columbia Depart-

ment of Health Service

(1971)

British Columbia Depart-

ment of Health Service

(1972)

Hasan (1972, p. 62)

Imre (1967, p. 154)

Jensen (1971, p. 154)

Johnson (1897)

New York State Depart-

ment of Mental Hygiene

(1955)

Population included

Retarded persons in Denmark.

Retarded persons in British

Columbia, 1970.

All levels less borderline.

Retarded persons in British

Columbia, 1971.

All levels less borderline.

Retarded persons seen at a

diagnostic center in Karachi,

Pakistan.

Retarded persons age 1-59, IQ

to 69, in “Rose” County, Md.

Data from Lemkau and Imre

(1966) study of “Rose”

County, Md. Persons ages

20-59 with subnormal func-

tioning or education and

WAIS Verbal IQ below 70.

White population

Negro population

U.S. Census for 1890.

Colored population.

Retarded persons in Onondaga

Co., N.Y.

Number

of

males

11,493

4,699

3,459

4,841

3,091

634

7.68%

1.69%
21.57%

92,940
9,788
2,075

Number

of

females

8,966

3,471

2,738

3,585

2,820

376

7.21%

1.02%
16.49%

42,631

4,786
1,118

Percentage

of male

eXCeSSs

28

35

26

35

26
69

68

31

24

21

86

Comments

Virtually total ascertainment

Virtually total ascertainment

See text for further data and

comments.

A large study, including

7475 adults, and very high

ascertainment.
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Reed and Reed (1965)

Richardson and Higgins
(1964)

Scottish Council for

Research in Education

(1949)

Socialstyrelsen (1972)

Sterner (1967)

Stomma and Wald (1972)

Turner and Turner (1974)

Verbraak (1975, p. 664)

Wunsch (1951)

Minnesota families over

several generations.

Retarded children in Ala-

mance Co., N.C.

Scottish children, age 11 at

time oftest.

1932 study

1947 study

Residents in Swedish facilities

for the retarded.

Retarded children in Vaster-

norrland Co., Sweden.

Residents of homes for low

grade retarded children in

Poland in 1970.

Retarded children, [Q’s

30-55 in New South Wales,

Australia.

Retarded personsof all ages in

the Netherlands.

Severely handicapped(to

IQ 50).

Per 1000 of same sex.

Mildly handicapped (to

IQ 80).
Per 1000 of same sex.

Retarded persons reported to

state registry in R.I.

867

10.0%

608

3,191

9,098

517

4,888

1,335
(.31%)

25,618

4.07

96,505

10.6

3,706

983

5.9%

A465

1,810

6,799

298

3,825

1,010

(.25%)

18,623

2.93

33,972

6.4

2,970

49

69

31

76
34

73

28

32

38

39

66

66

25

Virtually complete

ascertainment

Highly sophisticated sam-

pling technique covering

4 provinces, population

2.2 million, and extra-

polated to total population
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TABLE 7.4

Children and Adults with Mental Retardation, by Sex and Degree of Retardation, in British Columbia at Year End 1971"

Degree of

retardation”

Borderline

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Profound

Unspecified

Total

Source: From British Columbia Department of Health Services and Hospital Insurance (1972).

Male

730
447

563

275
222

678

2,915

Female

414

302

421

191
165

549

2,042

Under 21 (children)

Total

1,114

749

984

466

387

1,227

4,957

Male

excess

(%)

76

4S

34

44

35

23

43

Male

960

380

233

247

143

363
1,926

21 and over(adults)

Male

excess

(%)Female Total

351

346

220

184

130

312

1,543

911

726

453

431
273

675

3,469

60

10

34

10

16

25

Male

1,290

827

796

522
365

1,041

4,841

Female

765

648

641

375

295

861

3,085

Total

Male

€XCeSS

Total (%)

2,055 69

1,475 28

1,437 24

897 39

660 24

1,902 21

8,426 35

“ Total population: Males 1,100,400—prevalence of retardation, .0044; females 1,084,200—prevalence of retardation, .0033; total 2,184,600

—prevalence of retardation, .0039.
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there were 68% more males in the Caucasoid retardate group and 31%
more in the Negroid group. (See the “Jensen” heading in Table 7.3.)

In general, the few substantial surveys showing an excess of males of
less than 10% have involved severely subnormal persons, among which
group (as previously was mentioned) the male excess would be expected

to be smaller; older populations in which the greater mortality rate for
males would start to show its effect; or groups in which community

educational deficits have resulted in extremely high levels of
psychometrically retarded persons of both sexes, thus decreasing pro-

portional differences.
The surveys in Table 7.3 spread out in time over 80 years, in space

from Australia to Scandinavia, and in level of retardation from profound
to borderline. It is hardly likely that they all show the same type of sex
bias in determining which individuals are counted as retarded; and even
if some such bias were present, it is hardly conceivable that it would
reach such extreme levels as to account for the differences seen in most

studies.

Perhaps the best evidence that ascertainment bias does not account for

these differences is found in the annual surveysofthe incidence ofhandi-

capping conditions in the Province of British Columbia. (See Table 7.4.)
Regarding these surveys, Dr. James R. Miller (personal communication,
1972) said, “I believe these data could be used to refute the comments of
some of yourcritics because as I indicated this is close to 100% ascer-
tainment in this population and certainly there would be no bias that I
am aware of which would result in this peculiar sex ratio.” Even if one

TABLE 7.5

Prevalence of Mentally Retarded in the IQ Range 30-55, Born
between January 1955 and December 1964 in New South Wales,

  

 

Australia

Retarded boys Boys that age in
ascertained New South Wales Prevalence

1,3351,335" ; =431,520 431,520 3.1/1,000

Retardedgirls Girls that age in
ascertained New South Wales Prevalence

1,0101,010° 2 =0! 412,910 412,910 2.5/1,000

Male excess = 32.2%

  

Source: From Tumer and Turner, Table 1, 1974.
“ 196 Down’s syndrome.
"219 Down’s syndrome.
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eliminates the borderline classification, in which the chances of selection
bias would seemto be the greatest, there still remain 26% more retarded
males than females. Institutional data for the Province show about the
same excess of males, 34%, as in the community, 35%.
Another survey with virtually complete ascertainment is reported by

Turner and Turner(1974). Among NewSouth Wales children born dur-
ing the 10 years 1955-1964, there were 32% more boysthangirls with
IQs in the range of 30-55. These data are summarized in Table 7.5.

It is rather surprising that none of the critics of the author's earlier
papers have mentioned one possible source of bias. That is, boys, during
the earlier school years, do tend to mature more slowly than girls. Thus,
they may be more frequently placed in special classes and consequently

TABLE 7.6

Enrollment in Public Secondary Day Schools of Educable Mentally Retarded Children,
by Sex and Region: 1969-1970

Percentage

Male Female Total® male excess

Region I: (Mideast) Del., Md.,

N.J., N.Y., Pa., D.C. 28,414 16,383 44,797 73

Region II: (Southeast) Ala., Ark.,

Fla., Ga., Ky., La., Miss., N.C.,

S.C., Tenn., Va., W.Va. 31,082 17,613 48,695 76

Region III: (Southwest) Ariz.,

N.Mex., Okla., Tex. 8,375 5,083 13,458 65

Region IV: (Far West) Alaska,

Calif., Hawaii, Nev., Oreg.,

Wash. 9,698 10,158 19,856 —5

Region IV: less Cal. (See text.) 3,333 2,379 5,712 40

Region V: (Rocky Mountains)

Colo., Idaho, Mont., Utah,

Wyo. 2,015 1,276 3,291 57

Region VI: (Plains) Iowa, Kans.,

Minn., Mo., Nebr., N.Dak.,

S.Dak. 5,393 3,298 8,691 61

Region VII: (Great Lakes)Il.,

Ind., Mich., Ohio, Wis. 14,751 7,393 22,144 99

Region VIII: (New England)

Conn., Maine, Mass., N.H.,

R.I., Vt. 3,708 2,488 6,196 49

United States 103,436 63,692 167,128 62

United States, less Calif.

(See text.) 97,071 55,913 152,984 74

Source: From Becker (1972).

“Data compiled from questionnaires sent to chief school officers in each state and

from census populations in state directories of special education.
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considered to be retarded. However, by the high school level, both
sexes have ordinarily attained their growth spurt and should be develop-
mentally at par.
Therefore Table 7.6, showing enrollment in secondary level special

education classes, is of interest if one makes the obvious assumption that
special class placement correlates with low intelligence. The original
data, gathered by Becker (1972) in connection with the planning for a
vocationalinterest test for special class students, shows one obvious anom-
aly. Area Division IV, unlike the others, shows an excess of females.
The discrepancy arose because California, the most populousstate in

the division, had no data on special class enrollment by sex and therefore
reported the samesex division as inall classes, that is, 55% females, 45%
males. California, like the rest of the country, probably has more boys
than girls in special classes, although the actual proportions are uncer-
tain. Eliminating the California figures from the calculations, the table
showsthat the rest of Region IV has a 40% excess of males in secondary
special classes; and the country, exclusive of California, has a 74% excess
of males. Thesefigures, of course, are only approximate.
As Nance and Engel (1972) infer, those figures showing the greater

numbers of retarded males might mean merely that there is a greater
amount of pathology, including sex-linked disorders, affecting males’ in-
tellectual functioning, unless it can also be shownthat there are more
males at the high end of the distribution of IQs. For many reasons, data
indicative of such an excess are less plentiful.

STUDIES OF BRIGHT CHILDREN

However, there is some evidence from psychometric studies that a real
difference does exist. Perhapsthe best, to date, arose from the California
studies of exceptionally bright children. Regarding this study, Terman
(1925, p. 54) pointed out, “ ... the facts we have presented are in
harmony with the hypothesis that exceptionally superiorintelligence oc-
curs with greater frequency among boys than among girls.” The actual
ratio from Terman’s high-IQ group (computed from Terman 1925, Table
2, p. 39) was 813 boysto 592 girls, or 37% more males; y? = 34.5, 1 df;
p < .001.

Anastasi (1958, p. 628) suggests that the excess of males in this study
was due to selection bias on the part of the teachers.

It should be noted that the children in the Califomia study were located in large part
through teachers’ recommendations . . . It is thus likely that the excess of boys in
the California group resulted from the effect of sex stereotypes on teachers’ judg-
ments. Perhaps a girl with a high IQ was more often regarded by herteachers simply
as a ‘good pupil,” while a boy with the same IQ was judged to be “‘brilliant.”’
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However, Dr. Anastasi missed out on a comparison that suggests that

the bias was actually in the opposite direction. The original group,

selected, as she says, largely through teachers’ recommendations, con-

sisted of 857 boys and 671 girls. However, after actual testing, there

remained 813 boys with IQs over 140, or 95% of the original group, but

only 592 girls, or 88% of the original group. Thus, when it came to

objective scores, the teachers more frequently overestimated the intelli-

gence ofthe girls.
Obviously, more studies should be done along these lines. One re-

source would be data from graduate school selection tests such as the

Miller Analogies Test and the Graduate Record Examination. According

to the hypothesis of greater male variability, the male-female ratio in the

top quartile for such tests should be greater than for the bottom quartile.

Up until 1973, at least, the publishers of the Miller Analogies Test had no

record of studies of this type (Hall, personal communication, 1973), nor

does the manual (Psychological Corp., 1970) have separate norms for

males and females. One small study reported in the manual (p. 16) did

give separate scores for males and females, which did favor the males,

but it would seem impossible to rule out extraneousselection factors.

Actual data on sex differences in variance are extremely limited. The

manual for the Stanford—Binet, Form LM, gives nothing at all, and the

texts on the Wechsler tests are not much better. There is a suggestion of

greater male variability on the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale since

on 10 of 11 subtests the variance is greater for males (Wechsler, 1958).

Clark (1958) compared the two sexes’ performance on large battery of

academic tests. He was able to demonstrate that average scores favored

neither sex, but on 44 of the 56 tests the variance for boys was greater

than that for girls (x? = 18.3, 1 df; p < .001).

In a summary of eight rather large surveys, which used a variety of

cognitive ability tests, Jensen (1971, p. 145) reported that Caucasoid

males had, on an average, a 13% greater variance, and Negroid males a

23% greater variance, than females of the same race. The 13%difference

in the white group’s variance turns out to be exactly the same asthat

reported (as a minimum) by Roberts, Norman, and Griffiths (1945) for

Scottish schoolchildren.
In spite of the fact that the group tests used were truncated in range,

particularly at the low end, both of the Scottish studies (see Table 7.3)

showed significantly higher variances for boys than for girls (data from

Anastasi, 1958, p. 459; Gruenberg, 1964, pp. 285-288). For the 1932

survey, the standard deviations were 15.92 and 15.02; and for 1947, 16.68

and 15.44, for boys andgirls, respectively. Anastasi (1972, p. 620) points

out that these differences are significant because of the large numbers of

subjects involved, presumably implying that while they are statistically

significant, they are not practically significant.

The practical importance of a small difference in average IQ might,
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indeed, be slight. However, the effect of small differences in standard

deviation increases with distance from the mean.

Suppose that the standard deviation of an intelligence test, nominally

16 points (as for the Binet), should actually be 16.5 points for males and

15.5 points for females. This is 13% greater variance, whichis actually a

little less difference than was noted in the 1947 Scottish study. On this

basis, there would be expected to be 37% more males than females with

IOs below 68, and the same would betrue for IOs above 132. The actual

ratio, from a table of normal probabilities, would be 0.026:0.019. In

effect, a very slight difference in variance can result in marked differ-

ences at the tails of the normal curve. Such differences would be pre-

dicted under the hypothesis of sex linkage of intellectual traits.

Of course, evidence of greater male variability is not, per se, proof of

X-linkage of major intellectual traits. Other hypotheses could undoubt-

edly be devised to explain the phenomenon or even to explain it away.It

is necessary, therefore, to find other lines of evidence.

FAMILY SIMILARITIES AND X-LINKAGE

One such line of evidence would be whetherfamily similarities in IQ

are of the degree one might expect of an X-linkedtrait. Bayley (1966, p.

102), in evaluating a somewhat different hypothesis, has provided the

necessary data for such

a

test.

From a collection of intelligence test scores for family groups compiled

by Outhit (1933), Bayley selected families in which there were IQs for

both parents, plus a son and a daughter. What one would expect, if there

are major genesrelating to intelligence on the X-chromosome,is that the

correlations of test scores for mother-daughter, father-daughter, and

mother—son would be somewhat similar. In each case, the parent and

child have one X-chromosome in common. The correlations between

fathers and sons should be lower since they have no X-chromosome in

common:and the brother-sister correlation should be intermediate since

they have an X-chromosome in common half the time.

To quote Bayley (1966):

The resulting correlations . . . are, again, higher for the daughters than the sons. The

mother-daughterr is .68, the father-daughterr is .66; the mother-sonr is .61, and the

father-son r is .44. The fact that the parents in this sample are the same for both sons

and daughters makesthis a potentially crucial test. Tests of significance (the brother-

sister r is .55) indicate that these differences in father—child correlations approach

significance at the .05 level [p. 102].

In other words,the orderof size ofcorrelations is exactly what might be

expected of an X-linkedtrait. If one takes into accountthat the rank order

of the first three correlations (for mother-daughter, father-daughter, and
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mother-son) is not critical, there are 6 out of 120 possible permutationsthat fit the hypothesis. This makes the Bayley data significant at the .05level as a test of the hypothesis of X-linkage of intelligence.
Additional information from the original source increases the im-

portance of the differences. According to Outhit (1933, p. 43) the correla-
tion between mothers and fathers in this study was .741 + .042. In other
words, the entire correlation between father and son, who have no
X-chromosome in common, could be accounted for by the productof the
correlation between the parents and that between mother and son
(.74 x .61 = .45), Obviously this is an overstatement since there must be
non-sex-linked genes and environmentalfactors involved as well. How-
ever, these additional data do increase both the statistical and practical
significance of Bayley’s study in regard to the present hypothesis.
As would be predicted from the hypothesis, there is evidence that

retardation of women is more frequently associated with retardation of
their children than is the case for men. Some such evidence, based on the
Reed and Reed (1965) study, is presented in Lehrke (1972a, pp. 615-616)
and Lehrke (1974, pp. 23-26). Ahern and Johnson (1973) also did an
analysis of the Reed and Reeddata with results that are compatible with
the hypothesis of X-linkage of intelligence, but because the hypothesis
they were testing is slightly different, the results are not given in a way
that can be applied to the theory of sex linkage. In general, a child of a
retarded motheris more than twice as likely to be retarded as is the child
of a retarded father. This is as might be expected since the motherpasses
on an X-chromosome to all of her children, the father only to his
daughters. However,in this regard,it is important to take into account
Bessman’s (1972) theory of prenatal maternal influence associated with
metabolic deficiencies.

In a study with probands from an institutional retarded population,
Priest, Thuline, LaVeck, and Jarvis (1961) found that in sibships in which
more than one person wasretarded, those with only boys affected out-
numbered those with only girls affected by 29-15. To quote the authors,
“One is tempted to speculate concerning the influence of sex linkage to
account for the predominance of families with only males affected (p.
44),”’
Other studies by Wortis, Pollack, and Wortis (1966); by Wright, Tarjan,

and Eyer (1959); and by Turneretal. (1972) also show, in addition to
greater numbers of male retardates, a tendency for these male retardates
to cluster in certain families. In effect, not only are males more likely to
be retarded in general, but there is a familial tendency to male retarda-
tion that would be hard to explain on any other basis than X-linkage.
For example, out of the 58 families with more than one retarded child

in the Wright, Tarjan, and Eyer (1959) study, there were 22 families with
a total of 52 retarded males, compared with 5 families with 10 retarded
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females. Families with retardates of both sexes numbered 31, with 66

males and 51 females. The retarded totaled 118 males to 61 females,

while the normal sibs numbered 77 males and 81 females.

If there were no tendency to familial incidence of male retardation, we

would expect that the combined male—female ratio in families in which

all retardates were of one sex would be the sameasthat in families with

retardates of both sexes. By each of several tests of the distribution, this

was not the case. Perhaps the critical test is whether the numbers of

retarded persons in families with male only, male and female, and

female only retardates conform to the expected p? + 2pq + q’, where

p

is

the proportion of males (118 of 179) and q the proportion of females(61 of

179). For this analysis, x” = 31.7, 2df; p < 001. In other words, the study

shows a strong tendency for male retardation to run in families.

Under the Lyon Hypothesis, it would be expected that those women

who have one oftheir X-chromosomesbearing genes for low intelligence

would be duller than their sisters who do not. While they might only

occasionally be retarded, they would show some effect of the defective

gene, that is active in half of their cells.

For the present, there seemsto be no data that would make possible a

statistical test of this, but Turneret al. (1972, p. 326) report that in some

families the obligate carriers do seemduller than their presumptive non-

carrier sisters. This partial expressionin heterozygous females could very

well account for the presence of an occasional female retardate in fam-

ilies that otherwise fit the pattern of X-linked recessive transmission, for

instance, pedigree KMD-2 in Reed and Reed’s (1965) collection.

Elucidation of an hypothesis as to the nature of the X-linked gene or

genes involved will have to be left for a work now in preparation.’ How-

ever, X-linkage of certain other intellectual traits is now well established.

Stafford (1961) demonstrated sex linkage of a gene related to spatial

perception, and further evaluation by Bock and Kolakowski (1973) seems

to show that the X-linked gene may beonethat essentially enhances this

ability in those males who carry the appropriate gene or those females

who are homozygousfor it. Jensen’s paper in this volume discusses the

matter in greater detail.

There is some evidence that the gene (or genes) related to general

intelligence is, like that for spatial perception, one that enhances some

substrate of basic skills. It could do this by controlling not the structure or

metabolic processes of the brain but the rate and duration of neuronal

growth, particularly in the temporal area. Mutation of this X-linked gene

1 In a book now being preparedbythis author,it is hypothesized that the major basis of

evolution of homo erectus to homo sapiens was a neotenous mutation that extended the

period of neuronal developmentin certain critical areas of the brain until adult years.

Probably the period of such growth for modern man’s most recent ancestors was about 5

years, compared with 3 years for the higher apes.
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(possibly a throwbackto a primitive state) couldlimit verbal ability with-

out necessarily affecting other areas of functioning. For instance, in the

family with X-linked mental retardation shownin Figure 7.5, 11 of the 20

retardates were able to take Wechsler intelligence tests; and in all cases

the verbal IO was lower than the performance IQ. Regarding the other 9

retarded males, there was frequent mention of verbal, language, or

speech deficits.

There is evidence from studies such as those of Blewett (1954) and

Vandenberg (1962) that it is specific areas of ability rather than global

intelligence that are inherited. To quote Blewett, “The fact that h’

(heritability) values for all the total scores are considerably lower than for

Verbal, Reasoning, and Fluencytest scores [of the Primary Mental Abili-

ties (PMA)Battery] may be interpreted as support for the view that these

abilities are determinedto a greater extent by heredity than is the general

factor to which they giverise (p. 930).”’

THE ABSENCE OF PHYSICAL CORRELATES

McKusick (1971) lists about two dozen sex-linked disorders in which

mental defect in someorall cases is secondary to structural or metabolic

disorder involving the brain. No such defect has shownupin the reports

of persons identified only by their presence in pedigrees of nonspecific

sex-linked mental retardation. Dr. Gillian Turmer, who has studied scores

of such cases, is very emphatic about such lack of an organic basis. In a

letter to me, she said, “In your lecture yousay that there is no way of

picking individuals with the X-linked form of retardation clinically. I

think you can. I suspect that all those [males with an IQ below 50] who

are physically normal are X-linked.”

The absence of physical correlates is further borne out by institutional

data, which show that the excess of males is greatest in those categories

for which there is no demonstrable basis for retardation. For instance, for

the year 1964 there werein state institutions for the retarded 2176 males

to 2127 females in American Association on Mental Deficiency (AAMD)

Category IV (Heber, 1961), Mental retardation associated with diseases

and conditions due to disorder of metabolism, growth, or nutrition (Na-

tional Institute of Mental Health, 1966). In other words, in this category,

in which there is a demonstrable physiological basis for retardation,

males did not appreciably outnumber females.

However, in Category VIII, Mental retardation due to uncertain (or

presumed psychological cause . . . , there were 22,357 males to 17,896

females, an excess of 25%. Category VIII included 24% of reported

populations of institutions for that year, but it accounted for 36% of the

excess of males.
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What weapparently are seeing, then, is essentially that there are genes,
or groups of genes, related to the developmentof certain very important
aspects of intelligence, which are on the X-chromosome. These genes
seemto havea strong effect on IQ at all levels from severe retardation to
genius.
Because of the absence of physical signs, it is not possible to identify

many of the persons whoseretardation is due to these defective X-linked
genes either in the community orin institutions. Equally important, it is
obvious that in most cases such sex-linked genes are not, by themselves,
solely responsible for a person’s retardation. Rather, these genes, in their
less severe forms, interact with other marginal or defective genes, plus
unfavorable environment, to produce cultural—familial mental retarda-
tion. The same combination could affect many females, either homozy-
gous or heterozygousfor the X-linked genes, but the effect would be more
likely to be clearly apparent in males. However, the presence of these
females would increase the relative importance ofX-linked factors in the
entire population.

In effect, most of the male excess of retardation would be found in the
category of cultural-familial or “garden variety” retardation, in which
group most persons are borderline or mildly retarded. There would, as
Turner and Turner (1974) have pointed out, also be a substantial number
among those moderately and severely retarded. Many of these latter
would be from families in which there is a pedigree pattern of sex-linked
mental defect.
Because of the X-linked componentin cultural-familial retardation,it

is probable that the greater the prevalence of mental subnormality in a
population, the greater will be the excess of retarded males. This will
undoubtedly need more study, but there is some evidence for the idea
among the studies listed in Table 7.3.

Forinstance, the Richardson and Higgins study (1964, p. 1824) covers a
population with a 7.9% incidence of retardation. The excess of malesis
69%. In the Reed and Reed (1965) data, the incidence goes downto 2.7%
and the male excess to 49%. The British Columbia population, excluding
the borderline category, has less than a 0.5% incidence and a 26% excess
of males. Otherstudies in the table for which incidence is known fit into
the general pattern, although the correlation is not perfect.
At the high end of the IQ scale, the hereditary pattern of X-linkage

might be less apparent. For one thing, there is the matter of selective
mating. The adage,“Like father, like son,” might be true,as far as IQ is
concerned, mainly because an intelligent man would be smart enoughto
select (and win) an intelligent womanto be the motherofhis children, or
vice versa. For instance, in the Outhit (1933, p. 43) study already cited,
the correlation between parents was .742; in the Reed and Reed (1965, Dp.
57) study, it was .464, using 10-point intervals. Also, the brighter fathers
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would tend to provide a better social and environmental background for

their children, thus introducing an important, but nongenetic, variable.

SUMMARY AND SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS

Overall, the implications of greater male-variability in intelligence due

to X-linkage are of considerable social importance. Facilities and pro-

gramsfor the retarded must be planned with the expectation of a greater

number of males and with the understanding that to a great extent the

reasonsfor this excess are genetic rather than environmental. At the other

end of the scale, it is highly probable that basic genetic factors rather than

male chauvinism account for at least some of the difference in the num-

bers of males and females occupying positions requiring the highest

levels of intellectual ability.

Because of the importance of these and other implications of the

theory, it is essential that further research on the theory of X-linkage of

major intellectual traits and its implications be carried out. It must be

recalled that the theory, as is usually the case, was designedto fit the data

at hand. Later reports, including this one, have addedlittle in the way of

new approachesor new data; but what there has been has tended to add

to the theory’s plausibility. Nonetheless, further studies along many lines

will be necessary for the theory’s thorough evaluation and to bring forth

all of its implications.

Asseveral critics, especially Anastasi (1972), Nance and Engel(1972),

and Wittig (1976), have madeclear, each bit of supporting data and each

line of evidence can be interpreted in such a fashion as to lead to difter-

ent conclusions. However, to date, no one has come up with an alterna-

tive theory thatfits all of the data. By the principle of parsimony,then,it
seems logical to accept the theory as a basis for further research.

Finally, for the benefit of the ladies, it must be stressed that in the

theory as set forth there is no inference that males have a greater range of

intelligence than females. All that is implied is that as the score orrating

deviates from the mean in either direction, the male-female ratio in

numbers increases. The very brightest women could very well be on par
with the very brightest men—there would just be fewer of them.

Nowhereis this more evident than among the authors of studies most

essential to the developmentof the X-linkage theory. Had it not been for

the contributions of such outstanding women as Anne Anastasi, Nancy
Bayley, Mary Lyons, Marion Outhit, Margaret Thompson, Gillian
Turner, and Leona Tyler, amongothers, this chapter would not have been

possible.
Dr. Samuel Johnson said it most succinctly. When asked which were

more intelligent, men or women, he replied, “Which man? Which

woman?”
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Own-Race Preference and Self-Esteem

in Young Negroid and Caucasoid

Children

AUDREY M. SHUEY

Randolph-Macon Woman’s College

INTRODUCTION

For more than 25 years, the view that low self-esteem characterizes

Negroids in the United States has been generally accepted by competent
writers. This low self-esteem supposedly distinguishes Negroid from

Caucasoid Americans andis responsible for slower Negroid school prog-
ress, presumed lack of ambition, and lower cognitive abilities as mea-
sured by various aptitude and achievementtests. (Improvementof self-
concept and a sense of personal worth, a major goal of Head Start, was
listed by 46% of the 104 participating officials interviewed as the most
important objective of their centers [Grangeret al., 1969].) We proposeto
review critically the available pertinent research on self-esteem of Ne-
groid and Caucasoid children between 3 and 8 years ofage and to present
the studies in comparable tabular form.

In describing these researches, we have differentiated race-preference
studies from self-esteem studies per se. While many investigators have
not connected race-preference findings with self-esteem, some have

done so, and other scholars have assumed “prefer my race, prefer me,”’
and “reject my race, reject me.” (Carried a little further, preference for
own-sex figures, own-religion symbols, and the like, could be assumedto
measure self-esteem in older schoolchildren.) Thus, Clark (1955) writes,
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“Youngerchildren, as we have seen, tend to express their self-hatred by
concrete and direct rejection of brown skin color (p. 50).”” Similarly,
Vontress (1970, p. 193) indicates that the Negroid child, even at four
years, knowsthat heis racially different and tends to despise his group
and hate himself for being a memberofthis group. (See Kardiner and
Ovesey (1951), Karon (1958), and Bronfenbrenner (1967) for other ex-
pressions of this familiar view.)

In reviewing these researches, we have looked for factors other than
race that may berelated to own-race preference or self-esteem, such as
sex and age of child, socioeconomiclevel, IQ, section of country, race of
interviewer, and so on. We have grouped the studies into four tables
according to the type of test or instrument employed: (1) Dolls and Pup-
pets, (2) Photographs, Sketches and Drawings, and a Coloring Test, (3)
Constructs and Symbols, and (4) Questionnaire and Rating Scales. The
first two purport to measure race preference, the latter two self-esteem.
In each table, we have included wherever possible: (1) Author and Date
of publication, (2) Location of study, (3) Name andbrief description of
Instrument used, (4) Subjects, including numberof each race, age, Sex,
grade in school, and method of selection, (5) Results as reported by the
author or combined by reviewerfrom author's data, and (6) Comments of
Author. The text has been primarily centered around the material as
presented in the tables.

DOLLS AND PUPPETS

Mary Ellen Goodman (1946) wasone ofthe first to use dolls as a means
of studying racial self-identification and preference among young chil-
dren. Her report emphasizes interpretation and only briefly describes her
materials, subjects, procedure, and results. Some 27 3- and 4-year-old
children of both races, attending the Ruggles Street Nursery School in
Boston, served as subjects. It appears that 21 of them responded to the
first set of baby dolls and the question Which looks most like you when
you were a baby? Sixteen of them responded to the same question when
shown a second set of baby dolls. Shown a third set of dolls dressed to
represent nursery school children of the subject’s own sex, 25 responded
to Which looks most like you? Negroid and Caucasoid subjects were
reported to comprise approximately half of each group. Correct identifi-
cations were made by 40% of the Negroid subjects and by 80% of the
Caucasoids in each situation. We are informed without supporting evi-
dence that the Negroid-Caucasoid difference in self-identification bears
no apparent relation to age, sex, or IQ.

The children were given four different opportunities to indicate their
esthetic preferences with respect to the three sets of dolls shown in the
identification test. Fifty to 70% of the 15-20 subjects who responded
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were Negroids. “Nevertheless 70% to 90% of each responding group

preferred the white doll.’ Negroid preference for the white doll was

reported to be as great as the Caucasoid preference for this doll.

Kenneth and Mamie Clark (1947) employed several techniques in

studying the racial identification and preferences of Negroid children.

Four dolls, identical except in skin and hair color, were presented to each

child. For half of the subjects, the dolls were presented in the order:

white, colored, white, colored; for the other half the order was reversed.

The children were asked to respond to eight requests by choosing one of

the dolls and giving it to the experimenter. Thefirst four were designed

to reveal racial preferences:

(1) Give me the doll that you like to play with—like best.
(2) Give me the doll that is a nice doll.

(3) Give me the doll that looks bad.
(4) Give me the doll that is a nice color.

All children interviewed were young Negroids, ages 3-7; 134 of them
attended segregated nursery or public schools in Arkansas, and 119 were
enrolled in racially mixed nursery or public schools in Massachusetts.
The Clarks indicated that results for a few children who showedgen-
eralized negativism were not included. Total doll preferences were tabu-
lated according to age (in years), North or South, and observed skin color
(ight, medium,or dark).

The Negroid children on the whole showeda preference for the white
dolls and tended to reject the brown. Thirty-six percent of the 253 chil-
dren chose their own-race (brown) doll in response to the three combined
requests of: play with—like best, nice doll, and nice color, as opposed to
60% who chose the white doll. (This difference is significant (x? = 6.58,
df = 1, p = <.01).) Conversely, 50% of the subjects selected their own-
race doll when asked for the doll that looks bad, as against 17% who
selected the white doll, likewise a highly significant difference.
The younger Negroid subjects (3-4 years) identified with one of the

colored dolls no more than 50% of the time, whereas the older children
(6-7 years) selected their own-race doll as looking like themselves 78%
of the time (Determined by reviewer from the Clarks’ Table 2). Not
unpredictably, the younger subjects likewise showedless preference for
their own-race doll (28.7%) than the older children (42.0%), as deter-
mined by the proportion of their responses to the three combined posi-
tive requests of play with—like best, nice doll, and nice color (Difference
significant at the .05 level of confidence, computed by reviewer).

_ The subjects attending segregated schools in the three Arkansascities
showeda slight and insignificant preference for their own-race dolls over
the children attending the racially mixed schools of the Massachusetts
city, as evidenced by their responses to the three combined requests
(41% and 31.7%, respectively: see Table 8.1).



TABLE §.1

Dolls and Puppets
eee

Author Subjects
and

date Location Instrument N Age

Goodman, Boston, Mass. Twosets of babydolls; one 27 3-4
M.E. set of dolls dressed to 50-70%
(1946) represent nursery school were

children of sex of subject. Negroids.

Clark, K. B., Hot Springs, Two brown dolls with Negroid Negroid
and M. P. Pine Bluff, black hair, 2 white dolls (Ark.) (Mass.)
(1947) Little Rock, with yellowhair. All in

Ark., and diapers. 18 13 3
Springfield, 19 10 4
Mass. 12 34 5

39 33 6
46 29 7

134 119

Radke, M. J., Philadelphia, Plywood form boards of Negroid Caucasoid
and Pa. men, women,clothes,

Trager, houses. 90 152 Kinder-

H. G. garten 2
(1950)
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Subjects

Methodof selection Results Comments of author

 

Not given; Ruggles Street

Nursery School “where

27 children were

studied . . .”; four op-

portunities for a child

to indicate esthetic

preference with respect

to baby dolls and those

representing Own age;

only 15-20 responded

to the 4 situations.

All subjects Negroid. Ark.

subjects were in segre-

gated nursery and
public schools with no

experience in racially

mixed schools; Mass.

subjects in mixed nur-

sery and public schools.
Examinedall present

except a few who

showed“generalized

negativism.”

From 6 public schools in

1 school district; largely
lower-middle to upper-
lower socioeconomic

levels. Selected every

third name on class

lists. Subjects inter-
viewed by experi-

menter of own race.‘

Preference for white doll

All subjects 70-90%

Choices of all subjects

Brown White

Request doll doll pa

Play with-

best 32% 67% 1%

Nice doll 38% 59% 3%

Looks bad 59% 17% 24%

Nice color 38% 60% 2%

Choice of own-race doll? to play
with, according to age ofsubjects

3-5 6-7 t p

28.7% 42.0% 2.17 <.05

Preference for own race” indicated

by choice of:

Subjects Doll Costume House

Negroid 57% 78% 33%
Caucasoid 89% 54% 77%

About 3 of both Negroid

and Caucasoid chil-

dren preferred white

doll as prettier.

Data indicate a basic

knowledgeofracial

differences in Ne-

groid children 3-7

years of age in

Northern and South-

ern communities

tested.

White doll preferred by

89% of Caucasoid
subjects; Negroid
subjects chose black

doll 57% of time.

Majority from both

races gave poor
houses to black doll.
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TABLE 8.1 (Continued)
eee

   

Author Subjects
and

date Location Instrument N Ageee

Stevenson, Austin, Tex. Four small dolls made of Negroid Caucasoid
H. W., and soft, flesh-colored plastic.
Stewart, 93 95 3

E.C. 13 25 4
(1958) 22 25 5

17 25 6

20 25 7

95 125

Gregor, A. J., Southern Two dolls, one white with Negroid Caucasoid
and Mc- metropolitan blue eyes, other choco-
Pherson, area late with brown eyes: Boys 38 45
D. A. both in diapers Girls 34 38

(1966) 92 83 6-7
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Subjects

Methodofselection Results Comments of author

a

Subjects enrolled in 10 Choice of own-race doll’ as playmate, by:

|

Greater frequency of

private segregatednur- own-race rejection by

sery and elementary Race of subjects Negroid subjects seen

schools. Chosen at ran- in lower proportion

  

dom.° Evenly divided Negroids Caucasoids t choosing own-racefor

by sex; testing by ex- | playmate.

perimenter of own race. 45% 68% 3.43 <001

Age andrace of subjects

 

3-5 6-7 t p

 

Negroid 41.8% 50.3% 81 —

Caucasoid 58.7% 82.0% 2.75 <.0l

Caucasoid and Negroid The 2 groupsin this

children, ages 6-7, in Deep South area gave

first grade, in racially evidence of secure

homogeneous schools. self-system; both

Choice of own-race doll to play with,’
accordingto:

No report of numberof Race of subjects identified with own

schools or classes sur--—<‘C!”;*”*”*”*~C<C:*«‘i‘i‘iéO CKOUP.

veyed, nor whetherall Black White t p"

present at 2 ages were

interviewed. 56.8% 85.5% 4.17 <.001

Sex and race of subjects

Male Female t p

Negroid 69.2% 480% 2.02 <.05

Caucasoid 84.5% 86.7% — —
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LE

 

Author Subjects
and

date Location Instrument N Age
eee

Greenwald,

|

New York City Three dolls (dark brown, Cauca-
H. J., and and New mulatto,’ and white) Negroid soid
Oppen- Rochelle, identical except in skin
heim, D. B. N.Y. color. All in diapers. Boys 2] 2]
(1968) Girls 18 15

39 36 3-5

Asher, S. R., Newark, N.J.,. Three pairs of puppets, Cauca-
and Allen, and vicinity identical except for skin Negroid soid
V. (1969) and haircolor.

Boys 96 77

Girls 85 71

Uniden-

tified 5 7

186 155 3-8



A

Subjects

Method of selection Results Comments of author

a

Subjects interviewed in Choice of Negroid subjects

both integrated and

 

  

Negroid subjects were

judged to be from

nonintegrated nursery Ques- Brown Mulatto White lower and middle

schools; most were of tion doll doll doll ? classes, while Cauca-

ages 4 or 5, a few were soid subjects all from

age 3. No mention of Play middle class.

numberof schools or with 98% 13% 56% 3%

whetherall children Good

present weretested. doll 35% 15% 50% __

Bad

doll 21% 59% 10% 10%

Nice

color 31% 8% 56% 5%

Choice of Caucasoid subjects

Brown Mulatto White

doll doll doll P

Play

with 22% 4% 63% 11%

Good

doll 20% 3% 69% 8%

Bad

doll 26% 51% 3% 20%

Nice

color 18% 8% 71% 3%

From nursery schools,

neighborhood centers,

pre-school programs

and play street run by

accordingto:

Race of subjects
city.

Cauca-

Negroid soid t

27.3% 75.0% 8.77

Sex and race of subjects

Male Female t

Negroid 22.3% 32.7% 1.57

Cauca-

soid 78.3% 72.0% —

Choice of own-race doll to play with,’ Social-class data for Ne-

groid children sug-

gest enhancedstatus

may lead to increased
inferiority feeling.

<.001
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Author
Subjects

and

date Location Instrument N Age

TTTI—

I

  

Crooks, R. C. Halifax, Nova Dolls identical except skin Cauca-
(1970) Scotia and hair color. Two Negroid soid

were brown with black
hair; 2 white with blond E 17 17
hair. C 17 17

34 34 4-5

Hraba,J., Lincoln, Nebr. Dolls identical except skin Negroid Caucasoid
and Grant, and hair. Two medium $$
G. (1970) brown with curly black 89 71 4-8

hair; 2 white with fair

hair. All same eyecolor,

Durrett, San Jose, Two girl and 2 boy dolls of Cauca-
M. E., and Calif. soft plastic. Black and Negroid soid
Davy,A.J. white dolls same except
(1970) for color of skin and hair. Boys ll 14

Girls 14 16

25 30 4
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Subjects

Methodof selection Results Comments of author

——— aasmamasgs9090000

All subjects from inter-

racial neighborhood

with low income, over-

crowding and large

families. Experi-

mental group had 1

year enriched pre-

school program, C

group, none.

60% of eligible Negroids

4-8 in city’s public

schools; 71 Caucasoids

drawn at random from

mixed classrooms: all

in kindergarten or

grades 1-2.

85 4- to 5-year-old sub-

jects including

Negroid, Anglo-

(Caucasoid) and

Mexican-American in

prekindergarten inter-

racial schools. All from

lower socioeconomic

families.

Choice of own-race doll to play

with,” according to:

 

Race of subjects

 

Cauca-

Negroid soid t p

 

34.0% 66.7% 2.70 Ol

Preschool program and race

E C t p

Negroid 49.0% 18.0% 191 —

Cauca-

soid 55.0% 78.3% 144 —

Choice of own-race doll to play

with,” according to:

Race of subjects

Negroid Caucasoid t p

64.3% 67.0% — —

Choice of own-race doll as

playmate,” according to:

Race of subjects

Negroid Caucasoid t p

48% 83.3% 2.71 O1

Sex and race of subjects

Male Female t p

Negroid 27% 64% 185 —
Cauca-

soid 86% 81% — —

Necesssary to attack

problem of prejudice

in very young

children.

Respondents randomly

assigned to Negroid

and Caucasoid

interviewers.

Negroid subjects

showed least own-

group preference.

Although positive

changes have been

noted (since 1958)

many Negroids,

especially boys, need

help in developing

own-race acceptance.
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Author Subjects
and

date Location Instrument N Ageeee

Harris, S., Media and Two pairs of puppets of Negroid
and Braun, Chester, about subject’s age, one >
J.R.(1971) Penn. pair male and one fe- 60 7-8

male. Within each pair,
they were same except
for skin and hair color.
Black puppet medium
brown face and black
hair; white had light
skin and light hair.

Fox, D. J., New York, Eight dolls. Each presenta- Cauca-
and N.Y. tion consisted of 2 dolls Negroid soid
Jordan, of medium-brownskin,
V. B. (1973) brown eyes, and dark Boys 180 180

hair; 2 white dolls with Girls 180 180
blue eyes and blond a
hair; all 4 of same sex as 360 360 5_7
subject and identically
dressed.
EE

“Table here condensed from the Clark’s Tables 5 and 6. Clarks have not separated
their subjects according to sex. ? indicates no choice was recorded.

" Present writer combines responses to play with-like best, nice doll, and nice color;
here and elsewhere.

“These subjects also tested on Race Barrier and Non-Barrier pictures. See Table 8.2
this chapter.

“ Differences between preferences for own race as indicated by choice of preferred
doll, choice of costume, and choice of house all highly significant; p < .01 (determined
by reviewer).

“From class rolls in elementary schools. However, all in nursery schools included if
within selected age range. These 220 children were also tested on drawings of Negroid
and Caucasoid children at play. See Table 8.2.

"Calculations by reviewer.
’ Combining responses to play with, like best, nice doll, and nice color.
" Reviewer is responsible for combining requests in various studies as well as the

resulting calculations.

' A white doll had been painteda light grayish-brown by a hospital employee to simu-
late mulatto color.

’Play with, nice doll, and nice color. For the 3-5-year-olds used one pair of puppets
appearing about 2-years-old; for the 6-8-year-olds, used two puppets of same sex as subject
and estimated by authors to represent children of about 11 years of age.

* Play with, nice doll, and nice color combined.
’ Personal communication from J. Hraba.

™ Yet 36% of Negroid and 34% of Caucasoid subjects indicated that the dolls selected
to represent their races looked bad.

>
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Subjects

 

Method of selection

All 30 Negroid 7-8-year-

old pupils in the six

second and third grade

classes of middle-class

suburban schools. In

lower-class inter-city

school, everyfifth Ne-

groid from class lists of

two grades.

Each racial group com-

prised of equal num-

bers of 5-, 6-, and 7-

year-old boys andgirls,

half in integrated and

half in segregated

schools;all subjects

bor in New York City,

English-speaking, liv-

ing with both natural

parents.

Results

Choice of own-race doll to

 

play with’

Subjects

Other

H+B Negroids” t p

68.7% 54.1% 2.18 05

 

Choice of own-race doll to play

with:” accordingto:

Race of subjects

Cauca-

Negroid soid t p

58.0% 70.2% 3.42 <.001

Sex and race of subjects

Male Female t p

Negroid 542% 62.0% 148 —

Cauca-

soid 74.0% 65.5% 1.76 —

en

Comments of author

NN

Absence ofsignificant

difference between

middle and lower

class subjects sug-

gests that former are

as ethnocentric as

latter.

No significant differ-

ence in choices of

segregated andinte-

grated Negroid

children.

" Followed procedure of Stevenson and Stewart (1958), only preference for playmate
question used to determine own-race preference.

° We have combined percentages on play with item with nice puppet and nice color.
Only 21% of Harris and Braun’s subjects chose the brown puppetas looking bad. All sub-
jects and experimenters were black.

» Other Negroids comprising 516 subjects, ages 6-8, responding to similar requests
as reported by: Clark and Clark (1947), Stevenson and Stewart (1958), Gregor and
McPherson (1966), and Fox and Jordan (1973). Reviewer's calculations.

1 The three Negroid segregated schools in Manhattan, Brooklyn, and Queens; the three
Caucasoid segregated schools in Manhattan, Brooklyn, and Staten Island. Of the inte-

grated schools, two in Brooklyn, one in Queens, and one in the Bronx.

"These percentages comprising responses to play with, nice doll, like best, and nice
color; all calculations by present writer; material from authors’ Tables 1-4. See Fox and

Jordan for responses of Chinese and additional Caucasoid subjects to photographs of
Chinese and Caucasoid children.
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The children of medium or dark skin color showed a slightly greater
preference for the brown dolls than the subjects of light skin, as indicated
by their choices to the three combined requests.' A majority of the chil-
dren, regardless of skin color, chose the white doll.
The Clarks’ doll studies fully support the finding that Negroid children

between 3 and 7 years of age tend to prefer white dolls with yellow hair
to brown dolls with black hair. Responses to play with-like best, nice
doll, and nice color were similar, with few response refusals. To the
request to show a doll that looks bad, a significantly large percentage
failed to respond. Older, Southern, and children of medium and dark
skin may perhapsreact more favorably to own-race dolls than younger,
Northern, and light-skinned children. Unfortunately, age, regional, and
skin-color variables seem to be inextricably entwined. Without access to
the raw data of this poineer work, no definite conclusions can be reached
at this point.
Radke and Trager (1950) interviewed 90 Negroid and 152 Caucasoid

children in kindergarten,first, or second grades of six Philadelphia pub-
lic schools in a largely lower-middle or upper-lowerclass district. Test
materials consisted of plywood form boards with cutout stylized figures
of men and women,plywoodclothestofit the figures, and plywood forms
of houses. In thetest situation, a pair of form boards (two men dolls for
the boy subjects and two womendolls for the girls, identical except for
skin color) was presented to the subject. The costume insets included
duplicate sets of dress-up, work, and shabby clothes. The houses repre-
sented run-down tenements and neat one-family housesofred brick with
a front lawn andtrees visible in the background.
The children were asked to put one dress (or suit) on each doll. Ques-

tions followed, such as, What would this man be doing wearing these
clothes? The children were also asked, Which man (woman) do you like
the best? Why? The experimenter then presented the houses, determin-
ing in like manner which the child liked best and the one the Negroid
man lives in and why. These were followed by the same questions while
the child was attending to the Caucasoidfigure.

Fifty-seven % of the Negroid children liked the brown doll best,
whereas 89% of the Caucasoid subjects liked the white doll best.
Seventy-eight % of the Negroid children assigned the dress-up costume
to the doll of their own race, in contrast to 54% of the Caucasoids who
assigned a dress-up costume to the white doll. Only 30% of both racial
groups assigned a dress-up costumeto a doll of the other race.
While the selection of the doll and clothes for the preferred doll may

suggest some positive Negroid self-esteem, the giving of a good houseto

't = 1.57, calculated by reviewer. The mean percentage of own-race doll choices of the

79 dark subjects (dark brownto black) was 37.7; that of 127 medium subjects (light brown
to dark brown), 38.3; that of the 46 light subjects, nearly white), 28.3.
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the white doll by 60% of the Negroid children and to the brown doll by

only 33% may be irrelevant to attitudes toward self. A sample ofsix

photographs of Negroid and Caucasoid dwellings included in the au-

thors’ publication suggests a striking similarity between the housesofthe

two groups, with the poorest of the three Negroid houses being more

dilapidated than the poorest of the Caucasoids. Unfortunately, the Ne-

groid children who assigned the brown doll to the poor house were

seldom articulate.
As a part of their research project involving 220 Negroid and

Caucasoid children enrolled in private segregated nursery and elemen-

tary schools in Austin, Texas, Stevenson and Stewart (1958) used four

plastic dolls. Two of them were Caucasoid, and two were “modified to

create Negro dolls.” The children, all interviewed individually, were

shown two dolls of their own sex, identically dressed, and asked, Which

one looks most like you? and Which would yourather play with?

Own-race choices to rather play with varied with race and age. Sixty-

eight % ofthe Caucasoidsversus 45% ofthe Negroids chose own-race dolls,

the difference being significant at the .001 level of confidence. However,

41.8% of the 3-5-year-old Negroids versus 50.3% of the 6-7-year-old

Negroids chose own-race dolls for playmates, the difference being in-

significant; whereas comparable age groups of the.Caucasoid subjects

preferred own-race dolls as playmates 58.7 and 82.0% of the time, the

difference between them beingsignificant at the .01 level of confidence.

Gregor and McPherson (1966) gave a variant of the Clarks’ dolls test to

175 Negroid and Caucasoidfirst-grade children. In a city referred to as

“Southern,” subjects were asked to choose between a white, fair-haired,

blue-eyed, and a chocolate-colored, black-haired, and brown-eyed doll.

Each child, tested alone by a member of his race, was given nine re-

quests, the first five designed to produce affective responses to his own

racial group. The Caucasoid children gave evidence of marked own-race

preference, an average of 85.5% of them choosing the white doll. The

Negroid children showed some in-group preference butsignificantly less

than that of the Caucasoids, with 56.8% selecting the brown doll. Com-

patible with these own-race preferences are the responses to the fifth

request. Whereas 92%ofthe white subjects indicated that the brown doll

looks bad, only 9% of the Negroid children selected the brown doll as

looking bad, the other 91% making no meaningful response. Therefusal

of such a large percentage of Negroid children to select either doll as bad

suggested to the authors an interpretation offered by Kardiner and

Ovesey (1951) and Karon (1958) that Southern Negroids “accommodate,”

2 At all age levels, the proportion of own-race correctly identified was greater for

Caucasoids than for Negroids. From 3 to 7 years, the respective percentages of Caucasoids

selecting own-race doll as more like themselves were: 52, 72, 88, 96, and 96; for Negroids

the percentages were: 43, 33, 33, 53, and 85.
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that is, refrain from expressing openly hostility toward the Caucasoid
community. This explanation could be applied equally to the boys and
girls of the Gregor-McPherson study since 89% of the former and 93% of
the latter made nointerpretable response to looks bad.

In responding to the combined requests of play with, like best, nice
doll, and nice color, the Negroid girls were significantly less likely to
select the brown doll than were the Negroid boys; in contrast, the per-
centages of Caucasoid boys and girls who chose a white doll were very
close together, 84.5 and 86.7.
Greenwald and Oppenheim (1968) gave a variant of the dolls test to 39

Negroid and 36 Caucasoid children in integrated and nonintegrated nur-
sery schools in New York City and New Rochelle. In addition to the
traditional brown and white dolls, they included a mulatto doll. This doll
was least frequently chosen by both Caucasoids and Negroids as one to
play with and as a good doll or nice color but was designated as a bad
doll by more than half of all the children.
Asher and Allen (1969) replicated the Clarks’ research with 341 Ne-

groid and Caucasoid children betweenthe ages of 3 and 8 in New Jersey.
Subjects were separated into middle and lowerclasses according to pa-
rental occupation, 167 and 175, respectively, but the numberin eachclass
was not reported by race. Brown and white puppets, rather than com-
mercial dolls, were used.? Subjects were asked to choose a puppetto play
with, nice, bad, and nice color. Approximately 27% of the Negroid sub-
jects and 75% of the Caucasoids chose own-race puppets to the com-
bined items of play with, nice puppet, and nice color, the difference, of
course, being highly significant. Asher and Allen comparedtheirfindings
on the Negroid subjects with those of the Clarks, the two groups of sub-
jects being all Negroid, Northern, urban, of the same age range, and
examined by a Negroid examiner. Using chi-square tests, on noneof the
tour questions did the difference reachstatistical significance.
Roland Crooks (1970) closely followed the procedure initiated by the

Clarks in order to evaluate a preschool program on racial attitudes and
self-respect in a poor and crowdedinterracial neighborhood of Halifax,
Nova Scotia. Subjects in the experimental group had just completed one
school year of an enriched preschool program (with equal numbers of
Negroid and Caucasoid children) that emphasized racial differences and
discussed these differences “in favorable terms.” Stress was placed on
the developmentof self-respect, especially in Negroid children. The
Negroid and Caucasoid control group, of the same age range andsimilar
family backgrounds, had no preschooltraining.
Crooks essentially duplicated the Clarks’ eight requests. He found that

* The authors say, curiously, as do Harris and Braun (1971) that the puppets were placed
in a prone position before the child. They obviously mean in a supine position.
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nearly twice as many Caucasoidsas Negroids chose their own-race dolls

in response to the combined requests—play with, nice doll, and nice

color (t = 2.70, p = .01). A trend appeared,although not reaching the .05

level of significance, for the Negroid experimental group to have more

own-race choices and for the Caucasoid experimental group to have

fewer than their respective controls. This tendencyfor both experimental

groups to choose the brown doll more frequently than did their controls

seems to have been due mainly to reactions to the nice color item. Other

children, that is, Negroid and Caucasoid non-preschool controls, pre-

ferred a white doll as a nice color.

Hraba and Grant (1970) replicated the Clarks’ work with Negroid and

Caucasoid public school children from 4 to 8 years of age in Lincoln,

Nebraska. They reported Caucasoid own-race preferences of 67% versus

Negroid own-race preferences of 64.3%, the difference between them

being insignificant. Relative to these findings, the authors note that a

black-pride campaign had been conducted bylocal organizations within

the Negroid Lincoln communities that may have caused an increase in

own-race preferences amongtheir Negroid subjects. Later, Hraba (1972),

in discussing this work, observed that some subjects may have been

especially diplomatic when interviewed by a member of the other race.

Analyzing their results, he concluded that the higher the ethnocentrism

of the Negroid subjects, the less likely were they to have been inter-

viewed by a Caucasoid examiner.

We have calculated the mean percentages of own-race choices from the

10 other studies reviewed in this section. Of the 975 Caucasoid and 1234

Negroid 3-8-year-old children examined, 75% of the former and 47% of

the latter preferred own-race dolls.

Durrett and Davy (1970) used white and brown dolls with 55 Negroid

and Caucasoid children, as well as 30 Mexican-Americans, in public

interracial prekindergarten schools in San Jose, California. Correct an-

swers to looks like me were given by 76% of the Negroid and by 97% of

the Caucasoid children. Forty-eight % of the Negroids and 83%of the

Caucasoids preferred own-race dolls as playmates, the difference being

significant at the .01 level of confidence. In both racial groups, sex differ-

ences provedto be insignificant.

Harris and Braun (1971) tested 60 Negroid children in the second and

third grades of two Pennsylvania integrated schools with puppets placed

in ‘‘prone position” before the subjects. Thirty were drawn from a subur-

ban school and 30 from the inner city. These 7- and 8-year-olds were

judged to be of at least normal intelligence. Nearly 69% of the Negroid

subjects chose their own-race doll to the combined requests of play with,

nice puppet, and nice color. This number compares favorably to the

54.1% of own-race choices of other Negroid subjects of similar age range

reported in five dolls studies. Harris and Braun indicated that no
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significant differences were found between socioeconomic classes or be-
tween the sexes.
The Piers—Harris Children’s Self-Concept Scale (Piers, 1969), an 80-

item questionnaire, was read aloud to these same Negroid children by
the senior author. The median of the Piers—Harris Scale for the subjects
whohadpreferred the brown puppetin at least three of the four request
items was higher than the median attained by those who had made two or
fewer choices for the brown puppet (63.06 versus 00.0, p < .01). Since
the self-concept medians for both classes were reported to be well above
the noms established by Piers and Harris, and since the puppet test
showed a preference for brown over white dolls, Harris and Braun con-
cluded that their Negroid subjects had a viable and secure self-esteem
and apparently valued thetraits of their own group.
Fox and Jordan (1973) describe in a monograph a carefully designed

and executed research program for studying self-esteem of young Ne-
groid and Caucasoid children. Three hundredsixty Negroid and 360
Caucasoid children, aged 5-7 years in 10 public schools of New York
City, served as subjects. Each racial group comprised equal numbers of
3-, 6-, and 7-year-old boys andgirls; half of each race, age group, and sex
attended integrated and half-segregated schools. A segregated school
was defined as one having at least 85% ofits enrollment of a particular
race. All integrated schools contained, by definition, at least 40% of each
of the two races. Estimate of the socioeconomic levels of the schools was
attempted. The Federal Elementary and Secondary Education Act
(E.S.E.A.) guidelines provided by the New York City Board of Education
revealed that two of the integrated schools were in designated poverty
areas and two were not. Twoof the segregated Negroid and one of the
segregated Caucasoid schools were in E.S.E.A. designated povertyareas.
Each subject was randomly selected from the school record cards of

children of a given race and sex who were born in New York City, En-
glish speaking, living with both natural parents, and at the time of inter-
viewing within 3 months of a particular age level. Each child was tested
individually by an examinerof his own race. Two of the five Caucasoid
examiners were male, while the Negroid examiners wereall female.
Eight flexible brown and white dolls, 15 inches high with identical

features, half ofthem dressed as boys and halfas girls, were utilized. The
dolls were placed in alternating racial group sequence, subjects being
instructed to point to the doll that answered the question best. Thefirst
five question-requests followed the Clarks’ preference system: play with,
nice, bad, like best, and nice color. The small number of children who
did not respond to any question was not included in the sample.
As will be observedin the table, 58% of the Negroid and 70.2% of the

Caucasoid subjects selected an own-race doll to the combined requests
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of play with, nice doll, like best, and nice color. The difference proved to

be significant at the .001 level. Neither race showedsignificant sex dif-

ferences in choice of favored doll. However, there is a suggestion of

greater own-race preference on the part of Negroid girls and Caucasoid

boys. In order to determine the effect ofage on own-race preference, we

have combined Fox and Jordan’s data on their 6- and 7-year-olds (older

subjects) and compared them with those obtained on the 5-year-olds

(younger subjects). Within each race, a higher percentage of the older

children preferred their own-race doll, the age-group differences, how-

ever, were small and insignificant.

Of interest is the relation between racial composition of the schools

and the percentage of own-race doll choices. No observable difference

was found between the integrated and segregated Negroids; however,

the segregated Caucasoids own-race choices (play with, nice doll, like

best, and nice color combined) proved to be significantly higher than

those of the integrated Caucasoids (t = 2.18, p < .05). Negroid inter-

viewers were instructed to classify the skin color of each Negroid subject

during the testing period as light, medium, or dark. Of the 360 subjects,

81 were deemedlight, 137 medium, and 142 dark. Some 43.4% of the

light, 58.5% of the medium, and 62.8% of the dark children preferred

their own-race doll to the four combined requests, the only significant

difference being between own-race preferences of the light and dark

groups.”

PHOTOGRAPHS, SKETCHES AND DRAWINGS, AND

A COLORING TEST

We have examinedeight research reports that describe the use of pho-

tographs, drawings, or sketches of Negroid and Caucasoid children in the

study of racial preferences. Summaries of these have been included in

Table 8.2, along with one in which a coloring test was utilized. As with

the dolls tests, these nine studies have been scored in terms of the per-

centage of each group preferring ownrace, as photographed, as drawn or

sketched, or in terms of color of crayon selected for the skin.
Evelyn Helgerson (1943) attempted to determine the relative im-

portance of race, sex, and facial expression on Negroid and Caucasoid
children’s choice of playmate. The 108 Caucasoid and 27 Negroid sub-
jects, 22-63 years of age, attending Minneapolis nursery schools or kin-

4 To bad doll, 34% of the Negroids and 29% of the Caucasoids chose own-race doll; for

this item, 17% of the Negroids and 9% of the Caucasoids did not choose any doll. For the

four positive or favorable items, from 1 to 3% ofall subjects made no recognizable choice.

5t = 2.12, p < .05, calculated by reviewer from authors’ Table V.



TABLE 8.2

Photographs, Drawings, Sketcheseee
Author

Subjects
and

-OO

Oo
date Location Instrument N Age

  

Helgerson, Minneapolis, Two sets of photographs‘ Cauca-
E. (1943) Minn. Negroid

_

soid

A 24 23-43
B 10 3 -63
C 28 3-5
D 17 56 3 -63

27 108

 

Morland, Lynchburg, 4 black-white 8 x 10 Negroid Caucasoid
J. K. Va. pictures of Negroid and
(1962) Caucasoid children of 42 74 3

same age of subjects. A4 110 4

34 89 5
6 8 6

126 281
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Subjects

Method ofselection Results Comments of author

ISSN

A-High ses Caucasoid

subjects from nursery

school Univ Minn;

B-Black of low

economic status. C-

Nursery schools;

Caucasoid of low eco-

nomic status. D-

Nursery school and

kindergarten integrated

and low economic

status.

Two day nurseries and
3 nursery schools for
Caucasoids; 1 nursery
school for Negroids. All
present on testing

days interviewed
except for a few
refusals.

Choice of own-race picture

as playmate by:

Race of subjects’

Cauca-

Negroid soid t p

47.2% 57.1% 93 —

Racial composition of schools*

Segre- Inte-

gated grated ¢t op

Negroid 52.5% 441% — —

Caucasoid 50.5% 63.2% 14 —

Racial preference according to age

Sub- Own Other

jects race race pd

Negroid
3 11.9% 64.3% 23.8%
4 25.0% 59.1% 15.9%
5 14.7% 50.0% 35.3%

Total 17.5% 57.9% 24.6%

Caucasoid
3 59.5% 10.8% 29.7%
4 78.2% 10.9% 10.9%
5 75.3% 7.9% 16.9%

Total 72.6% 10.0% 17.4%°

In segregatedsettings,

Caucasoids indicated

no preference, but

Negroidsslightly

greater preference for

own race. In inte-

grated schools, both

racial groups chose

Caucasoid playmates

more frequently.

Preferring the members
of one race does not
necessarily mean
that membersof the
other race will be
unacceptable.
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TT

eee

Author

  

Subjects
and
date Location Instrument N Ageeee

Morland, Lynchburg, A different set of 6 Cauca-
J. K. Va., and black-white 8 x 10 Negroid

—

soids
(1966) Boston, pictures of Negroids and

Mass. Caucasoids! Lynch-

burg 4] 4] 3-6
Boston Al Al 3-6
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Subjects

Method of selection Results Comments of author

ce

Lynchburg subjects from Rather play with? Scientific studies indi-

segregated nursery cate that race in and

schools and day-care Own Other of itself is not

centers. Boston Subjects race race! related to the intelli-

subjects mostly from a gence, character, or

integrated playground or 2 creativity of the

groups. Subjects Northem individual.

matched by age and by Negroid 46.3% 53.7%
sex placed in each of 4 Southern

groups: 6 3-year-olds, Negroid 29 0% 78 0%

16 4-year-olds, 7 5- Northem

year-olds, and 12 Caucasoid 68.3% 31.7%
6-year-olds. Southem

Caucasoid 80.5% 19.5%

 

Rather be?

Own Other

Subjects race race

or P

Northem

Negroid 56.1% 43.9%

Southern

Negroid 43.9% 56.1%

Northem

Caucasoid 78.0% 22.0%

Southern

Caucasoid 78.0% 22.0%
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Author
Subjects

and

date Location Instrument N Ageeee

Rohrer, Several Color photographs of 3 Cauca-
G. K. Southern girls and 3 bovs Negroid  soid
(1972) Califomia representative of the 3

communities racial/ethnic groups. Boys 27 39

Girls 24 27

51 59 4-5

Radke, M., Philadelphia, Two sketches of children Cauca-
Trager, Pa. at play from Social School Negroid soid
H. G., and Episodes Test
Davis, H. ] 51
(1949) 2 45

3 6 15
4 9 Al

5 50
6 29 4

95 155 5-8
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Subjects

 

Method ofselection Results Comments of author

a

So

170 Negroid, Mexican-

American, and Cauca-

soid children in 16

Head Start classes in

poverty areas, 8 segre-

gated, 8 integrated. All

present interviewed.
Negroid

29.4%

Negroid

Caucasoid

Negroid

Caucasoid

Six PSs in sch district with

varied ethnic,racial, &

religious composition.

Every third namein

kindergarten, first, and

second grades taken.

Subjects

Negroid

Kindergarten

1

2

Caucasoid

Kindergarten
1

2

Preference for own race”

Photograph

Subjects

Caucasoid t

44% 1.59

Subjects

Boys Girls t

37% 21% 1.25
50% 37% 1.00

Subjects

Inte- Segre-

grated gated t

41% 21% 1.55

39% 52.2% .99

1 2 3

87% T0% 96%
73%  T9% 91%

63% T4% 84%

46% 73% 78%
24% 87% 91%
25% 19%  Q9A%

 

Perceived desirability of being Negroid

or Caucasoid in terms of yes to questions’

4

61%
70%

58%

34%

33%

25%

Present study did not

confirm the Cauca-

soid-over-Negroid

preference found

elsewhere. Large

Mexican—American

population in

Southern California

may explain this.

Self-hatred most exten-

sive among Negroid

children. Seldom

refer to selves as

Negroid; 33% (as

compared to 8% of

Caucasoids) never

mention race.
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————

Author

and

date Location

a

Instrument

 

Stevenson,

H. W., and

Stewart,

E.C,

(1958)

Austin, Tex.

Koslin, S. C., Eastern city

Amare],

M., and

Ames, N.

(1970)
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Seven drawings of
Negroid and Caucasoid
children at play

Three pairs of sketches de-
picting classroom
scenes, alike except

for racial composition.

 

Subjects

N Age

Negroid Caucasoid

23 25 3
13 25 4
22 25 5
17 25 6
20 25 7

95 125

Negroid Caucasoid

Segre-

gated 35 48
Inte-

grated 17 19

52 67



ee

   

Subjects

Methodof selection Results Comments of author

a

Ss in 10 private nursery Own-race choices according to age* By ages of 4, 5, and 6

and elementary schools. these subjects were

All in the nursery Card 4 Card 5 responding in a man-

schools age 3 and over ner that indicated use

included. In ele- Cau- Cau- of stereotypedroles

and awareness of

racial differences.
mentary schools sub-

jects were chosen at

random, approximately

evenly divided ac-

cording to sex.

Age Negroid casoid Negroid  casoid

 

70% AA% 49% 46%

33% 56% 52% 45%

23% 92% 48% 65%

35% 88% 41% 66%

40% 88% 31% 85%

Total 41% TA% 44% 61%

I
O
w
R

 

Difference between total own-race choices

significant: Card 4 p < .001; Card 5 p < .02.

First and second graders Choice of own-race picture to 8 questions, Overwhelming

in 3 elementary schools according to: tendency for

in a middle-sized $$$ Caurcasoid subjects to

Eastem city, one all Race of subjects choose Caucasoid

Negroid, oneall Negroid Caucasoid t p classrooms. Negroids

Caucasoid, and one Ss showed no such con -

about equally divided. 48.7% 80.1% 359 <Q] sistent attitudes,

Sample included ap- some preferring

proximately equal Racial composition of school Caucasoid classes,

numbers by race, sex, _______OCOCOCCC*C*“‘“#Ssomee NNeeggrcooiidd cllassseess,,

and some no con-

sistent preference.
grade, and school. Segre- Inte-

gated grated t

Negroid 48.2% 49.9% — —

Caucasoid 81.4% T7.1% — —

Choice of own-race picture to “‘nicest

children” question, according to

race of subject:

Negroid Caucasoid t p

44% 91% 5.60 <.001
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eee

Author

 

Subjects
and eee
date Location Instrument N Age

Kircher, M., Calif. 64 colored drawings of Negroid Caucasoid
and children’s faces varying
Furby, L. in eye color, hair type 15 15 3-5
(1971) (form), hair color, and

skin color!

Clark, K.B., Hot Springs, Coloring test Negroid
and Clark, Pine Bluff,
M. P. and Little Age
(1950) Rock, Ark.,

and Spring-
field, Mass. Ark. N > 6 7

Light 4 — 3 1
Medium 36 3 14 19
Dark 26 3 #13 «10

Mass. N Age

Light 25 ll 7 7
Medium 46 15 18 13
Dark 23 6 8 9Q

Total 160 38 63 59

 

“Each set contained a photograph of: a laughing Negroid boy, a laughing Caucasoid
boy, a serious Negroid boy, a serious Caucasoid boy, a laughing Negroid girl, a laughing
Caucasoid girl, a serious Negroid girl, and a serious Caucasoidgirl.

" Calculations by reviewer.
“ Helgerson classified subjects also according to younger and older but did not define

these groups by age nor report the number of Negroids and Caucasoids comprising them.
“Preference not clear. All responses categorized by examiner according to subject’s

most frequent choice.

° All totals include 6-year-olds.
‘ Two photos of adults excluded by reviewer.
*’ Morland combines Preference not Clear with Preference for Other Race.
" Reviewer has omitted all choices of the Mexican-American subjects as well as self-

identification data; 57% of Negroid and 73% of the Caucasoid subjects identified them-
selves correctly. All ts calculated by reviewer from author’s Table 6.

‘The two sketches identified throughout monograph as Race Barrier and Non-Barrier
pictures.

’ The four questions were asked of each subject when shown the Race Barrier picture
(first session) and a month later when shown the Non-Barrier picture: (1) Is the colored



ee

  

Subjects

Methodof selection Results Comments of author

a

Subjects in a racially Preferences for Negroid features” Developmentof prefer-

mixed preschool; 5 of ences seems to be

each race at each age. Eye Hair Hair Skin complex and affected

(No other information). Subjects color color type color by prevailing
cultural values.

 

Negroid 45.8% 54.2% 342%* 42.5%

Caucasoid 45.8% 51.7% 34.2%* 41.7%

‘Total 45.8% 52.9% 34.2%* 42.1%*

* Significant difference from chance (50%),

p<.0Ol.

Souther subjects in seg- Crayon choices of 6—7 year-old medium The tendency to reject

regated nursery schools and dark subjects? the brown color ex-

and public schools. $$ Spree not only in

Northern in racially Crayon coloring their prefer-

mixed nursery and seenwhite but also

public schools. 160 sub- Brown Other in irrelevant or

jects used whosecolor- escapist responses.

ing responses “were

stable enough to Subjects N 7 N 7%

analyze.” Te
Ark. Al 73 15 27

Mass. 17 35 31 65

boy glad he is colored? (2) Would he sometimes like to be white? (3) Is the white boy

glad he is white? and (4) Would he sometimes like to be colored? Each question was

followed by Why?

* Card 4. A boy in foreground (seen from back and racially ambiguous); in background

are a Caucasoid boy and a Negroid boy. Subject was told: This little boy is about ready

to go home from school and wants a friend to go with him. Which boy do youthink he

will choose to go home with him?

Card 5. A girl is seated in left foreground (seem from back and racially ambiguous)

with a birthday cake. Behind and to the rear are three Negroid and three Caucasoid

girls, alternating according to race. Subject is told: This is Ann. See her birthday cake?

Her mother said that she could invite three children to her birthday party. Which three

girls do you think that she is going to invite?

'Eye color (blue and brown), hair color (brown and black), hair type (straight and

curly), skin color (white and dark-brown).

™ Brown eyes, black hair, curly hair, dark-brown skin.

" Or see Grossack (1963, pp. 53-63), for reprint of same.

° Difference between Northern and Southem subjects choosing brown crayon signifi-

cant at .O1 level. Authors include the few choices of the black crayon with the brown.
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dergartens, were shown individually a booklet of photographs—
presented in pairs—and asked to choose a playmate. Two sets of eight
photographs were paired in three different ways: (1) sex as a variable,
with race and facial expression as constants,(2) race as the variable, with
sex and facial expression as constants, and (3) facial expression as the
variable, with sex and race as constants. These twosets of pictures were
shownin the first interview; weeks later, the procedure was repeated,
the photographs having beentransposedfrom left to right and vice versa.

It is evident from Table 8.2 that the Caucasoid more often than the
Negroid children selected a picture of a child of their own race for a
playmate andthat the children in the segregated schools showed a negli-
gible tendency to favor their own race, whether Negroid or Caucasoid,
whereas subjects in the integrated school, Negroid and Caucasoid,
tended to choose the pictured Caucasoids. The results ofthis research are
not without ambiguity since the integrated schools making up D and the
all-Negroid school B included 6-year-olds; whereas the Caucasoid school
A included subjects below 3 years and noneas old as 5 (Table 8.2). None
of the differences noted proved to be significant at the .05 level of
confidence.
Kenneth Morland (1962) endeavored to determine whether Negroid

and Caucasoid nursery school children in a racially segregated commu-
nity were willing to accept members of the other race as playmates and
whether they had a preference for playmates of one race or the other.
Accordingly, Morland and a numberofCaucasoid senior sociology majors
(women) examined 126 Negroid and 281 Caucasoid children between
the ages of 3 and 6 years. The interviewer questioned each child
tween the ages of 3 and 6 years. The interviewer questioned each child
alone, using four photographsparticularly selected for the project. They
consisted of: (1) four Caucasoid children, two boys and twogirls,sitting
at a table looking at picture books, (2) four Negroid children, two boys
and twogirls at a table, also looking at picture books, (3) a Negroid boy
and five Caucasoid boys and girls eating together at a table, and (4) a
Caucasoid girl and a Negroid girl at play, with five Negroid boys and
girls in the background. Every subject was given three opportunities to
express a preference for Caucasoid or Negroid children in the pictures,
the examiner never mentioning the words race or color. All responses
were categorized by the examineras: prefer Negro, prefer white, or pref-
erence not clear, according to the subject’s most frequent choice.
The majority of both racial groups (about 73% of the Caucasoids and

98% of the Negroids) preferred to play with Caucasoid children as pic-
tured. When grouped according to age, approximately 60% of the
3-year-old, 78% of the 4-year-old, and 75% of the 5-year-old Caucasoids
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chose their racial counterparts, whereas only about 12%ofthe 3-year-old,

25% of the 4-year-old, and 15% of the 5-year-old Negroids preferred

their race as represented. These comparisons indicate rejection of the

black children pictured as playmates, by Negroid as well as Caucasoid

subjects. However, the interviewers wereall Caucasoid and abovethe

socioeconomic level of many of the children examined. Moreover, many

of the Negroid children apparently did not understand what was re-

quired of them since 35% of the 5-year-olds could only be classified

“preference not clear.”

In a second study, Morland (1966) used other photographs to compare

the responses of Negroid and Caucasoid children from Lynchburg nur-

sery schools and day-care centers with those of a Boston sample. The

Negroid and Caucasoid Boston subjects were examined during the

summerof 1961, also by Caucasoid college women under the supervision

of the author, and were drawn mainly from public interracial play-

grounds. The primary goal of this work was to compare differences in

racial recognition ability, racial preference, andracial self-identification

of the Negroid and Caucasoid children living under conditions of segre-

gation (Southern city) and less segregation (Northern city) where there

was official disapproval of racial discrimination. Morland was able to

match Northern Negroids, Southern Negroids, Northern Caucasoids, and

Southern Caucasoids for age and sex, with 41 in each group. The groups

were not matchedfor intelligence or socioeconomic level. The Caucasoid

examiners showedpictures previously judged to be readily identifiable

as to race and to be reasonably comparable in expression and dress. They

comprised groups of Caucasoid, Negroid and Caucasoid, and Negroid

children. Without mentioning race or color, the examiner pointed and

asked: Would you rather play with this child (these children) or with

that one (those)? As in the 1962 study, preferences were categorized

according to the subject’s most frequent choice as: preference for own

race, preference for other race, or preference not clear. Morland (1966)

combined preference not clear and preference for other race, but in

referring to his table, Morland treats the combination as if it were simply

preference for other race. (Referring to his Table 3, p. 26, Morland said

that it revealed that a majority of the subjects in each of the four groups

preferred Caucasoids. Actually, according to the table, 53.7% of the

Northern Negroids and 78% of the Southern Negroids preferred other

race [Caucasoid] or preference not clear.)

Another question, Which child would you rather be?, was designed to

measure racial andself-identification, but as it seems to belong as appro-

priately to racial preference, we have included it in Table 8.2. This

question was only asked once of each child—with thefifth picture if the



and somewhatless than half of the Southern Negroids preferred to be
the Negroid child.
To both play with and rather be, the differences between the com-

bined Caucasoid groups and the combined Negroid groups were highly
significant, the Caucasoids more often preferring the pictured child of
their own race.® To the “play with” item, the Northern Negroids pre-
ferred their own-race photographs significantly more often than did the
Southern Negroids. However, to “rather be,” the difference between
their preferences for own-race photographs was not significant.
Georgia Rohrer (1972) studied the influence ofracial and ethnic group

membership, sex, and segregation on racial-ethnic identification and
preference among preschool children. Her measuring instrument con-
sisted of three color photographs of younggirls (a Negroid, a Mexican-
American, a Caucasoid) to be shown togetherto the female subjects and
three color photographs of the same size of young boys (a Negroid, a
Mexican-American, a Caucasoid) to be shown together to the male sub-
jects. These six photographs had been previously selected from a large
supply of school pictures taken by a professional photography company.
After several adult judges helped the author eliminate pictures ofchil-
dren with unpleasant expressions, extreme hair styles, unusual dress
(and presumably all who looked older than 6 or 7 years) they selected 30
photographs, including five Negroid girls, five Negroid boys, five
Mexican-American girls, and so on. From each ofthese five, one photo-
graph wasfinally selected for the research by determining the picture
that was most often preferred by samples of kindergarten andfirst-grade
pupils in racially and ethnically mixed classrooms. A sample of 170 pre-
school children attending eight segregated and eight integrated Head
Start classes in Southern California served as subjects. All were at least
4-years-old at the beginning of the school year, resided in designated
poverty areas, and were assisted by government Aid to Families with
Dependent Children. The children were approximately evenly divided
into the three racial-ethnic groups and accordingto sex; 88 were labeled
integrated and 82 segregated.

Rohrer, fluent in both Spanish and English, interviewed all children
individually. Displaying the three photographs of the child’s ownsex,
she asked: Which one do you like best? Which one would you rather play
with? Which one would you rather eat with? Finding a high degree of

° The respective ts being 5.17 and 3.73, with corresponding ps of <.0001 and <.001, as
calculated by reviewer.
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response similarity to these three items by chi-square analysis, Rohrer

restricted her analysis to the first item: like best. She found:(1) that the

three racial—ethnic groups differed significantly in their own-group pref-

erences, the Negroid own-group choices of 29% being the lowest

and the Mexican-American choices of 53% being the highest. The

self-esteem of the Negroids and Caucasoids did not differ significantly

from one another; (2) integration did not affect own-group preferences in

any predictable way; (3) own-group preference varied with the sex of the

subject. Mexican-American girls and Negroid boys showedsignificantly

higher own-group preference than the other groups.

The appearance of high ethnocentrism among the Mexican-American

girls (69%) as against the slightly more than chance own-group prefer-

ence among the Mexican-American boys (38%) and the low ethnocen-

trism obtained for the Negroid girls (21%) in contrast to the moderate

own-group preference reported for the Negroid boys (35%) convinced us

that we should consider the preferences for the Mexican-American pho-

tographsby race and sex. All girls combined preferred the photograph of

the Mexican-American girl (59%) significantly more often than thetotal

group of boys chose the Mexican-American boy (27.6%). Anticipating

that a solution to this puzzle may lie in the specific photographs, we

studied them and herewith offer a few pertinent observations. The

Mexican-American girl appears to be the most outgoing of the six; she is

laughing and seemsready to run, dance,or take part in any play another

child might suggest; her hair is long and luxuriant, her bangstousled,

suggesting a carefree attitude. The Caucasoid and Negroid girls are

pleasant looking, but the former looks shy; whereas the latter, the more

serious of the two, has her hair done high on her head (not an Afro),

giving her the appearanceofa girl more sedate and older than the others.

The three boys are comparable in appearance,all pleasing. However,the

Negroid and Caucasoid boys look more friendly; the formeris laughing,

the latter smiling; whereas the Mexican-American boyis serious, face

upturned and eyes wide open. We would like to see this provocative but

inconclusive study replicated with other sets of photographs selected in

much the same meticulous way.

Radke, Trager, and Davis (1949) have described in a relatively com-

plex study the development of certain racial and religious attitudes

among young schoolchildren. These attitudes appear to have culminated

in self-rejection among the minority groups, the Negroid in particular

giving evidence of self-hatred. The conclusions of the authors have been

frequently cited by researchers in the area of self-esteem.

The subjects included 155 Caucasoids (35 Jewish, 58 Catholic, 61 Pro-

testant) and 95 Negroids (Protestant), mainly of lower-income levels,

with 2% of fathers in professions, 10% in small businesses, office and
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sales, 49% in skilled trades and factory work, and 16% in service trades.
All subjects were attending public schools in one Philadelphia school
district, two of the schools being predominantly Negroid, two mixed, and
two predominantly Caucasoid. Each child was examined by a memberof
his own race, trained to accept uncritically and unemotionally any re-
sponse of the subject. Test pictures were presented, the first being the
Race Barrier, showing six Caucasoid children playing ball, with a Ne-
groid boy watching. During the secondsession,fouror five pictures were
presented, the first always being the Race Non-Barrier, a city school
playground where a Caucasoid girl, two Caucasoid boys, and one Ne-
groid boy are playing ball together.
Presenting the Race Barrier scene, the examiner commented on it and

questioned the subject in much the following manner:Tell me about this
little boy. . . . He isn’t playing. Why isn’t he playing? .. . Whydon’t
they ask him to play? . . . (if Negroid—Caucasoid has not been clearly
specified in preceding answers) This is a colored boy. These are white
children . . . Is this little boy glad he is colored? Why? . . . Would he
sometimes want to be a white boy? Why? . . . Is she (the subject) glad
that she is a white girlP Why? . . . Would she sometimes want to be a
colored girl? .. .

Presenting the Race Non-Barrier scene, the examiner procededin this
way: Tell me about this picture. . . . These children are all playing
together. This little boy (pointing) is colored. These aren’t colored. Is this
little boy glad he is colored? ... Why? .. .? Interspersed among
selected comments and answers of the children to these and similar
questionsare the principal quantitative findings reported by the authors:
(1) Seventy-four percent of the Negroids responded affirmatively to the
questions Is the colored boy glad he is colored? and Would he sometimes
like to be white? Eighty-eight percent of the Caucasoids responded pos-
itively to the question Is the white boy glad he is white? with 31%
indicating that the Caucasoid boy would sometimes want to be colored.*
(2) Negroid subjects were morelikely to indicate that the colored boyis
glad heis colored in kindergarten (87%) than in the second grade (63%),
the corresponding figures for the Caucasoid subjects relative to the pic-
tured Caucasoid boy being reversed—kindergarten (78%) and second
grade (94%). (3) Thirty-three % of the Negroid subjects in contrast to 8%

‘ These questions (with answers) are given by authors as examplesof their interviewing.
However, the four questions listed in Footnote j, our Table 8.2, seem to have been ad-
dressed to all subjects. The Radkeetal. results in Table 8.2 were adapted by reviewer from
authors’ Figure 4.

* These percentages only approximately accurate. Authors do not give numberofcases.
Sometimes the examiner directly addressed the subject with questions such as: Are you
glad that you are a white girl?
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of the Caucasoids did not at any time mention race, the authors attribut-

ing this difference to inhibition and avoidance rather than to lack of

‘nterest in or in awareness of race. (4) Whenaskedto identify with the

colored child and the white child in the pictures—and to tell why each

wants to be or does not want to be colored or white—meaningless or

irrelevant responses persisted among the Negroid children, 13% in kin-

dergarten, 18%in first grade, and 13% in second grade. In contrast, the

number of Caucasoid subjects giving such responses showed a sharp

decrease with age, 20% in kindergarten, 13% in first grade, and none in

second grade.

The majority of subjects, Negroid and Caucasoid, thought the child

representing their own race was glad he wasofthat race. At the kinder-

garten level, the data indicate greater Negroid than Caucasoid ethnic

identification, but in first and second grades the Caucasoids identified

with a child of their race more than the Negroids with one of theirs.

However, at no grade level for either racial sample did the majority of

the children report that the child of his own race was not glad he was of

that race. Depending in large part, presumably, upon the subjects’

chronicled answers and comments in the interviews rather than tabu-

lated data, the authors concluded that the Negroid children feel insecure,

show ambivalence toward their own group, and developself-hatred at an

early age.
I cannot find sufficient support for these conclusions; on the contrary,

the tabulated data would seem to have warranted a much more re-

strained statement. We will mention three areas in which specific

criticisms seem appropriate; (1) Experimental design: Half the time

(Barrier Picture) it is always the Negroid boy whois apart from the group

of Caucasoids. In the other half (Non-Barrier Picture), only one of the

four children playing is Negroid, the others being Caucasoids. In each of

the two drawings pictured to bring out racial attitudes and feelings, the

Negroid child is always in a minority of one and nevera girl. (2) Treat-

ment of data; The authors usually tabulated their data in percentages,

omitting numbersof cases, thereby reducing the significance ofthe mate-

rial presented. We are told that there were relatively more Caucasoid

girls among the subjects than Negroid girls but not the numbers of each

or whether the difference between the sex ratios varied with grade.(3)

Ambiguities: Rather than drawing up a specific list of questions to be

asked of each child in a prescribed order, the questions given were to be

used as a guide, the examiner having the option of varying them and

probing moreor less deeply as the situation warranted. Sometimes the

wording of the questionsvaried atcritical points so that the readeris not

certain just what is being tabulated. For example, indicating the Negroid

boy pictured, the examiner asks: Would he sometimeslike to be white? or

Would ite sometimes want to be something else? Similarly, referring to
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one of the Caucasoid boys pictured, she asks: Would he sometimes like to
be colored? (Forverification, see pp. 349, 350, 355, 377, and 424 of au-
thors’ monograph.) The word sometimes means now and then, not al-
ways, or occasionally. However, in the chapter on “Children’s Social
Perceptions of Negro and White,” the authors typically omit the word
sometimes, reporting instead: The reasons for wanting to be
white ... The choice between remaining Negro or becoming
white . . . Would the Negro boy like to be white? .. . the questions
and answers implying the presence of a relatively permanent and stead-
fast desire. (See pp. 377, 378, 380, 381, and 382 of monograph.)

In an effort to measureracial identification, preferences, andattitudes,
Stevenson and Stewart (1958) constructed fourtests for children. One of
these—Incomplete Stories—consists of seven cards depicting different
play situations, with one or two centralfigures in the foreground drawn
with backs to viewer and ambiguous as to race. The secondary figures
represent Negroid and Caucasoid children who are never grouped by
race. In my opinion,it is only in reference to Cards 4 and 5 (Incomplete
Stories 4 and 5) that the subject is required to make a preference for a
Negroid or Caucasoid pictured child. The subjects cooperating in this
research included 95 Negroid and 125 Caucasoid children, ages 3-7,
from segregated private nursery and elementary schools in Austin, Texas.
All children were examined individually, the Negroids by a Negroid
examiner and the Caucasoids by a Caucasoid examiner.
The Negroid children chose a pictured memberoftheir racial group

significantly less often than the Caucasoids chose one of theirs in re-
sponse to the questions boy to go home with him andgirls to invite to
birthday party. Whenseparated by age,an insignificant decrease in the
Negroid children’s own-group preferences occurred from the 3-5 to the
6-7 level, whereas a significant increase in own-race choices occurred
among the Caucasoid subjects.

Koslin, Amarel, and Ames (1970) studied the racial preferences of 119
Negroid and Caucasoidfirst and second graders in a middle-sized East-
ern city from a Negroid, a Caucasoid andan integrated school. Thechil-
dren were individually shown successive pairs of sketches revealing
three classroom scenes; one set included 10 Negroids and 2 Caucasoids,
the other contained 10 Caucasoids and 2 Negroids. Thepairs of sketches
were rotated and nine questions were asked in random order of each
subject. All children were retested after a 4-week interval.

EKightly percent of the Caucasoid children preferred the Caucasoid
versions of the sketches, as opposed to about 49% of the Negroids who
preferred the Negroid versions, the difference being significant at the .01
level of confidence. The Caucasoids showed the highest ethnocentrism
when responding to the three questions relating to social desirability:
Which class do you think has the nicest children? Which class would you
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like to be in? and In which class do you think you would have the most

friends? with 91, 94, and 93%, respectively, choosing own-race version.

The percentages of the Negroid children choosing own-race sketchesfor

these items were 44, 48, and 58. In responseto the five questions pertain-

ing to academic achievement—best work, neatest papers, learn most,

read best, listen to teacher—from 71-77% of the Caucasoids and from

42-54% of the Negroids preferred pictures in which their own race

predominated.

An analysis of uncertainty was carried out for the Negroid subjects in

an attempt to understandthedistribution of their responses. Koslinetal.

selected two items at random andpitted them against every other item in

turn in a three-way contingency analysis. This showed that knowledge of

what responses the subject had made to any two items considerably

reduced the uncertainty concerning his other responses, suggesting that

the black children were not responding in random fashion. Thedistribu-

tion of the blacks’ scores could be accounted for by hypothesizing three

distinct populations: a group (42%) that chose white classrooms two-

thirds or more of the time; a group (35%) that chose black classrooms

two-thirds or more of the time; and a group (23%) without consistent

preferences. The data were transformedto adjust for the bimodality of

the Negroid children’s scores, and a four-way analysis of variance

(race X grade X racial composition of school), adjusted for unequalcell

sizes, was performed. The authors report a highly significant main effect

for race (F = 69, p < .001) but no significant effects for grade, or sex, or

racial composition of school and nosignificant interactions. (See Table

8.2 for our comparable findings on racial composition of school attended.)

Kircher and Furby (1971), in a brief report, describe an investigation of

Califomia children attending a racially mixed preschool to determine

whether or not children between the ages of 3 and 5 showedpreference

for hair type andfor eye, hair, or skin color. There were only five Negroid

and five Caucasoid subjects at each age. Both Negroid and Caucasoid

subjects chose the straight-haired child pictured to a significant degree,

whereas preferences for Caucasoid skin were not significant at the .05

level for either sample. Eye and hair color choices did not differ
significantly from chance expectancy. The authors point out the obvious

fact that Caucasoid children have both blue and brown eyes and brown

and black hair. It should be added that the authors give no information

about the neighborhood in which the children lived, their socioeconomic

status, their IQs, the method of selection, or the race of the interviewer.

Kenneth and Mamie Clark (1950) made use of a coloring device to

study racial identification and preference in Negroid children. This rela-
tively simple and easily administered test consists of a sheet of paper

with printed outline drawings of a leaf, an apple, an orange, a mouse, a

boy, and a girl. A box of crayons with “‘the usual assortment” was given
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the child. The subject was askedto colorthe first four items to determine
whether or not he had

a

stable color concept. If the child “passed,” he
was told: Color this little boy (girl) the color that you are and then the
color youlike little girls (or boys) to be. Responses were categorized as
reality if reasonably related to his own skin color, fantasy if the color
markedly differed, or irrelevant or escape if bizarre, such as red, green,
or purple. Subjects were divided by region of the country, age in years,
and skin color (light, medium, or dark).

Kighty-eight percent of the 160 subjects colored the boyorgirl realisti-
cally, with these responses increasing from 80% at age 5 to 97% at age7.
No significant differences were found between Northern and Southern or
between medium- and dark-skinned children. Seventy percent of the
Southern Negroid subjects preferred to color the drawing brown as
against 36% of the Northern subjects. (Black color is always included
under the term brownin this study.) However, the two regional groups
differed in skin color and age. Thus, only four Arkansas children (6%)
were reported to have light skin versus 25 Massachusetts subjects (27%):
only six of the former group (9%) were in the youngest age group in con-
trast to 32 (34%) of the latter.
Fortunately, we can removeageand skin-color differences by compar-

ing Southern with Northern Negroid 6-year-olds of medium-brown or
dark skin. Sixty-seven percent of the Southern versus 15% of the North-
ern subjects preferred to use the brown (or black) color. Correcting for
age and skin color, therefore, did not remove the regional difference in
color preference. Referring to the greater tendency of Northern subjects
to prefer Caucasoid or to give an irrelevant or escapist response, the
Clarks find “further indication of a greater degree of emotional conflict
centering aroundracial or skin color preference in the Northern children.
(Grossack, 1963, p. 59).”’

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION OF OWN-RACE
PREFERENCES AS DETERMINED BY DOLLS STUDIES,
PHOTOGRAPHS, DRAWINGS, SKETCHES

When dolls, including puppets and form boards, were utilized, the
questions or requests typically involved the key words ofplay with, nice
doll, nice color, and sometimeslike best or good doll. Usually, a control
request for a bad doll was included among the positive items, many
children responding meaningfully and harmoniously to this negative
item relative to their other responses. However, often a significantly
large percentage of the Negroid subjects failed to respond, making “bad
doll” untrustworthy as a measure of racial preference. When photo-
graphs, drawings, and sketches were employed, the critical preference
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question was usually “play with” or, less often, “rather be” and “likebest.” While there is considerable variation in the key questions asked,particularly relative to the pictures presented, it is clear that all inves-tigators have indicated serious attempts to measurethe relative amountof racial preference among their subjects.
The results of each of the 19 studies have been tabulated to showown-race preference for each sex, race group, and age group, whereverpossible. These proportions, of course, were multiplied by the numberofcases reported for the specific groups before they were combined withcomparablefindings from other investigations.
The most impressive and consistent finding is the large differenceseparating the racial samples on the combined tests. Over a period ofapproximately 30 years, some 168] Negroid and 1661 Caucasoidchildren—without duplication of cases—between 3 and 8 years of ageliving in 10 states and Nova Scotia, were interviewed with dolls, photo-graphs, drawings, or sketches.® The mean percentage of Negroid childrenpreferring their own-race doll or picture was 45.4, in contrast to 72.0% ofthe Caucasoids. This large difference is highly significant (t = 15.59).
Few researchers have reported their data according to sex. Amongthose who have doneso,it seems that 45.2% of the 352 Negroid boys and50.4% of the 357 Negroid girls preferred their own-race doll or picture(t = 1.4). Comparable percentages for the 348 Caucasoid boys and the332 Caucasoid girls were 74.4 and 67.8 (t = 1.92). Of course, neither of

these differences is significant.
Own-race preference for dolls and pictures increased significantly from

the 3-5 to the 6-8 age group in both races.'’° The average own-race
preference of the 600 younger Negroids was 39.2%, that of the 691 older
Negroids, 55.4 (t = 5.83). The own-race preference of the 694 younger
Caucasoids was 68.2, that of the 543 older Caucasoids, 78.6% (t = 4.11).
All children described as living in California, Massachusetts, Min-

nesota, Nebraska, New Jersey, New York, as well as an Eastern city and
Nova Scotia have beenidentified as Northern; all others who were living
in Arkansas, the Carolinas, Florida, Texas, Virginia, or the Deep South
we haveclassified as Southern. The mean Own-race preferences of the

* Throughout summaries, we have avoided duplication of subjects in the event they wereexamined on two measures. We avoided duplication of the Clarks’ subjects by eliminatingthe results on the not completely satisfactory coloring test; in two other duplications wehave simply averaged the two percentages of own-race preference. See Radke and Trager(dolls) and Radke, Trager, and Davis (pictures), and the Stevenson and Stewart (dolls andpictures).
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1131 Northern Caucasoids and the 530 Southern Caucasoids were mark-

edly similar, that is 71.2 and 73.3%, respectively, the difference being

insignificant. The mean own-race choice of the 1193 Northern Negroid

subjects proved to be 49.4%, that of the 488 Southern Negroids, 37.8, the

difference being highly significant (t = 4.33, p < .0O1). It seemed possi-

ble that the North-South difference among the Negroid children might

be due to age differences, the Northern subjects being older. To control

the age variable, we matched 488 Southern Negroids with 491 Northern

Negroids of the same age ranges (3-5 or 6-8). The own-race preference of

the Southern Negroid subjects remained unchangedat 37.8%, while that

of the matched Northern Negroids changed slightly, becoming 48.7 in-

stead of 49.4%. The resulting difference between the Northern and

Southern Negroid children matched for age range became 10.9%

(t = 3.41, p <.01). Therefore, the North-South difference among the

Negroid subjects cannot be attributed to age differences from these data.

Fourteen studies using dolls or pictures included 742 Negroid subjects

in segregated and 619 in integrated schools. The segregated Negroids

preferred their own-race designate 42.4%of the time, whereasthe inte-

grated Negroids chose their own-race object 51.2% of the time (t = 3.24,

» <.01). In 12 studies covering 833 Caucasoid children in segregated

and 482 in integrated schools, the segregated subjects preferred their

own race more often, 72.9 versus 66.3% (t = 2.56, p < .02). Aware that

the integration-segregation factor might have been contaminated byre-

gional differences, we reexamined the data and found thatall the inte-

grated subjects lived in the North, whereas the segregated subjects lived

in both regions. Eliminating the Southern subjects, we compared the 2.54

Negroid children in Northern segregated schools with the 619 in North-

ern integrated schools and found that their mean own-race preferences

were practically identical, the respective percentages being 51.20 and

51.15. Caucasoid differences in own-race choices when corrected for re-

gion were also too smallto be significant, the mean own-race preferences

of the 303 Northern segregated subjects and the 482 Northern integrated

subjects being 71.89 and 66.27 (t = 1.65). We conclude from the dolls-

pictures studies that there is no evidence of significant differences in

In general, the authors have avoided comparison between the intelli-

gence levels of the groups interviewed.

With few exceptions, the socioeconomic provenance of the Negroid

and Caucasoid children was stated. In some studies, middle and lower

classes formed the background of both racial groups; frequently, how-

ever, the Caucasoid children seem to have been in a somewhatfavorable

position relative to the Negroid. On the whole, it appears that the various

investigators made genuine efforts to select racial samples from the same

schools or neighborhoods.



(t = 4.80). These results suggest that white examiners mayexert a detri-
mental influence on own-race preference of Negroid children in the in-
timate one-to-one, face-to-face situation. In studying the seven reports in
which examiners were Negroid and comparing them with the five in
which examiners were Caucasoid, we foundthat those interviewed bya
Negroid person averaged a year older than those interviewed by a
Caucasoid (5.77 versus 4.75 years). Fortunately, there were 193 Negroid
subjects in the 3-5 age group tested by Caucasoid examiners who couldbe matched with 316 Negroid subjects of this age group tested by Ne-
groid examiners. The mean own-race preferenceofthelatter is 48.5%; ofthe former, 25.6% (t = 5.09). Therefore, there is support for the view that
young Negroid children between the ages of 3 and 5 are morelikely to
show preference for their own race when examined by a Negroid than bya Caucasoid adult.

CHILDREN’S SELF-SOCIAL CONSTRUCTS TESTS,
SELF-SOCIAL SYMBOLS TASKS, CHILDREN’S
SELF-CONCEPT INDEX, ILLINOIS INDEX OF
SELF-DEROGATION, AND WHERE ARE YOU GAME

We will now examine six researches that have utilized various con-
structs or symbols to represent the self and other children, such ascircles
in rows or columns,stick figures of flag and balloon children, or simply
stick figures. Summaries of these studies of Negroid and Caucasoid chil-
dren in kindergarten,first, second,or third grade have been includedin
Table 8.3. The means reported from study to study cannot be directly
compared since unit size and zero points vary, and variance has fre-
quently been omitted. In the summary, the means have been
transformed into percentages to combine them and make general
comparisons.

In the Children’s Self-Social Constructs Tests (CS-SCT), the subjectis
presented with symbolic arrays in which circles or other figures repre-
sent the self and others. The subject respondsto each task by arranging
the symbols in specific ways, by selecting a symbolto representtheself,
or by drawing a symbol. The authors assume that the relations seen in
symbols represent relations in the subject’s life and that these arrange-
ments are readily interpretable with translatable common meanings.



TABLE 8.3

Children’s Self-Social Constructs Tests

eee

eee

eee

Author

and

date InstrumentLocation

 

ee
e

Long, B. H., A Southern Children’s Self-Social

and Hen- rural Constructs—pre-

derson, community school form, vertical

E. H. scale

(1968)

Long, B. H., Two Southern Children’s SelfSocial

and Hen- rural com- Constructs—pre-

derson, munities school form, vertical

E. H. scale

(1970)

Cornwell, City in SE Pa. S-SST, primary form,

H. G. vertical and hori-

(1970) zontal scales

240

Negroid Caucasoid 1

36 36

36 36
Boys

Girls

Negroid Caucasoid 1

I

EN

Boys 48 48

Girls 48 48

Negroid Caucasoid

SS

138 387 Kinder-

gartel

122 353 3



eran

 

Subjects

Methodofselection Results Comments of authoreee
72 Negroid boysandgirls Self-esteem meansandsignificance Maximum score for aabout to begin first of difference single item was 5:grade; all in a Head OOH there were two itemsStart program. Control

 

Means of esteem. Scoresof 72 Caucasoids begin- were summedfor aning school, 45% of Negroid Caucasoid f » totalscore, making aCaucasoids and none of possible range ofNegroids had attended scores from 2-10.*kindergarten. 3.4 6.5 2.79 Oleee

From all pupils entering Self-esteem means“ Maximum score for
County A schools,ran-_ single item was 5 withdom selection of equal

—

CJasg Boys Girls Total 4 items of esteem,numbers of subjectsaSSSSSSSCiéaaziinngg: possslewithin each of 8 cells: , ; range of scores 4-20.Negroid subjectsblack-male-middle;black-male-low: black Lower 10.4 10.6 10.5
semmare"Ow; DIACK- Middle 10.4 11.1 10.8female-middle; black-

female-low; white-
male-middle; white-
male-low; white-
female-middle; white-
female-low.

Caucasoid subjects
Lower 12.9 11.0 12.0
Middle 11.7 12.0 11.8

_

eee

All pupils in kindergarten Grade differences in esteem Schools completely in-and third grade of a eostegrated, 26% Ne-public school system if Kinder- groid at kindergartenin attendance ontesting garten 3 and third grade. Pre-days; 84% were present
ponderance of sub-and had scorable Male 5 Male 5 } , jects in lower socio-responses.
economic category.eee

Vertical scale
Negroid 25.4 6.1 214 64 5] <.001
Caucasoid 25.4 65 214 65 83 <.001
eee

Horizontal scale
Negroid 21.3 7.1 213 60 — —
Caucasoid 23.0 6.0 21.7 5.7 3.0 <.01?
eee

24]



TABLE 8.3 (Continued)

Author
Subjects

and

date Location Instrument N Grade

nes

Granger, United States, Children’s Self- Negroid Caucasoid

R. L., Ci- principally Concept Index® a

cirelli, E and SE. (90-100%) (90-100%)

V.G,, ee

Cooper,
C

WH. HS C HS

Rhode,
W. E. and 88 88 152 152 1

Maxey 72 72 152 1522
EJ. 88 88 104 1043

(1969)

Posner, Several Cath- Meyerowitz’ Illinois Upper Middle Class

C. A. olic schools Index of Self- ——

(1969) of unidenti- Derogation IQ Puerto Cauca-

fied city and range Negroid Rican  soid 1

suburbs a

120- 20 20

90-110 20 20

50-75 20 20

LowerClass

nc

IQ Puerto Cauca-

range Negroid Rican soid 1

A

120- 20 20 20

90-110 20 20 20

90-75 20 20 20

242
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Subjects

 

Methodofselection Results Comments of authorENS

CFauthor

From random sample of Effect of summer program Rangeof scores from300 HeadStart centers, on CSCI means 26-52, the lowest104 selected. Control eee
score indicating allsubjects eligible for Head self-derogatoryHead Start but did not Subjects start C p responses.attend. Final HeadStart ee

and C samples equiva- Grade 1
lent on age, grade, sex, ee
race, socioeconomic Negroid 44.42 41.13 Olstatus, and residence Cauca-
in area. soid 45.60 46.29 —

Grade 2
eee

Negroid 45.03 45.16
Cauca-

soid 47.45 47.64 —

Grade 3
oe

Negroid 46.59 46.8] —
Cauca-

soid 48.91 48.07 —

300 subjects selected
from first grade of “sev-
eral” Catholic schools:
120 Negroids, 120 Cau-
casoids, 60 Puerto
Ricans. Divided accord-
ing to socioeconomic
class and IQ level.
Half of each subgroup
were girls.°

i

Self-derogations by race’
eee

 

Means

Cauca- F
Negroid

_

soid ratio p
eee

16.3 15.5 0.50 —
ese

Self-derogations by IQ
ce

Means

 

F
High Med Low- satio p
wee
14.6 14.8 17.8 23.26 O01
ee

Self-image perceptions
of the Caucasoid chil-
dren in sample much
less affected by
social class member-
ship than are percep-
tions of Negroid
children.

243
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Author
Subjects

and a

date Location Instrument N Grade

Oe

Carpenter, Eastern City Engel and Raine’s Negroid Caucasoid

T. R., and of medium Where Are You

Busse, size Game 20 20 ]

T. V.

(1969)

i

* Source: Personal communication from B. H. Long.

Note: Item purporting to measure realism and identification omitted by rev

Head Start teachers rated the classroom behavior of their pupils in the last week of the

program, however, since the Caucasoid subjects were not in the HS program and were not

rated, the ratings on the Negroid children have been deleted from this review.

( Significant race difference, F = 4.27, p <.05. Differences between classes and be-

tween sexes not significant. Dearth of middle-class Negroids and lower-class Caucasoids

entering County A schools required filling these cells from adjoining County B.

> All of above calculations made by present writer from Comwell’s data as supplied in

Table 1-A. The primary form of S-SST is usually administered as a gro

mes (Long & Henderson, 1968) or four times (Long & Henderson,

m 2 to 10 and 4 to 20, six circles

iewer. The

circles presented twoti

1970), allowing for respective ranges of scores to be fro

are offered six times (Cornwell, 1970) permitting a possi

¢ Additional measures employed were: Metropolitan Readiness Tests, Stanford

Achievement Tests, Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities, Classroom Behavior In-

ventory, Children’s Attitudinal Range Indicator, and Parent Interview Questionnaire.

Basic to this is the view that self-esteem is a person’s perception of his

worth, derived from an accumulation of self-other comparisons.

Vertical esteem is measured by a columnoffive or six circles of identi-

cal size, representing children. In the Long and Henderson studies

(1968, 1970), the subjectis advised: These circles stand for children. You

pick one to be you. Scores range from one for the lowestcircle to five for

the highest. The theory that high self-esteem is associated with a high—

rather than with a low—position is supported by the work of De Soto,

London, and Handel (1965), who found evidence that evaluative rela-

tions are tied to a vertical axis in most people's thinking.

The horizontal esteem task, considered by Long, Henderson, and Zil-

ler to be appropriate for children once they have learned to read, in-

volves a similar procedure. A page containing a row of six identical cir-
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eee

 

Subjects

Methodof selection Results Comments of authoreee
80 subjects from father- Meanself-concept scores’ Influence of Negroid

absent welfare families,

 

mother may contrib-equally divided by Mann— ute to highly nega-race, sex, and grade Means Whitney tive self-concepts of
(1 or 5). ee Negroid girls. All

Boys Girls U p lived in matriarchal
homes.!

 

Negroid 9.6 15.0 22.0 .05
Caucasoid 8.2 93 485 —ees

“ Probably Chicago area. Doctorate obtained from Illinois Institute of Technology.
“ Note that the three levels of IQ selected are not continuous, nor are the two socio-

economicclasses.
"On the IIS-D,the higher mean indicates more unfavorable evaluations of the self.
“ Results on fifth-grade children omitted by reviewerfrom table. Subjects, both grades,

examined in own homesby one of12 caseworkers, 7 of whom were Caucasoid males, 4
Caucasoid females, and 1 a Negroid female (personal communication, T. V. Busse).

" Lower mean scores indicate a more positive self-concept. Mann-Whitney

U

tests
used due to extreme skewness ofdata.

‘Note that mean of 15 is within range of means of the four groups examined in
Grade 5 (14.3, 15.6, 18.2, and 16.6); 7 and 35 are the extremesofthis scale, the midpoint
being at 21.

cles is placed before the child, whois to select one to be himself. The
highest score of six is given for choice of the extreme left circle, the
lowest score of one for choice of the extreme right circle. Long, Hender-
son, and Ziller (1970-1971) link this association with the cultural norm of
reading and writing from the left. As might have been surmised,
Israelis—whose reading and writing begin on the right--show the oppo-
site trend. (Authors cite work of Lila G. Braine: Asymmetries of pattern
observedin Israelis. Neuropsychologia, 1968, 6, 73-88.)

Using a preschool form of the CS-SCT, Long and Henderson (1968)
measured the disadvantaged Negroid child’s concept of self in a rural
Southern community. Thirty-six Negroid subjects were tested during the
last week of a 7-week Head Start Program. Nonehadattended kindergar-
ten; their mean Otis IQ was 90.4; 80% of the chief earners in their fam-ilies were in the two lowest categories of Hollingshead’s Occupational
Scale; 42% had been separated from their natural fathers; their mean
numberof siblings was 3.7. A control group of 36 Caucasoid subjects
beginning school in the same community had not attended HeadStart:
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had mean Otis IOs of 110.8; had parents of higher occupational status;

only 7%had been separated from their natural fathers; and had, on the

average, 1.7 siblings. Consequently, the Negroid and Caucasoid groups,

though equated for sex, grade, and community, differed significantly in

1O, occupational level of chief wage earner, numberof siblings, separa-

tions from father, and kindergarten experience.

The examiner administered the vertical esteem test twice, then summed

the values of the two items for a total score that had a possible range

of from 2 to 10. Long and Henderson (1968) found the self-esteem means

of the Negroid and Caucasoid subjects to be 5.4 and 6.5, respectively, the

difference being significant. Low self-esteem of the Negroid children

was reported to be associated with immature classroom behavior as

judged by their teachers, which in itself was associated with a decrease

in IQ.

These authors (Long and Henderson, 1970) gave the preschool form of

the CS-SCTto children enteringthe first grade in 13 schools in two rural

Southern counties. The final sample consisted of 192 subjects, half Ne-

groid and half Caucasoid, half male and half female, and half lower class

and half middle class. However, the Negroid children had significantly

lower IQs, less preschool education, and more father absences than the

Caucasoids. The esteem meansofthe Negroid and Caucasoids were 10.6

and 11.9, respectively, the difference being significant at the .05 levelof

confidence.

As a part of an HEW project, Henry Cornwell (1970) compared the

self-esteem of Negroid and Caucasoid children from the kindergarten

level through high school. His complete roster of subjects included all

pupils enrolled in kindergartens and in Grades3, 6, 9, and 12 of a Penn-

sylvania public school system who were presenton testing days and gave

scorable responses. The pupils were examined by their teachers, who

administered all tests in at least two separate sessions. The children in

the kindergarten and third grade (whose responses weare evaluating in

this chapter) were given only the primary form of the Self-Social Symbols

Tasks (S-SST), which includes two scales purporting to measure self-

esteem, the vertical and the horizontal arrangements.

The vertical scales of the primary form of the S-SST and the preschool

CS-SCT seem to be identical. The booklet is open in front of the child,

the figures (circles) are the same,as are the directions that are read aloud

by the examiner(the child pointing to the preferred circle or markingit

in a specified way). The same procedure holds for the horizontal scale,

the difference, of course, being that the circles are in a row on the page

‘nstead of a column.Thescoring is simple and follows the sameprinciple

both in the S-SST and the CS-SCTin that one pointIs awardedfor the

position lowest on the vertical scale or that on the extremeright on the

horizontal, with an additional point allowed for each progression from
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lowest to highest or from right to left. The preschool CS-SCT, however,isadministered individually, whereas the primary form of the S-SST wasdeveloped for group testing. Further, instead of five circles presentedtwo times (Long & Henderson, 1968) or four times (Long & Henderson,1970), allowingforrespective ranges of scores to be from 2 to 10 and 4 to20, six circles are offered six times in the primary form of S-SST(Cornwell, 1970), permitting a possible range of scores from 6 to 36.It isobvious that the group meansobtainedin the three researches are notdirectly comparable.
From Table 8.3, the reader can readily ascertain that Cornwell’s vari-ous means are 21 or above, 21 being the midpoint of the theoreticaldistribution, suggesting that self-esteem as measured by the S-SST ap-pears to have been comfortably “normal” for the Negroids andCaucasoids in the kindergartens and third grades of this Pennsylvaniacity. The kindergarten children of both races earnedsignificantly highermean scores on the vertical than on the horizontal] scale. In fact, neither

Caucasoids, the male Caucasoids, and thetotal group of Negroids ob-tained the lower averages.
Granger, Cicirelli, Cooper, Rhode, & Maxey (1969) reviewed and as-sessed the effectiveness of summer and full-year Head Start programs,relative to cognitive and affective developmentof children in povertyareas. As a tool to serve in this project, the Children’s Self-Concept Index(CS-CI) was developed by these authors from Myerowitz’s Illinois In-dex of Self-Derogation (IIS-D). Some of the Myerowitz items weredropped, some modified, and a few additional ones were included. Themajor areas of emphasis of both the CS-C] and the IIS-D relate to thechild’s perception of self with tespect to peer acceptance andpositivereinforcements in the home and at school. The authors report the inter-nal consistency reliability for the CS-CI to be .80, the test-retest reli-ability after two weeks, .66.
The CS-CI consists of 26 pairs of stick figures, one holding a balloon

ways on the left side; the socially desirable is located half the time oneach side. The CS-CIis designed to be administered by the classroom
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cluding two preliminary examples, noting that all subjects understand

how they are to respond,thatis, marking the balloon or flag child thatis

more like themselves. In scoring, a self-derogatory or undesirable re-

sponse is given a weight of 1; a neutral or desirable response is given a

weight of 2. The total score equals the sum ofthe weights; the larger the

score, the more positive the self-concept.

A random sample of 300 Head Start centers from a total of 12,927

existing in continental United States in 1966-1967 was identified and

listed in order of selection through the use of a coding procedure and a

standard computer sampling program. The final sample comprised 104

centers, 70% having summer programs and 30% full-year programs."

Each of the 104 target areas included: (1) children who had completed

Head Start programs and who were to enter the first, second, or third

grade in September 1968 and (2) a control population of all remaining

children in the first three grades of the same elementary schools who had

been eligible for Head Start but had not participated. From each of the

target areas, the researchers selected eight names at random, with an

additional two as an oversample; these were matched with 8-10 controls,

also selected at random, for ethnicity, race, sex, grade in school, and

kindergarten experience. The two groups were later equated for socio-

economic status obtained from parental interviews, using Hollingshead's

Two-Factor Index of Social Position by meansof covariance analysis. “In

the overall analysis for the Children’s Self-Concept Index (CS-CI), a

projective measure of the degree to which the child has a positive self-

concept, the HeadStart children from both the summerandthefull-year

It is evident from the tabulated data that the several differences be-

tween the meansof the summer HeadStart and their respective control

groups were in general small, the only difference of significance being

that between the two Negroid groups (90-100% Negroid) at Grade 1.

The research staff report, in addition, that the self-concept of the total

group of children attending the 68 summer Head Start centers was

significantly lower than the controls at Grade 2 and that no significant

differences were obtained between any of the summer Head Start groups

and their controls at Grade 3.

All six of the primarily Caucasoid groups earned higher CS-CI means

than those of the predominantly Negroid groups with whom they were

compared, as will be noted in our Table 8.3. The average of the 496

'\ No comparisons were made by the authors between the 90-100% Negroid and the

90-100% Caucasoid groupsin the full-year programs since there were too few of the latter

in the year-centers to make valid judgments. Hence our racial comparisons are based on the

analysis of summer programs only.
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nantly Caucasoids was 47.19. With a difference of 2.25 between themeans of the “Negroid” and “ id”
difference of 0.27 (approximate), the critical ratio is approximately 8.3.Even allowing for a small error in
the difference between the racial

measured bythesetests.
In 1969, Carmen Posner completed her doctorate,Meyerowitz Illinois Index of Self-Derogation in its unchanged form aswell as the Children’s Form of the Farnham-Diggory Self-EvaluationScale. The formerconsisted of 30 pai

square flag, each pair followed by one favorable and
statement. The child’s negative self-concept was measured by thenumber of derogatory statements ascribed to himself, the examiner hav-

using the

Preliminary pretest studies with 23-32-year-old children by
to have been equally attrac-

and reliable.
A sample of 300 first-grade children, all from intact families and inCatholic schools, comprised 120 Negroids, 120 Caucasoids, and 60
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Puerto Ricans. The Negroid and Caucasoid children were further di-

vided into upper-middle and lower socioeconomicstatus and into three

levels of intelligence: below average (50-75 IQ), average (90-110 IQ),

and superior (120 IQ and above). Social class membership was deter-

mined merely by residence. Posner does not report the number of

schools canvassed, the method of selection within school or classroom,

nor mean IQ for each ethnic/racial group. Posner compared the mean

numberof self-derogations by race, sex, socioeconomicstatus, and intel-

ligence, using analysis of variance. The test: (1) did not discriminate

between Negroid and Caucasoid children, (2) did not discriminate be-

tween boys andgirls, (3) did not discriminate between lower-class and

middle-class children, but (4) did discriminate between IQ levels, the

low IO group producing significantly more self-derogation than the

medium and high IQ groups.

Carpenter and Busse (1969) tested the hypothesis that Negroid chil-

dren show increasingly negative self-concepts when compared with

Caucasoid children of equivalent social status. The instrument, the

“Where Are You Game,” developed by Engel and Raine (1963), consists

of seven bipolar dimensions thought to be important in self-concept: (1)

seeing oneself as intellectually gifted versus ungifted; (2) as happyver-

sus unhappy; (3) as well liked by peers versus unpopular; (4) as brave

versus timid; (5) as physically attractive versus unattractive; (6) as strong

versus weak physically; and (7) as obedient versus disobedient. Subjects

score themselves on a five-point scale between each of these polar oppo-

sites. For each dimension, the subjectis provided with a pen and a piece

of paper with five horizontal lines vertically spaced between the two

stick figures. The examiner points to the stick figures at the top and

bottom of the paper and reports “a story” about each to the child. For

example, he will say that this one (boy or girl, depending on the sex of the

subject) is a very happy person, always smiling, full of fun. Then he

points to the otherfigure, describing him as sad and unhappy. The exam-

iner explains the meaningofthe five steps and asks the subjectto make a

mark on the step on which he thinks heis between the two figures.

Procedure is the same for all seven dimensions, each scale being pre-

sented on a separate sheet of paper. For the odd-numberedscales, the

socially acceptable extremeis at the top of the paper; for the even num-

bered,it is at the bottom.

Carpenter and Busse randomly selected 40 Negroid and 40 Caucasoid

children in Grades 1 and 5 from father-absent welfare families. The sub-

jects were equally divided according to sex and grade and were inter-

viewed by 11 Caucasoid and 1 Negroid social caseworkers. Differences

between the means of the Caucasoid boys, Caucasoid girls, and Negroid

boys in Grade 1 were insignificant, but the mean of the young Negroid

girls (15.0) was significantly lower.
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QUESTIONNAIRE AND RATING SCALES

Primaryseries is measured by responsesto eight yes-or-no questions. (1)Dothe children think you can do things well? (2) Are the boys and girlsmean to you? (3) Do you have less friends than other children? (4) Aremost of the children smarter than you? (5) Do yourfolks think that you

Yes or No, which follow each question. In scoring, desirable responsesare added, the maximum score being 8. L. F. Shaffer, in a review of thetest (Buros, 1949, pp. 55-56), indicates that reliabilities of total scores onthe tests range from .918 to 933, based on the split-half method, cor-rected by the Spearman—Brown formula, determined for Ns of from 237to 792 for the various forms. Subtest reliabilities are not given for theprimary series.

three South Bend schools. The rural school pupils were Caucasoid. with101 Amish and 76 non-Amish; the South Bend subjects comprised 107Negroid and 92 Caucasoid (non-Amish) children. The reviewer com-bined the Amish and non-Amish Caucasoid averages and found that theobserved Caucasoid—Negroid differences were insignificant at the .05level of confidence (t = 1.57). See Table 8.4.
Carmen Posner (1969) examined her subjects with the Farnham—Diggory Self-Esteem Scale, which consisted of eight self-ratings cover-ing such matters as: (1) competence at enjoyed tasks . . . and (4) abilityto make others like you. The children score their own ability on theseitems by marking one numberin a row of digits ranging between 0 and10; then similarly score their ambitions in these areas: then score whatthey believeto be their parents’ scoringoftheir capacities. Posner's mainfindings applicable to race are as follows: (1) Self-images of Caucasoidsare significantly higher than those of Negroids. (2) The mean discrepancybetween self-image and ideal self-image is significantly greater amongNegroids. (3) The low IQ group ranks significantly lowerin self-esteem



TABLE 8.4

uestionnaire and Rating Scales

QuestionnaireandRating

Scales

Author
Subjects

and
a

date Location Instrument N Grade

a

Engle, T. L. Rural NE CTP, primary form A Negroid Caucasoid

(1945) Indiana and

South Bend Con Am 9-3

a

Boys 51 90 51

Girls 56 78 50

a

107 168 101

Posner, Catholic Famham-Diggory S-E Upper middle class

C.A. schools of Scale, children’sa

(1969) city and form IQ Puerto Cauca-

suburbs" range Negroid Rican soid 1

a

120- 20 20

90-110 20 20

50-75 20 20

Lowerclass

IQ Puerto Cauca-

range Negroid Rican  soid 1

a

120- 20 20 20

90-110 20 20 20

50-75 20 20 20
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Methodof selection Results Comments of authorEE
Second andthird graders.

Subjects in rural
schools—Controls or
Amish; subjects in city
schools—Negroids and
controls, no Amish.“

120 Negroids, 120 Cauca-
soids, and 60 Puerto
Ricans from first grade
of Catholic schools,
divided equally ac-
cording to 2 socioeco-
nomicgroups and 3 IQ
levels. Halfofeach sub-
group girls.

Sense of personal worth
eee

  

Means

Negroid Caucasoid

Subjects Con Am

Male 6.08 5.63 5.24
Fem 6.30 6.17 4.82

Self-images by race
eee

 

Means

F
Negroid Caucasoid ratio p
meee

54.1 59.8 10.99 .O1
eee

Self-images by IQ level
eee

Means

 

F
High Med Low ratio p

_

eee

59.9 57.6 52.4 4.95 .O1
eee

Self-ideal discrepancy by race‘
eee

 

Means

F
Negroids Caucasoids ratio p
eee

17.7 14.8 4.04 05
ese

Scores of approximately
95.90 in sense of per-
sonal worth, feeling
of belonging, and
freedom from with-
drawing tendencies
at the 50th percentile
of norms.

Negroid subjects char-
acterized by negative
self-images and less
positive ideal self-
perceptions than Cau-
casoid children.
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TABLE 8.4 (Continued)
ee

8

 

Author
Subjects

and ——————

date Location Instrument N Grade

a

French, Monticello Gordon’s HowI See Negroid

J. T. and Talla- Myself, elementary

(1972) hassee, Fla. form 225 3

I

“Controls in this study always signify non-Amish whites. Mean ages of Negroids: 8.7,

controls: 8.4, and Amish: 9.3 years.

> See Table 8.3 for results obtained on these subjects with the IIS-D.

than the middle and high IQ groups,the twolatter not differing meaning-

fully from each other. (4) Children of low SES havesignificantly more

negative self-images than those of higher SES. (5) Both children of low

socioeconomic status (SES) and of low IQ perceive their parents as rank-

ing them significantly lower than do children of high SES or high IQ.(6)

No sex differences were found amongthe children of either race.

Ira Gordon’s “How I See Myself,’ elementary form, consists of 40

numbered items with parallel brief statements that are contradictory,

though not necessarily bipolar. Evenly spaced below each pair of state-

ments is a numbered sequence from 1 to 5." After the examiner em-

phasizes that she alone will see their papers, she asks the children to

think about each statement as she reads it aloud and to circle the one

number that most accurately describes themselves. The test was re-

ported by Yeatts (1967) to have a reliability coefficient of .78 for third-

grade children obtained byretesting 34 pupils after nine days.

Jeana French examined the relation between self-concept of lower-

class Negroid children as determined by How I See Myself and the racial

composition of the school attended. Fifteen public elementary schools

located in Monticello and Tallahassee, Florida, were classified as (1) with

fower than one-third Negroid, (2) one-third to two-thirds Negroid and (3)

more than two-thirds Negroid. From each category, French selected by

2 Examples of statements: I wish I were smaller (taller) . . . I’m just the right height;

Teachers like me .. . Teachers don’t like me. In scoring, 5 always indicates a positive

view or favorable opinion ofself.
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eee

 

Subjects

Methodofselection Results Comments of author

TTT

s
e

75 lower-class Negroid Total self-concept scores Racially balancedthird graders randomly - schools tend to nega-selected from each of 3 School tively affect self-groups of schools: I- category Mean Subject concepts of Negroidfewer than one-third Tt lower-class subjects.Negroid, II—-one-third I 275.6 — 44.0 Self-concepts of suchto two-thirds Negroid; II 258.3 46.6 children in mainlyIII-two-thirds or more IT] 278.2 40.3 Caucasoid or NegroidNegroid.@

 

schools are about the
F ratio = 4.57; p <.05: difference same.
between I andIII insignificanteee

“Self-Ideal discrepancy obtained by subtracting each self-image score from ideal-selfscore.

“Class having been determined by the short form of McGuire—White Index of SocialStatus.

random sampling 75 lower SES third-grade Negroid children. (See Table
8.4.)

French's findings may be summarized as follows: (1) Negroid third-
grade children in mainly Caucasoid and in mainly Negroid schools do
not differ significantly from one another in either total self-concept or in
any of the eight factor subscores. (2) Negroid children attending racially
balanced schools score significantly below children ofthis race in mainlyCaucasoid or in mainly Negroid schools in total self-concept and in phys-
ical appearance and interpersonal adequacies. (3) Negroid children in
the third grade of the racially balanced schools are significantly below
the Negroid children in predominantly Caucasoid schools in physical
adequacy, body build, and social adequacy amongtheir peers. (4) The
Negroid children in the racially balanced schools are likewise
significantly below those in predominantly Negroid schools in teacher—school relationships, autonomy, and language adequacy.(5) Racial com-position does not have a significant effect on these children’s self-concepts of academic adequacy. As partial explanation for these findings,French observed that lower-class Negroid children in predominantlyNegroid schools, being members of the majority group in their schools,may have self-acceptance without breaking down racial and socialbarriers. On the other hand, lower-class Negroids in predominantlyCaucasoid schools may accommodateto the prevailing Caucasoid valuesand norms, increasing the probability of social acceptance (and self-
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approval); or their Caucasoid classmates may be willing to accept a few

individuals whose race and normsdiffer from their own.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION OF SELF-ESTEEM AS

MEASURED BY CONSTRUCTS AND VERBAL SCALES

In this summary, we will refer to the several instruments described in

a previous section—Children’s SelfSocial Constructs, Self-Social Sym-

bols Tasks, Children’s Self-Concept Index, Illinois Index of Self-

Derogation, and the Where Are You Game—simply as constructs and

those included in the last section—Sense of Personal Worth, Farnham-—

Diggory SE Scale, and How I See Myselt—as verbal scales. Approxi-

mately 1400 Negroid and 2133 Caucasoid children were examined on

these instruments: the mean self-scores reported by the investigators

were transformed bythe reviewerinto relatively equivalent units, thatis,

the proportion the mean self-score is to the maximum attainable. This

frequently involved making use of specific zero points, such as 2, 4, 6, or

more. (See footnote 13 for the formulas used by the reviewerin changing

various raw scores into percentages.)

The Negroid and Caucasoid mean percentages of self-esteem are 64.3

and 68.0, respectively, a significant difference (f = 9.63). The self-esteem

of the Negroid children determined by the constructs and verbalscalesis

significantly higher than that inferred from the dolls and pictures

(t = 10.44), whereas the self-esteem of the Caucasoid children is

'3 By use of the following formulas appropriate to the several tests:

     

CS-SCT P= | at x 100 (Long & Henderson, 1968)

KX -4
CS-SCT P= 20 4 x 100 (Long & Henderson, 1970)

S-SST P= X - =| x 100 (Cornwell, 1970)
36-— 6 ,

K — 26
CS-Cl P= |= = ae| x 100 (Grangeret al., 1969)

I1S-D P = 100 - |= x 100 (Posner, 1969)

XK -—7
WAY P= 100 - 35 27 x 100 (Carpenter & Busse, 1969)

XK
SPW =|% x 100 (Engle, 1945)

x
F-D Self-Esteem P= =| x 100 (Posner, 1969)

HowI See Myself P= x 100 (French, 1972)
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significantly higher on the dolls and pictures (t = 2.67). Several expla-
nations may accountfor this variance: (1) The children examined on the
constructs and verbal scales were older. (2) Validity and/or reliability
measures have generally been reported for the constructs—verbal tests,
but not for the dolls—pictures. Test validity is sometimes assumed if the
children identify with the doll or picture intendedto representtheirrace.
However, in six investigations that included questions as to Which one
looks like you?, the Negroid children 3-5 years of age pointedto a “‘cor-
rect’ doll less than 60% of the time." (3) All of the subjects examined
with constructs—verbal scales (with the exception of those tested by Long
and Henderson) were examined in groups, whereas the subjects were
interviewed individually when tested with dolls and pictures. Thelatter
may have been disadvantageousto the child’s own-race preference,par-
ticularly if the examiner was Caucasoid and the subject Negroid. (4) In
the dolls—pictures situations, the choice is between Negroid and
Caucasoid; whereas in the constructs—verbal tests, self-esteem orself—
relative to other children—is rated. Two different attitudes are being
measured: attitudes toward one’s ownrace and attitudes toward self and
others. Thus, in the opinion of the reviewer, the constructs and verbal
tests, if the attitudes are stable, measure self-esteem; the dolls and pic-
tures, race esteem and only indirectly self-esteem. In both, as we have
seen, the esteem of the Caucasoid children is the higher.
The percentagesof self-esteem attributed to the 246 Negroid boys and

the 237 Negroid girls on the constructs—verbal measures are 57.2 and
58.1, respectively; to the 584 Caucasoid boys and 540 Caucasoid girls,
58.3 and 60.4. No significant sex difference was obtained on either the
constructs—verbal or the dolls-pictures test employed.

Onthe constructs and verbal materials, the 138 younger and the 1258
older Negroid subjects (6-8 years) had mean self-esteem percentages of
57.8 and 65 (t = 1.78). However, on these instruments, the 387 younger
Caucasoids scored significantly below the 1746 older subjects of their
race, the respective percentages being 60.7 and 69.6 (t = 3.42),
The 507 Northern Negroid subjects examined on these instruments

achieved a meanself-esteem score of 61.0%: the 393 Southern Negroids
59.0%, the difference being insignificant. No Southern Caucasoids were
tested on verbal materials, but on constructs the 880 Northern and the
168 Southern subjects did not differ significantly, the respective mean
percentages being 56.2 and 52.3.

"In the combined studies of the Clarks (1947); Stevenson & Stewart (1958); Gregor &
McPherson (1966); Crooks (1970): Durrett & Davy (1970); and Fox & Jordan (1973) the
3-5-year-old Negroid subjects correctly identified themselves 56% of the time; the 6-
7-year-old Negroidscorrectly identified themselves 82% of the time. In contrast, 80% of the
3-5-year-old Caucasoid and 92% of the 6-7-year-old Caucasoid subjects identified them-
selves correctly.
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Young Negroid children of lower socioeconomic classes in the third

grade of 15 Florida public schools were found to have significantly lower

total self-concept scores if in racially balanced schools than those in

mainly Caucasoid or in mainly Negroid schools. No Caucasoids served as

subjects in this study.

An increase in the self-esteem of Negroid—but not of Caucasoid—

children was reported at the endofthe first grade following a summer

session of Head Start. The increase disappeared by the end of the second

grade.
In an investigation in which Negroid and Caucasoid children were

matched accordingto three IQ levels (low, middle, high), the low groups

were found to have significantly more self-derogations and to be

significantly below the two higher-level groups on the self-image scale.

Moderate retardation (50-75 IQ) seemsrelated positively to low self-

esteem in schoolchildren, a not surprising finding since the esteem scales

employed include a numberof academicsituations in whichtheself is

placed. In three studies, one or more cognitive test scores were reported

for the Negroid and Caucasoid subjects, the means of the former being

notably lower.

In the few studiesrelating self-esteem toclass, there are enough incon-

sistencies to make generalizations inappropriate. One student found that

self-images of Caucasoid children wereless affected by social class than

were those of Negroid children.

Precise information as to race of examiner was usually omitted.

CONCLUDING STATEMENT

Preference for one’s own race as determined with the aid of dolls and

pictures and self-esteem as measuredbyconstructs and verbaltests have

been studied extensively among American Negroid and Caucasoid chil-

dren. Although own-race preference andself-esteem results are not iden-

tical, they are closely parallel and may even measure the sametrait. Both

own-race preference and self-esteem have been found to be significantly

higher among Caucasoid children, the lower scores of the Negroids being

particularly evident where dolls, puppets, photographs, and drawings

were the instruments of measurement. Nosignificant differences were

found between the sexes of either race. Own-race preference and self-

esteem increase in both races from 3 to 5 to 6 to 8 years. Only amongthe

Negroid children were own-race preferences found to be significantly

higher in the North than in the South. Neither racial group showedre-

gional differences in self-esteem. Three- to 5-year-old Negroid children,

when interviewed by a Negroid examiner, appear to show a higher per-

centage of own-race preferences than those examined by a Caucasoid

examiner. We cannot be confident that the interviewers race affects
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either own race preference, or self-esteem of Caucasoid children, or the
self-esteem of older Negroids.It appears doubtful that the racial compo-
sition of the school attended—when considered apart from neighbor-
hood, community, or section of the country—influences either own-race
preference or self-esteem. Thedifferences are not all clearly estab-
lished. Probably some ofthem maybeattributed to the instruments used,
to the socioeconomic level of the children’s families, and to the cognitive
developmentof the children themselves.
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Ethnic and Racial Differences in
Intelligence: International Comparisons

RICHARD LYNN

New University of Ulster, Norther Ireland

INTRODUCTION

Views about subspecies differences in human intelligence have
undergone some pronounced swings over the course of the last century.
Three phases can be distinguished. The first was inaugurated nearly 110
years ago when Sir Francis Galton published the book Hereditary
Genius (1869). Galton hypothesized that the Caucasoid race was the most
intelligent and that the other races were characterized by varying de-
grees of lesser ability, particularly the Australoid and Negroid. At this
time, andfor the next half century or so, there were few who did not think
his conclusions amplyjustified by commonsense andobservation. Later,
the scholarly views of psychologists with the stature of R. S. Woodworth
(1910), E. L. Thorndike (1914), and S. D. Porteus (1917, 1937) supported
Galton with data suggesting a key role for heredity.
The second phase began to develop between the two world wars. An

example is the antihereditarian book Race Psychology by T. R. Garth
(1931). Opinion started toward a contradiction of Galton’s position, andit
was now commonlyasserted that all the races had about equal mental
endowment. By 1951, this view had become a kind of official doctrine of
“respectable” academicians when a panel of social and biological spe-
cialists at the United Nations, under the auspices of the United Nations

The research for this chapter was supported by the Esmée Fairbaim Charitable Trust.
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Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), issued

the following statement: “According to present knowledge there is no

proof that the groups of mankinddiffer in their innate mental characteris-

tics, whether in respect of intelligence or temperament. The scientific

evidence indicates that the range of mental capacities in all ethnic

groups is much the same (1951).” The reader may also consult Comas

(1961) and Jensen (1972) for similar resolutions by other groups; a

counter-resolution signed by 50 scientists was published in the American

Psychologist (1972, 7, 660-661), then another one in Homo (1973, 24,

52-55).
UNESCOstated the prevailing view in the years following the Second

World War. A few continued to entertain Galton’s hypothesis (e.g., Gar-

rett, 1961a, 1961b, 1962; Ingle, 1964; Porteus, 1961, 1967; Shuey, 1966;

Weyl & Possony, 1963), but their voices were in the minority. Whatever

some psychologists may have thought privately in this period, few as-

serted in public that there were important native differences in intelli-

gence among the major divisions of mankind. What brought this consen-

sus to an abrupt end was the publication by Arthur R. Jensen of an

invited paper in the Harvard Educational Review in which he argued

inter alia that the low mean IQs of American Negroids were probably

substantially influenced by genetic factors (Jensen, 1969). Jensen’s

hypothesis aroused instant and vehement opposition, but there werealso

eminent scholars who supported him, notably the American psycholo-

gists S. S. Stevens and R. B. Cattell (Jensen, 1972, pp. 1-67) and the

British psychologist H. J. Eysenck (1971). Comingto phasethree,it can

be said today that well-informed personsin this field are roughly equally

divided on the issue. However,this is a rather specific problem thatis

treated elsewhere (e.g., Jensen, 1972, 1973; Loehlin, Lindzey, &

Spuhler, 1975), hence will not greatly concern us in this chapter. Our

subject matter is the much widerone of ethnic and racial differences in

intelligence considered as a worldwide phenomenon.

GALTON‘S HEREDITARY GENIUS

Sir Francis Galton (1869) took the view that it was possible to estimate

the mean intellectual level of a population from the numberof outstand-

ing persons it produced. He argued that the higher the overall genetic

endowmentof a population, the greater would be the proportion of liter-

ate and proficient individuals in it. On this basis, Galton estimated the

average hereditary brightness of a numberof different ethnic groups. He
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United States. However, when the meth
societies, there are two difficulties.
dard deviation or the range of intel
population to another, which is not

od is used to compare different
Oneis the assumption that the stan-
ligence is much the same from one

how anintelligencetestcould be constructed, a numberof other psychologists began to devisetheir own tests. Among them was a young psychologist in Australianamed Stanley Porteus, who began work during World WarI. His idea

velers’ reports. Using a 16-category, equal-interval scale, ranging from idiots to geniuses » Galton concluded that Aus-traloids were “at least one grade below” Negroids, who were themselves “not less thantwo grades” below typical English Caucasoids, who were in turn “a fraction of a grade”below Scottish and northern English Caucasoids. A “grade” on Galton’s scale correspondsto 0.695¢, or 10.425 points on an IQ scale with M = 100, o = 15 (Jensen, 1973, p. 70).Assuming Galton’s “ordinary Englishmen” were about average,this iethnic groups of his day mean IQs of approximately 68.72 for Australoids 79.15 for AfricanNegroids, 100.00 for Englishmen, and perhaps 102.6 to 105.2 for Scotsto one-half a grade). Although Galton’s work was necessarily crudesources of error, his estimates turn out to be tolerably close to mode ,reported herein by Professor Lynn.[the Editors.]

men(i.e., one fourth
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fromeasy onesthat could be done by5- and 6-year-olds and increasing in

difficulty up to tests for 14-year-olds. The Maze Tests were standardized

on different age samplesof children so that it was possible to determine

which tasks could be done correctly by the average child of any particu-

lar age. This gavea mental age (MA) for each maze,as in the Binettest.

Porteus himself has been chary of calling his test a measure of intelli-

gence and has preferred to regard it as a measure of planning ability.

However, planning ability is an important component of intelligence.

hat the Porteus Maze Testis an excellent
Numerous studies have shown t

measure of general intelligence, correlating about .60 with Binettests, so

se (Porteus, 1961, 1965,
the Maze is now widely accepted for this purpo

1967). Incidentally, Porteus (1967) has long criticized the term Intelli-

gence Quotient (IQ), denoting the useful ratio of mental to chronological

age (MA/CA), because no single test is an adequate measure of all-round

behavioral adaptability. Rather, he insists, the proper term for the rela-

tionship is Test Quotient (TQ).

Ouite early in his career, Porteus wa

using his Maze Test to measure the mental abilities of the Australoids.

His first study was conducted in 1915, and he published the results a

couple of years later (Porteus, 1917). His sample consisted of 28 children

of mixed Australoid and Caucasoid stock. He found that they scored a

little lower than the Caucasoid standardization samples, noting that this

poor performance was more pronounced amongthe older children. The

numberof children tested in this study was hardly sufficient to yield any

definitive conclusions. But in 1929 Porteus carried out anotherstudy, this

time on 56 adult pure Australoids. He asserted that the Australoids were

manifestly interested in the test and were perfectly able to grasp the

nature of the problems, but they had genuine difficulty in solving the

complex mazes. The group achieved a mean MAof 10.48 years on the

tests. Two subsequent investigations on Australoids have been made

using the Porteus Mazes. The frst was carried out on a sampleof 24 Aus-

traloids by M. Piddington and R. Piddington (1932) and showed a mean

MA of 10.52. The second was done some30 years later by Gregor on a

group of 50 adult male Australoids; it revealed a mean MA of 10.4 (Por-

teus & Gregor, 1963). An account of the whole set of studies is given by

Porteus (1965). In all three samples, the numbers of cases are small. On

the other hand, the MAsobtainedare quite similar in central tendency,

so they are probably fairly reliable. The mean MA is very low and

corresponds to an IQ in the range of 50-70.

Porteus’s studies of 1915 and 1929 were among the first to find that

primitive peoples living outside advanced Western societies do poorly

s, a finding that has been confirmed many times on

s interested in the possibility of

on intelligence test
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different groups. The question that such results raise is what precisely
they mean.This, in turn, raises the question of what is meant by “intelli-
gence’ and IQ.For Porteus, the Maze Test taps hereditary talent.
A considerable source of confusionin this field is that there are several]

different meanings of the term “intelligence.” We must now pause to
clarify these. Three major usages have to be distinguished. First, there is
intelligence as “innate, general, cognitive ability,” as Burt (1972) defined
it. This has also been called Intelligence A by Hebb (1949), or genotypic
intelligence in biological terminology. Second, there is the set of mental
skills actually exhibited by an individualin performance, Hebb’s Intelli-
genceB,that is, the psychological phenotype. An individual’s behavioral
skills are not entirely a reflection of his innate intelligence since they are
partly determined by his environment. Third, there is the score that an
individual obtains on an intelligencetest, his IQ, which Vernon has des-
ignated Intelligence C (Vernon, 1969). An IQ estimates, with varying
degrees of accuracy, an individual’s psychological aptitudes or innate
abilities.

Of these three meaningsof intelligence, the only one measured di-
rectly is the third one, the IQ orintelligence test score. To what degreeis
it legitimate to argue from one’s IQ (Intelligence C) to one’s practical
mental skills (Intelligence B), thence to the genotype (innate intelligence
or Intelligence A)? Some experts argue that an IQ provides a reasonably
good index of both actual mental skills and innate aptitudes. Others
disagree. Thus, to take the racial difference in intelligence that has re-
ceived most attention, everyone agrees that American Negroids have a
mean IQ of approximately 85 as compared with an American Caucasoid
mean of 100. But there is dispute about whether intelligence tests
provide a valid measure of Negroid mental abilities, some authorities
arguing that the Negroid is handicapped in his performance on the test
because it is couched in a Caucasoid middle-class idiom, administered
by a Caucasoid tester, and so on. There is even more dispute about the
degree to which the test results reflect innate differences. Quite a
numberof authorities are willing to concede that the average American
Negroid does indeed operate at a significantly lower level of mental
ability than the average American Caucasoid, as suggested bytheintelli-
gencetests, but they are not preparedto allow that this is due to a genetic
difference. This problem of the validity of the intelligence test arises
whenever comparisons are made betweenthe test results of Western
populations and groups outside Western culture, such as Indo-
Dravidians, Negroids, Australoids, Eskimos, and Negritos. The reason
that the validity of the tests is questionedis that different cultures foster
different kinds of intellectual skills. For instance, in Western society,
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people need to be literate and numerate, but in Australoid society they

need to be good at throwing boomerangs. Hence, it is reasonable to

measure the mental abilities of Western populations by giving them tests

of language and numberbutnot to apply these tests to people in other

cultures who have developed their mental abilities in other directions.

While these distinctions in the meaning of intelligence may be confus-

ing, most psychologists who are well informedin this area would prob-

ably agree that as long as we are working in a Western culture, intelli-

gencetests give a fairly accurate measure of mental ability (Intelligence

B, phenotypic intelligence) and a reasonably accurate, though certainly

less adequate, measure of innate aptitude (Intelligence A, genotypic in-

telligence). But this does not hold outside Western culture. At the border-

line of this culture there is some difficulty, which we shall be taking up

later when weconsider the IQ results for different ethnic populations.

To return now to Porteus’s finding that the Australoids have mean IQs

in the range of 50-70, we probably ought to concludethat the Australoids

tested by Porteus were too far removed from Western culture for the test

to give a valid index of their level of mental ability. The reason for this

lies in the lack of familiarity of Australoids with the task presented in the

test. The essential concept required for the Maze Test is that of the

cul-de-sac, as contrasted with the through road. These are familiar

enough concepts to people brought up in houses and in townsbut not to

people like the Australoids reared in the Australian bush. There are no

cul-de-sacs in the deserts of central Australia.

R. B. CATTELL AND THE CULTURE-FAIR

INTELLIGENCE TEST

By the 1930s there was a growing realization that most intelligence

tests were heavily loaded with material that reflected the intellectual

skills developed in advancedsocieties. How, then, might it be possible

to measure the intelligence levels of primitive peoples where these intel-

lectual skills were not acquired? An attempt to solve this problem was

made by a British-American psychologist, R. B. Cattell, who devised a

so-called “culture-free intelligence test,” later more generally known as

the Culture-Fair Test (Cattell, 1940). His idea was to producea test

whose problems were universally familiar, such as those involving the

detection of an odd item amonga set, the principle underlyinga series,

and so on.In this way, Cattell maintained, his Culture-Fair Test would

measure hereditary mental aptitude, uncontaminated by the particular

intellectual skills acquired in a given culture.

Cattell’s Culture-Fair Test needs to be understood in the context of his

theory of intelligence. For Cattell, there is not one general intelligence,
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as maintainedin theclassical theory of intelligence derived from Spear-
man, but two. Thefirst kind Cattell calls fluid intelligence, which is pure
mental ability, the second crystallized intelligence, which consists of
learned cognitive skills. The form ofcrystallized intelligence depends on
the cognitive skills that are taught and practiced in a particular culture.
Fluid intelligence is free from these cultural conditions, although not
from broader environmental effects such as severe malnutrition, bith
injury, and so on. Thus, fluid intelligence is not innate ability, or Intelli-
gence A, but pure mental aptitude independentof cultural artifacts.
Fluid intelligence is measured by the Culture-Fair Tests, whereas many
conventional intelligence tests measure crystallized intelligence.

Cattell’s claim that his test measures fluid intelligence unaffected by
cultural influences has met wide acceptance. His Culture-Fair IQs are
not as highly correlated with socioeconomic status (SES) as are con-
ventionalintelligence tests (Cattell, 1971), an indication that theyare less
affected by the cultural environment. Operationally, one distinction be-
tween fluid and crystallized intelligence is that provided by the differ-
ence between culture-fair and culture-loaded tests, respectively.
Another argument for regarding the Culture-Fair Test as independent

of social and economic conditions comesfrom its correlation with critical
flicker frequency (Barratt, Clark, & Lipton, 1962). The critical flicker
frequency (CFF) threshold is the speed at which a flashing light can no
longer be seen as flickering and is instead perceived as a steady light.
This CFF threshold may be the point at which the brain fails to process
information accurately. Barratt, Clark, and Lipton carried out two
studies, in both of which they found that the CFF threshold was
significantly correlated with IQs measured by the Culture-Fair Test but
not with those of more culture-loaded intelligence tests. This result
seems to indicate that the Culture-Fair Test gives a measure ofthe effi-
ciency of the brain on a simple perceptual task that should be indepen-
dent of the particular skills acquired in different cultures since in all
cultures people need to be able to perceive accurately.
Apart from Cattell’s Culture-Fair Tests, there are others that have fre-

quently been given to people in a wide range of different societies on the
assumption that such tests are largely culture fair. The most commonly
used is Raven’s Progressive Matrices, a test of perceptual reasoning in-
volving geometric designs and the completion of two-dimensional se-
quences. Another test that has been used in a numberofstudies is
Goodenough’s Draw-a-Man (DAM) Test, in which the subject’s draw-
ings of aman and a woman are scored for completeness of structure and
detail. Not all critics are willing to concede that such tests are culture
fair. But the problem of the interpretation of test results will be set aside
for the momentandtaken uplater in this chapter.
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ETHNIC AND NATIONAL DIFFERENCES IN

INTELLIGENCE

The major results of studies on ethnic and national intelligence levels

will now be reviewed swiftly and summarily. Most of the intelligence

tests that have been given in different parts of the world are American or

British, standardized on American or British Caucasoid populations

vielding IQs with M = 100 and o = 15 or 16, andit is convenientto use

this scale for considering the performancesof people in otherparts of the

world.

Caucasoids

It has generally been found that populations of northern European

extraction have mean IQsof approximately 100. Thus, well-drawn sam-

ples of Scottish children tested in 1932 and 1947 on the American

Stanford-Binet and Terman—Merrill tests obtained mean IQs of approx-

imately 100 (Scottish Council for Research in Education, 1933, 1949).

Garth’s (1931) review of American Army Alpha Test data from World War

I immigrants showed Scots, English, and northern Europeansat the top

of the scale. In New Zealand, 26,000 children of European extraction

obtained a mean IQ of 98.5 on the American Otis Test (Redmond &

Davies, 1940). On the sametest, an Australian sample of 35,000 children

had a mean IQ of approximately 95 (McIntyre, 1938). In Belgium, a

standardization of Cattell’s Culture-Fair Test gave Belgian children a

mean IQ of approximately 104 (Goosens, 1952). In France, children

drawn as a representative sample and given Raven's Colored Progressive

Matrices also obtained a mean IQ of approximately 104 (Bourdier,

1964). In the city of Rostock, East Germany, the mean 1Q of children on

Raven’s Colored Progressive Matrices is approximately 100 (Kurth,

1969). In Denmark,representative samplesof children tested on Raven's

Progressive Matrices obtained mean scores that are virtually the same as

the original standardization samples in Britain (Vejleskov, 1968).

In the countries of southern Europe, the mean IQ appears to be some-

what lower (Hirsch, 1926), except perhaps in Italy in which a recent

sample of adolescents in Florence had a mean IQ around 100 on Raven's

Test (Tesi & Young, 1962).? However, in Spain, the mean IQ of 113,749

2 All Progressive Matrices data in this chapter have been transformed to IQs with a

British M = 100 ando = 15.

3 These results conflict with Garth’s (1931) review of the IQsof Italian immigrants to the

USA between the two world wars. They averaged about lo lower on individual Binettests

(M = 83.97, N = 500), as well as on nonlanguage group tests (M = 84.80, N = 446). By

contrast Swedish immigrants performed slightly above the American norms (M = 102,

N = 419) during the same period (computed as weighted means from Garth, 1931, p. 80).

Lowestof all Europeans were the Portuguese (M = 82.7,N = 671). [the Editors].
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army conscripts tested on Raven’s Matrices in 1965 was roughly 87
(Nieto-Alegre, Navarro, Santa Cruz, & Dominguez, 1967). In Zagreb,
Yugoslavia, a sample of schoolchildren obtained a mean IQ of 89 on the
sametest (Sorokin, 1954). In Greece, children in the city of Thessaloniki
obtained a mean IQ of approximately 89 on the Wechsler Performance
Scale (Fatouros, 1972). The Caucasoid race extends eastward from
Europe into the Near East and India. Samples from Baghdad in Iraq
tested on the Goodenough DAM Test have mean IQs around 80 (AI-
Zobaie, 1965). In Iran, the mean IQ of children in the city of Shiraz is in
the low 80s (Mehryar, Shapurian, & Bassiri, 1972). Some authorities
identify the local race here as Iranian.

In India, there is a considerable literature on intelligence testing. Fifty
years ago, the Stanford-Binet was given to a sample of students at the
University of Calcutta; the mean IQ wasfound to be 95 (Maity, 1926). A
more recent investigation, using a small sample of 25 postgraduate stu-
dents at the University of Calcutta, who took Raven’s Test, produced an
incredibly low mean IQ of 75 (Sinha, 1968). Several Indo-Dravidian
studies have employed Raven’s Test. Sinha’s review provides data for 17
groups of children aged between 9 and 15 years drawn from a variety of
Indian states and numbering in excess of 5000 cases. All the mean IQs
lay in the range from 81 to 94, the overall mean being about 86.

If these results from Caucasoid, Iranian, and Indo-Dravidian nations
are consideredin the light of the racial composition of the populations,it
is apparent that where the people are predominantly of northern Euro-
pean stock, as in Britain, northwestern Europe, the United States, Au-
stralia, and New Zealand, their mean IQs are approximately 100. The
other Caucasoid peoples inhabiting the more southerly latitudes
from Spain through the Middle East to India score substantially lower.
This also holds true for immigrants to the United States (Garth, 1931;
Goodenough, 1949) andfor their offspring (Hirsch, 1926; Pintner, 1931).4

* Based on U.S. Army data from World WarI recruits, the Combined Scale (8 Alpha
subtests, 4 Beta subtests, and Stanford-Binet) gave the following data for 11,446 foreign-
born Caucasoid immigrants.

Northern EuropeansandBritish: M = 13.09, N = 6,442
Southern and Eastern Europeans: M = 11.64, N =5,004

As for the 3,627 children of Caucasoid immigrants, examined mostly with nonlanguage
tests during the same decade, the following IQs were reported and compared here
with 1,030 native-bom American Caucasoid children.

Native Americans: M = 98.3, N = 1,030
Northem Europeansand British: M =97.4, N= 2,336
Southern and Eastern Europeans: M = 85.4, N =1,291

(Footnote continues on p. 270)
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Negroids

The Negroid or Congoid race originally inhabited west-central Africa

(the Congo region), andit is only during the last 1500 years that Negroids

have spread over most of Africa south of the Sahara (Coon, 1965; Dar-

lington, 1969). Further, from the sixteenth century onward, groups have

migrated voluntarily or otherwise to various parts of the world. Substan-

tial numbers nowreside in the United States, the West Indies, and Great

Britain. There are few satisfactory studies of the intelligence of Negroids

in Africa, largely becauseit is difficult to obtain accurate information on

their ages, a necessity for the calculation of children’s IQs. There are

additional difficulties in obtaining representative samples of the

population.

By far the greatest amount of research on Negroid intelligence has

been conducted in the United States. The standard workis that of Shuey

(1966), who reviewed 382 studies that employed 81 different tests of

mental ability. The results taken as a whole indicate that the mean IQ of

American Negroids is approximately 85 and that they score somewhat

higher on verbal tests than on nonverbaltests. Of course, Negroids in the

United States are not necessarily representative of all Negroids, and

there are two reasonsinparticular for regarding them as atypical. Oneis

that they are descended from slaves who were either purchased or cap-

tured by tribal chiefs and were probably selected for nonintellectual

traits and genetic docility (Darlington, 1969, pp. 650-668). Anotherrea-

son is that many Afro-Americans have some Caucasoid ancestry, the av-

erage admixture being in the region of 20-30% (Reed, 1969). In both

these respects, they are unrepresentative Congoids. That the average IQ

of American Negroids is around 85 is not a subject of much dispute, but

the explanation of the population meanis a matter of considerable con-

troversy. (See Jensen, 1969, 1972, 1973.) Negroids from the Southeastern

United States, who tend to be less Caucasoid than in the North and West,

have both lower IQs and smaller dispersions. Based on 1800 representa-

tive elementary schoolchildren tested by Kennedyetal. (1963), M = 80.7

and o = 12.4 (see also Jensen, 1973).

A few studies of the intelligence of Negroids are available from other

ns

It is obvious that sizable and consistent average differences appeared amongthetest scores

of various ethnic and linguistic groups of Caucasoids comprising the European migrations

to the United States around the time of World War I. Mean differences among these groups,

however, may be attributed to various factors: climatology, hereditary aptitudes, biased

selection, differential socioeconomicstatus, training, and education, language barriers, and

diverse customs and attitudes. There are also intriguing test-score differences associated

with religious affiliation, Jews tending statistically to outrank Protestants as the latter out-

rank Catholics (Weyl & Possony, 1963).
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parts of the world. From Uganda,Silvey (1972) reported an investigation
in which Raven’s Test was given to approximately 470 children who had
successfully passed the examination for entrance into secondary schools.
The mean IQ of this group was about 88, but the sampling suggests that
this value may be higher than the mean of the general population.
Another Uganda study was conducted by Vernon (1969). His sample was
composed of 50 boys aged 12 years taken from two schools in Kampala,
the capital city. The average SES of the boys’ families was described as

a numberof cognitive tests, including the Terman vocabulary scale and
Kohs Blocks, and the nine best measures of general intelligence pro-
duced a sample mean IQ of approximately 80.
The level of intelligence in Jamaica is discussed by Vernon (1969),

Large numbers of the children there take British intelligence tests for
selection at the age of 11 for secondary schools, and the results indicate
that the mean IQ asassessed bythesetests is approximately 75. Vernon
has also carried out a study of his own using individual tests on a sample
of 50 boys. He gave a variety of cognitive tests, including the Terman
vocabulary scale and Kohs Blocks. The mean IQ ofthe Jamaican children
was in the low 80s. These children tended to do better on verbal and
educational tests than on nonverbal and spatial tests, as in the United
States.

A study of the intelligence of 2959 Negroid children in Tanzania has
been made by Klingelhofer (1967). He administered Raven’s Progressive
Matrices to a sample consisting of approximately one-fifth of all adoles-
cents in the first three forms of secondary schools in the country; the
mean IQ was approximately 88. (Also tested in the same study were 727
Asian children drawn as part of the same sample. The mean IQ of the
Asians was approximately 98.) In Ghana, Jahoda (1956) has reported a
study of 317 boys attending schools in Accra. They were given Raven’s
Progressive Matrices. The mean score wasnotcited, but it is apparent
from the data reported that the mean IQ was approximately 75.
A numberof studies of the intelligence of Negroids have been con-

ducted in South Africa. A typical result is that of Lloyd and Pidgeon’s
(1961) investigation of 275 Negroid children in Natal. The children
were at two schools, one urban and one rural, and were considered a
fairly representative sample. The test used was one ofthe British Na-
tional Foundation for Educational Research nonverbal tests; the Negroid
children obtained a mean IQ of87. A standardization of Raven’s Progres-
sive Matrices on the Zulu population of South Africa was made by Not-
cutt (1950). The mean IQ of this sample of 1220 Zulu school children
aged from 8 to 16 was approximately 81. Also tested were 703 adults, who
obtained a mean IQ of approximately 75.
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Mongoloids

Little is known about the intelligence levels of Mongoloids in their

homelands. The majority of studies have been made on Chinese and

Japanese emigrants to the United States. Oneofthe first of these studies

was by Yeung (1921) on 109 Chinese immigrant children aged 5-14. The

children were tested on the Stanford-Binet and obtained a mean IQ of

97. The study was a small one, but the essential finding that Mongoloid

groups score close to the means of Caucasoids has now been confirmed

by several later investigations. One of the best studies (Colemanetal.,

1966) drew more than half a million children from all over the United

States. The Coleman Report noted that Mongoloid children obtained

approximately the same mean nonverbal IQs as Caucasoid children.

They placed somewhat lower on verbal tests, but this is probably be-

cause in many cases they did not speak English at home. The nonverbal

test should be taken as the best index of their intelligence.

An investigation using approximately 10,000 California children en-

rolled in kindergarten and the first four grades, employing the Gesell

Institute’s Figure Copying Test, revealed that Mongoloid youngsters

generally exceeded the mean scores of Caucasoid as well as Mexican and

Negroid children (Jensen, 1973, pp. 304-305). For each of the four ethnic

groups, the test was found to be heavily loaded with a general intelli-

gence factor (Spearman’s g), somewhatlike that of Raven's Matrices, and

the test appeared to be quite status fair based on a composite index of

socioeconomic status (SES). Mexican-American children, for example,

placed in the lowest of these categories (SES = 6) but scored quite near

two groups of Anglo-American children (SES = 1,3) in figure-copying

skill. The Chicanos were consistently more proficient than two groupsof

Negroids (SES = 4,5) at all school grades.

A further study of 1703 Caucasoid, Mexican-American, and Negroid

schoolchildren in California, using the culture-fair Raven’s Matrices and

the culture-biased Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, gave more complex

results. To quote Jensen (1973), “California Orientals bear a similar rela-

tionship to whites as the Mexicans bear to the Negroes,thatis, a higher

average genotype and loweraverage environmental advantages (p. 312).”

The shortcoming of these studies of Mongoloids in the United Statesis

that they are not necessarily representative either of China or Japan,

whence the subjects’ ancestors mainly originated, or of Mongoloids as a

whole.”

One of the relatively few studies of the intelligence of a Mongoloid

5 For Chinese, Garth (1931) cites IQ means from 513 subjects in Hawaii (M = 99.3) and

from 224 subjects in Vancouver (M = 107.2) that equal or exceed the Caucasian norms. For

Japanese, the IQ medians from 536 subjects in Tokyo (median = 99.0) and from 276 sub-

jects in Vancouver (median = 114.2) are similar, if not higher. It may be noted that Porteus

(1967) found Mongoloids from the island of Saipan and Amerinds from North America also

surpassed average Caucasoids on his MazeTest.
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population in Asia is that of Rodd (1958) on a sample of children in
Taiwan. He used Cattell’s Culture-Fair Test and found that Taiwanese
children obtained approximately the same mean IQ as American chil-
dren. Unfortunately this study has not been published. An estimation of
the intelligence of native Japanese can be madefrom the normative data
of the Wechsler tests. The Wechsler Intelligence Scales for Children
(WISC) and for Adults (WAIS) were standardized on 1070 children and
1682 adults in Japan in the early 1950s. Many of the performance sub-
tests were retained unaltered in the Japanese versions of the WISC and
WAIS,so it is possible to use the Japanese means on these to estimate
mean IQsfor the Japanese normative samples. In addition, the Wechsler
Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence (WPPSI) was standardized
on 600 children in the late 1960s. Taking a weighted average of these
three studies, based on 3352 Japanese cases, the resulting meanintelli-
gence in terms of an IQ of 100 for American or British Caucasoids, is a
remarkable 106.6 (Lynn, 1977). This appears to be the highest mean IQ
ever recorded for a national population. A small but apparently repre-
sentative sample of Chinese boys in Singapore scored significantly
higher on Raven’s Progressive Matrices than the British standardization
sample (Phua, 1976).
Mongoloids extend into Indonesia. A study of children’s intelligence

was conducted in Bandung,Java, a city of about one million inhabitants
(Thomas & Sjah, 1961). The test used was Goodenough’s Draw-a-Man
(DAM)Test. Schools were selected by random sampling andthe test was
given to every child who waspresent on a particular day. Since notall
children in Bandung attend school, the sample is probably biased in
favor of middle and upper SES categories. Unfortunately, the authors did
not adjust the sample to makeit representative of the city. Results are
reported for ages from 5 to 12; the overall mean IQ was approximately 96.
This is probably an overestimate because of the defective sampling. Fur-
thermore the DAM Testis not a particularly good one. Nevertheless, the
meanis a high one for an economically undeveloped country.
The Eskimos are a Mongoloid sub-race, living above the Arctic Circle.

There has been someinterest in Eskimointelligence following a study
by Berry (1966) purporting to show that a group of 14—15-year-old Es-
kimos had approximately the same mean IQ as Scots in Scotland. How-
ever, the claim cannot be accepted. Berry’s study consisted of two
samples of Eskimos drawn from different localities. The test on which
they scored almost as highly as the Scots was Raven’s Colored Pro-
gressive Matrices. The Eskimos achieved a mean score of about 28.
Reference to Raven’s norms showsthat 28 is approximately the mean
score obtained by British 11-year-olds, so the Eskimos had a mean MA
around 11; this suggests an IQ in the range 70-80. Berry's Scots scored
about 10 IQ points higher than the Eskimos. A few years later, Vernon
(1969) published a study of the intelligence of 50 Eskimo children.
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He administered a numberof tests, and on the nine best measures of

general intelligence, the Eskimos obtained a mean IQ of approximately

85. On the other hand, MacArthur (1969) found that Arctic Eskimos

placed at or above Caucasoid norms for Canada using Raven's Test. On

Piagetian clinical tests, the Eskimos outperformed Caucasoid Canadian

children from urban areas, and Amerinds in Canada were similar to

the Eskimos (Jensen, 1973). Let us examine the Amerind studies more

closely.

Amerinds

Quite early in the century, a numberof studies were made of the

cognitive abilities of Amerinds living on reservations in the United

States. Evidence up to 1930 was summarized by Garth (1931) and Pint-

ner (1931). All the results showedthat the meanintelligence levels were

lower than those of American Caucasoids, but there was considerable

variability, the mean IQs ranging between 69 and 97. Someofthese early

studies also revealed that Amerinds tended to do relatively better on

tests of nonverbal and spatial ability than on verbal tests. These findings

have several times been substantiated by later research (Tyler, 1965).

The most extensive investigation of the cognitive abilities of Amerinds

is that made by Coleman(1966) as part of his study of a sample of over

half a million children drawn from all parts of the United States and

including the major ethnic minorities. A number of tests were given,

including what are described as verbal and nonverbal achievementtests.

Coleman states that “these tests do not measure intelligence,” but this

can hardly be the case since it has usually been found that cognitive

tests serve as good measuresof general intelligence (g). If Colemanhas

indeed found sometests of verbal and nonverbal achievement, mathe-

matics, and general information that do not have g loadings, then he has

made a remarkable discovery. But probably he simply wished to avoid

the controversy aroused in the United States by the word “intelligence.”

No doubtthis is also why he gavethe test results a mean of 50 instead of

the 100 associated with IQs. If his results are transformed into IQs, they

show that in relation to American Caucasoid IQs of 100, Amerinds have a

verbal IO of approximately 91 and a nonverbalIQ of approximately 96.It

will be noticed that this study confirmsthe earlier results, indicating that

Amerinds have relatively higher nonverbal than verbal abilities. The

Coleman Report also revealed that, in spite of Amerinds having a lower

average SES than American Negroids, their mean aptitude and achieve-

ment scores are higher; indeed, by about the same margin as that by

which the Caucasoids exceed the Amerinds.

Forty Amerind children living in Canada were studied by Vernon

(1969). On the nine best measures of general intelligence, they obtained
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a mean IQ of approximately 79. Once again, this group showed better
spatial than verbal ability.
Back in the 1920s, Garth and others had foundpositive correlations in

the neighborhoodof .41-.42 between IQ and degree of Caucasoid admix-
ture among Amerinds on government reservations and in Amerind
schools. The subjects were administered the Otis and the NationalIntel-
ligence tests. Garth (1931) preferred an interpretation that was primarily
environmental, suggesting that language handicap wasa particularly det-
rimental factor among the full-blooded Amerinds of the American
Southwest.

Australoids

Variously referred to as the Australasid, Australid, or Australoid race
(Baker, 1974; Coon, 1965), the full-sized aborigines of Australia, New
Zealand, and India, the hybrids of Indonesia, Micronesia, and Polynesia,
along with the dwarfed Negritos of the Philippine Islands, the Malay
Peninsula, and the Andaman Islands doubtless comprise some of the
most ancient-appearing yet handsomeofall living peoples. Comprising
only 0.4% of the world’s population, the Australoids represent one of the
endangered subspecies of mankind.
Groups of Australoids were given intelligence tests early in the cen-

tury by Porteus, as we saw earlier, but these groups were probably living
in conditions too remote from European cultureto give valid results. But
in recent decades many Australoids have been brought up in Western
society and now attend ordinary schools with European children. In
these conditions, intelligence tests probably give reasonably valid mea-
sures of mental ability. A number of studies have been conducted. They
show that Australoids invariably obtain mean scores below Australian
Caucasoids (Kearney, de Lacey, & Davidson, 1973). A typical study is
that of Bruce, Hengeveld, and Radford (1971). They attemptedto find all
the Australoid children aged 5-13 attending primary schools in thestate
of Victoria. Obtaining a group of 83, they administered a number of tests,
including the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test and the Illinois Test of
Psycholinguistic Abilities. The mean IQ of the Australoid children was
approximately 80.
A similar result was published by McElwain and Kearney (1973), who

devised a nonverbal intelligence test called the Queensland Test. It re-
sembles the performancescale of the Wechsler and was specifically de-
signed for the native peoples of Australasia, but many Europeans have
also taken it. When the Queensland Test was given to over 1000 Aus-
traloids, the mean IQs of the samples varied between approximately 78
for those who live in isolation to approximately 85 for those in close
contact with Caucasoid Australian society. The second mean of 85 can
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probably be taken as a reasonably valid index of the present level of

Australoid mental ability because these youngsters go to school with

European Australians and are brought up in an advanced Western

culture.

A numberof research studies have been conducted on the intelligence

of the Maoris in New Zealand. St. George (1972) concludes in a recent

review that they do not perform as well as Caucasoids on a variety of

tests, including the Otis, Wechsler, Raven, and Thurstone Primary Men-

tal Abilities. One of the better investigations is that of Du Chateau

(1967). He tested 236 Maori and 719 Caucasoid adolescents on the Otis,

which is a well-standardized test in New Zealand on which New Zea-

land Caucasoids score approximately at the same level as American

Caucasoids. The mean IQ obtained by the Maori sample was 84. Pro-

bably the best study using a nonverbaltestis that of R. and A. St. George

(1975) using the Queensland Test. The mean IQ of these Maoris was

approximately 94.

The Micronesians are Australoid—Mongoloid hybrids of small stature

(M =5 feet 4 inches) who inhabit a group of the Pacific islands to the

north of New Guinea. Largest of these islands are the Carolines, the

Marianas, and the Marshalls. Many of the children attend village schools

administered by the United States governmentin which they are taught

basic subjects. A sample of about 400 Micronesian youngsters aged

12-18 were given Cattell’s Culture-Fair test by Jordheim and Olsen

(1963). The mean IQ was roughly 88, but this may be an overestimate

because the test was given without time limits.

The Polynesians, who are also hybrids but generally taller (M = 5 feet

7 inches) and less variable in appearance than the Micronesians, are

found in the Pacific islands lying broadly northeast of New Zealand.

Among them are the Cook Islands, where a survey of intelligence has

been carried out by A. St. George (1974). She used the Pacific Infants

Performance Scale, a nonverbal intelligence test, and reported normsfor

both New Zealand and CookIsland children in the age range from 43 to

74. The mean IQ of the Polynesian children was about88,like that of the

Micronesiansto the north.

Other Pacific islanders of mixed Mongoloid—Australoid origin are the

Melanesians and Papuans inhabiting New Guinea andthe islandseast of

Australia, but they have received little psychometric attention.

Capoids

The Capoids, or Khoisans, inhabit the southern tip of Africa and con-

sist mainly of the hybrid Hottentots of Capetown andtherelatively purer

Bushmen of the Kalahari Desert. Baker (1974) calls them Khoisanids,

whereas Coon (1965) calls them Capoids (after the Cape of Good Hope).
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Numbering only 126,000 souls, less than .01% of the world’s population,
very little of a quantitative nature is known oftheir psychometric intelli-
gence. Porteus visited the Kalahari in 1934 and administered his Maze
Test to 25 adult Bushmen (Porteus, 1937). These small (5 feet + 2 inches)
Capoids achieved a mean MAof7.6 years, which, considering their CAs,
corresponds to an IQ range of 50-60. It is doubtful whether this can be
regardedas a valid measure of their intelligence because of the lack of
familiarity of desert-living Bushmen with some of the procedures and
“civilized” aspects (e.g., cul-de-sac) of the Maze Test. Furthermore,it
strains one’s credulity that a population could long survive the rigors
of the Kalahari with a true mean IQ around55.
Bushmen display an impressive level of practical intelligence in their

daily lives. They hunt skillfully with bow and arrow, treating the ar-
rowheads with a lethal substance concocted from snake venom, plant
juices,or local beetle poisons. They shrewdly gather nuts all year round,
eating meats and vegetables whenever possible, and they move their
camps systematically to take advantage of the water holes’ variable con-
tents. Bushmen also exploit the occasional desert thunderstormsby fill-
ing ostrich eggs with water and burying them in the sandforfuture use.
As hunter-gatherers, Bushmen may be the world’s finest. According to
Coon, the superb hunting technique of these remarkable people “sets a
premium on litheness, endurance, economy in consumption of water, and
a defiance of the elements (1965, p. 111).”’ More recently, Coon (1971)
has argued that hunting is fully as complex an industry as crop growing
or cattle raising; hence, one may concludethat the intelligence ofneither
the African Bushmennor the Australoids should be underestimated. (See
also Porteus, 1967.)

CAUSES OF NATIONAL AND ETHNIC
DIFFERENCES IN IQ

We come nowto the problem of the causes of the different mean IQs
obtained by various ethnic, racial, and national populations. That such
differences do exist is about the only thing in this field on which there is
agreement. When it comes to the variables responsible for these di-
vergences, there are wide differences of opinion. Broadly, five positions
are taken, which wewill consider in turn.

Thefirst is that despite possible appearancesto the contrary, all ethnic
groups have much the sameinnate intelligence. It is not easy to find
evidence to supportthis position. It has been argued that all the races of
mankind evolved from a common stock and that there is no particular
reason to suppose that they would have developed different average
levels of cognitive ability (Comas, 1961; Garth, 1931). Alternatively, it
has been argued that some races have been exposed to more difficult
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conditions, such as a more severe climate for those in northern latitudes,

where there would have beenstrongerselective pressuresfor high intel-

ligence (Weyl & Possony, 1963). Some writers have attempted to estab-

lish the similarity of the innate intelligence of underdeveloped peoples

and those in technologically advanced societies by comparing the mean

scores of the less developed peoples with the scores of lower SES sam-

ples drawn from advanced nations. This argument is advanced among

others by Berry (1966) in comparing the intelligence test scores of Es-

kimos with those of lower SES Scotsmen living in Scotland. He argues

that this group is most appropriate for comparative purposes because the

members are reared in a relatively unsophisticated and impoverished

environmentlike that of the Eskimos. The lower SES classes in Scotland

have meanIQsin the range of 85-100, whichis only a bit higher than the

IO range of Eskimos. Thus, the argumentruns, if we take northern Euro-

pean Caucasoids broughtup in a similar environment to Eskimos, the IQ

difference is reduced. Therefore, the innate intelligence must be approx-

imately the same.

The critic of this argument will not admit that lower SES groups in

Britain can be taken as a random sample of the total British population

with respect to innate intelligence. In Britain, there has been social

mobility for a numberof centuries during which more intelligent persons

have tended to rise in the SES hierarchy. The result is that now there are

genetic differences in intelligence between these classes (Burt, 1961). If

this argumentis accepted,it is not legitimate to take lower SES groupsin

Britain as representative of the total population.

A second point of view is that intelligence tests do not give valid

measures of mental ability beyond the culture for which they were de-

signed; hence, many of these mean IQs are invalid and may even be

meaningless. Critics of this position reply that many nations and popula-

tions share the same culture sufficiently for the tests to give approxi-

mately valid measures of mental aptitude. It is noted that American and

British intelligence tests apparently give valid results in Belgium, Den-

mark, France, East Germany, New Zealand, and Australia since all

these populations obtain mean IQs around 100. Why,then, should not

the tests give valid results in Spain, Yugoslavia, or Greece? Andif tests

give approximately valid results here, why not alsofor children attending

schools elsewhere in the world? The mean IQ differences, a critic will

assert, are too great to explain in terms of the unfairness ofthe tests as

measures of mental abilitv. The position that the intelligence test results

are invalid because they are not culture fair implies that the populations

that obtain low mean IQs have the same fluid intelligence as those of

advanced societies. If this is so, it should be possible to devise tests on

which these populations perform as well as the populations of northern

Europe,the United States, Australia, and New Zealand. The critic will say
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that those whotake this position ought to produce such tests. In 70 years
of intelligence testing, no such test has yet been found.
One of the reasons sometimes advanced for the supposed lack of va-

lidity of intelligence test results on populations outside advanced
societies is that these populations lack practice or test sophistication. One
of the best studies of this issue is that of Lloyd and Pidgeon (1961) on
European, Negroid, and Indian children in South Africa. They found that
after coaching on the principles of the test, European children gained
10.6 points, Negroid children 14.6 points, and Indian children 6.1 points.
The authors state that these differences show that the test is not culture
fair and that valid conclusions cannot be drawn from test results on dif-
ferent racial groups. But this inference does not seem to follow. It is not
part of the theory of culture-fair tests that the principles involved in the
problemscannot be acquired by coaching.In this study, on first testing,
the European children obtained a mean IQ of 103, and the Negroid and
Indian children mean IQs of 87. The point here is that the European
children were better at seeing the principles of the test for themselves
whenthetest was first given. And evenafter the principles of the test had
been explained, the European children still scored substantially higher
on the test, and the gap was hardly diminished. One conclusion indicated
by this study is that neither practice nor coaching do much to reduce the
superiority of children of northern Europeanorigin on intelligencetests.
A third position on mean IQ differences among different ethnic groups

is to concede that the mean IQsare valid as approximate measuresof the
average levels of mental ability among the various nations and popula-
tions but to maintain that these differences can be readily explained in
terms of known environmental factors. The four most important of these
are probably the standardof living, the quality of education, the general
intellectual sophistication of the culture, and the level of nutrition. Tak-
ing the standard oflivingfirst, there is certainly a striking association
between the per capita incomes of populations and their mean IQs. The
affluent nations of northern Europe, the United States, New Zealand,
Australia, and Japan have mean IQs around 100, whereas the under-
developed nations have mean IQs around 75-90. The same association
between income and mean IQ has often been found within nations, the
higher SES groups tendingto have both higher incomes and higher mean
IQs. This is notably true in the United Kingdom,the United States, and
the USSR.

It is often asserted that income, or the various socioeconomic advan-
tages associated with income, determines intelligence, but it is by no
meanscertain that this is the case. It can be argued equally thatintelli-
gence is an important determinantof income.Intelligent people are able
to acquire the complex cognitive and psychomotorskills for which others
are prepared to pay high prices, for example, the skills of physicians,
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engineers, inventors, administrators, and so forth. Less intelligent people

find it hard or impossible to acquire these skills; most of them are only

able to work in simpler occupations for which there is less demand and

for which others are not prepared to payso highly. This principle would

be expected to operate both within nations and amongnations, so that an

intelligent population should be able to discern where the best opportu-

nities lie in the world markets, produce for those markets, and prosper

accordingly. On the other hand, it seems probable that the causal connec-

tion between national per capita income and mean population IQ is re-

ally quite complex. A nation’s per capita incomeis related to a variety of

other social phenomena, such as education, literacy, technology, and

nutrition, all of which may have some effect on the mean level of in-

telligence. In light of the available data, however, what some call the

“culture hypothesis” (i.e., psychological differences amongraces are ba-

sically social rather than genetic) is not corroborated by research donein

the United States on Negroid—Caucasoid IQ comparisons since the ac-

celeration of equal opportunities.°

Turning now to educational differences as one of the main factors re-

sponsible for the national and ethnic differences in intelligence, it is not

easy to estimate the magnitudeof the effect. In advanced countries like

the United States and Great Britain, additional education, such as nur-

sery schooling or remainingat school in late adolescence,has virtually no

effect on IO (Jencks et al., 1972). But this is probably a diminishing-

returns effect and does not imply that better education in under-

developed nations might not raise the measured intelligence of the

populations. It may also be that the quality of education in some under-

developednations is lower than it appears on paper because the schools

put much emphasis on learning and memorization and comparatively

little emphasis on training in thinking and the analysis of problems. This

would probably have some tendency to reduce mean IQs. Critics often

make three points. First, the poor quality of education cannot bear the

burden of explaining anything like the full range of IQ disparities. Sec-

ond, it is not clear why poor education should impair all facets of intelli-

gence, including, for instance, vocabulary, which requires little

6 A recent analysis by McGurk (1975) of 80 relevantarticles comparing the IQs of Ameri-

can Negroids and Caucasoids that were published between 1951 and 1970 was directed

toward the evaluation of two hypotheses: (1) that improvementin the SES of Negroids in

the United States since the time ofWorld WarII has resulted in a relative gain in their mean

IQ comparedwith that of Caucasoidsand(2) that test items with verbal loadings are more

disadvantageous to Negroids than are items with nonverbal loadings. The author’s conclu-

sion was thatneither hypothesis was supported by the studies he examined:“Intellectually,

the Negro of today bears the samerelationship to the contemporary white as did the Negro

ofthe World WarI era to the white of that time. Socioeconomic changeshavenotresulted in

a higherrelative intellectual status for the Negro (McGurk, 1975, p. 235).”
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problem-solving ability and is mainly a matter of efficient incidental
learning. Third, a critic may question why somesocieties have evolved
educational systems that put comparatively little emphasis on thinking,
and he may suggest that the chief reason is that thinking is a trait for
which few people in such societies have muchtalent.
A third environmental variable that may be invoked to accountfor the

low mean IQs in a numberof nations and ethnic groups is the general
level of intellectual sophistication of the culture. This is the position
taken by Vernon (1969) in his discussion of the low average IQs in
Jamaica and Uganda. Heproposesthat the chief factors responsible for
low scores in those countrieslie in the emphasis their societies place on
conformity and the tradition of magical belief. However, critics will
argue that it is not clear why such factors as these should impair mental
ability on so manydifferenttests, including vocabulary items, since there
seems no good reason why a conformist and superstitious culture should
reducea child’s capacity to learn the meanings of words.
A somewhatsimilar explanation is put forward by Mehryaret al. (1972)

to account for the low mean IQ of their sample of middle-class children

amountof intellectual stimulation given in childhood. To this it can be
objected, first, that it would be difficult to establish that median SES
Iranian parents providetheir children with less intellectual stimulation
than parents in the economically advanced nations; and, second, that the
evidence that a low level of intellectual stimulation in childhood can
reduce the IQ isitself shaky. In the case ofIran, in which the mean IQ of
predominantly middle-class schoolchildren is some 17 IQ points lower
than in the United States and the United Kingdom,it is doubtful whether
any supposed deficiency of intellectual stimulation in childhood can bear
the weight of explanation placed onit.
The last major environmental variable frequently advancedto explain

the low mean IQ generally present in undevelopednations is inadequate
nutrition. It is reasonably well established that severe protein deficiency
during prenatal or early postnatal life can impair brain development and
intelligence (Jensen, 1973), but it has not been easy to demonstrate how
important this is in practice in underdeveloped countries. Severely un-
dernourished children almost invariably come from the.poorest families
in which there are a whole host of both environmental and genetic factors
that could be responsible for depressing the IQ. The problem ofcontrol-
ling for these is very difficult. Furthermore, considerable resistance of the
human embryo to malnutrition was shown in the study of World WarII
data by Stein et al. (1972), in which it was found that the children of
Dutch mothers who were reduced to a diet of around 730 calories a day
during 1944-1945 suffered no impairment of intelligence (see also
Loehlin et al., 1975, Appendix N). This result throws considerable doubt
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on malnutrition as a significant factor in the low mean IQs characteristic

of underdeveloped and semideveloped countries.

We come now to a fourth position that can reasonably be taken in

regard to national and ethnic differences in mean IQs. Proponents of this

position will admit that the IQs reflect differences in average scholastic

aptitude, but they will say that not enough is known about the determi-

nants of intelligence to reach anyconclusion about the factors responsi-

ble. They will concede that it is doubtful whether the usual set of en-

vironmental explanations (e.g., low per capita income, educational

deficiencies, poor nutrition, impoverished intellectual and cultural con-

ditions) can plausibly explain the low mean IQs obtained by many popu-

lations throughout the world. Nevertheless, they will say, these mean

differences in IQ maybe brought about by unknown environmentalfac-

tors such as subtle nutritional deficiencies, arcane differences in methods

of bringing up children, and climatic factors. Therefore it is best to regard

the matter of population differences in mean IQ as a completely open

question that cannot be solved by existing techniques. This is the view

taken by Bodmer (1972).

Finally, there is a fifth position. Its advocates believe there is no con-

vincing environmentalistic explanation for the national and ethnic differ-

ences in mean IQ, andit is beginning to seem unlikely that any will be

found. In view of the absence of adequate environmental explanations,it

is understandable that interest is directed toward genetic factors. This

hypothesis is supported by the fact that within economically advanced

populations differences in intelligence are substantially determined by

heredity, about which there is no serious dispute among research spe-

cialists. This makes it not improbable that mean differences between

populations mayalso be substantially determined by heredity. Some will

take the view that this position is strengthened bythefairly close associa-

tion between a population’s mean IQ andits racial composition. Forit

will be apparent from the results summarizedearlier in this chapter that

the national and ethnic populations which are predominantly Caucasoid

and North European in origin usually obtain mean IQs around 100. The

same has generally been found in Mongoloid populations in Japan, the

United States, and Taiwan. The environmentalist, however, would argue

that there may be cultural traditions of child rearing in Mongoloid and

North European Caucasoid populations which are sufficient to account

for the high mean IQs obtained by these groupsliving in different parts

of the world.

The final conclusion must be thatit is not at present possible to deter-

mine whatfactors are responsible for ethnic and racial variations in mea-

sured intelligence. Different readers may form differentjudgments on the

evidence as it now stands, but definitive answers will have to await

further advances in population genetics.
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SUMMARY

Studies of intelligence quotients (IQ) in different parts of the world
show that the highest mean IQs are generally obtained by Mongoloid
populations originating in Japan and China, and by Caucasoid popula-
tions deriving from Northern Europe. On the average, the Japanese ex-
hibit IQs significantly above the Americans and the British. Caucasoid
peoples residing in the Middle and Near East and in Southern Europe
(except Italy) obtain lower average scores, and the sameis true of most
other racial and ethnic populations. Amerinds and Mexican-Americans
rank next, followed by Afro-Americans, African Negroids, Australoids,
and Capoids in that order. Among and within nations mean IQs are
closely related to per capita incomes. Five possible explanations for the
average differences in population IQs are examined but none of them can
be regarded as securely established at the present writing.
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Age, Race, and Sex in
the Learning and Performance of
PsychomotorSkills

CLYDE E. NOBLE

University of Georgia

INTRODUCTION

Skilled behavior on the part of Homo sapiens is a function of many
variables. Paramount amongtheseare the manifold conditions of practice
and the three organismic factors lendingtitle to the present volume. This
chaptertreats of their effects and interactions.

The Domain of Human Skills

Ourinterest centers on those nonverbal human abilities classified by
learning and performance specialists as psychomotor (or perceptual-
motor) skills. We shall be concerned with their acquisition and execution
as a function of age, race, and sex. Fundamentally, psychomotorskills
may be described as organized patterns of neuromuscularactivities that
are usually sequential and continuousin form andthat operate underthe
guidance of changing feedback signals from the learner and the envi-
ronment. Although verbal and linguistic processes are traditionally
deemphasized in our definition, psychomotorskills abound in arts and
crafts, business and industrial jobs, special education, games and sports,
the music profession, scientific, medical, and engineering specialties,
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and in various military occupations. Overviewsofthe role of learning in

this domain are given elsewhere (Noble, 1974a, 1977a).

Familiar examples of psychomotor behaviors include the fine coordi-

nations of eyes, ears, hands, trunk, and feet involved in playing tennis,

sewing, driving a racing car, trapshooting, painting a landscape, swim-

ming, playing a piano, typing, riding a bicycle, skating, twirling a baton,

dancing, or drilling a tooth. Notice the predominance of gerunds. My

emphasis is upon dynamics rather than statics, upon doing rather than

being. Action, process, and continuity are key ingredients in the analysis

of those humanskills called psychomotor. Now whatare the physiologi-

cal substrata? Molar abilities do not arise from empty organisms.

Psychomotor behaviors are mediated by electrochemical processes

that, although widely distributed throughoutthe brain,are partially spe-

cialized. They occurin (1) the cortical projection areas for sensory and

motor functions of the new forebrain; (2) the large cortical association

regionsof the prefrontal, temporal, and parietal lobes; (3) the basal gang-

lia, limbic system, and thalamus of the old forebrain; (4) the bundle of

commissural fibers (e.g., corpus callosum) connecting the left (speech—

language) and right (perceptual-motor) cerebral hemispheres; and (5)

the subcortical integrative and communicative mechanisms of the mid-

brain (reticular activating system) and hindbrain (cerebellum, pons,

medulla). Functioning as a whole yet selectively, the brain evaluates a

multitude of stimulus inputs and directs the responses of specific effec-

tors in an integrated plan of action (R. F. Thompson, 1967).

In general, the leaming and performance of complex, intricately coor-

dinated acts that are under voluntary control (e.g., flying an airplane,

playing a trumpet) depend on the neurophysiology of the higher brain

centers, whereas simple reflexes or automatic, routinized movements

(e.g., exhibiting conditioned eyeblinks, maintaining static equilibrium)

can be served by lowerbrain centers. For this reason, and also the fact of

their acquisition and maintenance being correlated with certain intellec-

tual aptitudes and capacities, psychomotor skills are regarded by some

specialists as being more cognitive than ordinary movement behaviors

(Bartlett, 1958; Fitts, 1964; Noble, 1972, 1974a, 1977a; Singer, 1975). I

shall focus on psychomotorskills while trying not to slight the important

related fields of perceptual skills and athletic skills. But first a bit of

history.

Historical Perspective

The confluence of research on the learning and performance of

psychomotorskills and the differential psychology of individuals and

groups is a phenomenonofrecent date, althoughits origins are traceable

to the nineteenth century. James McK. Cattell, Charles Darwin, Her-
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mann Ebbinghaus, Francis Galton, Karl Pearson, Adolphe Quetelet, W.
H. R. Rivers, and Wilhelm M. Wundtare the remote ancestors of our
moder synthetic viewpoint about the role of human variation in
psychomotor behavior. Anothersix scientists, research psychologistsall,
have madesignal contributions to the empirical and theoretical founda-
tions of human skill during the twentieth century. These more recent
antecedents include Clark L. Hull, Arthur W. Melton, Charles E. Spear-
man, Edward L. Thorndike, Herbert Woodrow, and Robert S. Wood-
worth. Let us now survey the main developments in this history.

In 1884, Galton opened his Anthropometric Laboratory in London,just
9 years after Wundt had defined psychologyas a natural science with the
establishment of his Psychological Institute in Leipzig. The two men
provide a study in contrasts: the Englishman unsystematic, original,
versatile, idiographic—the German systematic, erudite, methodical,
nomothetic. Yet each founded a school, or at least a research tradition,
that today complements the other. General—experimental psychologyis
descended from Wundt, differential-—correlational psychology from Gal-
ton. Each man was a pioneer of a “new psychology” in his native land.
Galton, the dilettante, believed that psychology ought to develop what-
ever methodslead to the solution of practical or theoretical human prob-
lems. Wundt, the professional, argued that a comprehensive approach to
mankind mightinclude not only experimental, general, and physiological
psychology but also developmental, folk, and social psychology. Of
course, Wundt preferred brass-instrument experiments whereas Galton
was less doctrinaire with his mental tests. Their objectives were not the
same; one wastrying to understandstructure, the other function. Wundt
was looking for uniformities, Galton for variations. Such distinctive

second and third generations to begin an integrative trend,onethatisstill
in progress. Details ofthe history may be found in Boring (1950), Du Bois
(1970), Hearnshaw (1964), and Irion (1966).

Working under the combined influence of Darwin’s theory of evolu-
tion and Quetelet’s application of probability theory, Galton collected a
variety of anthropometric and psychometric data from 9337 British males
and females ranging in age from 5 to 80. He not only measured standing
and sitting height, arm span, and body weight but also recorded his
subjects’ vision, hearing, fingerprints, and hand steadiness; their grip,
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measure people as they are, with all their human strengths and

weaknesses. Empiricist and evolutionist, Galton concentrated on human

differences as the gateway to human betterment.

Cattell, Galton’s assistant and a doctoral student of Wundt’s, inaugu-

rated programsofpsychologicaltesting at the University of Pennsylvania

‘+n 1888 and at Columbia University in 1891. His subjects were mostly

freshmen, womenas well as men, and like Galton he found psychological

differences between the sexes. In addition to perceptual functions, Cat-

tell studied rate of hand movement, dynamometer pressure, reaction

time, association, and memory. He computed measures of central ten-

dency (M), variability (co), and correlation(r).' As it turned out, the labora-

tory tests showedlow interrelationships and were poorly correlated with

academic course grades. Meanwhile Pearson, another of Galton’s assis-

tants, invented the specialty of mathematical statistics and began to

develop formulas for the coefficient of correlation, biserial correlation,

partial and multiple correlation, tests of goodness offit, and statistical

corrections for restrictions in range. Pearson also did biometric research

on the relationship between indices of intelligence and anthropometric

measures, finding some positive but not very dramatic correlations. The

correlations between siblings (2000 brothers and sisters) were higher for

a numberof psychological traits, which led Pearson to conclude (1904)

that human behavior is as much a function of the laws of heredity as

physical features are.

Between the dates that Wundt’s and Galton’s laboratories were

founded Ebbinghaus was experimenting upon human leaming and

memory. Although taking verbal behavior as his dependent variable,

Ebbinghausset a methodological pattern for later associative research in

psychomotorskills to follow. In quantitative terms, he demonstrated the

powerof practice to develop one’s proficiency; he collected data repre-

senting acquisition and retention phases that were orderly as well as rep-

licable; and he obtained preliminary evidence that distributed practice

was more efficacious than massed practice. In 1896, Ebbinghaus in-

vented the completiontest of intelligence, anticipating Binet by nearly a

decade; and he devised a procedure for group administration roughly 20

years ahead of the large-scale intelligence testing program of the U.S.

Army psychologists in World WarI.

During the 1890s, a numberofbiologically oriented scientists in both

! The raw-score equation for calculating r from any bivariate distribution of X and Y

scores is:

2(X_—M,)(¥ — My)
T =

No,xoy
>

where M, and M,are the meansof the two distributions, 0, and o, are their respective

standard deviations, and N is the numberof paired scores. The standard deviation of the

X distribution is defined as o, = [3(X — M,)?/N]'”. Its variance is o2. Comparable opera-

tions apply to oy and o¥.
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Britain and the United States began investigating phenotypic similarities
and differences among various human populations in psychomotortraits
having strong genotypic determinants. A team of anthropologists and
psychologists at Cambridge University, the latter led by Rivers (1901,
1905), embarked upon field expeditions to the Torres Straits Islands and
to India. There they studied the basic sensory, perceptual, and motor
abilities of nonliterate Australoids and hybrid peoples of mixed
Australoid—Caucasoid ancestry. Intrigued by his research on primitive
cultures, Rivers made an effort to combine anthropology and psychology
into what may be termed ethnopsychology.

The American pioneer in the ethnopsychology of psychomotorskill
was Woodworth (1910), who administered perceptual and motortests to
about a thousand people attending the St. Louis World’s Fair of 1904.
The visitors included persons from several primitive societies. Later, I
review that study, along with the data of Rivers. Woodworth (1899, 1901,
1903) had already reported seminal work on the accuracy of voluntary
movement, the improvementof handwriting, and the perception of time,
force, and extent of motion. For Woodworth, the spatiotemporal organiza-
tion of much skilled behavior proceeds by wayof a blending of diphasic
motor units; e.g., the integration of backswing and forehand strokes in
tennis or the upswing and strike in hammering nails. These cyclical
patterns, he believed,are initiated as wholes and run their courses with-
out further sensory control. More complex polyphasic behaviors (€.g.,
two-plate tapping or rotary pursuit tracking) derive their smoothness
from practice in the timing and sequencing of the diphasic part-skills,
although there may be periodic adjustments in extended serial-action
tasks. Woodworth’s analysis of skill has shown remarkable survival value
overthe years, as has his functional S-O_R formula (Noble, 1966b).

Between 1890 and 1910, other American psychologists conducted
numerous experiments on the leaming of telegraphy, fencing, mirror
tracing, ball tossing, dart throwing, and typing. Transfer of training was
examined by Thorndike and Woodworth (1901) in a landmark study of
perceptual discrimination andclerical skills that led to a rejection of the
traditional formal discipline hypothesis in favor of the hypothesis of
common elements. Armchair speculation about “faculties”
supplanted by laboratory investigations based on stimulus—response
analyses (Noble, 1977b). Within a decade, appropriate control groupsto
measure the extent and direction of effects became standard practice in
experiments on transfer. By the heyday of functionalism, the psychology
of skill acquisition had taken its rightful place as a scientific research
specialty. Columbia University was one of its centers.

Under Thorndike, the author of the Law of Effect, research on thepsychology ofhuman learning and performance benefitted from vigorous
experimentation and thought-provoking theorizing. He elaborated theprinciples of association discovered by Ebbinghaus, extending their ap-

Was
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plication to a variety of other species, tasks, and classes of behavior.

Implicitly accepting Woodworth’s (1929) formulation that stimuli (S) do

not directly cause responses (R) without the mediation of empirical or-

ganismic (O) variables, Thorndike developed a continuity theory of

cumulative habit growth and diminishing returns with practice trials that

nevertheless left room for anatomical, physiological, and genetic factors

to operate in determining behavior. “Learning is connecting,” he said;

‘“4he mind is man’s connection system (1931: 122).’But he also said,

“Human individuals differ by original nature as cats and dogs and tulips

and roses do (p. 198).” This biopsychological orientation produced a

more viable theory than the one that emerged from the brittle behav-

orism of Watson (Noble, 1977a). In particular, the importance of rein-

forcement (e.g., reward, punishment, feedback, knowledge ofresults),

demonstrated in numerous Thorndikean experiments, came to exert a

profound influence upon Hull and other neobehaviorists—and thence

upon a corps of psychomotorskill researchers during and after World

WarII.
In the third volume of his Educational Psychology (1914) Thorndike

published an extensive review of research on humandifferences, and he

devoted a chapter each to sex, race, and age in which form-board skill,

reaction time, card sorting, rate of tapping, handwriting ability, illusory

perceptions, and various sensory discriminations figured prominently.

Speaking quantitatively, he thought males more variable in behavior

than females (the hypothesis examined by Lehrke in Chapter 7); he

considered race a source of multimodality, yet with much overlapping of

distributions; and he regarded aging as one of the keys to differences in

rates and limits of maturation. Although he found it impossible to esti-

mate precisely the relative contributions of these organismic factors to

the behavioral variations encountered on different tasks, Thorndike gave

the term original nature new scientific respectability and insisted that

the analogy betweenassociative learning and natural selection be taken

seriously.

Continuing in the Galton—Pearson line at the University of London,

albeit with training under Wundt, Spearman began a program of correla-

tional research in 1904 that led to the birth of factor analysis, the dis-

covery of hierarchical intercorrelations, the law of tetrad differences, and

the theory of general and specific factors in intelligence. Spearman made

many notable contributions to psychometrics, including the concept of

Gaussian oscillation, the rank-difference correlation method,anda statis-

tical technique for computing the changesin reliability of a test resulting

from doubling or tripling its length. Whereas Cattell had failed to un-

cover much evidence for the overlapping of human abilities, Spearman

made appropriate correctionsto offset random errors of measurement and

canceled outthe specific (s) factors. Consequently, he revealed a theoret-
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ical picture of strong intercorrelations centering around his hypothetical
general (g) factor. In The Abilities of Man (1927) he arguedthat g is
involved to someextentin all psychological tests, laboratory experiments,
and practical activities—andfurtherthat a person talented in one or two
areas is probably going to betalented in manyothers. Horn developsthis
point in Chapter 5. For Spearmancorrelation, not compensation, was the
rule of nature.
A logical development of Spearman’s 2-factor theory was the extension

to leaming phenomena undertaken by Woodrow at the University of
Illinois in the 1930s and 1940s. Correlations among successive practice
trials reveal a dual pattern of decreasing commonality with initial per-
formanceandincreasing commonality with final performance as training
progresses (Irion, 1966; Jones, 1966). An example of this bidirectional
phenomenonis presented in Figure 10.1. The data come from an exper-
iment ofmine (Noble, 1970a) in which 500 adult Caucasoid subjects prac-
ticed a rotary pursuit task for 100 20-sec.trials spaced by 10-sec. rests.
Confirming the expected superdiagonal form of the correlational matrix
pattern, and the associated aspects of Spearman’s empirical law ofsingle
tetrad differences, adjacent-trial correlations are generally higher than
remote-trial correlations.
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Woodrow’s explanation of such results was couched in termsof a sys-

tematically changing pattern of abilities as a function of practice. These

alterations in the way subjects perform the task culminate in factorial

complexity because gain scores correlate better with final proficiency

than with initial proficiency. He concluded(1946) that there is no general

learning factor (g), and others have concurred (Roff & Payne, 1956); but

the question is still moot (Allison, 1960; Duncanson, 1964; Glaser, 1967;

Stake, 1961). Although subsequent researchers have proposed alterna-

tive explanationsfor the principle illustrated in Figure 10.1, such as the

simplification hypothesis (Jones, 1966, 1969, 1972; Noble, 1970a,

Reynolds, 1952), Woodrow’s complication hypothesis has a numberof

supporters (Fleishman, 1960, 1966, 1972; Fleishman & Hempel, 1955;

Hinrichs, 1970; Irion, 1966). I return later to the question of g in

psychomotorskills. Woodrow’s impact on this field is further notable for

his research program in the distribution of practice, which confirmed and

extended Ebbinghaus’ early studies and forged a link with the inhibition

theory of Hull’s system. However, in theorizing about the quantitative

properties of acquisition functions he eschewed intervening variables.

Whereas Woodrow employed an ultrapositivistic, empirical-equation

approach to determining the mathematical characteristics of learning

and performance data, Hull preferred the hypothetico-deductive

method. At Yale University, he integrated a biological view of psy-

chology with experimentation and quantification in developing the

reinforcement theory of behavior (Hull, 1943, 1952). It was a unique

combination of four sets of concepts: (1) the empirical laws of British

associationism; (2) the laboratory findings from Russian research on

conditioned reflexes; (3) the data resulting from American research on

trial-and-error leaming and operant conditioning; and (4) the interven-

ing-variable technique of theorizing by meansof hypothetical mediating

processes. Behaviorism’s influence on Hull was reflected mainly in the

objective orientation of his theory, while the influence of functionalism

could be seen in his search for quantitative relationships among S-O-R

variables, and in his penchant for explanatory principles consistent with

biological evolution.

Hull patterned his neobehavioristic system on the hypothetico-

deductive models of physics, which drew fire from the Gestaltists, but he

clearly recognized that behavioris a statistical phenomenonandthatit is

the product of a continuous interaction between an organism andits

environment. We are indebted to Hull for such hypothetical concepts as

habit (H), drive (D), stimulus dynamism (V), incentive (K), inhibition

(I), oscillation (O), and the reaction limen (L), along with the theory that

response (R) is a multiplicative function of H, D, V, and K, from which

positive tendencyis subtracted the sum ofthe negative effects of I and O,

the net result of which must exceed L in order for R to occur. The Hullian
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mathematical approach to learning phenomenaset a brilliant example forlater theoreticians to follow. As ] commented elsewhere:

Hull's explicit paradigm was to proceed inductively from simple to complex behav-ior, then to employ the more abstract generalizations deductively (in combinationwith local initial and boundary conditions) in order to derive the empirical laws andparticular observations of the learning laboratory [Noble, 1977a: 17].

Thus, the often misunderstood hypothetical intervening variables (not tobe confused with Woodworth’s empirical organismic variables) are, inthe last analysis, summary conceptualizations that tentatively coordinatea broad spectrum of operations, actions, and situations (Noble, 1966b,

of application. On a significant new tack, Hull (1945, 1952) suggestedthat individual and group differences mightaffect the numerical parame-ters of behavioral equations (e.g., origin, rate) rather than their mathe-matical types (e.g., exponential, hyperbolic). Furthermore, he assumedthat general laws obtained inductively from statistical samples wouldprobably include the entire natural range of innate aptitudes, capacities,traits, and abilities. Differences among individuals or groups (attribut-
able to sex, age, genera, species, subspecies, or native talent) would pre-
sumably be reflected in parametric variations of the basic functions.While acknowledging the great power of environmental sources of dif-ferential behavior among Organisms (e.g., prior training and reinforce- /ment histories), Hull (1945) said:

There is much reason to believe, however, that even if organisms could be subjectedto identical environmental conditions from the moment of conception, great differ-ences would still be displayed in the behavior of different species as a whole and inthe behaviorof the individual organismsof each species. Such differences must pre-sumably be regarded as dependent upon,i.e., derived from, differences in the innateor original nature and constitution of the individual organism [p. 56].

In conclusion, he hypothesized

that the forms of the equations representing the behavioral laws of both individualsand species are identical, and that the differences between individuals and specieswill be found in the empirical constants which are essential components of suchequations [p. 60].

Several investigations have followed Hull’s initial foray into this field(Adams, 1957; Noble, 196], 1966a, 1969a, 1969b, 1970a:; Noble, Baker, &Jones, 1964; Spence, 1956: Zeaman & Kaufman, 1955). Even thoughhuman subjects and a variety of learning tasks were used, the resultswere generally supportive of Hull’s position.
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My last historical figure, Melton, is a contemporary psychologist.

Trained at Yale, he was largely responsible for two quantum leaps for-

ward in research on psychomotorskills—thefirst an applied venture, the

second rather basic. During World WarI, Melton directed the U.S. Army

Air Forces’ psychomotortesting program, the most ambitious effort ever

made to employ a battery of complex apparatustests in orderto select

and classify hundreds of thousands of persons for specialized jobs. De-

tailed results are presented in the book Apparatus Tests (Melton, 1947),

portions of which I review in the next section. The importance ofthis

large-scale program in military psychology was that measurements of

psychomotorskill were needed for optimally predicting the success of

aircrew candidates training to becomepilots, bombardiers, navigators,

and aerial gunners. Fortunately, the psychologists were able to construct

a variety of apparatus devices, to maintain a high degree of calibration

constancy, and to administer themas psychomotortests in a standardized

fashion so that scores obtained bydifferent candidatesat far-flung instal-

lations between 1942 and 1945 would have uniform psychometric mean-

ings. The program was eminently successful, thanks to inspired leader-

we shall see, Melton’s program produced a set of culture-fair

psychomotor learning devices well suited to laboratory research on the

interaction of organismic factors and practice variables.

Melton’s second major contribution to the domain of human skills

came during the Korean War when he founded and headed the U.S. Air

Force’s Human Resources Research Center(later the U.S.A.F. Personnel

and Training Research Center) from 1949 to 1957. Again there was

superb leadership within the aeronautical setting, plus another genera-

tion of highly competent research scientists, but this time Melton laid

greater emphasis on fundamental or general-purpose research in several

of his key laboratories. He created “an extraordinary, active program of

‘n-service and contract research that in its first five years set the field

ahead by more than 20 (Bilodeau & Bilodeau, 1961: 245).”’ Some ofthis

work is cited in subsequent sections, so we can now bring ourhistorical

survey to a close.

Before concluding, however, I should mention that Melton’s personal

research skills facilitated his administrative achievements by providing a

scientific model worthy of emulation and respect. The two-factor theory

of retroactive inhibition, the research and integrative essays on memory,

and the seminal contributions to methodology over the past 40 years are

benchmarks in the experimental psychology of learning and perfor-

mance. Ending this section with the career of a leading functionalist is

not only historically correct, it is a strategic necessity if one is to ap-

preciate the thrust of this chapter. To a considerable extent, Melton’s

legacy can be appreciated by studying the research on psychomotor
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skills cited in the Annual Review of Psychology (e.g., Adams, 1964:
Bilodeau & Bilodeau, 1961; Noble, 1968;. Styled neobehavioristic, orfunctionalistic in the literal sense, this recent work reflects the rap-prochement of the experimental and correlational psychologies of whichI spokeearlier. As a functionalistic neobehaviorist himself, Melton (1967)

performance.

ANALYSIS OF SKILLS

Psychomotor Skills

Laymen find it natural to think of psychomotor skills as reflecting
some unitary aptitude or general capacity, much as they regard IQ;i.e., aglobal kind of human capability that is fully indexed by a single score.
When one says that Tom is more ‘skillful,’ than Dick, or Harry more
“skillful,” than Jimmy,or Alice more “skillful,” than John, one may be
masking somevital information with an overly generic adjective. Perhaps
Tom and Dick differed in speed (skill,) because ofage: Harry and Jimmy
in coordination (skill,) because of race; or Alice and Johnin dexterity
(skills) because of sex. Or perhaps all three pairs simply differed in
amountof practice. The term skill as such is unanalytical. Other ques-
tions come to mindthatcall for explicit research efforts.

Is there a general psychomotor factor that can be distinguished from
specific factors? If not, in what way do the separate aptitudes combine to
produceall-round proficiency? How many specific factors are there? Do
perceptual and motorabilities overlap? Are psychomotorabilities corre-
lated with athletic abilities? Answers to questions of this sort have been
sought by meansofthestatistical] techniqueoffactor analysis (Spearman,1927; Thurstone, 1947). This is a method of manipulating and interpret-
ing clusters of test-score correlations obtained from the performance data
of large samples of subjects. The basic procedure is to compute
product-momentcorrelation coefficients among the various subtests thatmake up a battery of printed or apparatus tests (e.g., of psychomotorskill). Subtests overlapping with one another form a cluster of intercorre-
lations having a theoretical common factor. By analyzing the clusteringand nonclustering subtests of the correlation matrix according to certainmathematical criteria (e.g., simple structure, oblique rotation), one can
account for the total variance in the subjects’ scores by a minimum
numberof these hypothetical concepts called factors. If the analyses aredone properly, the investigator will be able to reproduce the original
matrix with high fidelity. He mayalso believe that he has laid hold of an
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independentvariable in the process. To digress a moment, I must sound

a warning here about some inappropriate techniques andfallacious con-

clusions. The core of the problemseemsto be a failure to recognize the

difference between independent and dependent variables, or between

empirical and hypothetical concepts, or both (see Noble, 1966b, 1975,

1976a, 1976b).

Thoughtful readers will carefully distinguish between empirical abili-

ties or skills, which are operationally defined behavioral concepts, and

hypothetical aptitudes or capacities, which are postulated intervening

states or processes. The former tend to be specific, concrete, situational,

and hedged about with qualifications; the latter tend to be general,

abstract, transsituational, and unabashedly categorical. Because their

mathematical solutions are not unique, their behavioral identifications

are rather idiosyncratic, and their hypothesis-testing methodologies are

sometimes less than kosher, certain factorial investigations of the learn-

ing and performance of psychomotor skills (e.g., those of Edwin A.

Fleishman and his associates) have evoked serious technical criticisms

(e.g., Adams, 1964; Bechtoldt, 1962, 1970; Jones, 1966, Noble, 1968,

1970a) to which pertinent rejoinders are overdue. The trenchant and

altogether cogent analyses of Fleishman’s work by Harold P. Bechtoldt

provide an effective antidote to unbridled “cognitive” speculation about

these factors (i.e., primary mental abilities in Spearman’s or Thurstone’s

sense) having ideomotorefficacy as intervening variables of some un-

specified information-processing type (see Fleishman, 1966:162). What

Bechtoldt (1970) has recommendedand applied is the multiple-regres-

sion technique (see also Adams, 1957). Briefly, when some of

Fleishman’s mostsalient data were recomputed by Bechtoldt, modeling

his regression analyses upontheoriginal factor analyses, Fleishman’soft

repeated and generally accepted conclusions (e.g., Singer, 1975) about

the changing factor structure of psychomotor tasks (e.g., Fleishman,

1966:159; 1972:99) failed to be supported by statistical reanalyses that

properly treated combinations of reference-test data and practice-task

data. I am inclined, therefore, to concur with Adams (1964), Bechtoldt

(1962, 1970), and Jones (1966) that factor analysis is all right in its place

(Thurstone, 1947), but not in learning experiments where distinctions

between independent and dependentvariables are theoretically crucial.

Fleishman’s hypotheses presuppose a causal nexus, hence Spearmanes-

que or Thurstonean methodsare incorrect. Whether Fleishman’s “‘abili-

ties” (read factors) operate in the fashion he believes cannot be deter-

mined by the techniques he has employed. Heis trying to unscrew the

inscrutable. Correlation is not causation.

Freed of confusion, factor-analytic studies by psychometric psycholo-

gists have identified a number of purportedly basic aptitudes or ca-

pacities (factors) that are considered to be important for success on a wide
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variety of apparatus tests (Fleishman, 1964, 1966, 1972: Guilford, 1959,
Michael, 1949; Roff, Payne, & Moore, 1954), Among the chief
psychomotorskill factors are

1. arm-hand steadiness 6. rate control
2. control precision 7. reaction time
3. finger dexterity 8. responseorientation
4. manual dexterity 9. speed of arm movement
5. multilimb coordination 10. wrist-finger speed

There seemsto be no “general psychomotor”factor (Henry, 1968; Singer,1975).
Psychomotorskills are widely distributed in musical, athletic, indus-trial, and military settings; but such complex, practical situations arerarely suitable for rigorous experimental research. Scientists find it moreanalytic to investigate psychomotor learning and performance with Spe-cially built devices employed under controlled laboratory conditions.Proficiency measures obtained in the laboratory exhibit increasing accu-

improve, on receiving continuous feedback about the adequacyof per-formance, and on such variables as the reinforcing effects of correctionsmade during training (Noble, 1970b, 1974a, 1977a).
Ten examples of psychomotor apparatus used in basic and applied

trated in Figure 10.2. On the Complex Coordinator (device A), the
operator (subject) must rapidly movethe airplane stick (aileron, elevator)
and pedal (rudder) controls to change three green response lights in
order to match the positions of three red stimulus lights (Melton, 1947).
The Discrimination Reaction Timer (device B) requires the operator
quickly to throw oneofthe four toggle switches in response to changing

and recall a simple positioning response on the basis of numerical feed-
back provided after successive blindfolded movements of the leverthrough various degrees of arc (Bilodeau, 1969). Using the Mirror Tracer
(device D), the operator has to trace quickly around the 6-pointed starpattern with the electrified stylus, relying on indirect mirror vision whileavoiding contact with the sides of the path (Snoddy, 1935).
The Multidimensional Pursuitmeter (device E) requires the operatortoscan the four display dials and restore to zero settings the frequent driftsof the indicators by making appropriate corrective movements on thefour airplane controls (Payne & Hauty, 1955). On the Rotary Pursuitme-
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Figure 10.2. Psychomotor devices for studying learning and performance. See text for

descriptions.

ter (device F), the operator attemptsto keepthe electrified, hinged stylus

tip in continuous contact with the metal target disc as it revolves

clockwise in a circular pattern at 60 rpm (Melton, 1947). Using the Two-

Hand Coordinator (device G), the operator simultaneously manipulates

two hand cranks, one of which movesthe cursor right andleft, the other

fore and aft, in an effort to maintain electrical contact with the metal
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target disc as it moves clockwise in an irregular pattern (Melton, 1947).With the Selective Mathometer (device H), the operator’s task is to dis-cover, by means of visual or auditory feedback signals, which one ofseveral reaction keys is to be pressed in responseto each of a series ofdistinctive stimulus patterns appearing on the screen (Noble, 1969a). Onthe Star Discrimeter (device I), the operator must, on the basis of auditoryfeedback signals, learn to respondto eachofsix colored lights appearing
in the stimulus unit by moving the right-hand leverinto oneofsix corre-
sponding slots while executing a hand-steadiness action with the left
hand (Duncan, 1953). The Rudder Control (device J) requires the
operator to coordinate a set of foot pedals inside the cockpit in order to
keep the nose of the plane aligned with oneofthree target lights as they
change in an irregular manner (Melton, 1947).

Five of these psychomotor devices (A, B, F, G, J) were found to be
very useful in the selection of aircrew personnel by the U.S. Army Air
Forces (AAF) during World War II. These tests were useful because of
their correlations with the jobs required of pilots, bombardiers,
navigators, and aerial gunners (Melton, 1947). By far, the main emphasis
and greatest success of the AAF psychologists lay in the selection of
potentially skilled pilots. The magnitudes of the biserial correlations or
validity coefficients (r,) for various groupsof pilot candidates differing by
stage of training, race, and sex are shown in Table 10.1? Quantitative test
scores were correlated with the pass—fail criterion of graduationor elimi-
nation from elementary or advanced flying training, a subjective criterion
that was much less reliable than the apparatus tests themselves.?
Nevertheless, the proficiency of most groups of pilot candidates was
significantly predictable by these devices, especially when they ap-
peared in a sophisticated battery of 20 tests. Whereas all 5 of the

* The formula for calculating the biserial correlation coefficients (r,) in Table 10.1 is

_M,-M,

Oo
rp (pq/z),

where M, is the meantest score of those graduated, M, is the meantest score of thoseeliminated, o is the standard deviation ofall cadets’ scores, p is the proportion of graduates,q is the proportion of eliminees, and z is the height of the ordinate at the point on a Gaussianfrequency distribution that dichotomizes ‘the area into proportions p and q.
*Intratest reliability coefficients, based on odd-even trial correlations for severalthousandcases, ranged between .89 and .94 for the 5 psychomotortests cited in Table 10.1.Intercorrelations amonginstructors’ ratings ran only from .58 to .79, with a median of .65(Melton, 1947). Suchlow reliability in the criterion places limitations upon the validity ofevena perfectly reliable test. One of the most realistic of all the tests developed by the AAFpsychologists, the Pedestal Sight Manipulation Test, was essentially a piece of equipmentlifted directly out of the nose of a B-29 bomber. Despite high reliabilities (> .9) for azimuthtracking, elevation tracking, framing,andtriggering scores byaerial flexible gunners onthisdevice, its validity for predicting gun-camera records duringair-to-air training missions wasessentially zero. This situation posed a double problem of lowcriterion reliability and anexcessively complex learning task (Melton, 1947)
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TABLE 10.1

Predictive Validities and Test-Aptitude Correlations of Five Psychomotor Tests Used in

Pilot Selection by the U.S. ArmyAir Forces during World War II“

LO

Taxonomic group of

Psychomotor Validity pilot candidates®

test and and

Neen

ee

pilot aptitude Stage of sample Male Female Male

correlation? training size Caucasoid Caucasoid Negroid

a

Complex coordinator Elementary rb + 33 +.04

(r = +.68) N 10288 658

Advanced rb +.33 + 22

N 10143 19]

Two-hand Elementary lp + .33 +.10

coordinator N 6993 657

(r = +.54) Advanced rp + 36 + 34

N 1017 191

Discrimination Elementary rp + .24 +.14

reaction timer N 15078 644

(r = +.51) Advanced rp + 42 + .38

N 1017 191

Rotary pursuitmeter Elementary rp + .20 +.11

(r= +41) N 4875 643

Advanced lp +.18 + 21

N 5720 191

Ruddercontrol Elementary rp + Al +.14

(r = +.65) N 2007 657

Advanced Tp + .40 +.31

N 1017 191

I

« Adapted from Melton, 1947.

> Comparable versions of the standard tests and testing conditions were selected for

the various groups. All aviation students were tested and trained between 1942 and

1944. The correlations shown in parentheses are product-moment coefficients (r) between

each test and the aptitude index for male fighter pilots based on 5000 cases.

‘Validity coefficients are biserial correlations (r,) computed between psychomotor

test scores and frequency of elimination from each stage of training as the criterion.

Medians of r, are given when data from two or more pilot classes were available.

Validities have not been corrected for restriction of range due to selection on the basis

of the pilot aptitude index. Usually this adjustment raised r, by only a small amount

(.04 to .08), but the curtailment of the distribution of aircrew talent actually sent to

training that resulted from selection undoubtedly reduced the validity coefficients.

psychomotor tests were valid for predicting the performance in flying

schools of male Caucasoids (both stages of training), few were valid for

male Negroids (elementary stage). The validities for female Caucasoids

(advanced stage) were lower than those of their male counterparts in four

out of five cases, but the Rotary Pursuitmeter gave a somewhat better

prediction for women than for men. Reasons for these differences are
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unknown (Melton, 1947), although they mayberelated to the phenome-non of rangerestriction (see Table 10.1, note c) because aviation studentswere initially selected in terms oftheir performance on the AAF Qualify-ing Examination (see also Michael, 1949),
Mainly because of the high reliability of the pilot aptitude index, aspecial standard score‘ derived from the combination of weighted scoreson all printed and apparatus tests, the correlations (r) between that indexand each of the psychomotortests shown in Table 10.1 are higher thanany of their respective validities (r,). The quantitative pilot aptitudeindex is a more stable criterion than the qualitative pass—fail dichotomyimposed during flying training. As a matter of fact, based on 5000 cases,

the meantest-aptitude correlation for 5 apparatus tests is +.56 whereasthe comparablestatistic for 15 printed tests is +.38, a value only slightlyabove that of the mean validity of the apparatus tests for predictingwhich Caucasoid male cadets will survive one of the twostagesoftrain-ing recorded in Table 10.1 (Melton, 1947).
at least for some taxonomic groups,is that well-designed psychomotor devices (1) provide very consistentlearning and performance tasks, and (2) exhibit significant commonalities

with standardized criteria of pilot aptitude as well as pilot training.
Briefly, these apparatus tests are characterized by high reliability andhigh validity. It follows that such training devices are ideal for appliedresearch in selection andclassification or for basic research in learningand performance. Their value is not only practical but also theoretical.Postwar research was directed toward finding out why some
psychomotor tests were valid and others not, and trying to determinewhat basic aptitudes (factors) were being engaged by these devices(Fleishman, 1953, 1954). The data are voluminous, and someofthe fac-tors appear undervarious namesor with different loadings, but a fewexamples may be cited. In summaries of this work (Fleishman, 1964,1972), it has been reported that the Complex Coordinator (Figure 10.2)involves the factors of response orientation, control precision, and mul]-tilimb coordination; the Discrimination Reaction Timer (Figure 10.2) in-volves the factors of response orientation, speed of arm movement, andreaction time; the Multidimensional Pursuitmeter (Figure 10.2) i
the factors of control precision and responseorientation; the Rotary Pur-suitmeter (Figure 10.2) involves the factors of response orientation, con-trol precision, and rate control; the Two-Hand Coordinator (Figure 10.2)involves the factors of multilimb coordination and rate control; and the

* The normalized standard score scale of nine units, called a “stanine” by the AAFpsychologists, used M = 5 and o = 2 for each aircrew specialty. Stanines 1 (low) and 9(high) each included 4% ofthe cases, 2 and 8 had 7% each, 3 and 7 had 12% each, 4 and 6had 17% each, and stanine 5 contained the middle 20% of the cases. All sum to 100%.
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Rudder Control (Figure 10.2) involves the factor of multilimb coordina-

tion. Many of these psychomotortests also exhibit factors peculiar to the

apparatusitself. For instance, the Discrimination Reaction Timerand the

Rotary Pursuitmeter both show evidence of strong specific factors whose

loadings allegedly increase with continued practice (Fleishman, 1960,

1966, 1972). However, Bechtoldt’s (1970) reanalysis of Fleishman’s data

via multiple regression indicates a rather steady degree of predictive

usefulness overtrials.

Varying with the practical job in question will be the unique combina-

tion of factors as well as the relative loadings of the 10 basic psychomotor

aptitudes. For example, from what I have said, one would not be sur-

prised to learn that multilimb coordination, reaction time, rate control,

and response orientation are important factors in the selection of future

fighter pilots. Moreover, one might expect finger dexterity and arm—-hand

steadiness to be valid indicators of those medical students whoare des-

tined to become capable surgeons. And that speed of arm movement

and wrist-finger speed would be relevantto the selection of young musi-

cians interested in the art of percussion.

Do flyers, surgeons, and drummers inherit their psychomotorpredis-

positions to any appreciable extent? The answersare notclear yet, but it

is a reasonable hypothesis that a person's genetic endowmentplays some

functional role, along with his or her environmental opportunities and

experiences,in the origin and development of most of these psychomotor

factors, and therefore in the determination of the complex behaviors rep-

resented by the aviation, medical, and musical specialties I cited. For

instance, take rhythm—a key ingredient in the make-up of a competent

percussionist. This is generally regarded as a musical aptitude of the

perceptual variety, and it is presented thus in the next section, but re-

search has shown that the discrimination of rhythm is significantly corre-

lated with rhythmic performance (Geldard, 1962). In short, if one cantell

the difference between two rhythmic patterns, one can probably repro-

duce those patterns, given adequate training. Now it happens that

rhythm has a strong hereditary component (Vandenberg, 1971). Compari-

sons of test scores for rhythmic ability among identical or monozygotic

(MZ) twins andfraternal or dizygotic (DZ) twins revealthat the intraclass

correlation coefficients are higher for the MZ twins (rm: = -D9) than for

the DZ twins(rg, = .28). In other words, there is greater similarity in the

test scores of pairs of identical twins than in those of fraternal twins. On

the basis of Vandenberg’s data, we may estimate the heritability index

(h2) of rhythmic aptitude by the simple equation:

o __

Tmz

—

Taz

,
h l—-Ta,

(1)

When the two twin correlations are substituted in this formula, the
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value of h? = .43. This statistic may be interpreted to signify that, forthe sample of subjects and testing conditions used, the genetic con-tribution to individual differences in observed (phenotypic) rhythmicability represents about 43% of the total variance (@?) in the scores.The nongenetic proportion is given by 1—h?=.57; i.e., 57% of thephenotypic variance in rhythm scores is attributable to environmentalfactors. Heritability in the broad sense may be thoughtofas the degreeof genetic determination of a trait (structure, function, behavior), i.e.,the proportion of variance attributable to all genetic components ofthe genotype.

hea 22.
(2)

All heritability methods are based on comparisons of similarities amongrelatives of different degrees of kinship, ranging from MZ and DZ twinsdown to cousins and nonrelatives. Heritability estimates can also bederived from correlations among parents, full siblings, and half siblings.Other techniques for computing h* employ variances and covariances.Twin and family studies have produced evidence of appreciableheritabilities for such diverse skills as auditory and visual acuity, reactiontime, hand steadiness, tapping speed,finger dexterity, manual dexterity,
card sorting, rotary pursuit, mirror drawing, certain musical aptitudes,spool packing, spatial relations, rowing, and other athletic skills (deGaray, Levine, & Carter, 1974; Jones, 1972; Loehlin, Lindzey, &Spuhler, 1975; W.R. Thompson, 1974; Vandenberg, 1966, 1971).

Confusions about heritability are commonplace,so it may be desirableto point out that h? is a statistic referring to a collection of scores made by

in the population. The h? indexis susceptible to errors of sampling, how-ever the greater the numberof cases the smaller the error; heritabilitiesbased on large samples are more reliable than those based on smallerones. As a statistic based on samples from the population, h2 will natu-rally be influenced by population characteristics. That includes the taskrequirements, the subjects actually tested, and the nature of the en-vironmental conditions. If the environmentis fairly homogeneousrela-tive to the trait we are interested in, then h? will be higher there than inamore heterogeneous environment. Moreover, when genetic characteris-

highly variable or changing systematically, as in a learning experiment,then h? will be lower. For instance, the heritability of the Rotary Pur-suitmeteris close to 90% at the beginning ofa laboratory training session
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but the effect of continuous practice and reinforcementis to reduce that

value bynearly half within 45 min. or an hour (McNemar, 1933; Noble,

1970a)—so high heritability does not imply low learnability. In short, h?

depends upon environmental variation as well as genetic variation. A

continuous interaction takes place between environments and

genotypes. Heritability is not a physical constant like gravitation or the

velocity of sound,noris it recalcitrantto learning variables.

The foregoing remarks may help dispel the widespread misconception

that human skills having high heritabilities are those least amenable to

practice. Evenif the tracking ability demanded by the Rotary Pursuitme-

ter were associated with an h? of 1 (heritability of 100%), most people

would still exhibit dramatic practice gains within half an hour, and there

would be both individual and group differences in the acquisition of

skill. What the high heritability of a training device does imply is that,

despite the uniform conditionsof leaming and performancecontrolled in

the laboratory, subjects will nevertheless differ quantitatively from one

anotherin the origins, rates of gain, andfinal levels (asymptotes) of profi-

ciency. Heritability is concemed with differences of genotypic

provenance, and nature's themeis variation.

Turning to psychomotor skills of greater cultural interest, we find

rather persuasive evidence for the heritability of musical talent in famil-

ial research on professional musicians. About 40 years ago Scheinfeld

(1965) studied the families of 36 outstanding instrumental virtuosi(e.g.,

Jascha Heifetz, Guiomar Novaes), 36 leading Metropolitan Opera singers

(e.g., Kirsten Flagstad, Ezio Pinza), and 50 conservatory graduate stu-

dents at the Julliard School of Music. The mean ageat whichtheir talents

appeared was 6.67 years. Precocity was greatest for the instrumentalists

(4.75 years), and their professional debuts cameat 13 years on the aver-

age. In nearly every case, then as now, top-flight instrumentalsoloists in

the field of classical musicfirst performed in public as child prodigies.

Table 10.2 presents a summary of the familial data.

It is notable that the majority of the subjects reported that one or both

of their parents (64% to 68%), their brothers or sisters (52%), and other

relatives (54%) were also musically gifted. The families of the three

groups of musicians were genetically unrelated, and they differed widely

‘n socioeconomic status (SES), but the high incidence of musical talent

was similar in all groups. Contrary to popular belief, SES was not an

importantfactor. “Someof the greatest virtuosi came from the humblest

and least musical homes. . . some of the lesser ones came from highly

musical backgrounds.

.

. corresponding situations were found in our

vocalist and Julliard groups and were consistent with the stories of many

other musicians outside of our study (Scheinfeld, 1965:391).” Further

analysis of the data revealed that when neither parent showedanytalent

for music only 15%of the siblings did; when only one parent was musi-
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TABLE 10.2

Familial Evidence of Musical Talent among 122 Professional Musicians®”

—_—

Ee
Talented Frequency of Total number Percentage showingkinfolk musical talent in sample musical talent

Mothers 78 122 63.93%Fathers 83 122 68.03%Siblings 149 285 52.28%Otherrelatives¢ 66 122 54.10%Oe
“ Adapted from Scheinfeld, 1965.
*The survey of 122 musicians included 36 instrumentalists, 36 singers, and 50graduate students.
“Having one or more musically talented kinfolk, other than parents or siblings,counted as a maximum of one per subject (n = 122)

cally gifted, about 60% of the siblings were; but when both parentsexhibited musical talent, over 70% ofthe siblings did so too. The risingprobability of gifted musical offspring with single-talent and double-talent matings among the parents lends support to the hypothesis of apolygenic mechanism of inheritance for predispositions to great musi-cianship (Scheinfeld, 1965), as is the case for general intelligence (Jen-sen, 1972, 1973); but other quantitative genetic hypotheses have alsobeen considered (W.R. Thompson, 1974).

Jewish subpopulation contributing a remarkable portion of the supremetalent.® As for sex, 91.7% of the instrumental artists were men and 8.3%women, but the opera stars were equally representative of the two sexes.

> In another musical survey of the 1930s (Sward, 1933), it was established that Jews werefar more prominentin the field of classical music than their numbers in the U.S. population(then about 3.6%) would lead one to expect. Jews constituted between 9% and 10% of the

: of the American compos-ers selected for the concert programs; 34% ofthe string players of the major orchestras; 46%of the leading symphonic conductors; 51% of the first violins in the major orchestras; and70% of the violin soloists in greatest demand (those featured four times or more) withsymphonic organizations. The correlation coefficient between the proportion of Jewishmusicians and the symphonyorchestras’ rated excellence was +.41]. Jews were even moreprominent in popular musical organizations of the period. In 23 of these orchestras, theycomprised overa third ofthe total personnel and nearly three-fourths ofthe violinists. For theperiod examined by Sward, Jewsare therefore seen to be members ofa gifted musical elitewho(in the best sense of the word) were overrepresented by factors that, depending on thespecialty, ranged from nearly 3 to about 21 times their population percentage.* He might have selected Nadia Boulangerand Antonia Brico.
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undoubtedly producea few different conclusions about race and sex. The

recent emergence of superb instrumental, operatic, and conducting tal-

ent among Negroids (Grace Bumbry, Mattiwilda Dobbs, James De

Priest, Leontyne Price, Andre Watts) and among Mongoloids(e.g., Yin

Cheng-chung, Kyung-Wha Chung, Hiroyuki Iwaki, Seiji Ozawa, Yoshio —

Unno) is noteworthy. Some impressive female conductors (e.g., Sarah

Caldwell, Margaret Hillis) and composers (e.g., Jean E. Ivey, Thea Mus-

grave) may be addedto thelist. Similar familial investigations should

also be made of musiciansin the various fields of popular music: jazz, for

instance, a medium in which Negroids have so successfully held the

spotlight during this century in the roles of instrumentalists, singers,

conductors, and composers (e.g., Louis Armstrong, Duke Ellington, Ella

Fitzgerald, Scott Joplin).

Pedigree studies of famous musical families (e.g., those of Bach and

Strauss) corroborate Scheinfeld’s observations, although they cannot be

regarded as conclusive of hereditary transmission. More definite is the

evidence from twin studies mentionedearlier, for example, musical ap-

titude test scores show greatersimilarity in several specific traits for MZ

twins than for DZ twins (W. R. Thompson, 1974; Vandenberg, 1971).

Furthermore, tendencies toward musical stardom usually emerge early

in life and improve steadily in a variety of environmental contexts, often

without manifest practice and sometimesin spite of firm parental opposi-

tion, Phenomena of this sort suggest the maturation of time-released

genes in the steady flowering of the musical phenotypes. But the forego-

ing remarksare primarily concemed with rare professional talents—with

profound musicianship—not with the garden variety of amateurs. Al-

though a few gifted musicians may be able to get by with a minimum

numberof rehearsals, most singers and instrumentalists have to spend

manyhoursin the studio in order to maintain their proficiency levels and

achieve a satisfactory degree of artistic expression. To quote concert

pianist Jan Smeterlin, “Heredity without training would not go far, but

training without heredity would not go anywhere (Scheinfeld,

1965:407-408).”’ In his textbook on the psychology of music, Lundin

(1967) takes a more proenvironmentalistic position. While not denying

the inheritance of favorable structures, he prefers to emphasize musical

surroundings and individualeffort.

Perceptual Skills

The domain of psychomotor behavioris bordered by perceptualabili-

ties at one extreme and by athletic skills at another. Perceptual perfor-

mance is conventionally studied under the headings of stimulus detec-

tion, recognition, discrimination, identification, and judgment. The role

of association is powerful, even in simple sensory tasks such as learning
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to reduce the psychophysical threshold of discriminating two points of

pressure stimulation on the skin. Operationally, the threshold is the me-

dian distance associated with judgmentsof “one” and “two” points. Prac-

tice decreases this two-point threshold, enabling one to detect progres-

sively shorter cutaneous gaps between stimuli. More complicated tasks

require subjects to learn a unique responseto each memberof a set of

similar configurations (e.g., aircraft recognition and identification); to ad-

just themselves to stimulus transformations (e.g., altered or contradictory

visual—spatial relationships); or to apply whatis learned in one sensory

modality to another(e.g., cross-modal transfer of training from vision to

touch). There is not only a process of discovery but also one of enrich-

ment (Epstein, 1974).

Readingis a crucial intellectual ability that—once the biological read-

inesses to speak and read have matured—appears to proceed through

several psychomotor stages. Initially, there is increased specificity of

responseto stimulation; this is accompanied by the detection of distinc-

tive stimulus features; then later by the identification of patterns and

properties of stimulation. The response learning of speech phases into

the discrimination of letters, which in turn is followed by the acquisition

of letter-sound combinations, and eventually by the mastery of words,

phrases, and sentences. Evidence exists that many other practical skills

entail these stages. Perceptual learning,in short, is a systematic change

in a person’s ability to obtain information from the environment (Gibson,

1969).
Perceiving is highly contingent upon modification by action and by

training, but not always in the direction of improvements in people's

ability to sense their environments. Learned inferences about perceptual

relationships sometimes lead unsophisticated observers into error (Ep-

stein, 1974). In the main, however, one who engages in continuoustac-

tual, manual, and locomotor activities acquires the skill of perceiving

because of the actual doing (Noble, 1977a). Experimental psychologists

are confirming G. H. Mead’s insight of the 1930s that percepts are essen-

tially collapsed acts.

The methods of factor analysis have revealed no more than a dozen

basic perceptual aptitudes of interest to us (Hakstian & Cattell, 1974;

Horn, 1976; Thurstone & Thurstone, 1941; Tyler, 1965). The six chief

perceptual skill factors are

l. aiming 4, perceptual speed

2. clerical perception 5. spatial orientation

3. flexibility of closure 6. speed of closure

There seems to be no “general perceptual” factor.

The factor of aiming involves the speeded execution of precise

movements requiring eye-hand coordination as a subject draws pencil
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and for recognizing the same form presented in various orientations.
Speed of closure measures how well a subject can complete a Gestalt
(stimulus configuration) when parts of it are missing.

Six additional perceptual factors of relevance to this chapter may be
noted (Guilford, 1959). They include:

7. auditory discrimination 10. musical aptitude
8. auditory sensitivity 11. visual movement
9. length-size estimation 12. visual sensitivity

Average subpopulation differences attributable to our three bio-
psychological vectors have been reported for sensory modalities and
mechanisms (e.g., visual, auditory, cutaneous, gustatory, and olfactory
acuity) and also for the perception of color and visual illusions. A heredi-
tary foundation for most of these traits is wel] established, although de-
terminations of direct gene — factor linkages are rare (Loehlin et al.,
1975; Maccoby & Jacklin, 1974; Malina, 1973; Post, 1962; Spuhler &
Lindzey, 1967; Tyler, 1965; Vandenberg, 1971: Waardenburg, 1963).
With respect to the importance of genetics for singers and instrumen-
talists discussed above, twin and family studies provide considerable
evidence for the inheritance of special components in musical talent,
including tonal memory and the discrimination of duration, loudness,
rhythm, and pitch (Guilford, 1959; Scheinfeld, 1965; W. R. Thompson,
1974; Vandenberg, 1971).
A comment on thelatter is in order. Despite a widespread, almost

reverential belief among musiciansin the hereditary phenomenonofab-
solute (perfect) pitch, there is no scientific evidence that the ability of
some persons to identify and produce musical tones of rather exact fre-
quencies (semitone accuracy) is other than a case of acquiring skilled
relative-pitch perception. Proper controls for anchor points, tonal mem-
ory, and physical cuesare rarely imposed on the claimants. Furthermore,
numerous experiments indicate that, assuming adequate musical ap-
titude and efficient learning conditions, one can progressively improve
the ability to nameor sound a given tone based upon an initial standard
or reference tone (Lundin, 1967; Ward, 1963). Most cases of well-
developed abilities to identify or produce specific pitches are probably
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attributable to consistent parental reinforcement of such behavior in

children already gifted with fine pitch discrimination. Relative-pitch

ability, therefore, is an important age-related skill featuring crucial ge-

netic and learning contingencies. It is a mandatory acquisition for vocal,

wind, and string musicians.

Several investigations have found significant differencesin perceptual

factor loadings among taxonomic groupsclassified by age, race, and sex,

but these have been mostly limited to perceptual speed and spatial orien-

tation (Baughman & Dahlstrom, 1968; Loehlin et al., 1975; Maccoby &

Jacklin, 1974). The heritability of spatial orientation appears to be

stronger than the other perceptual factors (Vandenberg, 1968, 1971). In

the present volume, Osborne (Chapter 6) reports evidence from twin

research that both perceptual speed andspatial orientation are substan-

tially inherited, a fact which holds true for males and females as well as

for Negroids and Caucasoids.

Naturally, the heritability of a test need not be the same for different

sexes, ages, or races. Genetic factors may be more powerful in causing

variation within one taxon than within another, or environmental influ-

ences may be differentially attenuated in the two groups. Heritability

coefficients are not invariants. It would be unreasonable, therefore, to

expect that a test of perceptual (or psychomotoror athletic) ability will

elicit the same index of genetic determination when different bio-

psychological comparisons are made.

Athletic Skills

By contrast with perceptual performance,athletic performanceis man-

ifestly motor. Popular sports typically call for complex integrations of

numerous separate movements, and the emphasis upon flexibility and

whole-body coordination is almost as pronouncedas that traditionally

placed by coaches on physical fitness. Factor-analytic techniques have

come up with at least nine physical fitness factors (Fleishman, 1964;

Singer, 1972) that are independent of the psychomotor and perceptual

factors already discussed. They are

1. dynamic flexibility 6. gross body equilibrium

2. dynamic strength 7. stamina (cardiovascular

3. explosive strength endurance)

4, extent flexibility 8. static strength

5. gross body coordination 9. trunk strength

There seemsto be no “general physicalfitness” factor (Fleishman, 1964).

Varying with the sport or practical skill in question will be the relative

emphases (loadings) of these basic aptitudes. For example, one would

expect gross body equilibrium to be an importantfactor in the selection
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of divers and gymnasts, whereas explosive strength should be relevant to
weight lifting and shot putting. It happens that different morphologies
are also correlated with particular sports, indeed with outstandingathle-
tic prowess. The somatotypes of 435 male and 722 female Olympic par-

the gymnasts, regardless of sex; and endomorphic for the male water
poloists and female weight throwers (Hirata, 1966). These findings were
confirmed and extended in a detailed study of 1117 male and 148 female
athletes attending the Mexico City Olympics in 1968 (de Garay etal.,
1974).

Otherinvestigations over the past half-century support the hypothesis
that great athletes in certain sports exhibit modal anatomical configura-
tions. Among menit is regularly observed that basketball players tend to
be ectomorphic, gymnasts mesomorphic, and water poloists endomor-
phic. Even ina single sport like college football, distinctive somatotypes
are typical of the various team positions (Singer, 1972). Race is another
potent variable (Codwell, 1949; Jordan, 1969; Singer, 1975; Worthy,
1974) that combines with sex (Broverman, Klaiber, Kobayashi, & Vogel,
1968; Fleishman, 1964; Hirata, 1966; Kay, 1969: Maccoby & Jacklin,
1974; Ounsted & Taylor, 1972; Singer, 1972, 1975) and age (Bayley,
1935, 1965; Birren, 1964; McGraw, 1939; Shirley, 1931: Singer, 1975) to
influence physical proficiency. Even IQ, providedits range is not cur-
tailed, is a trait of strong hereditary provenance thatis significantly in-
volved in these “fitness” behaviors (Singer, 1975: Sloan, 1951;
Thurstone, 1959).

So the data show that the principal organismic variables (race, sex,
age, somatotype, intelligence) are consistently associated with athletic
performance. Twin research and other genetic investigations also reveal
that such physical characteristics have substantial heritabilities (deGaray
et al., 1974; Gedda, 1961). Specific ancestries, morphologies, and other
endowmentsare probably not necessary, however, and certainly not suffi-
cient. You do not have to be Caucasoid to excel in rowing, or Mon-
goloid to excel in gymnastics, or Negroid to excel in basketball;
endomorphic masculinity is no guarantee of a sumo title, nor is
mesomorphic femininity one of a diving medal; a tennis singles cham-
pion might be younger than 15 or older than 30; and quarterbacks need
not be paragonsofintellect. My obviouspointis that it would be errone-
ous to conclude that great athletes are merely born. They are also made.

INTERACTIONS OF ORGANISMIC FACTORS AND
PRACTICE VARIABLES

Before consideration of the data on practice x organismic interactions
in the domains of age, race, and sexvariation, it may be helpful to
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nonpsychologists for me to explain the meaning of interaction in abstract

terms, and then relate it to Hull’s (1945, 1952) postulate about individ-

ual and group differences by analyzing someactual psychomotoracquisi-

tion scores recorded from subjects of different aptitudes.

‘nteraction, Variation, and Lawfulness

Assume that we are conducting an experimentthat deals with complex

functional relationships among psychology’s three majorclasses of vari-

ables (Noble, 1966b; Woodworth, 1929) such that R = f(S,O), whereS is

manipulable over a wide range andthere are at least two fixed levels or

values of the third variable (O,, O.). If you like, let R = a response mea-

sure of skill, S = the number of stimulations, and O = some organismic

factor of anatomical, genetic, or physiological interest. Statistically speak-

ing, an interaction between the two jointly operating independentvari-

ables (S, O) in determining the meanscoresofthe dependentvariable (R)

would exist if the graphical plot of R =f;(S,O,) were not parallel to the

plot of R = f2(S, O,). In other words, the lines or curves depicting the

geometry corresponding to the two algebraic functions(f;, f2) wouldfail

to show equaldifferences in R scores between the two levels ofO as we

move from low to high S values, or vice versa. Three possible cases of

simple linear interactions are shown in Figure 10.3. Such nonadditive

outcomes of our hypothetical experiment are represented by the multi-

plicative formula R = f(S xO), as contrasted with the additive formula

R =f(S +O). In all nonadditive cases, we may conclude that S and O

interact in their joint effect upon R. The graphical appearanceof interac-

tion might be convergence of the O groups with increasing S, or di-

vergence of the O groups with increasing S, or some combination of the

two trends as in reversal or crossover data. But are the findings

replicable?

The analysis of variance’ is a statistical method of testing for the

significance ofmain effects and interactions amongvariables by partition-

ing the total variance (a?) of the obtained scores into components, cal-

culating ratios of systematic o® to error 0”, and computing their prob-

abilities (p). For example, the main effects of S in Figure 10.3 are

shown bythe fact that R for S;>R for S,, averaging over both O condi-

tions, in the convergent and divergent cases. The reversal case shows no

main effect of S. An interaction between S and O for the convergent case

is indicated because R for S;>R for S, at level O,, whereas R forS;=R

for S, at level O,. Statisticians refer to an additive outcome (parallelism)

as the null hypothesis; i.e., the magnitudes of the combinedeffects of S

and O upon R are about the samefor different categories of O. Alter-

natively, this null hypothesis asserts that the average differences in R

scores over the S scale for various pairs of O, and O, values are approxi-

7 For the definition of variance (c”), see note 1.
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Figure 10.3. Some examples of interaction among linearly-related variables where

R=f(S x O). See text for explanation.

mately constant. I say about and approximately because random sam-
pling fluctuations usually produce slight deviations from uniformity.
Now if this additive hypothesis were to be overthrown by a significant
S x O variance (o,.,”) relative to the error variance (Serror?)—€.Z., aN asso-
ciated probability less than 5 in 100 (p < .05) that the measured depar-
tures from additivity are chancy—then we would concludein favor of an
observed S x O interaction. Interactions may occur between two factors
(e.g., practice x age), among three factors (e.g., practice X age X race),
amongfour factors (e.g., practice X age X race X sex), or among more. For
brevity, I shall speak of 2-factor, 3-factor, 4-factor, and generally n-factor
interactions, but it is difficult for most people to visualize interactions
beyondthetriple and quadruple cases. Fortunately, higher-order interac-
tions do not need to be grasped perceptually. They do, however, need to
be grasped conceptually.

Turning now to the second question, we note that Hull’s view of
differential and comparative psychology implies that although there are
powertul biological constraints on learning and performance, the dis-
covery of general laws of wide applicability is, in principle, still possible.
To put it technically, we should be able to combine nomothetic (Wund-
tian) and idiographic (Galtonian) principles of scientific description. An
illustration may clarify the point. Drawing upon unpublished human
tracking data collected in this laboratory, I have selected 60 adult,
Caucasoid, right-handed malesfor quantitative analysis. Their mean age
was 19.8 years. Each subject received 100 trials of standard practice on
the Rotary Pursuitmeter (see Figure 10.2) under the same experimental
conditions mentioned in connection with Figure 10.1 (Noble, 1970a).
None of the men wasfamiliar with the leaming apparatus, and all were
treated exactly alike during the demonstration and training phases. In-
deed, the subjects were run in subgroupsof3 or 4 at a time with random
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assignmentto the four apparatus copies and to the various experimenters,

adopting the “psychomotor line’’ of Melton’s (1947) program, so that

possible constant errors associated with our aptitude groups of interest

would be minimized. In other words, any extraneous variables (e.g.,

factors confounded with apparatus, experimenter, time of day,etc.) that

tended to have the same influence on all subjects of a particular group

but different influences on subjects of other groups were probably neu-

tralized by the research design. Since we are focussing on the numerical

constants of the habit process, H =f(N), all nonassociational variables

(e.g., D, V, 1, age, race, sex) must either be held constant or randomized

amongthe groups presumedto differ mainly in hereditary talent for pur-

suing therotor.

Based on their innate tracking aptitudes as reflected by initial profi-

ciency recorded during Block 1 (Trials 1-5) on this task of exceptionally

high heritability, I stratified the 60 men into three equal-sized

homogeneous levels of High, Medium, and Low aptitudes (n = 20 sub-

jects per group). Their time-on-target scores, converted to percentages

and averaged (R«), were then groupedinto 20 blocks of 5 trials each (N).

The results of these operations are displayed in Figure 10.4. A 20 x 3

analysis of variance revealed significant main effects of practice and ap-

titude, as well as their interaction (p < .01). A null hypothesis cannot be

sustained for these data. The three groups are widely separated at the

outset of training, they converge toward the end of the practice session,

and they appear to be approaching different asymptotes(final levels).

Their trendsare differential; the curvesare not parallel. In point of fact,

the trend analysis reveals significantly different rates of gain in profi-

ciency with training.

But if theforms of the functions in Figure 10.4 are the same, with only

different parameters to represent their distinctive origins, rates, and

limits, then our theorizing about H =f(N) would receive additional em-

pirical corroboration. From Hull’s (1943, 1952) general theory of learning

and performance, as elaborated by others (Noble, 1966a, 1966b, 1969a,

1970a, 1970b; Spence, 1956, 1960), it can be shownthatthe acquisition of

pursuit tracking skill with practice may be represented by the following

equation, a derivation of which appears on pp. 362-368:

Ra =M(1-—e“) +T, (3)

where M = maximum habit gain of Rx, e = 2.718, k = rate parameter of

habit growth, N = numberoftrials or blocks of reinforced practice, and

T = initial transfer value or origin ofthe function when N = 0. Each curve

in Figure 10.4 was fitted with Equation (3) by the method of least

squares. All three parameters (M, k, T) were allowedto covary until the

residual variance was minimized and the fit maximized. The equations

for the High, Medium, and Lowaptitude groups are
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Figure 10.4. Acquisition curves of mean percentageof time on target (R%) as functions

of successive practice blocks (N), with initial ability on Block 1 as the aptitude parameter.
Each group contains 20 selected subjects of homogeneous ability. The curves werefitted
by Equation (3) using the methodofleast squares. (Data from Noble, unpublished.)

High: Re = 37.35(1 — e--4) + 42.30

Medium: R« = 61.77(1 — e~'8) + 10.51

Low: Re = 67.43(1 — e788) — 5.71 S
u
s

Equation (3) accounts for 99.18% of the o? in the case of the High ap-
titude group, 99.69% of the o? for the Medium group, and 99.50% of the
o” for the Low group. The average goodnessoffit for Equations (4), (5),
and (6) is 99.46%;it follows that the error of prediction from Equation (3)
is less than 1%. I conclude that Hull’s position on individual and group
differences is consistent with these psychomotordata and thereforestill a
viable proposition, at least for his hypothesis of habit (H) formation. I
would infer from his theory that similar extensions could be madeto
other intervening variables, such as D, V, K, I, O, and L.8 Later, some
evidence will be reviewed that supports Hull’s notion for I as well as for
H. Now let me proceedto considerage, race, and sex.

“As specialists in theoretical psychology know, I have simplified Hull’s orthography
and omitted the details of certain processes in orderto facilitate this presentation. Some of
us who are more Spencean than Hullian regard the following general formulation as a closer
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Age and Learning Tasks

Age is a biological factor that interacts with practice variables in the

determination of human performance on psychomotor, perceptual, and

athletic tasks. Following a list of generalizations, I shall discuss the role

of age in each group of tasks, present a few salient acquisition

phenomena,then close the section with a treatment of certain temporal

interactions.

Age Generalizations

Although both Galton and Wundtrealized that the psychology ofin-

fants, children, adolescents, and adults might be different, it was left for

others to investigate systematically the development of human behavior

from youth to senescence. An exploratory period extendedinto the 1920s

(Gesell, 1928; Gesell & Thompson, 1929; Thorndike, 1914; Thorndike et

al., 1928), when Whipple’s Manual of Mental and Physical Tests (1921-

1924) cited a few reports of age differences on psychomotor tasks. Ac-

companying Piaget’s (1936) genetic emphasis on assimilation (stimulus

reception and interpretation) and accommodation (cognitive reorganiza-

tion) during the sensorimotor stage of infancy, several classic studies
prior to World WarII illuminated the principles of maturation and on-

togeny (Bayley, 1935; Espenschade, 1940; Halverson, 1940; Hicks, 1931;

approximation to the data of most laboratory studies of conditioning and learning:

R =f{[H(D + K)- (1 +O)] >L}
Research by the Iowa neobehaviorists has modified the Yale position in several respects.
They have:

1. subsumed stimulus dynamism, V, under D and K and postulated an additive
motivational complex (D + K) rather than a multiplicative one (Logan, 1968; Spence, 1956,
1960);

2. incorporated an associative mechanism for the learning of rewards and punishments

within the incentive factor, K (Logan, 1968; Spence, 1956);

3. elaborated the concept of temporary work decrement or reactive inhibition, I,, in

conjunction with the inhibition (or frustration) of nonreinforcement, I,, in lieu of the now

defunct permanent work decrement or conditioned inhibition, .J, (Adams, 1956; Adams &
Reynolds, 1954; Ammons, 1947, 1970; Amsel, 1967; Spence, 1956, 1960);

4. suggested random threshold variation, L, as a theoretical alternative to the oscillation

function, O, and the multiplication ofH by D when motivational variables are manipulated
(Grice, 1971);

5. radically broadened the theory of a normally distributed, labile threshold, L, to in-

clude dependence “on such factors as motivation, incentive, emotionalstate, set, attention,

sequenceeffects, adaptation, and individual differences (Grice, 1972:3),” thereby minimiz-
ing sources of variability arising from parametric differences in H = f(N).

Notall of these revisions are consistent with one another, but they do indicate the extra-

ordinary versatility of the Hull-Spence theory in the hands of capable partisans who are
as much at home with mathematics as with experimentation.
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McCloy, 1935; McGraw, 1939, 1943; Miles, 1933; Shirley, 1931). Inten-
sive postwar research studies, some longitudinal but most cross-
sectional, have provided a continuing flow of information about growth
sequences and age changes in psychomotor performance (Ammons,
1958; Ammons & Ammons, 1970; Bayley, 1965; Birren, 1964; Gesell &
Amatruda, 1947; Hicks & Birren, 1970; Illingworth, 1966; Kay, 1969:
McGeoch & Irion, 1952; Noble, Baker, & Jones, 1964; Singer, 1975;
Tyler, 1965; Welford, 1958; Welford & Birren, 1965). On the basis ofthose
studies and surveys, the following generalizations may be offered: (1)
psychomotor performance is a nonmonotonic function of chronological
age, increasing rapidly through infancy, childhood, and adolescence to
about ages 18-20, leveling off during the period of early maturity (20-30
years), then decreasing slowly through middle andlater maturity into old
age (> 75 years); (2) the typical declines of the late maturity years are
more marked for speed tests (having strict time limits and paced
throughout) than for power tests (having no time limits and self-paced);
(3) sensory and perceptual abilities show an earlier and steeper impair-
ment than do motor and cognitive abilities; (4) complex tasks tend to
produce greater differences among age groups than do simple tasks; (5)
although general trends based on the averages of age groupsare clear and
replicable, there is considerable overlapping caused by individual
differences.

Perceptual skills, ranging from simple discriminations characteristic
of the various sensory modalities to complex judgments of relationships
among patterned stimuli, are notably influenced by changes in age that
progress from infancy through senescence (Birren, 1964; Tyler, 1965;
Welford, 1958). Population impairment rates, measured by the relative
frequency per 1000 persons of defects in visual and auditory functions,
generally rise with age in a positively accelerated fashion. Increased
probability of defective sensory abilities is quite precipitous after the age
of 70, and the major modalities of seeing and hearing exhibit remarkably
congruent functions from 12 years to 80 years. Both absolute and differ-
ence thresholds go up with advancing years. Consequently, stimulus
energies must be progressively increased, on the average, in order to
evoke either an identifying response (e.g., “I perceive that a stimulusis
present’) or a differential response (e.g., “I perceive that a change or
difference in stimulation has occurred’’).

Decremental effects of aging in the visual modality are measurable
by a number of changes, most of which are irreversible. They include
lowered visual acuity, diminishing pupil size, greater failure of accom-
modation, elevated dark-adaptation thresholds, reduced visibility—
illumination functions, and nonmonotonic alterations in critical flicker
frequency thresholds. The chief impairment of the auditory modality,
also irreversible, is a progressive audiometric hearing loss; this is espe-
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cially characteristic of persons over 45 years old and in the frequency

range above 10,000 Hz. Age-related changesof one’s vestibular mecha-

nisms, affecting the senses of bodily position, balance, and motion,

appear as reduced postrotational nystagmus (eye-oscillation) time and

decreased nausea with vertical stimulation of the semicircular canals.

Gustatory sensitivity, defined by taste thresholds for detecting bitter,

salty, sour, and sweet substances, undergoes a decline after 50 years of

age because of atrophy of the papillae of the tongue. Cutaneous (touch)

thresholds on the skin and eye also tend to rise after the midcentury

mark;this is equally true of one’s sense of vibration,a tactile frequency of

100 Hz beingless discriminable in the lower extremities than in the

upper. Olfactory (chemical odor) and pain (radiant heat) sensitivities, on

the other hand, do not seem to be greatly impaired by the ravages of

time.

Manyoptical illusions are influenced by chronological age: the Del-

boeuf, Ebbinghaus, Mtller—Lyer, and Ponzoillusions are familiar ones.

For the first three cases, the typical amount of overestimation (e.g., the

segment with outgoing fins in the Muller-Lyer) decreases in childhood

and adolescence, levels off around 20, then remainsstable until about 45,

after which it tends to rise a bit. A similar nonmonotonic trend occursfor

the Ponzo, except that its U-shaped function is accomplished earlier in

life (Jaeger, 1977).

Turning to visual form perception, we find few age differences in

recognizing two-dimensional figures unless the viewing conditions are

made difficult by poor illumination, inadequate contrast, or brief expo-
sure durations. Tests of subjects’ abilities to perceive hidden or missing

figures and to resolve ambiguous drawings reveal consistent differences
between those in their 20s and those in their 70s. Although studies of
human anatomy confirm the principle of a decreasing numberof neurons

and receptors in the peripheral and central nervous systems with advanc-

ing age, Birren (1964) has suggested that critical biological constraints on

perceptual skill probably do not occur before the age of 70 on the aver-

age. The besetting problem of senescenceis that, unlike the situation in
youth—where everything is bright, loud, clear, and tasty—one must in
great age try to discriminate and identify sensations of drastically re-
duced intensity. Comparatively speaking, the perceptual world of our

elders is dull, muffled, hazy, and bland.

Athletic skills as pervasive as throwing, balancing, running, catching,
reaching, gripping, and jumping exhibit rapid improvements from child-
hood into adolescence and early maturity, then enter upon the slower
decline that characterizes most psychomotor and some perceptual abili-
ties (Bayley, 1935; Espenschade, 1940; Fleishman, 1964; Halverson,
1940; Illingworth, 1966; Kay, 1969; McGraw, 1939, 1943; Shirley, 1931;
Singer, 1972, 1975; Welford & Birren, 1965). The majority of athletes
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attain their prime before 40, but championsin certain sports tend to have
different mean agesfrom those in others (Birren, 1964). Top performersin
tennis, baseball, and boxing, for instance, are typically younger
(M = 27-30 years) than their counterparts in bowling, marksmanship,
and billiards (M = 30-36 years). The causesofthe difference lie presum-
ably in the degree of muscular strength, stamina, whole-body exertion,
coordination, and fast reactivity required by the former group of sports
(i.e., running, jumping, hitting, twisting, sliding, stretching, anticipat-
ing). In Olympic contests, distinctive modal ages for championsare well
known; e.g., swimmers are usually youngerthan gymnasts (Hirata, 1966).
Old-timers may compete in doubles tennis on an international level, and
play thrilling matches at that, but singles tennis is of necessity a young
person's game. Golf, on the other hand,is a self-paced, leisurely sport
that does not so vigorously stress the cardiovascular and pulmonarysys-
tems of the geriatric set.

Sports constitute a universal form of recreation that represents,
moreover, oneofthe finest expressions of humanity’s aspirations to excel-
lence. From ancient times, poets have immortalizedthe victories of great
athletes. Although the physiological benefits of a life-span program of
physicalfitness (e.g., calisthenics) are widely recognized, sports partici-
pation by children and adults confers many additional rewards through
the developmentofvaried skills, the personal satisfaction of play, and the
social reinforcements of group activities (e.g., mixed doubles in tennis).
An enormouspractical value attaches to psychological research on aging
because yesterday’s tomorrowis today. Time’s inexorable advance waits
for no one.

Some Acquisition Phenomena

As mentioned previously, there is evidence in experiments on the
learning of psychomotor skills that interactions occur between
chronological age and task complexity. The classic study of this
phenomenon was conducted by Ruch (1934) using a pursuit tracking
apparatuslike that pictured in Figure 10.2 (device F). Two training con-
ditions on this modified Rotary Pursuitmeter were administered to 120
subjects in three different age groups whose individuals ranged from 12
to 82 years old. One task was practiced under direct vision (DV) that
exploited the positive transfer from daily life, a case of S-R compatibility
(Fitts, 1964); the other task was practiced under mirror vision (MV) that
maximized negative transfer, a case of SN~R incompatibility. Perceptually,
the MV task resembled that of the Mirror Tracer in Figure 10.2 (device
D) becausethe standard target and cursor images were reversed. Subjects
of both sexes were included; but Ruch did not give the frequency break-
down and notests of sex effects were reported. Although race was not
mentionedeither, the subjects were probably of Caucasoid ancestry and
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of high socioecconomic status (SES). Theyall practiced for 25 trials ina

self-paced mode, with frequency scores recorded every 30 sec.

Ruch’s result are summarized in Table 10.3 in terms of means (M),

standard deviations (co), mean differences (M4), and significance tests

(t). Some important details about the procedure and results are

recorded in the footnotes to the table. Ruch found that product-moment

correlations (r) of MV with age andintelligence were larger than those of

DV: however, intercorrelations of MV and DV increased consistently

with age: r = .24, .53, and .63 for the younger, middle-aged, and older

subjects, respectively. The more complex MV condition apparently

called for greater cognitive capabilities as age increased; e.g., IQ scores

correlated .34 for the younger, .36 for the middle-aged, and .50 for the

older subjects, respectively. A prime conclusion to be drawn from this

TABLE 10.3

Means (M), Standard Deviations (oc), Mean Differences (M,), and Significance Tests (t) of

Pursuit Tracking Scores Made by 120 Subjects in Three Different Age Groups under
Direct Vision (DV) and Mirror Vision (MV) Conditions on a Self-paced
Rotary Pursuitmeter“”

  

Ma and t

Age group (n = 40 each) 12-17 34-59 12-17
$$$ versus versus versus

Condition 12-17 34-59 60-82 34-59 60-82 60-82

DV M= 2857.0 2805.0 2392.0 M,= 52.0 413.0 465.0
o= 244.3 2872 415.9 t= 0.9 5.4° 6.1¢

MV M= 771.9 740.0 406.2 M,= 31.9 333.8 365.7
c= 214.2 286.2 166.1 t= 0.6 6.4¢ 8.5°

DV-MV DV-MV DV-MV

M, M,y= 2085.1 2065.0 1985.8
and t= 40.1° 31.8°¢ 27.7¢
t

“ Adapted from Ruch, 1934.
’T call Ruch’s DV and MVtasks self-paced because the turntable would rotate only

if the subject maintained stylus—target contact. This is a radical departure from the
standard operating procedure of today, which is apparatus-paced (see Figure 10.2).
Maximum speed of rotation was 32 rpm. Scores were recorded as the total number of
tenth revolutions made in 25 massed trials of 30 sec. each. Two weeks intervened
between the 12.5-min. DV and MVsessions. Reliability coefficients, based on odd—even
trial correlations and corrected by Spearman’s formula, averaged .98 for DV and .96 for
MV combiningall age groups.

¢The probability of obtaining t ratios this large or larger by chance is less than 1 in
1000 (p < .001).
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experimentis that the relative skill margin of younger subjects over the
older was greater for the MV than for the DV task. These effects were
confounded with level of proficiency, however, because practice was
more massedfor the younger subjects on DV than on MV. Still, the M, of
465.0 > the My, of 365.7, and tg = 8.5 — 6.1 = 2.4, whichis significant. A
graph of the meansindicates that Ruch’s inference of an age—complexity
interaction is tenable. This conclusion is consistent with independent
evidence (Thorndike et al. 1928) that older people may be more prone
than youngerones to performance deficits under conditions of negative
transfer or increased complexity (see also McGeoch & Irion, 1952; Miles,
1933; Welford & Birren, 1965).

Another example of acquisition phenomenais provided by an exper-
iment from my laboratory (Noble, Baker, & Jones, 1964) utilizing a
three-dimensional practice x age X sex design in which 600 Caucasoid
subjects of both sexes, separated into 30 age groups between8 years and
87 years, were trained on the Discrimination Reaction Timer (Figure
10.2, device B) for 320 trials. This study corroborated the classic non-
monotonic age-proficiency function cited earlier, as well as the principle
of overlapping individual differences. In addition, we found that the
mean acquisition curves (taking reciprocals of reaction time as a mea-
sure of speed) followed different trends for the sexes. Our analysis of
variance revealed that the practice xX sex interaction, computed over 16
blocks of 20 trials each, was significant (p <.001), as were the main
effects of sex, age, and practice (p < .001). Indeed, all of the 2-factor
interactions were significant; only the 3-factor practice x age X sex in-
teraction was not (see Figure 10.3 and the associated discussion in the
text).

Now whatdo these data on complex, color—-spatial discriminations and
multiple-choice reaction times imply about the principle of psychomotor
lawfulness mentioned above? Are they, for instance, compatible with
Hull’s (1943, 1952) general theory of learning and performance, and with
the mathematical model stipulated by Equation (3)? The reader will
recall that Equations(4), (5), and (6) were applied to the acquisition of
skill on the Rotary Pursuitmeter (Figure 10.2, device F), a continuous
tracking task, by three groups of adult male Caucasoid subjects who
differed primarily in terms of innate aptitude for rotary pursuit training.
Equation (3) agreed very well with their group mean curves; an average
of 99.46%of the variance in time-on-target scores was accountedfor(see
Figure 10.4). In the Noble-Baker-Jones (1964) experiment, we dis-
covered that the mean predictability of all speed curves for the
15 x 2 = 30 groups of subjects based on Equation (3) was 97.98% , indi-
cating firm support for Hull’s hypothesis as similarly applicable to the
acquisition of skill on the Discrimination Reaction Timer. In orderto
focus our attention upon the interaction of practice and age in a manner
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comparable to that of Figure 10.4, let us consider the mean response

speed scores (R,) for males between the ages of 19 years and 84 years

recorded over 16 blocks of training in the study by Noble, Baker, &

Jones (1964). In this age range, of course, one Is dealing with the post-

peak decline of proficiency. For the present analysis, I have selected six

groups of 20 males eachfor plotting in Figure 10.5. Each curve wasfitted

with Equation (3) by the same methodsI used to secure Equations(4),

(5), and (6). The formulas representing the mean acquisition of R, profi-

ciency for the 120 selected men whose median ages were 19, 35, 46.5, 55,

67.5, and 75.5 years were as follows:

19.0 yr.: Ry = 2.21(1 — e726) + 2.42 (7)

35.0 yr.: Rg = 1.84(1

—

e729) + 2.32 (8)

46.5 yr.: R, = 2.10(1

—

e198) + 1.83 (9)

55.0 yr.:R, = 1.79(1

—

e748) + 1.81 (10)

67.5 yr.:R, = 1.45(1

—

e748) + 1.36 (11)

75.5 yr.: Ry = 1.21(1 e7-88) + 1.18 (12)
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Figure 10.5. Acquisition curves of mean response speed (R,) in discrimination reaction

as functions of successive practice blocks (N), with median chronological age (19 to 75.5

years of age) as the parameter. Each group contains 20 adult, male Caucasoid subjects of

homogeneousage. The curveswerefitted by Equation (3) using the methodofleast squares.

(Data from Noble, Baker, & Jones, 1964.)
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Equation (3), on the average, accounts for 98.19% of the variance in the
six age groups; the meanerrorof prediction from Equations(7), (8), (9),
(10), (11), and (12), therefore, is less than 2%. Once again, Iam persuaded
that Hull’s doctrine of individual and group differences is in accord with
the facts. It appears that acquisition curves of groupsstratified by age and
sex who practice on the Discrimination Reaction Timerfor 320trials can
be predicted with considerable accuracy by an exponential formula,
Equation (3), whose asymptote, rate, and intercept parameters jointly
reflect human taxonomic differences, and whose mathematical form re-
mains invariant over an extended range of chronological ages. I should
add that rate of gain (i.e., the k parameter) alone cannot be employed to
describe age differences in discrimination—reaction performance; the
asymptote (= M) and R-intercept (= T) parameters must also be consid-
ered. The problem of experimentally isolating the variance components
attributable to aptitude and to capacity is of fundamental importance
(Adams, 1957; Bechtoldt, 1970; Noble, 1970a, 1970b, 1972, 1976b,
1977a; Noble, Baker, & Jones, 1964).

Temporal Interactions with Sex and Race

Secular trends in age-related phenomenaare contingent upon sex and
race. Here are some temporal—organismic interactions to consider as we
explore further ramifications of the nature-nurture problem whereverit
impinges on complex humanaction.

The members ofHomo sapiens, especially the females of the species,
enjoy the greatest longevity of all primates; their average life span is
exceeded by only a few mammals, birds, reptiles, and molluscs. The
venerable exceptions are certain species (whales, eagles, vultures, tur-
tles, clams) that tend to live about twice as long as human beings; i.e., a
century and a half. Statistically speaking, the heritability of this trait is
very high in spite of accidents, climatic extremes, predators, infectious
diseases, and other potentially lethal environmental events. Accordingto
Birren, “species differences in longevity appearto be largely determined
by biological controls that are within the animals at birth (1964:57).” As
far as within-species differences go, however, environmental factors are
probably more powerful than genetic factors, at least in determining
human life spans. Thus, an unmarried, city-dwelling, heavy smoker
working in a highly stressful job situation who is grossly overweight and
unwilling to control his elevated lipoprotein concentrations is running a
much greater risk of early death than a married, rural-dwelling,
nonsmoker working in a relaxed job situation who maintains a lean
weight record and moderate lipoprotein concentrations. On the other
hand, the longevities of MZ twinsare significantly more alike than those
of DZ twinsor siblings. Furthermore, the heritage of long-lived parents
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or grandparents confers a definitely higher life-span probability. So

time-bound genotypesas wellas situational variables have a bearing on

average and maximum longevities (Scheinfeld, 1965).

Sex is important too. In all civilized societies, females have lower

mortality rates than males at most agesoflife, and these have generally

improved overthe past few hundredyears. For example, the expectation

of life at birth (i.e., mean length of life) in England and Wales during the

middle of the nineteenth century was about 39.9 years for males and 41.9

years for females. By World War II, the British statistics had risen to 60.2

years and 64.4 years, respectively. For Caucasoids in the United States,

the life expectancies in 1901 were roughly 48.2 years for males, 51.1

years for females. By 1944, these figures had been elevated to 63.6 years

and 69 years respectively, and by 1975, to 69.1 years and 77 years. Be-

tween 1977 and 2050, the Census Bureau projects means of 71.8 years

and 81 years for males and females. A cautious extrapolation of the

American data by sex thus indicates that the average expectation oflife

from the beginning of the twentieth century will have increased at a

faster rate for women than for men by the middle of the twenty-first

century. The sexes appear to be following a diverging trend overtime.

Technically, there is a sex X time interaction forlife expectancy (see Fig-

ure 10.3). Though both will continue to improve, womenare predicted to

outstrip men in this respect.

Race is also a moderating longevity variable. In the United States, for

instance, the mean life expectancy of infants in 1966 (averaging the

sexes) was about 71.5 years for Caucasoids and 65.5 years for non-

Caucasoids (Malina, 1973). At the turn of the century, however, the two

subpopulations were averaging roughly 50 years versus 35 years re-

spectively (Birren, 1964), a meanracial difference that decreased from 15

years to 6 years by 1966. From 1900 to 1977, the gap in average longevity

for the two largest American ethnic groups has been reduced by approx-

imately two-thirds. Such ameliorative changes are usually attributed to

early diagnosis and improved treatment of major diseases (infectious,

cardiovascular, etc.). Unlike the life expectancy statistics for the sexes,

therefore, those for the Caucasoid and Negroid races in this country ap-

pear to be following a sharply converging trend over time (Birren, 1964;

Malina, 1973). Technically, there is a race X time interaction for life ex-

pectancy (see Figure 10.3). Afro-Americansare rapidly approaching their

Caucasoid countrymen in terms of average length of life. Barring wars,

epidemics, or other major catastrophes, both will continue to improve,

but Negroids’ rate of gain will probably be greater.

Parenthetically, it is interesting to contrast these twentieth-century

racial longevity data with earlier demographic, health, birth, and

mortality statistics for Afro-Americans, slave and free. According to Weyl
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(1970), the Negroid population in the United States increased during the
decade prior to secession by 12.3% for freedmen and 28.8% for
bondsmen,the difference probably reflecting better nutrition and medi-
cal care on the plantations. Although birth and deathrates varied greatly
by era (e.g., eighteenth versus nineteenth century) and by assignment
(e.g., cotton or tobacco workers versus rice or sugar workers versus house
servants or craftsmen), it appears that the average health of the slaves in
southern states was considerably better than that of emancipated Afro-
Americansin northern states. In Connecticut, Massachusetts, Pennsylva-
nia, and Rhode Island, mortalities consistently exceeded natalities
within the manumitted subpopulation. By contrast, death statistics for
persons in bondage below the Mason and Dixon Line were reportedly no
different from those of Caucasoids living in the same regions. Moreover,
the infant slave mortality rate on plantations was about 153 per 1000, as
compared with an average deathrate (up to 1915) of 180 per 1000 for
Negroid infants in Massachusetts, New York, and Pennsylvania.

There can be nojustification for a system of involuntary servitude, but
contemporary historical analysis suggests that the true state of antebel-
lum demographicaffairs doubtless lay somewhere between the extremes
of propagandaissued by the proslavery and antislavery factions during
the impending crisis of 1848-1861 (see Potter, 1976). Modern infant
mortality rates in the UnitedStates are significantly lower, of course, for
both Caucasoids and non-Caucasoids. During the 4-year period from
1963 through 1966, yearling deaths in the former group averaged 21.5 per
1000 whereasin the latter group (racially about 91.7% Negroid) the mean
was 40.4 per 1000. The disadvantageous Negroid mortality rate is offset
by advantageousnatality andfertility rates relative to those of the Ameri-
can Caucasoid population. Between 1959 and 1967 the mean birth rates
of Caucasoids and non-Caucasoids were 20.3 per 1000 persons and 62.5
per 1000 persons, respectively. The comparable meanfertility rates were
101.3 per 1000 women and 142 per 1000 women,respectively (computed
from tables in Malina, 1973). Judging from the excess of births over
deaths at the present writing, Caucasoids have nearly stabilized their
relative population strength whereas Negroids are increasing theirs, es-
pecially among the youngest women of childbearing age. For females
aged 15-19 years in 1967, for example, the numberoflive births per 1000
Negroid women exceededthat for Caucasoid womenbya factorof 2.4 to
1. For those aged 10-14 years in the samebirth cohort, the comparative
fertility ratio was 13.7 to 1 (Malina, 1973).

To resume ourdiscussion of the role of genetic factors in sickness and
in health, it is pertinent to observe that strong correlations have been
demonstrated between subspecific taxonomic memberships and inher-
ited susceptibilities to various diseases. For example, Mediterranean
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Caucasoids and Sephardic Jews are prone to B-thalassemia and G6PD-

deficiency; Ashkenazic Jews to Niemann-—Pick and Tay-Sachsdiseases;

African Negroids to hypertension and various hemoglobinopathies(e.g.,

sickle-cell anemia); Japanese and Korean Mongoloidsto acatalasia and

Oguchi’s disease; American and North European Caucasoids to phenyl-

ketonuria and pemicious anemia; Amerinds to rheumatoid arthritis and

congenital hip dislocation; Hawaiian Polynesians to diabetes and coro-

nary disease (Coon, 1965, 1974; Damon, 1971; Garn, 1971, 1974;

Goldsby, 1971; Malina, 1973; Osborne, 1971; Scheinfeld, 1965; Stern,

1973). One’s racial origins may thus crucially affect one’s disease suscep-

tibility, and hence one’s longevity, although the actual contraction and

manifestation of a particular disease will depend upon local environmen-

tal variables.

In short, as Lord Russell once remarked in his anecdotage, it pays to

choose yourancestors with care. At the same time, one can maximizethe

chances of survival by selecting optimal environments and modesof

living. There is obvious value to society for its intellectuals to have the

capability of healthy and extended life spans. The splendid cultural

achievements of gifted persons during their so-called “postretirement’”’

years are legendary. How fortunate for mankind that Carver, Casals, Con-

fucius, Darwin, Galton, Goethe, Grandma Moses, Michelangelo, Russell,

Shaw, Titian, Tolstoy, Toscanini, Verdi, and Voltaire lived and worked

far beyond the arbitrary three score and five of which modem bureau-

crats are so enamored.

Race and Learning Tasks

Race, like age, is a biological factor that interacts with practice vari-
ables in the determination of human performance on psychomotor,per-
ceptual, and athletic tasks. After an excursus on taxonomics, and a recital

of basic principles, I shall discuss the role of race in each group oftasks

then present a few salient acquisition phenomena. Included will be a
treatment of certain ethnic interactions.

Race generalizations

Scientific conceptions about the manifold similarities and differences
among the major races of humankind with respect to psychomotor, per-

ceptual, and athletic skills (as well as intellectual abilities) have varied
greatly during the past 220 years, so a little backgroundis called for. In
1758, the Swedish naturalist Carolus Linnaeus (1707-1778) correctly

classified us, in his seminal book Systema Naturae, as members of the
order Primates, the genus Homo, and the species sapiens. This taxonomy
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survives today, although he did not use the moder term subspecies. °®
Mainly on the basis of ancestral homelands,facial characteristics, pig-
mentation, and behavior, Linnaeus identified four geographical races of
H. sapiens thus: afer, americanus, asiaticus, and europaeus. In modem
terminology (Baker, 1974; Comas, 1960; Coon, 1965, 1974; Dobzhansky,
1965; Garn, 1971, 1974; Goldsby, 1971; Hooton, 1956; Howells, 1960;
Laughlin, 1964, 1966; Loehlin et al., 1975: Mayr, 1970; Osborne, 1971;
Stewart, 1952), these grand divisions of humanity correspond approxi-
mately to the living ethnic taxa of Negroids (afer), Amerinds
(americanus), Mongoloids (asiaticus), and Caucasoids (europaeus), re-
spectively. (Linnaeus mentioned no equivalents of contemporary Au-
straloids or Capoids.) In French, these would be called grandraces: in
German, Hauptrassen. How insightful the Linnaean taxonomy was is
attested by the fact that “‘all classifications have consistently drawn lines
at the major geographical boundaries (Osborne, 1971:168).”’ This is a
natural consequence of the role of geography in producing variation
among subspecies. The other evolutionary processes governing race for-
mation are selection, genetic drift, mutation, and selective migration. Not
only are intercontinental genetic differences maximal for mankind, but
also clinal populations (groupsthat are phenotypically and geographically
intermediate) tend toward genetic hybridity. Well-known hybrids today
include Afro-Americans, Cape Coloreds, Eurasians, Ladinos, and Neo-
Hawaiians. I need not point out that the phenomenonofintermediates does
notmake ofrace a myth. On the contrary, clines and hybrids are characteris-
tics of races.

Shortly after Linnaeus’ work, the German anatomist and physiologist,
Johann F. Blumenbach (1752-1840), combined cranial measurements with
the othercriteria to identify five races, adding Malayans. Blumenbach
emphasized the unity of mankind, advancing what today’s physical

* Baker(1974, p. 5) has coined a newtaxonomicterm forall zoological categories that are
minor to the species H. sapiens. He recommends grouping subspecific human taxa that
denote individuals who are genetically related under the plural label stirpes, taken from
the Latin (the singular being stirps). The advantages of talking about“‘stirpal”’ differences,
instead of “racial”or “ethnic” differences, reside in comprehensiveness and univocality of
terminology. First, all human taxa belowthe species (e.g., geographical races, local races,
microraces) are generically comprised bystirpes. Second, the fundamental meaningofthis
term is biological (i.e., genetic and anthropological); it is not basically cultural, economic,
linguistic, national, political, religious, or social. Behavioris important, too. For a treatment of
the evolutionary role ofmammalian behavior in general, and ofbehavorial shifts as selection
pressures among hominidsin particular, see Mayr (1970, Chapters 19 & 20). Washburn (1960)
has madea strong case for anatomy and behavior forming an interacting set of evolutionary
processes. Coon(1965) has distinguished between environmental selection and behavioral
selection in a discussion of racial differences in adaptive tratis (Chapter 8). Baker (1974,
Chapter 7) has commented on the behavioral differences documented amongraces of mice,

birds, bees, apes, and men. Few specialists, however, are willing to include behavior as a
criterion of subspecies.
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anthropologists call the single-species doctrine, and he deplored the

categorization of certain races as “inferior” or “subhuman.(These

pejorative terms are eschewed in this book. In point of fact,

primatologists do not even countenance such language in reference to

anthropoid apes,ourclosest living kinfolk in the hominoid superfamily.)

Notthat all races are necessarily equal, said Blumenbach,only that they

are necessarily human. With the advent of the theories of evolution

(Darwin) and genetics (Mendel), scientists’ reliance upon geographic,

morphological, and ethnographic methods of classifying human sub-

species declined. They are still useful, however, as we shall see.

Developments in paleoanthropology, geochronology, biochemistry, and

population genetics (Fisher) during the twentieth century tendedto har-

monize the polarized viewpoints of the “anatomists” and “geneticists”

as anthropometry andserology, for instance, began to complement each

other in physical anthropology. The upshot is that the contemporary

definition of human races regards them as mutually interfertile sub-

species; i.e., breeding populations that differ in the relative frequencies

of one or more genes (Coon, 1965; Garn, 1971; Mayr, 1970; Stem, 1973).

Amongthe living geographical races of mankind (see the “Note on

Taxonomy,” p. xvii), there are undeniable anatomical, physiological, and

psychological differences of genotypic origin. Many of these traits are

visible for all who have eyes to see. Invisible differences also exist, dif-

ferences that require biochemical tests and electron microscopesto de-

tect. One of the major developments in racial genetics has been the

gene-frequency method of classifying subspecies by the analysis of
serological data (blood samples). Modern blood-group classifications

(e.g., the ABO, MNSs, P, and Rh systems) are based upon certain proper-

ties of human red cells as determined by the reactions of antigens on
their surfaces to the serum of other people. When these antigenic sub-

stances, or immunogens, produce antibodies, the result is agglutination

of the red cells. Consequently, this clumping effect is a standardtest in
serology for determining a person’s blood group. Researchers have found
distinctively different frequency patterns of these blood group antigens
among the major races. Taking the three largest subspecies, for example,

wesee from Table 10.4 that just six blood-group systems divide the three
largest racial populations of the world into broad geographical regions.!°

'0 Australoids comprise about .4% of the world’s population, Capoids about .004%.

Including all hybrids, their total is less than .5% (Coon, 1965). Classic Australoids (the

aborigines of Australia) differ from the major subspecies of Table 10.4 in absence of blood
groups B and MS,and in maximum frequencies of group N and the F,? gene. The most

homogeneous Capoids (Bushmen of South Africa) are low in blood group B, lack the A,

group and the r gene, are high in group O, and lead the world in frequency of the R° gene.

Other Capoids (the hybrid Hottentots) are distinctive in exhibiting cytogenetic deviations

from the modal human chromosomecountof 46; nearly half of the Hottentot samples tested

ranged above or below that number (Coon, 1965, 1974; Garn, 1971, 1974).
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TABLE 10.4

Comparative Gene Frequencies among the Major Human Races for Different
Blood-group Systems“

—OOO

EES

Svstem Gene Caucasoids Mongoloids Negroidseee

ABO A» Moderate Absent Moderate
B Low High Medium

MINSs MS High Low Moderate
Rh r High Absent Medium
Duffy F, Absent Absent High
Diego Di? Absent High Absent
Sutter Js? Absent Absent High

ee

SSS

Seppe

“ Adapted from Garn, 1971; Osborne, 1971.

Naturally, it is possible to group more coarsely or to divide more finely,
with the numberof subspecific taxa ranging from 5 (Coon, 1965) to 34
(Dobzhansky, 1965). Debates between anthropological “Jumpers” and
“splitters” will undoubtedly continue for a long time, but whether the
taxonomists eventually settle upon 5 or50 races is biologically unimpor-
tant provided one does not lose sight of the genetic continuity of the
human subspecies.

It will comeas a surprise to some that fingerprints reveal modal pat-
tern differences amongthe races of mankind, and these dermatoglyphics
(see Chapter 3 by Rife) are not influenced, so far as we know, by the
environment (Cummins & Midlow, 1961). In general, loop patterns pre-
dominate over whorls and arches in Capoids, Caucasoids, and Negroids:
whorls and loops are about equally common in Mongoloids; whorls reach
their highest frequency in Australoids; arches are rare among
Mongoloids and Australoids but common among Capoids and Negroids.
Like the data from ethnic studies of morphology and serology, the facts
of dermatoglyphics tend to separate the world’s native populations geo-
graphically (Coon, 1974).

It is important to understand that the inventory of a person’s genetic
and morphological traits (serological profile, disease susceptibility,
somatotype, pigmentation, facial bones, eye shape or size, dentition,
bone density, nasal form, fingerprint patterns, color perception, endo-
crine hormones, earwax, hair characteristics, taste sensitivity, altitude
and temperature adaptations, etc.) is not the basis of membership in a
given race. It is the result (Ginsburg & Laughlin, 1966; Laughlin, 1966).
No individual human being can be precisely “typical” of a given race.
Typological views about humanraces, such as those held by racial sup-
remacists (e.g., the German Nazis), are erroneous. Rather than being
“‘types,races are dynamic human populations manifesting a consider-
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able degree of intergradation through space and time. Nevertheless, the

statistically defined races of modern physical anthropologists and human

geneticists exist among the basic laws of biology (Laughlin, 1968; Mayr,

1970).
Althoughthe variety ofpossible anatomical, physiological, and behav-

ioral traits is theoretically limitless, panmixia (random mating) among

human beings does not occur. Because of strong inbreeding tendencies,

it is statistically improbable that any two human races have the same

means (M) and variances (o”) for all psychological traits. We should ex-

pect, therefore, that significant differences in psychomotor, perceptual,

and athletic behavior will be found among ethnic taxa throughout the

world.
Looming large in the field of differential psychology, although not

always appreciated throughout their subtler methodological ramifica-

tions, are the twin problems of defining and measuring differences

among individuals and groups. By individual differences one stipulates,

for a given set of single scores on Trait A recorded from N persons,that

o2 >0; similarly for Trait B, that of > 0. By group differences one refers

to the fact that, for at least two sets of scores on the same Trait A recorded

from persons classified in different taxa X and Y, either X, #Y,, or

ao. # o3,, or both may be true statements. These problems have close
kinship because empirical psychological differences within and between

groups of subjects are believed to manifest similar distribution forms,
which can be analyzed by the samestatistical techniques.

Measurements of any definitive class of criterion responses(e.g., ro-

tary pursuit skill) having o? > 0 constitute an individual-difference vari-
able as well as an ability variable. Furthermore, if two or more group
meansor variances differ with respect to this sametrait, say when sub-
jects are classified by age, then the criterion response class is also a
group-difference variable. Of course, both variables are dependent
rather than independent, and the group differences may not arise from
the same sources as the individual differences do. At any rate, skills
exhibiting these organismic characteristics often have a transsituational

property that supports the hypothesis of quantitative variations among
distinctive human taxa: e.g., groups differentiated genetically, an-
thropometrically, or psychometrically by age, sex, or race. Whateverrela-
tionships are discovered, replicated, and determined to bestatistically
significant are matters of empirical truth. They cannot be denied on a
priori or ideological grounds. Nevertheless, some well-meaning people
are reluctant to admit the possibility of genetic race differences in behav-
ior. They fear the vague and unpredictable social consequences of con-
ceding that group-difference variables with significant heritabilities may
exist for human subspecies. Such persons are less commonly troubled by
statistical evidence of sex or age differences whose origins may be
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equally genotypic. This is a question of value judgments andofpersonal
attitudes toward an uncertain future. Although I do not know of any
social or biological maladies for which scientific ignoranceis a remedy,I
do know of numerousinstances where science and technology have be-
nefitted mankind enormously. Our wisest course, therefore, is to pursue
the developmentofscientific facts and hypothesesin this field with all
the determination and objectivity we can muster—because knowledge
is cognitively superior to belief (see Preface, p. xiv). Scientific laws and
theories are preferable to dogmatic propositions, and especially to mis-
beliefs, for the simple reason that there is a strict logical dependence of
scientific concepts upon empirical data. Induction, deduction, and ab-
duction are interwoven in the process (Noble, 1976a). Knowledge not
only confers rational understanding of (human) nature, it also leads
through practical applications to a more effective adjustmentto the world
in which welive.

Race and Behavior

In keeping with myhistorical sketch above,it is fitting that the first
psychomotor experiment on racial groups was conducted by psycholo-
gists influenced jointly by the Wundtian and Galtonian traditions. Cattell
wasthe link. In 1895, at the University of Pennsylvania, R. Meade Bache
and Lightner Witmer measured simple reaction times to auditory, gal-
vanic, and visual stimuli in small samples of Mongoloid Amerinds(M),
Caucasoids (C), and Negroids (N). The results, expressed in terms of
mean speed scores generalized over the three tasks, were M>N>C;
i.e., American Indians of Mongoloid ancestry tended to respond faster
than Afro-Americans of Negroid ancestry, who appeared to be speedier
in turn than Americans of Caucasoid ancestry (Garth, 1931; Spuhler &
Lindzey, 1967). Unfortunately, these pioneering data were notstatisti-
cally tested for significance. Results are often different when simple reac-
tion times are compared with complex reaction times; i.e., tasks involv-
ing the more cognitive processes of discrimination and choice. A recent
study of college students belonging to these same racial groups who
practiced on the Discrimination Reaction Timer (Fig. 10.2) for 240 trials
producedthe following relative mean errors: N > M >C. Speedscores,
on the average, were the reverse of error scores : C >M >N.In this
experiment, the psychomotor differences among the races were
significant (Noble & Vithakamontri, 1975). We also observed that Asiatic
Mongoloids and Indo-Dravidian Caucasoids performed at about the
same average level as American Caucasoids (see also p. 350).

Rivers (1901, 1905) ethnopsychological research in Southeast Asia
and India unearthed evidence of higher visual acuity and less color
blindness among the Australoid Papuans of Murray Island and New
Guinea than among Caucasoid Europeans but lower performance on au-
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ditory discrimination tasks. Noting a deficiency in the perception of blue

tints by dark-skinned people, Rivers hypothesized that pigmentation in-

stead of culture might account for the differences. During the year

1902-1903 he worked among the Todas of Southern India; they are a

hybrid people of mixed Australoid—Caucasoid ancestry (Coon, 1965).

Rivers discovered that they, too, were keener than Caucasoidsat visual

and cutaneous discrimination, and gave opposite results for audition,

pain, and olfaction. The fact of significant racial differences in refractive

error has been amply confirmedby the investigations of Post (1962), who

has reported that primitive groups of Mongoloids (Amerinds),

Caucasoid-Mongoloid hybrids (Ainus), Negroids (both full-sized and

dwarfed Africans), and Australoids (Negritos) manifest higher mean vis-

ual acuities than Caucasoids from Europe and America. Variations in

refraction have a strong hereditary component(Loehlin et al., 1975; Post,

1962; Waardenburg, 1963).

It was shown in Rivers’ (1905) work with the Todas that these nonlit-

erate people were less susceptible to certain optical illusions than either

Melanesians (a clinal population of Australoid—Mongoloid hybrids) or

Caucasoid Europeans. Judging from research reviewed by Spuhler and

Lindzey (1967), the incidence of the Muller—Lyerillusion amongdiffer-

ent races is: Caucasoids > Negroids > Australoids > Capoids. The range

is great. Caucasoids from North America and South Africa are aboutfour

times more likely than Capoids (Bushmen) from South Africa to judge

the “‘feathered”’ segmentof this familiar old optical puzzle as longer than

the “arrowed” segment. Although social-learning explanations couched

in terms of the “carpentered world” of Western civilization have been
vigorously advanced, Pollack’s revival and extension of Rivers’ hypothe-

sis is more plausible. In a series of careful investigations of the role of
fundus pigmentation (i.e., density of melanin concentrations in the fun-

dus oculi or macular region of the retina), Pollack and his associates
(Mitchell & Pollack, 1974; Mitchell, Pollack, & McGrew, 1977; Pollack

& Silvar, 1967; Silvar & Pollack, 1967) have employed ophthalmoscopic,
tachistoscopic, and psychometric techniques to establish the following

propositions.

1. There is a high correlation between fundus pigmentation and skin

color, hence race, in children of Caucasoid and Negroid ancestry.
2. Negroids and darkly pigmented Caucasoids are significantly less

sensitive to the Muller—Lyerillusion than lightly pigmented Caucasoids

are.
3. Although IQ block-design performance on standard red—white dis-

criminations does not differ for the two races, tests on blue—yellow dis-

criminations cause impairment for children with dark pigmentation;

4. Reduction of available light intensity produces a comparable per-
formance decrementin lightly pigmented Caucasoid adults.
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3. The density of retinal pigmentation in Negroids under normal
levels of illumination reduces their sensitivity to short (blue)
wavelengths, thereby interfering with the perception of blue-yellow
contrast and loweringtheir spatial abilities relative to Caucasoids.

Pollack’s nativistic (genetic) approach to racial differences in illusion-
judgmentand color-form perception appears to be more promising than
the ecological (environmentalistic) approach preferred by social scien-
tists. Although he has not yet extended his illusion-detection methodsto
a variety of humantaxa, the retinal pigmentation hypothesis has re-
ceived substantial corroboration and consequently merits international
testing.!!

At the St. Louis World’s Fair of 1904 (Woodworth, 1910), it was noted
that subjects from civilized societies tended to surpass subjects from
primitive societies on auditory tasks but not on visual tasks. As Rivers
and others since have reported, Woodworth found wide discrepanciesin
refractive error among different races. Groups of Mongoloid Amerinds
and Australoid~Mongoloid Filipinos outperformed Caucasoidsin visual
acuity whereas the reverse was true of a simple psychomotorskill that
has come to be a standard component of intelligence testing. Form
Boards are performance versions of Ebbinghaus’ completion test, and
Woodworth included them in his St. Louis project. From those data, as
presented in detail by Klineberg (1928) but rearranged with the aid of
current anthropological theory, I have classified his 16 ethnic groups of
734 adult males into four of the subspecies cited above (A, C, M,N),
along with two hybrid categories (CM, MA) to represent samples from
clinal populations. Each subject had the task of fitting nine geometric
forms into their correct holes, on the basis of perceived shape, with
maximum speed and minimumerror. Table 10.5 presents weighted mean
time and errorscores after three trials on the apparatus for each of these
six taxa. The order of average ability ranked by either measure is
C>CM >M>MA>A2=N.Although many of Woodworth’s samples
are small and overlap each otherat the category boundaries, the locations
of the hybrid groups’ central tendencies are consistent with a primarily
genetic interpretation of psychomotor aptitudes. Why otherwise would
Ainus and Singhalese fall between the ranks of Caucasoids and
Mongoloids while Bagobos and Moros are intermediate to Mongoloids
and Australoids?

Readers are cautioned that these samples were not necessarily repre-

'' There are, of course, other variables affecting light transmission and central nervous
system functions. Pollack’s hypothesis is most relevant to the perceptual skills of
Caucasoids and Negroids operating underspecial viewing conditions. It does not satisfac-
torily account for all interracial differences in illusory perception (see also Spuhler &
Lindzey, 1967).
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TABLE 10.5

Average Psychomotor Performances by Young Males of Different Races on

Form-board Tests“
Oo

Number

of Mean Mean

Taxon subjects time errors Rank

Oe

Caucasoids 74 27.80 1.60 1

Caucasoid—Mongoloid hybrids 515 31.17 1.86 2

Mongoloids 51 34.24 1.94 3
Mongoloid-Australoid hybrids 75 44.77 2.10 4

Austral oids 12 63.30 4.17 5

Negroids 7 82.20 5.33 6

N = 734
SL

“The data were collected in 1904 at the St. Louis World’s Fair and first reported by

Woodworth (1910). Later they were analyzed in unsystematic ethnic groupings by

Klineberg (1928), then reanalyzed by Noble (1974a) in terms of modern subspecies

classifications of mankind. Each central tendency is a weighted arithmetic mean for the

taxa shown. No measures of variability were reported in the original publications, so

tests of statistical significance cannot be computed.

sentative of their populations. Woodworth did not attempt to compensate

for the differences in psychomotor experiences and cultural values that

characterize different societies. Nevertheless, I am inclined to regard

these Form-Boardtests as culture-fair, if not culture-free, evaluations of

most of the individuals who took the tests. Lynn presents a discussion of

culture-fair tests in Chapter 9 (see also Jensen, 1972, 1973). On the matter

of inadequate cross-cultural research by such pioneers as Rivers and

Woodworth, a remark by Spuhler and Lindzey (1967) is in orderat this

point: “While one might argue that the shortcomings in design and

methodvitiate the findings, it is difficult to see how these studies could

be used as the basis for claiming an absence of race differences. And yet

this is actually what has occurred (p. 378).”

Further evidence of considerable race differences in psychomotor

skills may be found in research using the Porteus Maze. As Lynn (Chap-

ter 9) has pointed out, there are modal discrepancies between primitive

and civilized groups in this test of maze-tracing ability. I have prepared

Table 10.6 to illustrate the probable range of average talent on the Maze

among 2454 adults drawn from the five major subspecies around the

world. The sample of Capoids is too small for reliable generalizations,

like those of the dwarfed Negroids and Australoids in Table 10.5, but the

other samples are of adequate size. Again, the Caucasoids and

Mongoloids tend to excel, whereas the natives of Africa, Australia, India,

and the Philippines appear to be less proficient. I doubt that Table 10.6
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TABLE 10.6

Average Psychomotor Performances by Adults of Different Races on Porteus Maze Tests“eee

NSSNS

Number

of Mean score Test
Taxon subjects (test age) quotient? Rankeee

Caucasoids 1275 13.99 100 1
M ongoloid s 430 13.59 97 2
Negroids 201 10.52 75 3
Australoids 523 9.91 70 4
Capoids 25 7.56 55 5

N = 2454
ee

eeeeeeeeeeSsSseseseF

“These data were collated from a variety of studies and reviews by Porteus and his
associates (Porteus, 1950, 1967; Porteus & Gregor, 1963), checked against the reports
of the original investigators, then classified in terms of modern subspecies taxonomy.
Hybrid groups were excluded. Each central tendency is a weighted arithmetic mean of
the test ages in years for the taxa shown. These scores correspond roughly to mental
ages on intelligence tests.

’A Test Quotient (TQ) on the Porteus Maze has approximately the same meaning
as a performance IQ. These values were obtained for a fixed chronological age of 15
years by interpolation in the older normative tables published by Porteus (1959, Appendix
D). His later norms (Porteus, 1959, Appendix E) show elevated TQ scores but do not
alter the rank order shown above.

reflects mainly the ecological distinction of agricultural_-technological
versus hunter-gatherer societies, however, because the Mongoloid
Carolinians and Chamorros of Saipan Island exceeded Caucasoid sub-
jects from the United States. So did Amerinds from North America. It
may be noted,also, that full-sized Negroids from Africa performed rela-
tively on the Maze than full-sized Australoids from India and
Australia.
An even larger set of 10,603 Porteus Maze cases is available in the

literature. Nearly all of these subjects were schoolchildren (Porteus,
1950, 1967), so an independent and more highly selected group
of samples is possible. I have calculated their average TQs as fol-
lows: Caucasoids = 100.34 (n = 1437), Mongoloids = 96.55 (n = 6469),
Mongoloid—Australoid hybrids = 93.11 (n = 1697), Australoids = 87.03
(n = 1000). It is interesting that the rank order of Caucasoids, Mon-
goloids, and Australoids is the same as those shown in Tables 10.5
and 10.6, with the children of mixed ancestry falling appropriately be-
tween the Mongoloid and Australoid groups. Once more, certain sub-
samples from culturally deprived environments surpassed the Caucasoid
norms: (1) 720 Amerindian youngsters earned a mean TQ of 108.1; (2)
200 Saipanese children obtained an average TQ of 102.1. Reviewing
some of their research on cross-cultural testing, Porteus and Gregor
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(1963) concluded that “this variance in ethnic group performances in the

Maze, just as it does in individuals, arises mainly from differences in

native ability, the inference reached by the Indian anthropologists. . .

cultural or nurtural advantages have considerable influence, but as de-

termining factors comefar short of outweighing the natural and probably

hereditary differences in mentality (p. 722). More recently, Porteus

(1967) reaffirmedthe triple virtues of his Maze.It is, he said, a test that

exhibits: (1) culture-fair properties; (2) intrinsic motivation, and (3) va-

lidity for predicting a rather specialized aspect of nonverbal human

adaptability. Porteus (1959) has consistently regardedit as providing an

index of “planfulness, foresight, vigilance, mental alertness, anticipation,

and prerehearsal (pp. 152-153).” Despite its significant positive correla-

tion with standard IQ tests (r ~ .6), the Maze “is not an adequate measure

of scholastic brightness (Porteus, 1967, p. 416).”

Before proceedingto a discussion of race-related athletic skills, | wish

to emphasize the fact that no subspecific taxon has been found to be

uniformly or consistently “superior” in all perceptual and psychomotor

abilities of relevance to humanaction (Noble, 1974a). Bluntly, there is no

“master race.” Sometimes in college lectures I confound students, most

of whom have Caucasoid ancestry, by presenting a slide of two dozen

biopsychological comparisons in which the majoritarian taxon brings up

the rear about as often as it leads the other taxa in the excellence or

desirability of those attributes. The information has a sobering influence

upon the unreflective ethnocentrism of many young scholars. Here are

some examples.

1. Negroids usually outperform Caucasoids at rhythmic discrimina-

tion, ability to taste phenylthiocarbamide (PTC), speed of skeletal and

postural maturation, auditory and visual acuity, freedom from phenyl-

ketonuria (PKU), rate of dizygotic twinning, proficiency in numerous

athletic tests and sports (e.g., dashes, hurdles, jumps, boxing, grip

strength), resistance to certain optical illusions, high incidence oftri-

chromatic (normal) color perception, immunity to malaria, and tolerance

of humid heat.
2. Mongoloids characteristically exceed the average ability of

Caucasoids on tests of spatial visualization, PTC taste sensitivity, long-

distance running, virtual immunity to Rh-negative disease, normal color

perception, high-altitude survival, resistance to PKU, and tolerance of

extreme cold.
3. Australoids typically surpass Caucasoidsin visualacuity, resistance

to certain optical illusions, virtual immunity to Rh-negative disease, and

freedom from dichromatic (red, green) color blindness.

4. Capoids generally eclipse the performance of Caucasoids, as well

as the other races, in desert survival, resistance to certain optical illu-

sions, and primitive hunting skills (vying for the latter honor with the
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aborigines of central Australia). Who bests whomin the biopsychological
contests of life depends as much on the tasks, tests, or traits in dispute as
it does on the races, sexes, or ages of the individuals.

Turning now to the athletic arena, we recall that body size and form
are important factors in sports achievement. From Allen’s Rule in zool-
ogy it follows that racial and subracial characteristics wil] be implicated
to some extent (Coon, 1965, p. 252). Stature and ectomorphy provide an
illustration. One would not expect a superb basketball team composed of
diminutive Bushmen,Japanese, Negritos, or Pygmiesto win anylaurels
playing against a merely excellent team of lanky Nilotes, Patagonians,
Scandinavians, or Turkomans. Whenthetaller team wins, furthermore, it
would be inappropriate to call their opponents “inferior,” although they
may in fact be shorter by 24 inches, a formidable handicap in
basketball. Similarly, there are natural advantages in various sports that
derive from racial attributes of mesomorphy or endomorphy, as men-
tioned earlier. Since height, weight, and morphology are interrelated,
however, being short and light may have compensations. Take, for in-
stance, the Olympic records of Mongoloids in free-style wrestling. Be-
tween 1896 and 1968, the Japanese never produced a champion in the
middle-to-heavy weight categories, yet Japanese flyweights, ban-
tamweights, and featherweights won three bronze, three silver, and
six gold medals during that period (Baker, 1974, p. 554). Mesomorphic
cyclists, gymnasts, and swimmers of the Mongoloid race havealso starred
in recent Olympic Games(de Garayet al., 1974). Mongoloids have other
natural gifts: Amerinds of the Tarahumaratribe of northern Mexico are
world famous for their long-distance running ability. Eskimos excel at
maintaining high basal metabolic levels for optimum psychomotoractiv-
ity under low-temperature stress. Andeans and Tibetans are notable for
genotypes determiningtheir cardiovascular and pulmonarysystemsthat
permit them to thrive and reproduce at much higher elevations than
otherraces (or subraces) can tolerate (Baker & Weiner, 1966; Coon, 1965;
Laughlin, 1968).

Studies of the athletic abilities of Negroids have turned up several
interesting findings, especially among Afro-American subjects. Codwell
(1949) recruited a group of 505 male high school students in Texas hav-
ing different degrees of Negroid and Caucasoid ancestry to whom he
administered standardtests of physical fitness from McCloy’s battery. By
dividing his subjects into three groups on the basis of several an-
thropometric criteria, Codwell found that the predominantly Negroid
boys’ proficiency was greater than that of the hybrids in 5 outof6 tests.
There were significant increments in the subjects’ ability to execute the
Sargent Jump and the Burpee Test as their degree of Caucasoid ad-
mixture declined, and nostatistical evidence of hybrid vigor appeared.
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Investigations of the skeletal and postural maturation rates of younger

subjects of these two races have generally concurred in showing precoci-

ous physical and motor development in Negroid, as compared with

Caucasoid, infants and children (Bayley, 1965; Jensen, 1972, 1973; Jor-

dan, 1969; Malina, 1969, 1973; Noble, 1969b). Mongoloids, incidentally,

tend to lag behind the Caucasoids, a fact that led Jensen (1973) to

hypothesize that the three taxa may be ordered in terms of their evo-

lutionary ages, with such characteristics as an extended developmental

period,a greater relative frequency of single births, and a higher average

IO being determined in part by the subspecies’ earlier transition from

the grade of H. erectus to that of H. sapiens. It is true that infant motor

precocity scores are inversely correlated with adult intelligence test

scores, and that the incidence of multiple births is negatively related to

IQ (thus placing Caucasoids intermediate to Mongoloids and Negroids),

but whetherthe three taxa crossed the threshold from a brutal to a sapient

state in the order M >C >N hasyet to be established. Some intriguing

computations of genetic distances between the three pairs of races,

developed from analyses of gene frequencies in several blood-groupsys-

tems in different countries, agree in locating Caucasoids between

Mongoloids and Negroids with respect to the lengths of time their

ancestral populations have been separated (see Loehlin et al., 1975,

pp. 39-40).

Whichever anthropological theory may turn out to be correct, it ap-

pears that certain morphological and behavioral differences between

Negroids and Caucasoids in the United States may confer some advan-

tages on the formerrace in several sports calling for power, agility, and

explosive bursts of speed: e.g., basketball, football, baseball, boxing, and

short foot races. Amongthe beneficial traits exhibited, on the average, by

Afro-Americans are greater muscular strength, heavier bones, less body

fat, shorter trunks, larger necks, shallowerchests, longer forearms, longer

hands, narrowerhips, longer lowerlegs, longer and widerfeet, greater

sprinting speed, higher jumping abilities, and more efficient heat-

dissipation mechanisms (Jordan, 1969; Malina, 1969, 1973). To this

catalog of differences between the two races in the mean proportions,

composition, and functions of the body may be added the related

phenomenonofoutstanding athletic records. According to a recent report

(Time, May 9, 1977), 71% of the American medals in track and field

events and 100% of our gold medals in boxing at the Montreal Olympics

were won by Negroids. In professional sports, Afro-American athletes

exceed their population percentage in at least three categories: They

comprise 19% of all major-league baseball players, 42% of the National

Football League, and 65% of the National Basketball Association. Al-

though such remarkable evidence of proficiency and overrepresentation

in these athletic skills is undoubtedly conditioned by sociological and
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economic variables, I doubt that the morphological—behavioral correla-
tions cited earlier are merely fortuitous. A reasonable hypothesis is that
genetic race differences play an importantrole.
One psychologist has proposed that it is not race per se but rather

inherited iris pigmentation (eye color) that is the more fundamental cor-
relate of proficiency in different psychomotor, athletic, and perceptual
skill situations. The range of human eye colors is caused by varying
melanin deposits, and Worthy (1974) postulates that differential filtering
of the wavelengths of light entering the eye somehow modulates (per-
haps via pineal gland and hypothalamus) the striped-muscle behavior
of individuals with low, medium,or high concentrations of the pigment.
Dark-eyed people should perform better on tasks requiring “‘sensi-
tivity, speed, and reactive responses,” he maintains, whereas light-
eyed people should perform better on tasks requiring “hesitation, inhibi-
tion, and self-paced responses(p. 11).”” Applying his hypothesis to sports
psychology, Worthy assembled evidence from American professional
baseball, football, bowling, and basketball statistics (including both
Caucasoids and Negroids) that seemed to be consistent with the notion
that eye color(1) is a significant factor in athletic proficiency; (2) accounts
for some of the well-knownracial differences; and (3) interacts with the
nature of the sport. He also cited data indicating that dark-eyed people
have better visual acuity, less color blindness, and more accurate percep-
tion of optical illusions (Worthy, 1974), but the latter propositions are not
at issue in this section (see Malina, 1973; Mitchell & Pollack, 1974:
Mitchell et al., 1977; Pollack & Silvar, 1967; Post, 1962; Rivers, 1901,
1905; Silvar & Pollack, 1967; Spuhler & Lindzey, 1967).

Worthy and his associates have extended his hypothesis to other per-
ceptual skills in a study of 80 Caucasoid college students using printed
tests of speed and accuracy purportedly calling for “reactive” (paced)
rather than “self-paced” (nonreactive) abilities. When averaged andplot-
ted, the findings revealed a slight tendency for brown-eyed women
(n = 20) to be moreproficient than blue-eyed women (n = 20), and for
brown-eyed men (n = 20) to be more proficient than blue-eyed men
(n = 20). From graphical evidence (Worthy, 1974, p. 154), the mean sex
difference (females > males) appeared to be greater than the mean eye-
color difference (browns > blues), but detailed statistical evaluations of
these comparisons were not reported. That women often do better than
men on tests of perceptual speed and finger dexterity is a familiar fact
(Broverman et al., 1968; Maccoby & Jacklin, 1974; Tyler, 1965); the
unanswered question concemsthe significance of iris pigmentation.

Recent work by Landers, Obermeier, and Wolf (1977) does not provide
much corroboration of Worthy’s hypothesis. Neither their review of the
literature, their examination of a college football team’s statistics, nor
their laboratory experiments on reaction-time and pursuit-tracking tasks
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produced any consistent trend or practical evidence in its favor. There

were a few statistically significant differences, but most of the crucial

tests failed to support the notion of eye color as a broad skill determinant.

Nor was SES an importantfactor; the varianceratios wereless than unity.

Some Acquisition Phenomena

Now that we have coveredtests of perceptual and athletic skills, it is

time to consider psychomotor learning experiments. I shall begin by

pitting eye color against race.

Additional data embarrassing to Worthy’s hypothesis are available in

the archives of human learning research conducted in this laboratory,

somestill unpublished (Noble, 1968, 1969b, 1971; Noble, Buie, & Wil-

kerson, 1977). In one large-scale investigation of the acquisition and

transfer of psychomotorskills, my colleagues and I recruited a represen-

tative sample of 500 right-handed children from rural elementary schools

in several northeastern counties of Georgia. Both sexes and the two major

races of the state (Caucasoid and Negroid) were included,the subjects’

ages ranging from 9 years to 12 years. All data were collected under

standardized conditions in our Mobile Psychomotor Skills Research

Laboratory by a biracial team of assistants. Subspeciesclassification was

initially based upon morphology then confirmed by more exact an-

thropometric and genetic indexes. We used an inventory that recorded

each subject’s iris color, eyeball size and form, interpupillary distance,

skin pigmentation, nasal width, lip thickness, ear dimensions, type of

earwax, hair color and form, dental characteristics, prognathism of jaws,

cheekbone type, handedness, fingerprint patterns, fingernail form, and

ability to taste phenylthiocarbamide (PTC).’? These biometric meas-

urements were shownto have excellent reliability and validity (Noble,

1971); the taxonomic outcomes agreed closely with those of research

specialists in physical anthropology and human genetics (Baker, 1974;

Comas, 1960; Coon, 1965, 1974; Cummins & Midlow, 1961; Day, 1932;

2 The Bioinventory for Human Subjects (BHS) was developedin this laboratory for use

with a wide range of subspecific taxa, so not all the phenotypes listed were recordedforall

groups. Certain BHS indexes were more appropriate for Asiatic Mongoloids than for Afri-

can Negroids (e.g., incidence of epicanthic eyefolds, high cheekbones, dry earwax,

shoveled incisors, curved fingernails). Whenever two racial groups were compared exper-

imentally, however, the BHS was applied equally to all subjects. Generally, we also em-

ployed sexually andracially integrated teams of research assistants to collect the data. For

instance, in a recent investigation of possible interactions among experimenters and adult

subjects, who were performing on the Selective Mathometer (Figure 10.2), all combinations

of experimenters and subjects were programmedin orderto test for psychomotoreffects of

sex (male versus female) and race (Caucasoid versus Mongoloid). We found no evidence of

overall proficiency differences attributable to the sex or race of either subjects or exper-

imenters in these samples (Noble & Yeh, 1977).
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Dobzhansky, 1965; Garn, 1971, 1974; Gates, 1949; Goldsby, 1971; Got-
tesman, 1968; Harrison, Owen, DaRocha, & Salzano, 1967: Herskovits,
1930; Hooton, 1956; Howells, 1960; Jordan, 1969; Lasker & Lee, 1957:
Laughlin, 1964; Malina, 1973; Mayr, 1970; Mazess, 1967; Osborne, 1971;
Pollitzer, Boyle, Cornoni, & Namboodiri, 1970; Reed, 1969: Sanghvi,
1953; Spuhler & Lindzey, 1967; Stewart, 1952).
Our research program featured three of the learning devices pictured

in Figure 10.2: the Discrimination Reaction Timer (device B), the Rotary
Pursuitmeter (device F), and the Selective Mathometer (device H). Limit-
ing my attention to the Rotary Pursuitmeter, I examined the protocols of
a cohort of about 300 children matched in age, sex, and race whoprac-
ticed this targeting skill for 50 successive trials with a 20:10 work:rest
ratio pertrial (i.e., a 20-sec. work, 10-sec. rest cycle). Half of the subjects
used the right hand, half the left, and in each of those groups a subgroup
changedtheir stylus hands(left-right or right>left) halfway through the
practice session, then continued in that modeto the end oftraining. In
orderto obtain numerically comparable samples of the different eye col-
ors, I drew a group of 80 Negroids and 120 Caucasoidsso that 40 subjects
appeared in each iris category: two for the Negroid children (browns
versus blacks) and three for the Caucasoid children (grayish blues versus
bluish greens versus light and dark browns). This design gave 20 sub-
jects for each practice condition (left versus right hand) and insured
equal representations by sex (10 males, 10 females) and age (M = 10.25
years per cell). Considering only Trials 1-24 before the change of hands,
and grouping the time-on-target scores by 2-trial blocks along the prac-
tice dimension, our 12 x 2 x 2 analysis of variance for the 80 selected
Negroid children revealed significant main effects attributable to amount
of practice (p <.001) and conditions of practice (p < .025), but neither
eye color nor any other source of variance was significant. Grouping the
120 selected Caucasoid children in the same fashion, except that three
iris categories were available, a 12 x 3 x 2 analysis of variance revealed
significant main effects attributable to amount of practice and conditions
of practice (p < .001), as well as significant interactions of practice with
hand conditions (p <.001) and with iris pigmentation (p <.05). There
was no main effect of eye color, however; and no other interactions were
significant. As a matter of fact, not even the rank orders of final profi-
ciency in the two racial samples for a given condition were consistent
with Worthy’s expectation. Among Caucasoids, blue eyes tended (non-
significantly) to outperform brown eyes; among Negroids, brown eyes
tended (nonsignificantly) to outperform black eyes. Darker-eyed chil-
dren, in short, did not exhibit any overall tracking advantage relative to
lighter-eyed children in this experiment. While it is true that the
Caucasoid subjects showed significant trend difference in their prac-
tice X iris interaction, it was in the opposite direction to Worthy’s fore-
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cast. I suspect this phenomenon may have moreto do with subraces(e.g.,

Nordic, Alpine, or Mediterranean local races) than with subspecies. One

should remember that Caucasoids are not a homogeneous race; local

races and microraces abound (Gam, 1971). |

I am tempted nowto considertesting a racial hypothesis instead of the

eye-color hypothesis. Evaluating data from the same cohort by race

(Caucasoid versus Negroid) and by conditions (right versus left), and

disregarding eye color, sex, and age for the moment,a 4 x 2x 2 analysis

of variance on a companion groupof 152 subjects for 24trials (blocked by

sixes) indicated that Caucasoidsnot only tracked the target with a gener-

ally higher level of proficiency than Negroids but also were acquiring

this skill at a faster rate. The two racial samples were so different behav-

iorally that the average Negroid right-hand ability was consistently

below the average Caucasoid left-hand ability. It is as if the race differ-

ence were being potentiated by some other biopsychological variable,

say brain dominance. From what is known about the differential

heritability of preferred (right) hand versus nonpreferred(left) hand per-

formanceonthis task and its unusually high heritability (Noble, 1969b),

it is not surprising to find a race x hand interaction underthese condi-

tions. Indeed, all main effects and their 2-factor interactions were

significant (p < .025). Practice, handedness, and race are the major vari-

ables (Noble, 1969b). It is clear, therefore, that Worthy’s interesting

viewsare disverified by our research. When race washeld constant there

were no main effects attributable to iris pigmentation in samples

matched for age, sex, and practice conditions. Furthermore, when an

extended range of eye colors was available, as among Caucasoids, the

rank orderof proficiencies was not what Worthy expected for this paced,

reactive psychomotortask. Our results are consistent with those of others

who have employed the Rotary Pursuitmeter (Landerset al., 1977).

An obvious deduction from our biopsychological theory of

psychomotor performance is that a sample of hybrid children from this

experiment, who could reliably be classified as having mixed Caucasoid

and Negroid ancestry, should exhibit a level of tracking proficiency on

the Rotary Pursuitmeter intermediate to the acquisition curves of the

more homogeneousracial samples. Proceeding to apply a trichotomy to

our BHS data (see footnote 12) on 81 children (n = 27 cases each,

matched for age, sex, and practice conditions), I found (Noble, 1971) that

the majority of our measurements agreed with the genealogical, an-

thropometric, and genetic data of other research workers (e.g., Comas,

1960; Coon, 1965; Day, 1932; Harrison et al., 1967; Herskovits, 1930;

Hooton, 1956; Mazess, 1967; Osborne, 1971; Pollitzer et al., 1970; Reed,

1969; Stewart, 1952). Our pigmentation ratings, which were defined op-

erationally by skin-color judgments on Gates’ (1949) Scale, turned out to

be one of the most reliable predictors in the Bioinventory. No two ob-
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servers’ measurements deviated by more than one scale numeral. Each
rating was a median of two independent judgments recorded from the
volar surface of a subject’s forearm under constant illumination by
trained assistants in the Mobile Laboratory. A histogram of the pigmenta-
tion data for 920 children appears in Figure 10.6. Subjects who were
identified, on the basis of all BHS phenotypes, as predominantly Ne-
groids (n = 136) hadratings that ranged from I| to 2.5, Hybrids (n = 204)
from 3 to 7.5, and Caucasoids (n = 380) from 8 to 9. A 4 x 3 analysis of
variance carried out on the tracking scores of these three groups of sub-
jects over 24 trials (blocked by sixes) detected significant main effects of
practice, race, and their interaction (p < .025). Consistent with my pre-
experimental hypothesis, the rank order of average proficiency was
Caucasoids > Hybrids > Negroids. Their mean time-on-target scores, in
percentage terms, were 4.6%, 2.6%, and 2.1%, respectively (Noble,
1968), and the groups were spaced appropriately.
An alternative hypothesis might be formulated on the basis of postu-

lated differences in SES, or unequal extralaboratory familiarization expe-
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riences, among the three taxa. However, this viewpoint would first have

to explain how the large initial differences in proficiency came to be

produced betweentheleft and right handsof our original two groups of

youngsters described above. One might entertain the outré notion that

rural Caucasoid children receive more cultural benefits for their non-

preferred hands than rural Negroid children receive for their preferred

hands, and that there is a differential right-left transfer of training caused

by environmental deprivation (Noble, 1977a, 1977b). This possibility,

which I have considered elsewhere (Noble, 1969b) along with malnutri-

tion, would be moreattractive if the Rotary Pursuitmeter were not such

an esoteric task, and if it were more highly correlated with extratask

variables. As McNemar(1933) has shown,early performance on the rotor

is primarily determined by hereditary factors (see also Jones, 1966, 1969,

1972). Incidentally, an extension of this experiment with 186 children in

three comparable groups (n = 62 cases each) practicing for 50 trials

(blocked by tens) corroborated the results. A 5 Xx 3 analysis of variance

showed that both main effects and the practice X race interaction were

significant (p <.001). As before, there were different average rates of

gain among the three taxa, with the Caucasoid-Hybrid mean difference

exceeding the Hybrid—Negroid difference. This unequal spacingis also

reflected in the average pigmentation values, thereby buttressing the

evidence for a genetic hypothesis.

Drawing further from the unpublished data of this laboratory, I have

attempted to overthrow the biopsychological theory by effecting an even

finer titration among the Afro-American children of mixed ancestry. Sim-

ply put, this was a test of the hypothesis that genotypic factors are more

powerful in determining the variance in psychomotor performance than

socioeconomic factors are within the hybrid subpopulation of Afro-

Americans. Statistically, SES variables are inadequate predictors of be-

havior on culture-fair tests as compared with biometric variables. Referr-

ing to Figure 10.6, I subdivided the Hybrids into “dark” and “light”

categories based on their pigmentation ratings and correlated BHStraits.

Dark Hybrids ranged from 3 to 4 on Gates’ Scale, Light Hybrids from 4.5

to 7.5. From each of these new subdivisions, I selected 26 subjects who

were matchedfor age, sex, and conditions of practice. In SES terms,the

two cohorts were indistinguishable. They were then comparedin track-

ing proficiency (mean time, Ry, and percentage time, R») over 24trials

(blocked by eights) with equal-sized samples from the predominantly

Negroid (1-2.5) and predominantly Caucasoid (8-9) groups (n = 26

each, matched as above). The outcomeof this analysis is plotted in Fig-

ure 10.7. Statistical tests of the time-on-target scores of these 104 children

arrayed in a 3 x 4 design revealed significant variances attributable to

practice, race, and their interaction (p < .01). Remarkably, the four trends

are quite distinctive; none of the groups’ meanscores in Figure 10.7 are
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Figure 10.7. Acquisition curves of meantimeon target (R,,) and mean percentage time
on target (Ra) in rotary pursuit as functions of successive practice blocks (N), with race and
hybridity as the parameter. Each group contains 26 grade school children matchedfor age,
sex, and practice conditions. (Data from Noble, unpublished.)

intertwined. Once again, the spacing is roughly proportional to the an-
thropometric indexes.'? There is considerable overlapping by individual
subjects, of course, but this is typical of youngsters’ performance early in
training on psychomotor devices; it is more characteristic of the two
lower curves in the graph than of the two upperones. All in all, the
preceding analyses summateto a considerable degree of support for a
biopsychological theory of skill acquisition. To argue that such delicate
quadruple distinctions in aptitude for a laboratory-controlled learning
task as those portrayed in Figure 10.7 are programmed mainly by am-
bient social and economic conditions in a rural southeastern environment
would appearto be a strained interpretation.

' Althoughit is often treated with doubt orderision, the variable of skin color among
Caucasoids, Negroids, and Afro-American hybrids of mixed ancestry is both reliable and
valid (Day, 1932; Gates, 1949; Harrison et al., 1967; Herskovits, 1930; Mazess, 1967; Noble,
1971; Pollitzer et al., 1970; Stern, 1973). Natural selection is the main reason for pigmenta-
tion differences among humanraces and subraces. The hue and reflectance of the epidermis
are adaptive traits of polygenic inheritance (Stern, 1973). Darker skins characteristic of hot,
humid, tropical zones (e.g., African Congo, Southern India) are protected from sunburn by
day as well as from chills by night; lighter skins typical of extremelatitudes (e.g., Northern
Europe)facilitate the intake of vitamin D,, and the consequent avoidanceofrickets, in spite
of deficient sunlight (Coon, 1965). Selective mating is another variable affecting the skin
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Movingalong briskly to other acquisition phenomena,I should like

now to consider the learning and performance of elementary and high

school students on the Selective Mathometer(see Figure 10.2, device H).

This experiment was conducted within the same geographical region as

previously described.It also utilized the Mobile Laboratory and the BHS,

but the subjects were recruited from the widerage rangeof 9 to 19 years.

We (Noble & Artley, 1977) sampled a group of 88 Caucasoids and 88

Negroids, who were divided equally by sex (n = 44 males, 44 females

per taxon). Mean age for the Caucasoids was 12.67 years; that for the

Negroids was 12.98 years. All subjects were required to practice four-

choice serial learning problems by the self-paced noncorrection method

for 40 trials (see Noble, 1966a, 1969a). After grouping the response prob-

ability (R,) scores of the 176 subjects by cohorts (n = 44) into 5-trial

blocks, Artley and I observed the results exhibited in Figure 10.8.

Caucasoids acquired skill on the Mathometer more rapidly than Ne-

groids did, and they attained a higher level of accuracy after 40 practice

trials. There was a tendency for males to outperform females in each

taxon, this being more marked among Negroids than among Caucasoids.

color of progeny (see Jensen, Chapter 4); lighter-skinned brides are often preferred by

urban Afro-American, Indo-Dravidian, Japanese, and Syrian grooms. With respect to

Afro-Americans, several investigators have reported a tendencyfor femalesto be lighter than

males, especially in cities and suburbs (Day, 1932; Harrison et al., 1967; Mazess, 1967;

Pollitzer et al., 1970). For children, however, the sex difference in pigmentation is usually

less pronounced than for adults. From the archives of this laboratory I drew a sampleof345

Negroid subjects (191 boys, 154 girls) in the age range from 9 to 12 years old. On the

GatesScale their ratings varied from 1.0 through 7.0. Applying the chi-square (x?) statistical

formula, I tested for the independence of sex and pigmentation. To avoid small theoretical

frequencies at the extremes of the two distributions, I combined the tails to produce 8

categories instead of 13. In line with adult data, the girls’ mean rating was slightly higher

(3.05) than the boys’ mean (2.90), but x? = 11.24, which for 7 degrees of freedom (df) is not

significant (p > .10). The null hypothesis of independence, therefore, cannot be rejected for

these children. A close association between genealogy and skin color for Afro-Americansis

shown by Day’s (1932) research. She recorded the hybridities of 139 men and 233 women

by proportions of Caucasoid admixture (in eighths), along with pigmentation ratings of each

subject (on von Luschan’s Scale). Unfortunately, her rating device does not exhibit tran-

sitivity throughout its 36 numerical values. By transforming Day’s skin-color ratings into

their ordinal equivalents on the 9-point Gates Scale, however, I was able to construct a

7 x 7 color x hybridity matrix for each sex group separately (df = 36). Testing for the inde-

pendence of genealogy and pigmentation, x? = 135.09 for the males (p < .001); x? = 229.07
for the females (p < .001). There is, in other words, a significant association between ances-

try and skin color. Finally, since Day’s subjects were all adults, a x? test of the indepen-

dence of sex and pigmentation was expected to overthrow the null hypothesis. From a7 x 2

matrix of the transformed skin-color ratings of the same 372 subjects separated by sex, I
computed x? = 23.34, which for df = 6 is significant (p < .001). Due apparently to greater

Caucasoid admixture, the women in Day’s study were palpably lighter than the men. This

sex difference in the pigmentation distributions of adult Negroids and hybrids is of suffi-

cient statistical magnitude to reject the notion of independenceat the 0.1%point. In short,

skin-color variations are meaningful biopsychological phenomena.
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Figure 10.8. Acquisition curves of response probability (R,) in selective mathometry
as functions of successive practice blocks (N), with race as the aptitude parameter. Each
group contains 88 public-school students matched for age and sex. The curves werefitted
by Equation (3) with M = .75, T = .25, and onlyk free to vary. Theorigin (.25) and limit (1.00)
of the R, scores are rational values and identical for both taxa. (Data from Noble & Artley,
1977).

An 8 X 2 X 2 analysis of variance of R, scores indicated significant main
effects of practice and race (p < .001), but neither sex nor any of the
interactions were significant. We also computed measures of response
speed (R,). Otherstatistical tests revealed a significant age difference in
proficiency, with the high school students (M = 14.99 years) surpassing
the elementary school students (M = 10.71 years) in traits of both accu-
racy and speed (p < .001). Within age groups, there was significant evi-
dence of practice X race interactions (p < .05); i.e., differential trends for
Caucasoids and Negroids ofcomparable ages. We concluded that average
public school students of the former race have greater aptitude for non-
verbal multiple-choice learning tasks than those of the latter, especially
if they are older and male. This generalization is more applicable, how-
ever, to accuracy scores than to speed scores. The theoretical curves for

the pooled data of each race, disregarding age and sex, have beenfitted
by Equation (3) in Figure 10.8. These formulas differ only in the rate
parameters (k) of the two taxa, that for Caucasoids being larger than the
one for Negroids. Their R, scores have a mean predictability of 98.96%,
adding further corroboration of the theory to be outlined in the final
section (see p. 362).
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Continuing with the Selective Mathometer(Figure 10.2), we have con-

ducted a similar experiment (Noble & Vithakamontri, 1975) that differs in

two respects from the foregoing: (1) it employed college students from

several Oriental countries in Asia as well as students from India, Paki-

stan, and the United States; (2) the task, a 10-choice serial learning prob-

lem, was more complexthan the 4-choice task shown in Figure 10.8, thus

more suitable for the collegians’ greater cognitive abilities. Examination

of the literature on international comparisons of psychomotorskills indi-

cates that investigators have always encountereddifficulties of interpre-

tation caused by inadequate matching, languagebarriers, or uncontrolled

disparities among the cultures being surveyed. One never knows how

great is the confounding of biology, linguistics, and sociology in these

interpopulation studies. English-speaking students attending American

colleges from abroad provide a potential source of subjects who are

probably less heterogeneous than those sampled by the pioneering

ethnopsychologists who were often forced to contrast literate urban

dwellers with nonliterate hunter—gatherers. Self-selection by the voyag-

ing scholars is another source of variability that was not controlled, for we

were unable reliably to determine how representative they wereof their

parent populations. Nevertheless, some information is better than none,

and we do have a unique laboratory task for them to attack. Perhaps we

can regard this experiment as a small step in the direction of reducing

scientific uncertainty about the degree ofhumanvariation in comparative

investigations of psychomotor learning and performance around the
world.

We (Noble & Vithakamontri, 1975) recruited samples of 20 college
men and 20 college women from each of the following four subpopula-
tions at the University: (1) American Caucasoids; (2) American Negroids;
(3) Asiatic Mongoloids from Hong Kong, Japan, South Korea, Taiwan,

and Thailand; (4) Indo-Dravidian Caucasoids from India and Pakistan.
After being administered the BHS(see footnote 12), all subjects received
40 trials of a 10-choice paced learning problem on the Mathometer. The
R, scores of the 160 subjects were groupedin eight 5-trial blocks, sub-
divided by the four taxa and the two sexes. Then we performed an
8 x 4 x 2 analysis of variance, which showedsignificant main effects of
practice and taxa as well as their interaction (p < .001). Sex was not a
significant factor, nor were any of the other interactions.

Combining the sexes, Figure 10.9 presents the average R, acquisition
curves of the four taxa (n = 40 cases each). Vithakamontri and I con-
cluded that, under these conditions, American Caucasoids and Asiatic

Mongoloids probably have greater aptitude and capacity for nonverbal
multiple-choice learning tasks than either American Negroids or Indo-
Dravidian Caucasoids (p < .001). The upper two taxa in Figure 10.9 do
not differ significantly from each other (p > .05), nor do the lower two
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Figure 10.9. Acquisition curves of mean response probability (R,) in selective
mathometry as functions of successive practice blocks (N), with a combined ethnic-racial
classification as the parameter. Each group contains 40 college students matchedfor age and
sex. The origin ofall curvesis rational: R, = (.40)-(.10) = .04.(Data from Noble & Vithakamon-
tri, 1975.)

taxa in that graph (p > .20). As a caveat, it should be understood that our
findings cannot be generalized very widely. The data pertain to R, scores
on this particular apparatus achieved by highly selected college stu-
dents, the foreigners among whom maynotbetypical of students in their
native lands. It is just as important to mention qualifications about the
learning deviceas it is about the representativeness ofthe nonindigenous
subjects because we found, in the course of the same project, that aver-
age performance scores (R,, R—) on the Discrimination Reaction Timer
(Figure 10.2) ranked the taxa differently. On that apparatus, the mean
proficiencies of 275 college students classified in five taxa were ranked
thus: (Asiatic Mongoloids) = (American Caucasoids) = (Indo-Dravidian
Caucasoids) > (Amerinds) > (American Negroids). Because of unequal
numbers of cases and incomplete sex matching, we plan to continuethis
project until more comparable data are collected, especially from the
Amerindian population.

Commentary

To close this section, I should like to offer some additional remarks
about the proper interpretation of racial data and the salience of racial
research. Human beings, especially the members of civilized societies,
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have an inveterate tendency to perceive simple hierarchies where none

exist, to assume single dimensions where the variables are multiple and

the interactions complex. The races of mankind, although everywhere

interrelated by some of the same genes, cannot be ordered along a com-

mon scale of values. No particular taxon contains, at least not in manifest

or usable form, the entire range of genotypic variability necessary for the

optimal evolution of our species in all possible habitats. Latent heredi-

tary potential in sufficient quantity may exist in every one of the geo-

graphical and local races, but such a ubiquitous reservoir of genotypic

talent is presently only a theoretical probability (Dobzhansky, 1965;

Ginsburg & Laughlin, 1966). Empirically, our subspecies do differ in

many fundamentaltraits, as I have shown above.

Noris it by chance that the various human taxa have developed dis-

tinctive aptitudes, capacities, and susceptibilities in their respective

ecological niches. Remove an Aleut mariner from his bidarka, the Ona

mother from her portable lean-to, or stalking aborigines from the outback,

then transport them to Metropolis, and a serious maladjustment will be

the probable result. Still, there will eventually evolve an adaptation, for

all are human beings. Population gene pools are complexly organized,

and they are continually adjusting to the flux of local conditions. The

record indicates that morphology and behavior have evolved together

(see Chapter 11 by Darlington), so I am persuaded that there is no true
dichotomy between biology and psychology, only a biopsychological

continuum.

It is in this larger sensethat life scientists should investigate human

nature in all its diverse complexity. To quote Laughlin (1968):

Valid generalizations about “man” should be based upon studies of many groups

representing the entire species, and not wholly or even primarily upon only one

subdivision of it. All human groups, small or large, are informative for scientific

studies, and all are entitled to the benefits of such studies [p. 12]

Disappearing peoples offer a clear case for prompt attention. Each population unit,

whether a deme, tribe, local race, or a more inclusive population system, is a major

evolutionary experiment in human adaptability. It cannot be reduplicated and it will

be forever lost unless recorded and analyzed [p. 16].

Whenwerealize that the Chono and Kalapuya Amerinds, the Norsemen
of West Greenland, the Sadlermiut Eskimos, and the Tasmaniansare no

more, then we begin to understand the urgency as well as the humanity
of a broad-scale approach to the study of H. sapiens.

Sex and Learning Tasks

Sex, like age and race,is a biological factor that interacts with practice
variables in the determination of human performance on psychomotor,
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perceptual, and athletic tasks. Followinga list of a dozen generalizations,
I shall discuss the role of sex in psychomotor tasks, present a few salient
acquisition phenomena,then close the section with a treatmentofcertain
genderinteractions.

Sex Generalizations

Biopsychological research concerning differences between the sexes
relevant to our focus on human learning and performance has not been as
prolific as the studies of age and race. Amongthe major sources of infor-
mation about sex differences are the writings of Baughman and
Dahlstrom (1968), Brovermanet al. (1968), Fleishman (1964), Maccoby
and Jacklin (1974), McGeoch and Irion (1952), Ounsted and Taylor
(1972), Scheinfeld (1965), Singer (1975), Thorndike (1914), Tyler (1965),
and Whipple (1921-1924). Readers mayalso wish to consult related mat-
ters in the essays of this volume by Jensen (Chapter4), Lehrke (Chapter
7), and Shuey (Chapter8). On the basis of those studies and surveys, as
well as my previous discussions of age and race, the following gen-
eralizations may beoffered.

1. Girls and womenare, on the average, moreskillful than boys and
men on such perceptual and psychomotortests as color perception, aim-
ing and dotting, finger dexterity, inverted alphabet printing, and card
sorting.

2. On speededtasks, girls tend to reach their maximum proficiency
earlier in life than boys do; males continue to gain over a longerperiod,
and they typically surpass the ability of females for approximately 50
years.

3. Following puberty boys generally excel in the performanceofath-
letic skills requiring strength and stamina(e.g., throwing, jumping, run-
ning).

4. Olympic records of women for swimming and _track-and-field
events are lower than those of men, and are won by females who are
younger, on the average, than male champions in the same events.

5. On standardized printed achievementtests calling for perceptual
and cognitive skills (e.g., mathematics, science), girls tend to lag behind
boys between the prepubertal and late teen ages; on verbal aptitude
tests, girls begin to excel during adolescence, whereas boys lead in nu-
merical and spatial abilities.

6. Significant sex differences have been found on most of the
psychomotortasks investigated to date; that includes the Seguin Form
Board, the Porteus Maze, and nearly all of the learning devices illus-
trated in Figure 10.2.

7. In some psychomotortasks, sex interacts with the variablesof prac-
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tice, race, and age; e.g., Discrimination Reaction Timer, Mirror Tracer,

Rotary Pursuitmeter, and Selective Mathometer.

8. Sex effects are revealed by differences ininitial proficiency, rates of

gain, and asymptotic levels of performance, but not always within the

same task.
9. Much overlapping of the responsedistributions has been observed,

such that within-sex variances are frequently greater than between-sex

variances.

10. There is no consistent ascendancy of either sex over the other on

all psychomotor tasks; i.e., no warrant exists for using terms like

“superiority” or “inferiority” in an honorific sense.

ll. The roles of heredity, environment, and their covariance are

largely unknown at the present time; e.g., the heritability (h?) of sex

differences in psychomotor skills is, with the exception of spatial vi-

sualization, mostly terra incognita.

12. Not all perceptual, psychomotor, or athletic differences that are

correlated with sex are intrinsically biological; undoubtedly the learning

and execution of skills by males and females are modulated by distinc-

tive social learning, sex-role playing, unequal economic opportunities,

and other culturally conditioned influences (e.g., pejorative labels of

“sissy” or “tomboy).

Earlier in the chapter, I mentioned the paucity of female composers

and conductors. To that curious deficit, which happily is now being miti-

gated, may be addedthe fact that women rarely excel in the creation of

serious drama or epic poetry, although they are outstanding in writing
prose fiction (e.g., Lady Murasaki, Margaret Mitchell) and lyric poetry

(e.g., Sappho, Emily Dickinson). Comparative psychologists, no less than
comparative littérateurs, find such phenomena to be puzzling because
they cannot easily be ascribed to inequities, discrimination, societal ex-
pectations, or mere accident. For further discussions of this problem see
Maccoby and Jacklin (1974), Ounsted and Taylor (1972), and Tyler
(1965).

Therole of sex in psychomotorskills is of practical as well as theoreti-
cal importance. Consider the practical issue. According to the Depart-
ment of Labor, about 99% of the secretarial jobs in the United States are
held by women. Females make up 96% of the typists and 71% of the
office-machine operators. However, only 9%of all physicians and den-
tists, and fewer than 1% of the engineers and construction craftsmen are
women. A person does not have to know much about the psychology of
human performanceto realize that all of these positions entail the acqui-
sition and utilization of behavioral skills that are loaded on the percep-
tual and motor dimensions. Why the dramatic male-female difference in
the labor-pool proportions for these jobs? That information is not avail-
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able to me, but there is considerable anecdotal evidence that American
womenhavebeenthe victimsof “typecasting”for positions in the secre-
tarial, clerical, child-care, nursing, and cosmetology areas. They hold
over 90% of such positions.

Three years ago, the Women’s Bureau of the Labor Department an-
nouncedthat it had launched a campaign to encourage women to break
away from stereotyped “female” positions and train for some of the
higher-salaried careers now dominated by men. Across the land, job
counselors urged girls and women to prepare for such fields as engineer-
ing and the sciences. Positions in systems analysis, computer program-
ming, drafting, and other technical specialties are still growing fast in
1977. If women havethe requisite psychomotoraptitudes and capacities,
they are in line for a financial bonanza during the near future. Do they
possess these traits, and if so will they exploit them? Only the future
will tell.

Some Acquisition Phenomena

Returning now to theoretical issues, let us examine briefly the most
conspicuous laboratory evidenceof the role of sex in psychomotor learn-
ing and performance. Beginning with rotary tracking skills in children,
there are numerous studies documenting the greater average proficiency
of boys over girls (Ammons, 1958; Ammons & Ammons, 1970; Noble,
1968, 1969b, 1974b; Noble et al., 1977). Drawing again from the ar-
chives of this laboratory, I have constructed Figure 10.10 from the unpub-
lished records of 370 right-handed children aged 9-12 years representing
the Caucasoid and Negroid races residing in rural northeast Georgia,
who practiced on the Rotary Pursuitmeter (Figure 10.2) in our Mobile
Laboratory for 50 trials. Matching the boys andgirls separately for race,
age, and conditions of practice, as described earlier, I grouped the time-
on-target scores of these two cohorts (n = 185 cases per sex) into five
10-trial blocks of training. Figure 10.10 presents their acquisition data in
terms of both mean time (Ry) and mean percent (R«) targeting scores as
a function of the numberof successive practice blocks (N). Clearly, the
average curve for the males exceeds that of the females, and the two
sexes appearto be diverging with continued training. A 5 x 2 analysis of
variance on the Ry, scores of the two groups confirmed our preexper-
imental hypothesis with significant main effects of practice (p < .001)
and sex (p< .01) as well as a significant practice X sex interaction
(p < .001). I conclude that the boys, on the average, are initially more
skillful than the girls, are acquiring proficiency at a faster rate, and are
probably approaching a higherfinal level of performance underthese
conditions. This statement may be generalized to right-handed children
of both races within the 9-12 year age range, and it applies to practice
with either the preferred or the nonpreferred hand (Noble, 1974b; Noble
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Figure 10.10. Acquisition curves of mean time on target (Ry) and mean percentage

time on target (R%) in rotary pursuit as functions of successive practice blocks (N), with sex

as the parameter. Each group contains 185 grade school children matchedfor race, age, and

practice conditions. (Data from Noble, unpublished.)

et al., 1977). Before leaving the children I might note that Ammons and
Ammons(1970), in their extensive investigations of tracking skill, have

not observedlarge sex differences on the rotor below the third grade. After

then, however, the gap widens and gender becomes complicated with

aging. ““Sex-related variables are of sufficient magnitude that we must
control for sex of subject in most rotary pursuit studies (1970: 213).”

At the adult level, there is equally solid evidence that males surpass

females in pursuit tracking ability (Ammons & Ammons, 1970; Bilodeau
& Bilodeau, 1961; Huang & Payne, 1975; Noble, 1968, 1970a, 1974b;

Noble et al., 1977; Wilkerson, Noble, & Skelley, 1975). Indeed, this
masculine ascendancy with respect to the simple, rhythmic, eye—hand
skill ofkeeping a lightweight, hinged, metal cursor in steady contact with
a rotating, dime-sized, silver disc extends well into middle adulthood.

For a group of 500 Caucasoid college students in the age range from 17 to
41 years, I found (Noble, 1970a) that the 256 menin the project were not

only more accurate, on the average, but also less variable than the 244
women during a session of 100 trials, defined in our standard units of
work:rest cycles (20 sec. working, 10 sec. resting). The acquisition curves
of both sexes were highly predictable from Equation (3) (average

fit = 99.76%), and every source of variability except age was significant
(p < .001). In short, I found that practice, sex, and their interaction are al]
potent factors in this common old laboratory task on which humanskill is
so strongly determined by inheritance. A discussion of the implications of
this experiment for the theory of psychomotor skills is provided
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elsewhere (Noble, 1970a). In addition, readers may be willing to record
yet another “plus” for Hull’s (1943, 1952) general theory of learning and
performance,and specifically for his viewpoint about the parametric role
of group differences in a mathematical treatment of behavior (see also
Figure 10.4 and associated text). In point of fact, the subjects’ initial
ability, rate of acquisition, and asymptotic proficiency were all positively
related in these data.

Next, I should like to examine studies of gender differences in perfor-
mance on the Discrimination Reaction Timer(Figure 10.2). The first of
these experiments (Noble, Baker, & Jones, 1964) has already been sum-
marized. Suffice it to reinforce the point that Equation (3) was an excel-
lent predictive modelfor 30 different acquisition functions (n = 20 cases
each) representing the average speed with which Caucasoid youngsters,
adults, and oldsters from 8 to 87 years old made complex, color-spatial
discriminations and correct multiple-choice reactions. The overall mean
predictability of Equation (3) was 97.98%. For 300 males in the project,
the average fit was 97.91%; for 300 females, it was 98.05%. Here, as in
Figure 10.5, we encounter further substantiation of Hull’s theory. Nor
does the evidence end there. Four other investigations of the role of sex
in the acquisition of skill on the Discrimination Reaction Timer,all with
different experimental designs, have produced confirmatory results in
college students varying in sex, race, or personality (Noble & Hays, 1966:
Noble & Kalivoda, 1977; Noble & Skelley, 1976; Noble & Vithakamontri,
1975). Two of these projects, undertaken in collaboration with Mrs.
Diane M. Kalivoda and Mrs. Cherie S. Skelley, extended our con-
ventional 320-trial practice session under nonspecific instructions to at
least 960 trials within four consecutive days of training.'* In Figure 10.11
I have combinedthe response speed (R,) scores of 45 men and 45 women
from one experiment (Noble & Kalivoda, 1977) with the R, scores of 40

‘4 Proficiency on the Discrimination Reaction Timer as measured by speed of response
(R,) is importantly related to the nature of the instructions. For a given age, race, and sex

group, nonspecific instructions make the task more difficult than standard AAF instructions
(Melton, 1947) because they do not reveal the relation between the red and green lights.
When subjects have to discover the solution for themselves (e.g., Noble, 1969b; Noble &
Hays, 1966; Noble & Kalivoda, 1977; Noble & Skelley, 1976; Noble & Vithakamontri,
1975), their R, scores are significantly lower than those of comparable subjects who have
been given explicit color-spatial directions (e.g., Noble, Baker, & Jones, 1964). I have now
cited considerable evidence of the importance of age and sex in discrimination reaction.
Race is a crucial factor too, especially undernonspecific instructions. Aptitude (k) as well as
capacity (M + T) differences were found in an experiment in which 106 Caucasoid and 106
Negroid children were compared over 160 trials (Noble, 1969b). Although both groups
were well matched at the outset of training, the Caucasoids gained skill more rapidly than
the Negroids and reached a higher level of proficiency (p < .01). Both acquisition curves
were exponential, with an average of 96.52% of the variance in speed scores accounted for
by Equation (3). All these results are consistent with the theory presented on page 362.
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Figure 10.11. Acquisition curves of mean response speed (R,) in discrimination reac-

tion as functions of successive practice blocks (N), with sex as the parameter. Each group

contains 85 Caucasoid college students of comparable ages. (Data from Noble & Kalivoda,

1977; Noble & Skelley, 1976.)

men and 40 womenfrom the other experiment (Noble & Skelley, 1976) to

produce a pair of mean acquisition curves (R;) representing the com-

parative proficiency of 170 adult Caucasoid subjects (n = 85 per sex
group) practicing for 16 blocks of 60 trials each (N). The modal age in
both studies was 19 years. From 4 X 2 analyses of variance applied to the
data arranged in days X sex or blocks X sex matrices, one may conclude

briefly that both main effects and the practice x sex interaction are gen-
erally significant (p <.05). From Figure 10.11 it is apparent that the
males began Day 1 with speedier reactions than the females, and they
continuedto increase their proficiency at a faster rate. By the end of Day
4 the womenstarted to level off whereas the men werestill gaining.

Analyses of error scores (R—) failed to detect any main effect of sex

(p >.05), but both groups eliminated their incorrect responses at
significantly rapid rates (p <.001). The comparability of R— scores be-
tween males and females suggests that they were well matched in aver-

age cognitive ability. As Kalivoda, Skelley, and I interpret our results,
the sexes differed essentially in factors of spatial-visualization aptitude

and motor-speed capacity, not general intelligence (IQ). In fact, the

mean IQs of the men and women, based on the majority's Scholastic
Aptitude Test scores, were notsignificantly different (p > .10).
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Gender Interactions with Age, Race, and Practice

Genetic and hormonal variables seem to be implicated in the forego-
ing experiments on sex differences in complex spatial perception and
choice reaction. Research by a number of specialists (Bock &
Kolakowski, 1973; Brovermanet al., 1968; Hartlage, 1970; Loehlin et al.,
1975; Maccoby & Jacklin, 1974; Ounsted & Taylor, 1972) indicates that
the ability of people to visualize spatial relations and to “manipulate”
visual images symbolically is influenced by an X-linked major gene.
Bock and Kolakowski (1973) gave atest of spatial relationsto parents and
children in a sample of 167 Midwestern families (predominantly
Caucasoid). Correlation of age-corrected data among the family members
identified by sex revealed the expected cross-sex, parent-child pattem
for a recessive sex-linked gene. The results showed a consistent sex dif-
ference favoring boys and men,as is generally foundfor tests of spatial
ability (Vandenberg, 1968, 1971; see also Osbome, Chapter 6). Statistical
analyses of 296 families tested on similar items enabled Bock and
Kolakowski to reject an autosomal polygenic modelfor the inheritance of
spatial ability; i-e., a theory of multiple-gene determination.

That kind of non-X chromosometheory has been useful in accounting
tor verbal ability and for general intelligence. But these newerfindings
point to a single gene locus on the X chromosome. Since the gene-
enhancing spatial ability is recessive, and because females inherit XX,
this perceptual skill will appear in women only if both chromosomes
bearthe alleles.'° If they do not, then the phenotypic trait will be that of
the dominant allele. Males inherit XY, and their Y chromosomescarry no
dominating alleles. Hence, one recessive allele in a male is enough to
provide spatial competence. In other words, females have to inherit these
recessive genes from both parents in order to manifest good spatial abil-
ity. Males inherit them only from their mothers, and that accounts for their
greater average proficiency on such tests. As shown in Table 10.7, the
pattern of parent-child correlations (r) is quite different for sex-limited
and sex-linked traits. To form a quick background, take the case of gen-
eral intelligence. For IQ, based on nearly 1000 cases (Tyler, 1965), the
correlations of fathers with children and mothers with children are prac-
tically identical: r = .49. Table 10.7 indicates the samething for physical
stature; the values of rms ~ ma = tq = Ts = .50. Height is a sex-limited
trait, and so is IQ. Parent-child correlation coefficients around .50 are
consistent with an autosomal theory of inheritance (Jensen, 1973). For
serum immunoglobulin concentration, however, Table 10.7 exhibits ob-
vious inequalities. The r values in the middle row are such that rms > Mma
and rjq > rss. A similar pattern is found for spatial relations ability in the

' In genetics, alternative forms of a gene occurring at a single gene-locus on a chromo-
some are knownasalleles or allelomorphs (see Stern, 1973).
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TABLE 10.7

Parent-Child Correlations for Sex-Limited and Sex-Linked Traits*
a

 

Correlations?

Trait Numberof

measured families Its Tta Tms Tma

Sex-limited

Physical stature > 1000 ol ol AY Ol

Sex-linked

Serum immunoglobulin concentration 64 10 Ol 36 19

Spatial relations ability 296 11 28 25 14

 

“ Adapted from Bock & Kolakowski, 1973.

of = father, s = son, m = mother, d = daughter.

bottom row. The latter two traits are both sex-linked. These data are
inconsistent with the polygenic model. Instead, they point to recessive

X-linked inheritance.

In discussing some research on cross-cultural differences in spatial

perception between primitive Mongoloids and Negroids, wherein it was

found that the former greatly exceeded the abilities of the latter, by

behaving like European Caucasoids, Loehlin et al. (1975) entertain (but
not seriously) the notion that the spatial-visualizing gene of Bock and
Kolakowski might have a lower incidence in African than in European or
Asiatic populations. They conclude that “ethnic group and socioeco-

nomic status are separate but correlated variables, that both crosscut the
heredity—environment distinction, and that ability differences among
existing groups can rarely be unambiguouslyattributed to genetic or
environmental differences between them (Loehlin et al., 1975: 195).”’ I
wonder, though, whether our own Discrimination Reaction Timer exper-
iments that involved Caucasoid and Negroid children (Noble, 1969b)
and Caucasoid, Negroid, and Mongoloid adults (Noble & Vithakamontri,
1975) do not revive the biopsychological stratagem, albeit on another
front. For instance, the largest mean differences between the sexes in
proficiency (R—) that Miss Vithakamontri and I recorded on that ap-

paratus were for American Negroids and Indo-Dravidian Caucasoids.
The mean sex differences were smallest for American Caucasoids and
Asiatic Mongoloids. The first two taxa had the darkest pigmented
epidermisof all our subjects; the last two had the lightest skins. Now,the
Rivers—Pollack fundus-pigmentation hypothesis may apply here because
a high correlation exists between those two melanin systems of the body.
Alternatively, it may be that the comparatively low proficiency (high R—-
scores) and high sex-differential of the Afro-Americans and Indo-
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Dravidians is deducible from genetic theory on the assumption ofa sex-
linked recessive trait being involved in discrimination-reaction perfor-
mance. Other hints of possible X-linkage in spatial ability can be found
in the work of Baughman and Dahlstrom (1968), Porteus (see Table 10.6),
and Tenopyr (1967). In reference to Figure 10.9, perhaps it is worth
repeating that the rank orderof proficiency (R,) scores of the fourtaxa on
the Selective Mathometerwas not the same as the rankings by speed (R,)
or error (R—) scores on the Discrimination Reaction Timer.It is the latter
that calls for color-spatial perceptions and quadruple-choice disjunctive
reactions, and that is why the data are of such singular appeal. We hope to
return to this problem in the laboratory.

Fleishman (1960) found two task-specific factors involved in learned
performance on the Rotary Pursuitmeter, one of which may be genetic
(Noble, 1970a). Based on studies of MZ and DZ twins, as we have
already learned,the heritability of pursuit tracking is close to 90%, about
the same as the genetic determination ofphysicalstature. It also happens
that the heritability of the preferred (right) handis greater than that of the
nonpreferred(left) hand (Vandenberg, 1966).'* However, these data come
mainly from Caucasoid males and small samples. Little is known about
tracking heritabilities for other races, or for Caucasoid females. The
heritability of choice-reaction tasks is quite high, but lowerthan that of
tracking tasks. There are also significant h? values for hand steadiness,
speed drill, card sorting, and spool packing, as mentioned above. The
average of all these psychomotorheritabilities is 62%. For spatial ability
the h* is greater among males (75%) than among females(32%), a fact that
Bock and Vandenberg gleaned from 187 twin pairs using the Differential
Aptitude Tests (Vandenberg, 1968). Psychology urgently needs a sys-
tematist to put this whole domain into proper order. More functionalistic
studies of large scope will undoubtedly be required, but there are
numerous phenomenaalready established that are potentially suscepti-
ble to theoretical integration. The challengeis great.

Several genderinteractions with age, race, and practice have already
surfaced in the preceding sections, so I should like to terminate this final
discourse on sex and learning with a treatment of the eximious research
being conducted by Payne and his colleagues (Huang & Payne, 1975:
McCaffrey & Payne, 1977; Payne & Huang, 1977; Zegoib & Payne, 1977)
on the subtle interactions among age, sex, task factors, practice distribu-

'® According to a recent survey (Hicks & Kinsbourne, 1976), about 90% of humansare
right-handed. There is convincing direct as well as indirect evidence for the inheritance of
handedness whereasthe case for learning is weak. Some studies reveal correlations between
either left-handedness or cross-dominance (mixed-handedness) and such pathologies as
mental retardation, epilepsy, cerebral palsy, aphasia, and apraxia. However, these reports
may suffer from sampling bias. Large, unselected numbers of subjects (n > 7900) in Britain
and the USA do not exhibit symptoms of greater impairment amongleft-handers.
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tion, and reminiscence. The latter term may be unfamiliar to some

readers. Reminiscence is merely a gain in proficiency without practice.

When subjects perform trial after trial on some psychomotorlearning task

without any scheduledrest periods, and are then given a short break, say

midway through the training session, their mean scores on the very next

trial will usually exhibit a marked improvement. The nameforthe condi-

tion of unrelieved work preceding the break is massed practice; if rests

are interpolated between the work periodsit is called distributed prac-

tice. There is a sense, therefore, in which reminiscence and trial spacing

are related. In order for reminiscence to be measured in an experimental

group of subjects, there is ordinarily provided a massed practice control

group against whose performance we compare the experimental group's

postrest trial scores. Reminiscence effects (the measured gains) are most

prominent in tasks demanding continuous attending and responding

(e.g., Rotary Pursuitmeter on a 30:0 cycle); the effects are least often

observed with discrete responding apparatus (e.g., Complex Coor-

dinator, Discrimination Reaction Timer, Selective Mathometer).'”

The theoretical importance of this concept derives from its role in

testing Hull’s (1943) hypothesis of reactive inhibition, symbolized I,.

Simply put, Hull speculated that a decremental process cumulatesin the

organism as a positive function of working and a negative function of
resting. The phenomenon of reminiscence also manifests bilateral

transferof skill (e.g., from the right to the left hand), suggesting that the
locus of the work decrement lies in the central nervous system rather

than in the peripheral nervous system orin specific effector mechanisms.

In connection with Hull’s (1945, 1952) doctrine of individual and
group differences, I mentioned that extensions of his theory in that do-
main could be made to intervening variables other than habit (H). As I
interpret Payne's work,he is achieving that for Hull’s1,. One basic ques-
tion he has asked is whether males and females reminisce alike. Another
is concerned with the role of age; are reminiscence gains different in
boys and men,girls and women? Still another questionis raised about the
nature and influenceoftask factors; e.g., whether they interact with sex or
age, or both.

Briefly, what Payne’s team has discovered about sex is that the pro-

clivities to reminiscence “‘shift from one sex to the otheracross pubertal
years (Payne & Huang, 1977, p. 31). Experiments on preadolescent

children employing the Mirror Tracer and the Rotary Pursuitmeter(Fig-
ure 10.2) show that boys reminisce more than girls (Zegoib & Payne,
1977), whereas experiments on young adults using the same two ap-

'™ In several experiments on the Selective Mathometer (Noble, 1968, 1969a) we have

observedsignificant effects due to practice distribution, but no reminiscence has appeared
yet. Unlike rotary pursuit, selective learning is a discontinuous, discrete-respondingtask.
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paratus indicate that men reminisce less than women (Huang & Payne,
1975; Payne & Huang, 1977). Thus, sex dominance in those postrest
gains of skill we call reminiscence undergoes a reversal with biological
maturation. Payne theorizes that this reversal comes about because the
two sexes release I, at different rates from one developmental stage to
another. Hence, the dominant sex should enjoy the greater advantage
from having practice distributed. This prediction was given marginal
support with prepubescent subjects (Zegoib & Payne, 1977) as well as
strong support with postpubescent subjects (McCaffrey & Payne, 1977).
Adults of the two sexes performed mirror tracing about the same under
massed practice, but females surpassed males when practice wasdistrib-
uted, an unusual result indeed.'* The complicating problem oftask dif-
ferences is indicated by the finding that sex effects do not appear with
inverted alphabetprinting but do so consistently, depending on the sub-
jects’ ontogenetic phase, with mirror tracing and rotary pursuit. I venture
to predict that sex differences in reminiscence will also fail to occur on
the Complex Coordinator, the Discrimination Reaction Timer, the Man-
ual Lever, the Selective Mathometer, the Star Discrimeter, and the Rud-
der Control (Figure 10.2). To suggest these dimensional limitations in no
way detracts from the theoretical interest of Payne’s research. Quite the
contrary, he is doing for J, what Logan did for K or Grice for L (see
footnote 8). Besides, my forecast could be wrong.

THEORY OF SKILL ACQUISITION

In the modest conceptual scheme to follow I shall employ the terms
habit, learning, and association as equivalent theoretical notions. The
term acquisition, by contrast, is an empirical notion. Skill and its
synonyms(proficiency, ability, performance, etc.) have been delineated
earlier in the chapter in conjunction with psychomotor, perceptual, and
athletic behavior. The theory to be outlined, therefore, is primarily
oriented to the attainment of proficiency by healthy human organisms
performing on nonverbal psychomotor tasks. Although it need not be
limited to H. sapiens or to the domain of psychomotorbehavior, that is my
present focus. This miniature theory, moreover, is an effort to explain in
symbolic language how “habit formation,”or the “growth of learning,” or

'’The outcome was unexpected because numerous investigations of massed versus
distributed practice using adults on the Rotary Pursuitmeter have indicated that men are
significantly more proficient than women over a wide range of work:rest cycles (Noble,
1970a, 1974b; Wilkerson, Noble, & Skelley, 1975). Perhaps the Mirror Tracer’s linear pur-
suit tracking properties makeit distinctive as compared with rotary pursuit tracking. Task

factors are emerging more often today as significant sources of interaction variance in
studies of organismic variables.
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the “developmentof associations” may be used to account for the observ-

able acquisition of skill by normal people of either sex andall subspecies

throughout the life span.

As a conceptual schemeof deliberately limited scope, the learning

system adumbrated here should not be mistaken for a general behavior

theory in the Hullian or Spencean mode (Hull, 1943, 1952; Spence, 1956,

1960). The theory is petite rather than grande. Nor should my expository

interest in this elementary deductive system be regarded as mirroring a

belief in its uniqueness. Alternative postulate sets are well known in

logic and science. Howeverradically such models in psychology may

appearto differ, if they yield the same logical structures (and therefore

the same empirical behavior theorems) then they are formally equiva-

lent. Idiosyncratic notations are, in principle, eliminable. What follows

now, with attempted greater concision, is an embodiment of methodol-

ogy, experimentation, and theory presented elsewhere (Noble, 1966a,

1966b, 1969a, 1970b, 1972, 1975, 1976a, 1976b, 1977a).

Speculation

I should like to begin with a set of seven definitions. These are pre-

sented in Table 10.8. Let us assume that a hypothetical S—R relation, or

habit (H) connection, of the instrumental type exists in an idealized

human subject at the beginning of the learning experiment. Assume

further that this nonzero associative tendency is weak because of such

TABLE 10.8

Definitions of Concepts in the Theory

D1 N = ordinal numberof reinforced practice trials (or uniform time periods);

regarded as the major experimentally manipulated independentvariable.

D2 R = empirical response scores measured in units of time, amplitude, or

frequency; regarded as the major class of dependent variables.

D3 H,, = hypothetical variable quantity denoting the habit strength of an ideal

subject after N trials (or time periods); H, ranges from 0 to 1.

D4 M = constant multiplying factor that converts H to the empirically measured

scale of R; regarded as the maximum proficiency attainable by the subject

under prevailing experimental conditions.

D5 T = empirical additive (or subtractive) constantof transfer of training, measured

in units of R; regarded as jointly determined by past experience and

hereditary factors.
D6 p = hypothetical amountof resistance to the formation of an S-R association,

ranging from 0 to 1; p is a reaction threshold.

D7 k = hypothetical rate parameter goveming the decayof p; related to organismic

factors such as aptitude, sex, race, and age of the subject.

“ Adapted from Noble, 1970b.
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contingencies as inadequate training or transfer, interference from in-
compatible habits, low genetic aptitude, or other characteristics of the
organism that produce an inertial resistance in the learning process. !9
The neteffect of these initial and boundary conditions may be concep-
tualized as combining in some unspecified manner to produce marked

'’ As I have suggested elsewhere (Noble, 1970b, 1972, 1976b, 1977a), habits and
memories are congruent processes of adaptation that are intimately related to general intel-
ligence (g). To learn is to acquire one or more permanent reaction tendencies through
reinforced practice; to rememberis to activate one or more of those memoriesata later time
by meansof recall or recognition tests. All of this is cognitive behavior, whetherit be
psychomotorskills, verbal associations, or problem solutions. Not surprisingly, proficiency
in such tasks is positively correlated with IQ (Allison, 1960; Carver & DuBois, 1967; Dis-
tefano, Ellis, & Sloan, 1958; Duncanson, 1964; Ellis, Barnett, & Pryer, 1957; Ellis, Pryer, &
Bamett, 1960; Ellis & Sloan, 1957; Francis & Rarick, 1959; Glaser, 1967; Grice, 1955;
Jensen, 1963, 1972, 1973; Noble, 1972; Noble & Artley, 1977; Noble, Buie & Wilkerson,
1977; Noble & Kalivoda, 1977; Sloan, 1951; Stake, 1961; Wright & Hearn, 1964). A more
viable alternative to the popular doctrine (McGeoch & Irion, 1952; Tyler, 1965; Woodrow,
1946) that learning andintelligence are practically orthogonal is the hypothesis of common-
ality among diverse cognitive processes. My ownversion ofthis hypothesis (Noble, 1972) is
that a theoretical monotonic relationship exists between Hull’s H and Spearman’s g. More
precisely, g is some positive function of the aptitude parameter k in Equation 3 and Table
10.8. If the other variables of the exponential formula(i.e., M, T) are held constant, then for
unselected heterogeneous subjects training on complex tasks, significant correlations (r)
should appear between their mean acquisition rates and their mean intelligence quotients.
The magnitudes of r would vary, of course, with task complexity (Jensen, 1972, 1973).
Empirically, this implies that uniform practice conditions would produce differentialrates
and levels of psychomotorskill in groups of subjects stratified by IQ but matchedin initial
proficiency. Because of their probabilistic (multiple-choice) nature, selective learning de-
vices are the most appropriate test situations. When such apparatus have been used (Jensen,
Collins, & Vreeland, 1962; Noble, 1966a, 1969a) the outcomes were as predicted (Jensen,
1963; Noble & Artley, 1977). Memories, as habits, are stable intellectual dispositions that
persist over time and provide the capability of responding appropriately to subsequent
stimulation; i.e., with accuracy, promptness, and vigor. The hypothesis of habit-memory
kinship is consistent with a variety of observations in the basic and applied behavioral
sciences, but the relation between original cognition and re-cognition is not that of iden-
tity. For example, there may be minimalvaluesthat our associations must exceedin orderto
be memorable (Noble, 1976b, 1977a). For another, the defining operations for acquisition
and retention are distinctive, albeit intermingled in most experiments (McGeoch & Irion,
1952). Finally, there are the effects of age to consider. Examination of the relevant evidence
from Caucasoid populations (Pakkenberg & Voigt, 1964; Vierordt, 1890) indicates non-
monotonic alterations in brain weight from birth to nearly 90 years of age that closely
parallel the perceptual, athletic, and psychomotor changesalready reviewed (e.g., Birren,
1964; Miles, 1933; Noble, Baker, & Jones, 1964; Welford, 1958; Welford & Birren, 1965).
The mainbiological basesof the rise and decline of brain weight with time are (a) growth of
neuronsin size, increase of glia cells, and myelination of fibers up to about 20 years ofage;
and (b) atrophy afterward due to loss or disruption of protein molecules and the accumula-
tion of abnormal products in cells and tissues. Between 20 and 90 years of age approxi-
mately 50,000 neuronsdeteriorate daily, producing a loss of several grams per year. Proba-
bly the primary damage is to DNA, thus corrupting the genetic code, but another locus of
aging is the immunological system. The progressive impairmentof middle andgreatageis
more easily detected by complex psychomotor tasks than by cellular assays. Our results in
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opposition of the criterion responseclass (R) to evocation by the relevant

stimulus pattern (S), as required by a given psychomotor task. Having

defined this hypothetical associative inertia in Table 10.8 as varying

along a scale from 0 to 1, assume that H = 1 — p. Now, depending on the

quantitative mannerin which p decreasesas N increases without bound,

it follows that H will grow in the converse manner with N. Suppose

further that H,, approaches a maximum value

M

asa limit. The corollary

of this proposition is that AH, =f{M — Hy}. That is, the finite difference

after N trials would be computed theoretically by subtracting the habit

strength (H) on that particular trial (H,) from the subject's theoretical

maximum value (M); AH, varies as a function of that difference, being

large for small N and decreasinglater.

If we select by analogy the continuous, negatively accelerated decay

function common to many physical and biological processes (from cool-

ing curves and the damping of springs to radioactive emission and con-

denser discharges), then we would postulate that p =e’. Here the ex-

ponential factor (e = 2.718) is the base of the natural system of

logarithms. The quantity e~*’ is a transient function for all phenomenain

which the velocity of change (rate of decrease) is proportional to the

magnitude of whatever remains (to decrease). For instance, atmospheric

pressure is an exponential function of altitude relative to sea level. Me-

teorologically, the rate constant k depends on suchfactors as surface area,

energy, and electrical resistance. Suppose that a physicist has exper-

imental reasons to expect that the rate of heat transfer between a small,

warm object cooling in a large ambient medium is proportional to the

difference in temperature between the object and the medium. This

hypothesis would be represented mathematically by specifying a con-
stant k such that iff(t) denotes the temperature difference at time t, then
d f(t)id t =k f(t). The differential equation when integrated implies that

fit) = Ce*'; hence is the initial difference(i.e., C = f{0}). Since the tem-

perature difference is decreasing, k must be negative. By analogy,

AH « (M — H); i.e., proportional habit increments are assumed.
Returning to the domain of psychomotorskills, I shall argue now that

by adding (or subtracting) the transfer constant T in Table 10.8, we can

stipulate that empirical response scores R will be constituted as follows:

R=M(H)+T (13)

which by substitution is:

R=M(1-p)+T (14)

the Noble-Baker-Jones (1964) experiment provide a clue that aging chiefly affects the M

and T parameters of Equation 3, thereby raising or lowering the asymptotes (M + T) of the
acquisition functions (see Figure 10.6 and Equations 7-12 for a regular decline of capacity

indices). These are some of the considerations that entered into definitions D3 through D7

of Table 10.8.
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and by postulationis:

R=M(1l—e)+T (3)

Equation (14)is offered as the fundamental equationfor the acquisition of
skill in psychomotor learning. The resemblance of Equation (3) to
functions proposed by Hull (1943) and Spence (1956), interalia, is obvi-
ous butits rationale is different. We must now derive it mathematically.I
begin by formalizing the above preliminary assumptionsas explicit pos-
tulates.

Postulates

Ourfirst step is to idealize the variables H, and AH, so that they are
functions of a continuous variable x, where 0 <x < x, rather than of the
discrete variable N, where N=0,1,2,..., indefinitely. The function
must be capable of being differentiated, such that f(x) is defined forall
nonnegative real numbers x, and such that forN = 0, 1,2,. . ., the value
off(N) = H,. If we wereto let g(x) = m — f(x), where m is the asymptotic
value of habit, then g(x) is defined and differentiable for x > 0. Thus for
each nonnegative integer N, g(N) = AH,. Thus if f(x) and g(x) can be
found, the behavior of H, and AH, will be determined. Since we have
assumedthatthe rate of increase ofH, is proportional to AH,,it is reason-
able to imposeit also on f(x) and g(x). Only then can mathematical opera-
tions be carried out with relevance to the empirical situation. The deriva-
tion follows in a series of 16 steps.

Assuming that

R=M(H)+T (13)

postulate the derivative

f'(x) = kg(x) (15)

The difference equation is

g(x) =m — f(x) (16)

hence its derivativeis

g'(x) = —f'(x) (17)

g'(x) = —kg(x) (18)

and

g(x) _ _4 (19)
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Integrating Equation 19, we have

 

| — kdx = | g(x) dx = —kx +c, (20)
g(x)

whose indefinite integral is

loge g(x) = —kx +c, (21)

Taking antilogarithms

a(x) = enheter = ett. enke (22)

wg(x)=c + e**, where c =e". (23)

Since f(x) =m — g(x) by Equation (16), then

f(x)=m-—-c - e*, (24)

If R, denotes the initial proficiency of the subject sample (due to

transfer conditions or organismic characteristics), then R» = R(O) = f(0) =

m —ce®°=m-—c, hence c =m — Ry. Thus,

f(x) =m —(m— Ryje™. (25)

Changing symbols, letx =N,m —Ry=M, and Ryo=T.

Nowsince f(N) = R, for N =0, 1,2, . . . , then we have

R, =m — (m — R,Je*. (26)

Substituting:

R=(M +T)—-(M)e“. (27)

Rearranging:

R=M—-Me'S4+T (28)

and therefore:

R=M(1—-e*%)+T. (3)

Q.E.D.

This must be the form of the equation for H, provided ourinitial

speculationis correct; i.e., provided that the rate of increase ofH, « AH,.

Evidence

Although space limitations do not allow me to present further evi-

dence of data supporting the theory, it has been shownin this chapter and

elsewhere (Noble, 1970b) that Equation (3) is consistent with pooled

acquisition curves from such diverse psychomotortasks as the following
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10: typewriting, complex reaction time, rotary pursuit, discrimination
reaction, star discrimetry, two-hand coordination, mirror tracing, in-
verted alphabetprinting, complex coordination, and compensatory track-
ing. The indices of predictability (goodness of fit), measured in terms of
the vertical deviations of empirical points from the theoretical curves
generated by Equation (3), were all in excess of 95%. On the average,
more than 98% of the variance in the observed mean scores could be
accounted for by Equation (3).

I concludethat the present conceptual system is appropriate, beyond
reasonable doubt, for at least 10 distinctively different human
psychomotorlearning situations, with an average error variance less than
2%. The theory can be extrapolated beyond the class of tracking tasks and
half a dozen other situations to certain studies of age, sex, and race, but
exactly how far it can be generalized is yet to be determined.2° We must
discover the initial and boundary conditions for different psychomotor
skill problems so that the empirical parameters M, k, and T can be
evaluated. Thenit will be possible to test specific implicates of the postu-
late set. The exponential law represented by Equation(3)is explained by
the theory in the logical sense that the law is a deductive consequence of
the theory. However, one should rememberthat the recording of empiri-
cal events cannot prove a theoretical generalization with certainty. But an
explanation, however imperfect, has pragmatic value if it aids scientists
in formulating hypotheses, taking novel observations, performing crucial
experiments, and arranging their facts into a systematic framework.

SUMMARY

The biopsychological factors of age, race, and sex are powerful deter-
minants of psychomotor learning and performance. That is the central
message of this chapter. In review, I have considered the following four
major topics.

The Domain and History of Skills

Three categories of humanskills, ranging from sensoryabilities at one
extreme to motor abilities at the other, were identified: perceptual,

*°Tn several publications (Noble, 1966a, 1968, 1969a, 1974a; Noble, Noble, & Alcock,
1958) we have employeda rational, double-exponential equation to account for R,, acquisi-
tion curves on the Selective Mathometer. Predictability indices calculated from more than
two dozen experimentsin this laboratory average about 98%, roughly the same as Equation
3. The double-exponential model is not refuted by the data or speculations of the present
essay. To the contrary, it is still quite useful for explaining behavior on multiple-choice
learning tasks. Moreover, the availability of rival quantitative formulations is a continuing
heuristic invitation to theoretical integration. In the future we intend to pit these two
models against each other more frequently.
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psychomotor, athletic. Primary emphasis was placed upon research in

the mainstream of psychomotor skills. I defined these behaviors as or-

ganized patterns of neuromuscular activities that are usually sequential

and continuous in form, and that operate under the guidanceofchanging

feedback signals from the learner and the environment. The history of

research in this domain wastraced from the origins of opposing nomothe-

tic and idiographic traditions (Wundt, Galton) through a stage of inde-

pendent development(Cattell, Pearson, Rivers, Spearman, Ebbinghaus)

to the beginnings of eclecticism (Woodworth, Thorndike), thence to the

evolution of the modern synthesis (Woodrow, Hull, Melton). On the syn-

thetic view, as outlined by Hull, individual and group differences affect

the values of parameters used in quantitative descriptions of general

trends in learned behavior, but not the mathematical forms of the equa-

tions. If true, the integration of differential—correlational psychology with

general—experimental psychology would befacilitated.

Analysis of Skills

Rather than being simple reflections ofa single, underlying aptitude or

capacity, human skills appear to be complex and multifaceted. The tech-

nique of factor analysis, shorn of certain procedural andinterpretive er-

rors, has revealed at least ten psychomotor factors. None can properly be

called “general.” Some typical laboratory learning devices (or apparatus

tests) were described, all of which have high reliability and validity.

Twelve perceptual and nine athletic skill factors were also listed, yet no

“common” factor is identifiable in either category. The meaning of

heritability was critically examined andits limitiations noted. Myoverall

conclusion about the acquisition of skills was that innate aptitudes and

capacities as well as efficient practice conditions are jointly necessary for

competent performance.

Interactions of Organismic Factors and Practice Variables

Following a nontechnical introduction to the statistical analysis of

variance in experimental studies of psychomotorskills, a test of Hull’s

theory was applied to the learning of pursuit tracking by homogeneous

groups of subjects varying in initial ability. The test supported the

theory, revealing similar acquisition equations and significant effects of

practice, aptitude, and their interaction.
Attention was then directed specifically to the variables of age, race,

and sex. In each case, a number of empirical generalizations, acquisition

phenomena, and practice interactions were presented. Age trends usu-

ally turned out to be nonmonotonic, with a fast ascent of proficiency up to

the late teens followed by a slow descent into the middle and advanced
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ages. Racial differences were pervasive, but there was no consistent
hierarchy of the human subspecies in psychomotorperformance. A spe-
cial effort was made to convey the objective, biological meaningofrace.
As for sex, males tended to excel on sometasks and females on other
tasks.

All of these organismic variables interacted mutually in certain situa-
tions, and generally with practice variables as well. Despite significant
average differences in performance attributable to age, race, or sex, there
was much overlapping of the various taxa in the experiments reported.
Therole of genetic factors in most of these investigations appeared to be
substantial. For instance, in several well-controlled and sizable studies of
subspecies’ performance, there was unequivocal evidence that the aver-
age psychomotor behavior of hybrid taxa occupied positions inter-
mediate to those of more homogeneoustaxa at the extremes. In some
investigations, however, alternative hypotheses may be entertained. A
few of the possibilities were cited in conjunction with the phenomena of
age, race, and sex.

A Theory of Skill Acquisition

Finally, a deductive theory of limited scope was proposed to account
for the learning process in healthy people ofeither sex and all subspecies
throughoutthe life span. The core assumptionsare that the strengthening
of habits (H), which are congruent to memories, must overcome aniner-
tial associative resistance (p) in the course of numerous reinforced prac-
tice trials (N) in order to produce responses (R) to task stimuli (S$) with
accuracy, promptness, and vigor. The resulting exponential formula has
the capability of explaining a variety of skill acquisition phenomena with
an average predictability of 98%. The form of the law derived from the
theory is, to a first approximation, invariant with respect to organismic
factors. These parameters appear as numerical constants in the rational
equation thus generated. What is needed now,I suggested,is rigorous
experimental testing of the system’s implicates.

In closing, I should like to express the hope that this essay may have
contributed to the intellectual confederation of the psychology of indi-
vidual and group differences with the psychology of learning and per-
formance.
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Epilogue: The Evolution and Variation

of Human Intelligence

C. D. DARLINGTON

Oxford University, England

Our present understanding of human variation springs from many

sources. One wefind in Darwin’s observations of men and animalsall

over the world. Anotheris the theory of selection he based onhis studies

not of man but of what men have done in domesticating plants and

animals. Another wefind in the work that grew out of Galton’s confident,

almost obsessive belief in his powers of measuring even immeasurable

properties of living things.

A widely different kind of inquiry has led us forward from the exper-

iments of Mendel, the observations of chromosomes by microscopists,

and the inspired conjectures on their evolution by Weismann. Manyut-

terly different lines of inquiry have related those chromosomes to the

action of hormones,the differentiation of the sexes, and the development

of the brain. All these independent pursuits of understanding are

brought together in the present volume, some of them perhaps more

closely than even their exponents recognize. For there is no aspect of our
fast-developing knowledge of man’s history and origins that does not
concern his variation in intelligence.
The focus of this book is inevitably the great development of Galton’s

idea of the measurementofintelligence. Our starting point has to be the
success of the methodsof testing intelligence and their use in measuring

the educability of individual Europeans and their capacity for useful
employment in the Europeantypeofsociety, loosely stratified as it is in

occupational classes. In achieving this strictly practical end, however,

intelligence testing has thrown to us an intellectual bonanza that turns
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us back to the deepest problemsthat puzzled the four precursors whose
names I have mentioned.
The reasons for this scarcely expected gift are that European society

has common evolutionary origins. It is a complex population but
homogeneous enough to demonstrate characteristic statistical properties
of heredity and variation in the whole range of what is today physically
and physiologically measurable, including the properties of intelligence.
Within the genetic continuum in space and time represented by Euro-

pean types of society, over a period of 70 years, investigators have dis-
covered the normalcurvesofvariation, the distinction between small and
large gene discontinuities and whole chromosome defects, the correla-
tions between kindred,the regular differentiation of the sexes, the greater
variability of the heterozygous sex, that is, of the male rather than the
female, and even the greater genetic discordance between the females
than between the males among one-egg twins.
These refinements of analysis demand an assumption of a dominance

of heredity over the environment that the analysts themselves have
scarcely been prepared to make. When we look back at wider issues,
however, we see whythis is so. Throughout the evolution of the verte-
brates, from the lancelet and the lamprey to man,there has been, as we
have long known,a selection favoring the enlargementof the cerebral
cortex. The enlargement has proceeded in jumps but with a direction that
has persisted and seems never to have been reversed.
Such directional changes are quite conspicuousfeatures of animal evo-

lution (Simpson, 1951). They are due, in my opinion, as I explained in
The Evolution of Man and Society (Darlington, 1971), not to any mys-
terious process butto natural selection operating undera novel principle,
namely, that many genetic mutations, such as the lengtheningofa horse’s
foot, inherently change the environment in which the animal lives. This
is above all true of improvements in the memorizing, associating, and
coordinating abilities of the brain. The development of human intelli-
gence has, by its inventions, inherently improved the environments in
which men have lived and to which they have had to adapt themselves.
Every advance has positively fed back to favor further changes in the
same general direction.
Darwin was well aware of the difficulty of separating heredity and

environment in evolution. But his successors (often known as neo-
Darwinians), dominated by the experimental methods of genetics, have
attemptedto enforce anartificial distinction between heredity and envi-
ronmentthat doesnot exist for populations living and breedingin nature.
The environment, for example, to which human populations adapt them-
selves is a social, cultural, and, indeed, genetic environmentthat they
themselves, by their innovations, emotional and intellectual as well as
material and mechanical, are continually changing. All men and every
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group of men have their own inherent characteristic differential

environments.

At acertain point in evolution, a bifurcation occurred. As a result of a

trivial mutation, or a shift of chromosome numberfrom 48 to 46, or more

probably both, our commonancestral stock split. Men, who becamesub-

ject to this cultural and intellectual feedback, left behind the apes, who

were shelved forever at a manifestly unchanging mental level.

For the last step in the evolutionary development of man’s intelligence

and his genetic environment we have nowthehistorical evidence of the

invention of agriculture and the growth of civilization. Are we then jus-

tified in supposing that European civilization and the culture it has

created, and thetests that are derived from it, are measures of all human

potentialities? Certainly not. But we are justified in asking, as many

investigators have asked, just how far they take us in understanding the

whole of human variation and human evolution.

Look first at the grounds for hesitation. In directed evolution, as we

have seen, bifurcations occur. Blind alleys are reached. Success may

bring its own downfall. We do not need to look far for groundsfor this

kind of misgiving. The European’s failure to respect nature, his own

environment, and other men’s environments are obvious enough,as are

the overwhelming consequences of this failure for the future of all

mankind.
The European shareshis failures, to be sure, with the more primitive

people of Africa and India, but the evil results of the work of the Euro-

pean are magnified by his power. His responsibility is vastly greater

since he is in a position to know better: He cannot claim, as others may,

the excuses of either superstition or disease. He maytherefore reflect on

the proposition that the ability to understand nature and to protect post-

erity and our fellow men is a measure ofhis intelligence.

Again, looking around the world, we see that the Chinese and the

Japanese are comparable with Europeans not only when measuredindi-

vidually andstatistically by our intelligence tests but also when judged

by their professional activity, social history, cultural achievement, and

political organization. To all these, there is another kind of test to be

added: that of success as an immigrant minority.
Wherever they have gone abroad, these Mongoloids have lived under

social and political disadvantages from which Caucasoids have rarely

had to suffer. They have endured unfavorable racial discrimination. The

Chinese in Southeast Asia have been repeatedly expelled or massacred.

Indeed, their experience has been closely parallel with that of the Arme-

nians and Greeks in Turkey and the Jews in Europe,particularly Eastern

Europe. It has not been unlike that of the Indo-Dravidians in Africa. The

reason for this discrimination and suffering has been in all cases the

same. The immigrant minorities have been economically successful.
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What has given them this success? At first sight, it would seem to be
simply their superior ability to assimilate and to exploit Europeancivili-
zation by a Europeantype of intelligence. But when welook furtherat all
the circumstancesin such cases, we see that these intelligent people owe
their success to many othersocial qualities that are not, and cannotbe,
measured merely bythe processofintelligencetesting. Long-range qual-
ities of adaptability and foresight are evidently correlated with those
short-range properties that can be quickly assessed. Noris this surprising
since (if we understand the lessons of Lorenz) a large part of human
evolution has consisted in the progressive subordination of instinctive to
rational processes, a subordination that has demandeda continual exten-
sion of the period of education and a continual readjustmentofthe rela-
tions of the individual to society. All these changes are seen developing
in a well-documentedhistory of civilized societies.

Conversely, they are seen not developing in primitive and peripheral
societies cut off from the continual stimulus of invention of pottery and
the wheel, of writing, of metallurgy and of engineering, all of them feed-
ing back to favor the evolutionary selection of new mental abilities.
These developments we can see from the course of our own history.

Even in the last 500 years, understanding of cause and effect has influ-
encedthe taking of evidence,the practice of the law, the displacement of
credulity and superstition, the decay of magic, the extension of scientific
inquiry. The absenceof all these changes wecan seein the operations of
the primitive mind, so correctly diagnosed 50 years ago by Levy-Bruhl.
The failure of the primitive mind to make use ofwhat we call evidence

represents an interruption or cessation of evolutionary development. One
of its consequencesis the failure to accept or demandthe principle of
individual responsibility, a failure that effectively blocks the further evo-
lution of society. Another of its consequencesis the failure of primitive
language to convey the inferences and connections we require for ex-
pressing scientific or, indeed, civilized thought. All languages, of course,
differ in the subtleties they can express. But they can be placed in an
evolutionary series in an inevitable relation to the lives and experiences
of the people who use them. A vast range, hardly to be measured in one
dimension, may be found among those who speak someform of English,

from the “pidgin” English of New Guineaor the “black” English ofNew
York to our technical or poetic sophistications at the other extreme.
To understand this contrast between the civilized and the primitive,

we must return to the starting point of civilization, the origins of grain-
growing agriculture 10,000 years ago, above all in Southwest Asia. From
this source, cultivators spread with their growing satellite industries in
all directions. In Europe and in Asia they met fearful obstacles, but in

the course of 5000 years they completed their journeys across the world.
In Africa, however, and indeedin the tropical Old World as a whole, their
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expansion was blocked by an obstacle that defeated them. This obstacle

consisted in the diseases inherent and endemicfor all species of plants

and animals in the region from whichtheytake their origin. It is a princi-

ple whose discovery we oweto the Russian agricultural geneticist, Nic-

kolai Vavilov.
Not only agriculture butcivilization itself (contrary to the chauvinistic

illusions of many nations) was carried by migrant peoples into Europe,

China, and India. But from Africa it was excluded. This exclusion has had

a complex history of direct and indirect causation. The exclusion of men

by the mosquito and the diseases it carried was direct. So also was the

exclusion of men mounted on horses bythetsetse fly andits diseases.

Indirect was the genetic response to these diseases. The abnormalities of

hemoglobin, which becamea racial characteristic of all lowland Negroid

populations, protected them from death by endowing them with disabili-

ties that weakened them in their reaction to every other disease. In turn,

they left the Negroids burdened with a second, no less spurious defense

against disease, namely, witchcraft. For a belief in witchcraft, once estab-

lished in a primitive community, is something that neither the science

nor the religion of Europe has so far been able to exorcise.

When the Negroids were taken away from Africa by slavetraders they

were partly, and in the United States often wholly, rescued from the

diseases that had infested them. But slavery did not rescue them from

their genetic responses to disease, which have continued with them as an

obstacle to their development individually, racially, and culturally. Nor

did it rescue them from their primitive beliefs. These experiences teach

us indeed that peoples cannot be separated from their history. They are

bound downbytheir evolutionary antecedents, occupational, social, and

medical.
Thousands of Negroids were removed from Africa, where the women

bore the children and did the work while the men did the fighting and

kept the population stable in numbers. On the North American and West

Indian plantations, they all had to work. There was neither famine nor
unemployment, and there was very little war. The environment was

more favorable than anything they had experienced in Africa. As slaves,
they improved in health and increased in numbers.

Whenthe Negroids were liberated from agricultural slavery, they were
thrownfree to shift for themselves in largely urban Caucasoid societies.

Discipline and protection having been withdrawn from them, they were
offered the beguiling prospect oflife first in American and then in Euro-

pean cities. These simple, unskilled rural people were suddenly offered
irregular urban employment combined with the opportunities of drink

and drugs, gambling and prostitution, and no reliable means of produc-
ive, creative, or congeniallabor.

The intellectually well-endowedraces, classes, and societies have a
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moral responsibility for the problemsof race mixture, of immigration and
exploitation, that have arisen fromtheir exercise of economic and politi-
cal power. They mayhopeto escape from these responsibilities by claim-
ing an intellectual and, therefore, moral equality between all races,
classes, and societies. But the chapters of this book,step by step, deprive
us of the scientific and historical evidence that might support such a
comfortable illusion.
European manis morally as well as intellectually responsible equally

for the splendors and the miseries he has brought on mankind.For while
creating his own environment, to which he is perhaps capable of adapt-
ing himself, he has also created for other peoples throughout the world
environments to which they, especially in the tropical world, are disas-
trously ill-adapted.
How ill-adapted they are is shown mostclearly by the painful records

of governments established amongcertain African peoples with the aid
of Western technology. When we compare the state of the Ashanti,
Nigeria, and Uganda before and after European colonization, we see
oppression made more oppressive. When we look at the century and a
half of liberated Sierra Leone, Liberia, or Haiti, we see promises equally
untulfilled. In the absence of a large educable class, recognizable either
on the IQ scale or by professional qualifications, we find a uniform inca-
pacity for constitutional government—andin its place a variety of police
states in which most people matter very little, while the natural re-
sources of the country are being quickly extracted for the benefit of a few
fortunate families.
We may now begin to see the world as a great field of natural exper-

iment in the assessment of human variation. We have its history at our
disposal marvelously revealed and open for comparisons with the tumul-
tuous events of today. But the comparisons are loaded with emotion and
charged with political interest. It is, therefore, all the more importantthat
we can turn for guidance to the methods of measurement that psycholo-
gists, educators, and biologists have designed with the purpose of com-
paring the individual and inborn qualities of men and women with the
practical results of the work they do.
The fruit of this enterprise has been to show us much more than we

could ever have expected. For it has gone a long way toward revealing
the connectednessof all human experience. And it has shown us in a new
light the obligations that men and women oweto one another and to the
earth that they hope to hand onto their posterity.
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290, 292-294,

D

Dermatoglyphics, 33-36, 39, 330, 341
arches, 33, 34, 330

bilateral asymmetry, 34, 39
description and analysis, 33-35, 330, 341
Dionne quintuplets, 34-35
fingers, 33, 34

FPI, 33, 34, 35, 36
loops, 33, 34, 330

palms, 34

ridge counts, 33, 34

thenar, 39

triradius, 33, 34

whorls, 33, 34, 330
Discriminant analysis, 148-149

Discrimination Reaction Timer, 299, 303,

304, 322-323, 332, 342, 350, 352-353,
356-357, 362, 367-368

Distributed practice, see Practice distribu-
tion

Doll and puppettests, 200-217
“accomodation” response, 213

own-race preferences, 215-217

in segregated versus integrated schools,

201-212, 214, 216-217
Dominance and overdominance, 63-69

Draw-a-man Test, 267, 269, 273

E

Epistasis, 69

Exogamy, see Outbreeding

Subject Index

Exponential acquisition equation, 315-316,
322-324, 348, 355-357, 363-368

F

Factor analysis, 112, 159-165, 297-299,
303-304, 309-310, 311

athletic ability, 311
for comparing Negroid and Caucasoid

twins, 160-165

interpretation, 297-299

mental ability, 112
perceptual ability, 309-310
perceptual speed factors, 159
psychological tests, 159
psychomotorability, 299, 303-304
spatial factor, 159
verbal factor, 159

Fallacies

in arguments on humandifferences, 5-27
of association, 7-9

of generalization, 9-14
of oversimplification, 16-20
that beg the question, 20-23
verbal, 14-16

Fallacist’s fallacy, 6
Farnham-Diggory Self-Evaluation Scale,

249-250, 251-254

Form Board Test, 153, 157, 159, 292, 335

G

g, general factor, 292-294, 297, 299, 309,
311, 364-365

Gene frequency, 31
Genes and melting pots, 29-49
Genetic drift, 36

Genetic equilibrium, 29-31, 41-42
alleles, 30

description of, 29-31, 41-42
gamete, 30

gene, 30

heterozygous, 30

homozygous, 30
hybrid origin, 30
melting pot, 29
random mating, 30

Genetic markers, 31, 32, 36, 42
George Report, 10-11

Gesell Institute’s Figure Copying Test, 272
Goodnessoffit, 290, 315-316, 323, 348,

355-356, 368



Subject Index

Gordon’s How I See Myself, 254-256

Graduate Record Examination, 186

Group differences
and general laws, 288-289, 356, 369, 370

and individual differences, 330-332

H

Habit growth, 292, 362-368

Handedness, 38, 39, 40, 343, 345, 354, 360

Handprints, 42

Hardy-Weinberg Principle, 60-61
Head Start Program andself-esteem, 248-

249

Heim Self-Judging Vocabulary Test, 153,
157, 159, 160

Heredity and environment, effects of on in-
telligence test performance, 139

Heritability, 46, 137-169, 191
biometric genetic approach, 156
broad, 157

of general and specific mentalabilities,
155-165

of intelligence, 191
versus learnability, 305-306, 308
of longevity, 324-325
of mental test performance, 137-169
of musical ability, 306-308
of perceptual ability, 310-311
of psychological test scores, 156-160
of psychomotor ability, 304-308, 311,

314-315, 344-345, 353, 360
Heritability, estimates of, 155-156

Holzinger’s H index, 155-156
Nichol’s HR coefficient, 155-156

Vandenberg’s ratio, 155-156
Heterosis, 90-91

Hollingshead’s Two-Factor Index of Social
Position, 248

Hcmoerectus, 189

Homosapiens, 189

Hybrid origin, 42, 44
Hybrid vigor, see Heterosis

I

Identical Pictures Test, 154, 157, 159, 160
Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities,

249, 275
Inbreeding, 53, 55, 78-90, 95

coefficient, 79-82, 86
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detrimental recessives, 82-90
inbreeding depression, 83, 84, 85-87
and IQ, 86-90
theory, 78-85

Individual differences
and general laws, 288-289, 291-292,

295-297, 314-316, 324, 369-370
and group differences, 330-332

Infant sensorimotor developmentandIQ,
119

Institutionalization of mentally retarded as
a means ofcontrolling fertility, 179

Intellectual abilities, 115-118, 125-126,
128-133

CRT, complex reaction time, 130
Ga, broad audition, 116, 132
Ge and Gf, crystallized and fluid intelli-

gence, 115-116, 117, 125-126, 128,
129, 130, 131, 132, 133

Gs, broad speediness, 116, 132
Gv, broad visualization, 116, 130, 132
Ms, memory span primaryability, 117,

131
PM, primary memory, 117-118, 131

QPS, quasi-permanentstorage, 130-131
SAR, short-term acquisition and retrieval,

116-117, 130, 131, 132, 133
SM, secondary memory, 117-118, 131
SPS, sensori-motor speediness, 129-130
SRT, simple reaction time, 129-130
TM, tertiary memory, 130-131

VPT, verbal productive thinking, 116,
118, 128, 130, 132, 133

Intellectual abilities, nature and develop-
mentof, 107-136

Intelligence, 31, 32, 46, 108-131, 151,
171-193, 261-286

in adulthood, 126-131
memory, 130-131
sampling problems, 127-129
speediness, 129-130

in childhood, 121-126
acculturational influences, 122-124
incidental influences, 124
physiological influences, 125

components of, 110
correlations, intrafamily, 187-188
defined, 108-111

ethnic andracial differences in, interna-
tional comparisons, 261-286

facet theories, 112-113
fluid versus crystallized, 267
heirarchical theories, 114-118
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in infancy, 118-121
measurement, 118-120

passive versus involved responses,

119-120

summary, 120-121

Level I and Level II, 111, 151

multiability theories of, 111-118
multiple-concept theories, 111-118
sex differences in, 171-173

sex differences, high end of scale, 185-
187, 192-193

tests and achievement, 109

variability, greater male, 171-173, 193
Interaction, statistical, 312—316

Internal consistency reliability tests, 113
Interracial crosses, 90, 91-94

Hawaii, 91-92

Jamaica, 92-94

recombination effect, 92

skin color, 93-94

Switzerland, 91

twinning, 92

IQ, 32, 268-277

Amerinds, 274-275

Australian, 268, 269

Australoid, 265-266, 275-276

Belgian, 268
Bushmen, 277

Caucasoids, 268-269

Chinese (Taiwan), 273

Denmark, 268

Eskimo, 273-274

German, 268

Great Britain, 268

India, 269

Indonesia, 273

Iran, 269

Iraq, 269

Italy, 268

Japan, 273

Khoisan, 276-277

Maoris, 276

Micronesians, 276

Mongoloids, 272-274
Negroids, 270-271

African, 271

Jamaican, 271

U.S., 270-271

New Zealand, 268, 269
Polynesian, 276

Scottish, 268

Spanish, 268-269

Yugoslav, 269

Subject Index

IQ, 53-55, 74-77, 139, 140, 357, 364-365
and assortative mating, 53-55
nonverbal, genetic variations in, 139
and psychomotorskills, 357, 364-365
social class difference in, as related to

race differences, 140

variability with assortative mating, 74-77
verbal, genetic variations in, 139

IQ, causesofethnic differences in, 277-282
agnostic attitudes, 282
class structure, 281

climate, 277-278
education, 280-281
egalitarian hypothesis, 277-278
environmental factors, 279-282
genetic causes, 282

income and SES, 279-280
test familiarity, 279
test reliability, 278-279

K

Kaup’s index, 146
Klineberg Fallacy, 14

L

Life expectancy, 318-327
and disease susceptibility, 326-327
environmental factors, 324-325
heritability of, 324-325
race differences in, 325-327
sex differences in, 318-325, 326
and slavery, 325-326

Linkage, 40-47
accessory triradii, 43, 44
alleles, 41

animals, 40

associations, 40-47

backcross, 40, 44

chromosome mapping, 40, 41
crossovers, 40, 41, 44, 45

dominant, 41

genes, 40-45

genotypes, 41

heterozygous, 40-41
homozygous, 40-41
hybrid origin, 40, 41, 42, 45, 46

loci, 40

markers, 42, 44, 45, 46

melting pots, 41, 45, 46-47



Subject Index

phenotype, 41

plants, 40

PTC, 42

research, 44-45

ridge counts, 45

skin color, 42-44

tests for, 40—47

Lyon Hypothesis, 173-175, 189

M

Manual Lever, 299, 362

Martin-Bell Syndrome, 173

Massed practice, see Practice distribution
MAVA, 156

Memory capacity, 117-118, 130-131

Mendelian algebra of assortative mating,
57-69, 96-101

Mental retardation, 172-173, 176-193

community studies, prevalence of mental
retardation, 179-185

familial clustering of males, 188-189
incidence, institutional, 177-179

parent-child, similarities in, 188-189
prevalence of

in British Columbia, 183

in New South Wales, 184

MeyerowitzIllinois Index of Self-

Derogation, 247, 249

Miller Analogies Test, 186

Mirror Tracer, 299, 305, 320-321, 361-362,

368
Monochorionic twins, 145

Multidimensional Pursuitmeter, 299, 303

N

National Merit Twin Study, 144, 147
Newcastle Spatial Test, 154, 157, 159

N.I.M.H. Collaborative Study, 139
Nonrandom mating, genetic and behavioral

effects of, 51-105

Numerical ability, 138

O

Object Aperture Test, 153-154, 159, 160

Olympic athletes, 311-312, 338, 339, 352

Outbreeding, 90-96
Own-race preference summary, 236-239
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race of interviewer, 239

region, 237

segregated versus integrated, 238

P

Panmixia, 52, 331

Paper Folding Test, 153, 159
Passive versus involved infant response,

119-120

Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, 275
Perceptual ability factors, 309-311, 319,

333-334, 340-341, 352-353, 357-360
Perceptual learning, 308-309
Perceptual motor skill, see Psychomotor

skill
Perceptual speed factor, 155, 159-160
Performancetests, 44

Piers-Harris Children’s Self-Concept Scale,
216

Pigmentation, 43, 333-334, 340-345, 359
iris, 340-343

retina, 333-334, 359
skin, 43, 333, 343-345

Pilot Aptitude Index, 303
Pitch perception, 310-311
Pleiotrophy, 36-40

behavioral, 38-40

dermatoglyphics, 39-40
handedness, 38—40

biochemical, 37

favism, 37

genes, 37

G-6-pd, 37
napthaline, 37

phenylketonuria, 37

phenylpyruvic acid, 37
primaquine, 37

recessive, 37

sexlinked, 37

sulfanilamide, 37
morphological syndromes, 37
Laurence-Moon-Biedl, 37
Marfan’s, 37

nail-patella, 37
van de Hoeve’s 37

Populations, genetic studies of, 30, 35, 36,

38, 40, 41-47

Amerinds, 30, 45

Arabs, 44

American Indians

Carib, 46
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Cherokee, 45-46

Mohawk, 46

Seminole, 46

Australoids, 35
British, 35

Capoids, 44
Caucasoids, 42, 43
Chinese, 35

French, 46
Goan, 44

Japanese, 35
Jews, 35, 36, 38

American, 35

Askenazi, 35

North African, 35

Sephardic, 35
Yemenite, 35

Malay, 44

Middle Easterners, 35
Negroids, 30, 35, 42-44

African, 35, 43, 44

American, 42

Bantu, 44

Hottentots, 44

Scotch-Irish, 46

South African Bushmen, 44
Sudanese, 42, 43

Porteus Maze Test, 263-266, 275, 277,
335-337

Practice distribution, 290, 294, 322, 360-
362

Prenatal maternal influence, 188
Primary mental abilities, 112, 131-133
Primary Mental Abilities Test, 164, 191
Project Talent Twin Study, 142, 144, 147
Proof, requirements for, 6-7

expert agreement, 7
Psychologicaltests, factor analysis of, 159

292-293, 297-299, 303-304, 309, 311
Psychomotorability factors, 299, 303-305,

332, 340, 452
Psychomotorskills, 287-378
and academicability, 290, 337
definition, 287

physiological substrata, 288, 361
theory of acquisition, 362-368

>

Q

Queensland Test, 276

Quantitative variations, 32, 36, 45

Subject Index

R

Race, conceptual validity of, 22-23, 327-
330, 346-347

Race differences
in athletic ability, 312, 338-340
comparativeheritability studies of, 137-

140
factor analytic method of comparing,

160-165
in first principal componentfactor scores,

160-162
in genetic variations in verbal and non-

verbal IQ, 139
in hereditary potential and realized

ability ratio, 138
in heritability of
achievementon selected psychological

tests, 156-160

mental test performance, 137-140,
155-165

numerical ability, 138
perceptual speedfactor scores, 159-160
spatial factor scores, 159—160
verbal factor scores, 159-160

in maturation, 338-339
in morphology, 339-340
in musical ability, 307-308
in perceptual ability, 332-334, 337
and prejudice, 331-332, 337-338
in psychomotorability, 332-337, 341-350
as related to social class differences in IQ,

140

and sex differences, 359-360
in twinning, rate of, 138
in variance ratios in general mental abil-

ity, 157
in within pair variance of primary mental

abilities, 157

Race-IQ debate, 23-25
““degeneration”’ theory, 23-24
emotionalism, 23
guilt feelings, 23
social consequences, 24-25

Race preference photos and drawings,
217-236

race-barrier pictures, 232-234
Race preference andself-esteem, 199-260
“Racial superiority”, 328-329, 330, 337-

338, 350-351

Random mating, 30, 52

Rangerestriction, 290, 349
Raven’s Progressive Matrices, 267, 268, 269,



Subject Index

271, 272, 273, 274

Reactive inhibition, 294, 360-362

Reliability of tests, 292, 301-303, 341

Reminiscence, 360-362

Renpenning’s Syndrome, 173
Rhythmic ability, 304-305, 337
Rohrer’s index, 146

Rotary Pursuitmeter, 293, 299-300, 303,

304, 305, 314-316, 320-323, 342-346,

353, 354-356, 360-362, 367-368

Rudder Control, 301, 304, 362

S

Sampling, cross-sectional versus longitudi-
nal, 127-129

Seashore Musical Aptitude Test, 93
Selective Mathometer, 301, 342, 347-349,

353, 360, 361, 362, 367-368
Selective mating, 33, 192-193
Self-esteem versus own-race preference,

200
Self-esteem test findings, summary, 256-

259
“Self-hatred” among black children, see

Self-esteem test findings, summary
Self-Social Symbols Tasks, 246-247
Sense of Personal Worth, 251

SES, socioeconomic status, 306, 339-340,

341, 345, 346, 353, 359
Sex differences, see also Academictests;

Cognitive abilities tests; Intelligence,
in athletic ability, 312, 352
in average intelligence, 171
in cognitive ability, 352, 358
heritability comparisons on psychological

tests, 160-161
in musical ability, 307-308, 353
in perceptual ability, 352
and practice, 352, 354-358, 360-362
and prejudice, 353-364

in psychomotorability, 347-348, 349,
352, 353-358

and race differences, 359-360

in reminiscence, 360-362

in spatial ability, 357-360
in variability of intelligence, 171-193

Sex linkage, see also X-linkage, 171-198
Sexual selection, 56-57

Simple Arithmetic Test, 152, 157, 159, 160
Single-gene diseases, 82-83
Spatial perception, X-linkage, 189, 358-360

391

Special education classes, enrollment in,

secondary level, 185

Spelling Achievement Test, 155, 157-159

Sports, see Athletic ability factors; Age dif-
ferences, in athletic ability; Olympic
athletes; Race differences, in athletic

ability; Sex differences, in athletic

ability

Stanford Binet Test, 171, 268
Stanine scores, 303

Star Discrimeter, 301, 362, 368

Structure of intelligence model, 112-113

Surface Development Test, 152-153, 157,

159

T

Taxonomy, 327-332

ethnic taxa, 328

evolutionary taxa, 328
geographical taxa, 328
single-species doctrine, 328-329

Terman’s gifted pupils, 76
“Time-capsule” genetic influences, 125
Transfer of training, 291, 322, 344-345, 361,

365-367
Twins, 15, 31-32, 34-35, 38-39, 137-140,

142-151, 156-165, 304-305, 308, 310,
312, 324-325, 360

comparative heritability studies, 137-
140, 304-305, 308, 310, 312, 324-325,
360

dizygotic, 31-32, 35
factor analytic method of comparing,

160-165
fraternal, 31

heritability coefficients, 156-160
identical, 31

monozygotic, 31-32, 34

MZ and DZ, 15
zygosity determination, 142-151

Two-Hand Coordinator, 300, 303, 367-368

U

UNESCOstatement on IQ and race, 261-

262

USAF Psychomotor Testing Program, 296,
301-303

U statistic, 156, 157, 160
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Vv

Validity of tests, 301-303, 337, 341

Verbal ability, X-linkage, 189-191

W

Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS),
74, 186

Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children
(WISC), 273

Weight discrimination, 44
Weinburg’s rule, 143, 145
Wide Range Vocabulary Test, 152, 159, 160
Where Are You? game, 250

X

X-chromosome, 166, 173-175
X-linkage, 171-193, 358-360

of general intelligence, 171-193
of spatial perception, 189, 358-360
of verbal ability, 189-191

X-linked mental retardation, cultural-
familial retardation, relationship to,
171-193

Subject Index

Y

Y-chromosome, 173

Z

Zygosity, determination of, 142-151

anthropometric measurements, 142,
146-147, 148

Automatic Interaction Detector, 145,
147-149

blood type, 142-145, 146-147
color blindness, 142, 147, 149
discriminant analysis, 145, 147-149
finger and palm prints, 144-145
handedness, 142, 147, 149
multivariate techniques for, 146
in National Merit Twin Study, 144, 147
photographs, 145
physical observations, 142
placenta examination, 144-145

in Project Talent Twin Study, 142, 144,
147

questionnaire responses, 145
rating of judges, 145, 149
self-report, 149
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